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LAK 2021 Program Chairs’ Welcome

We are very pleased to welcome you to the Eleventh International Conference on Learning Analytics and Knowledge (LAK21), organized by the Society for Learning Analytics Research (SoLAR). This year’s conference, while originally planned to be hosted by University of California, Irvine at the Newport Beach Marriott, is held virtually April 12-16, 2021 in an effort to protect the LAK community from COVID-19.

The theme for the 11th annual LAK conference is “The impact we make: The contributions of learning analytics to learning”. As academic fields concerned with human behavior develop and mature, their impact on advancing scientific understanding and practical application becomes an important marker of success. As an integrated, interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary research field, learning analytics is presented with questions regarding its contributions in two areas: (i) the respective fields from which it draws, and (ii) its own development as a research domain. The LAK21 conference is intended for both researchers and practitioners, and we have invited them to come and join a proactive dialogue around the impact of learning analytics and its practical adoption. We have further extended our invite to educators, leaders, administrators, and government and industry professionals interested in the field of learning analytics and related disciplines.

We received large numbers of high-quality submissions. The research track received 228 submissions (129 full paper submissions and 99 short paper submissions), which represents a slight decrease of about 13% in total number of submissions compared to last year which was to be expected due to the COVID-19 pandemic. It does, however, represent a 7% increase compared to 2019. As usual, the research papers are published as Proceedings by the ACM.

In addition to the full and short papers of the research track, we have accepted 10 practitioner reports, 36 posters, 4 demos, 8 doctoral consortium submissions, and 18 workshop proposals. Some of these workshops had their own call for papers and their accepted submissions are included in these Companion Proceedings as well. We are most grateful for all the hard work by the practitioner, workshop, poster & demo and doctoral consortium chairs as well as by the program committee and their insightful and constructive comments and reviews. These Companion Proceedings could not have been done without their generous help and support.

We would like to stress our gratitude for the hard effort during COVID times by researchers and all involved in our community. We recognize that as we moved through the past year of the coronavirus pandemic all students, researchers and staff in this community faced new physical and emotional challenges, particularly with feelings of stress, uncertainty and fear. As such, we would like to thank you all for the effort you devoted that has allowed this conference to happen this year.

Our hope is that the LAK21 participants and the readers of these proceedings will recognize the contributions of the field of learning analytics within the scope of the interdisciplinary fields from which we draw. This could include more traditional contributions such as theoretical, methodological as well as practical and community-based contributions such as increased representation from other disciplines (e.g., neuroscience, AI). As an interdisciplinary community ourselves, monitoring these external contributions is particularly meaningful as broadly advancing scientific understanding and practical application becomes an important marker of success within our field.
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ABSTRACT: Network analysis simulations were used to guide decision-makers while configuring instructional spaces on our campus during COVID-19. Course enrollment data were utilized to estimate metrics of student-to-student contact under various instruction mode scenarios. Campus administrators developed recommendations based on these metrics; examples of learning analytics implementation are provided.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In response to COVID-19, many universities cancelled Spring 2020 in-person classes and shifted to 100% online instruction. By late spring, institutions began considering plans for Fall 2020. At Indiana University-Bloomington (IUB), planning decisions involving any in-person component were daunting from the start. In a typical semester, over 43,000 students enroll at IUB with more than 2,200 tenured and other faculty teaching and conducting research. Operationally, this yields over 200,000 enrollments across 12,700 classes that take place in roughly 2,300 classrooms. With State guidelines and physical distancing protocols continuously changing, campus committees were tasked with developing recommendations for delivering a safe and effective education. One committee, the Strategic Space Utilization Committee (the committee), was comprised of data analysts, faculty, administrators, registrars, deans, and chairs who focused on ensuring safe use of classroom space (e.g., density reduction) and configuring instruction mode in ways to reduce the number of pathways in which the virus might spread through the student body.

2 DATA-DRIVEN APPROACH

One aspect of the committee’s work included a data-driven approach which simulated the interconnectivity of students through performing a network analysis on course enrollment data. This approach was inspired by a Cornell University Study (Weeden and Cornwall 2020) which showed that nearly all students shared a common classmate – a finding that was alarming for colleges trying to reopen their campuses in the COVID-19 environment (Gluckman 2020). Given the implications of the Cornell study, we asked ourselves how we could leverage and expand this work to support the committee. Three network analysis outputs illustrate how this work was applied and used for reopening planning on our campus: 1) performing ad hoc network simulations for initial committee evaluation, 2) exporting class lists to identify potential hot spots in the enrollment network, and 3) constructing a post hoc dashboard to show the impact of decisions on reducing student contact.
All three forms of the analysis were highly informative. First, following the approach of Weeden and Cornwall (2020), we discovered that opening campus under pre-pandemic norms would pose significant risk to the university. Using Fall 2019 course enrollment data for fully in-person classes and any hybrid classes that had an in-person component, we found that a typical in-person semester scenario produced an average path length between any two students of 2.7 with a typical student being able to reach 45% of other students within two steps and 79% of students within three steps (see scenario 1 in Table 1). In particular, large lectures appeared to be high contributors of interconnectivity. The committee considered several modality changes related to class characteristics (class size, class component (lecture/non-lecture), etc.) in order to reduce student contact points, and each proposed change was simulated (results for scenarios 2-6 in Table 1). These statistics, especially network reach statistics as they were the most straightforward measures of student-to-student contact, were essential for Fall 2020 planning. As a result of these network analysis scenarios, committee stakeholders recommended a hybrid instruction model with the principle to move certain types of classes online (computer labs, large classes of more than 49 students, multicomponent lectures, and single component general education courses) as defined in scenario 6 in Table 1.

Table 1: Ad Hoc Network Simulation Results Using Fall 2019 Course Enrollment Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric/Scenario</th>
<th>1-All Courses/Sections In-Person</th>
<th>2-Computer Labs Online</th>
<th>3-ClassSize &gt;49 Online</th>
<th>4-Multicomponent Lectures Online</th>
<th>5-Non-multicomponent General Education Online</th>
<th>6-Scenarios 2-5 Combined</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># of Edges</td>
<td>7,458,408</td>
<td>7,367,098</td>
<td>1,483,914</td>
<td>4,868,250</td>
<td>5,407,434</td>
<td>1,119,036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of Vertices</td>
<td>38,386</td>
<td>38,362</td>
<td>37,512</td>
<td>38,374</td>
<td>38,009</td>
<td>35,919</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transitivity</td>
<td>47.6%</td>
<td>48.4%</td>
<td>47.6%</td>
<td>45.8%</td>
<td>56.6%</td>
<td>58.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. Path Length</td>
<td>2.74</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>3.35</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td>2.94</td>
<td>3.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diameter</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Step Reach</td>
<td>45.1%</td>
<td>44.6%</td>
<td>9.1%</td>
<td>34.9%</td>
<td>29.9%</td>
<td>5.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Step Reach</td>
<td>78.7%</td>
<td>78.6%</td>
<td>65.8%</td>
<td>77.0%</td>
<td>76.4%</td>
<td>52.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Even though the network simulations showed that such modality changes could reduce spread of the virus, the campus recognized there could still be potential hot spots in the enrollment network. As a second phase to the analysis, we produced network statistics at the class level to identify which classes were the most central in producing connections between students. We also conducted simulations on network reach statistics by removing remaining in-person classes by centrality percentile; this created suggested cutoff points for the class list in terms of moving specific classes to online or hybrid delivery models. Examples of such outputs are provided in Figure 1. This knowledge was particularly informative and actionable for the Registrar’s office who was working with departments to set the
class schedule and to safely reconfigure remaining in-person classes to available classroom space. Final adoption of the committee recommendations for Fall 2020, largely implemented by the Registrar’s office through this ongoing dialogue with academic departments, resulted in a configuration of 63% of the classes offered online and 37% offered in-person or hybrid (not including independent study and research classes). This compared to Fall 2019 in which 93% of the classes were offered in-person or hybrid and 7% were offered online.

Figure 1: Excerpts of Network Centrality Class Lists and Reach Statistics by Removal Criterion

Figure 2 shows excerpts of the final stage of the analysis – a dashboard report that highlights the effectiveness of the committee’s work: the committee’s recommended criteria for online and hybrid instruction picked up a significant proportion of the most central classes (see top left of Figure 2, orange bars); the Fall 2020 student network had significantly fewer student-to-student contact points compared to prior semesters (see top right of Figure 2), and the most central classes in Fall 2020 were also the least likely to have an in-person class component (see bottom of Figure 2). This dashboard report was highly effective in telling the story of the committee’s work and quantifying the impact of course modality decisions on reducing student-to-student contact in classrooms.

Figure 2: Excerpts from Network Analysis Dashboard Report
4  NEXT STEPS

Network analysis provided a structure to facilitate difficult campus-wide discussions and decisions about course delivery. This work was well-received at our institution, and we plan to continue to use this as framework for COVID-19 planning in future semesters. Our campus is exploring ways that we can incorporate other data sources into the network analysis such as on-campus and Greek-life housing data - data that would provide a more complete picture of student interactions. Network analysis could also support the controlled re-introduction of extracurricular activities that are currently online; these activities are an important dimension of a residential campus experience. Finally, we intend to expand the network analysis approach for other purposes; for example, using it to find and explore the benefits of naturally-forming communities at our institution, building on the work of Israel, Koester, and McKay (2020).
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ABSTRACT: Educators typically lack the tools for action-oriented learning analytics to connect with and provide personalized support to students, especially at scale. We discuss educators’ adoption of SRES to address these issues. We describe key success factors in implementation and challenges around usability and learnability using a hybrid adoption framework.
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1 BACKGROUND

Student engagement, experience, and learning are strongly influenced by timely academic and personal support as well as frequent, meaningful student-instructor interactions that foster a sense of belonging (Schneider & Preckel, 2017); yet students may feel disengaged and disconnected, due to inadequate support and feedback. Educators understand the stress points in their subjects and are in a prime position to provide relevant monitoring, interaction, and support. However, heavy workloads, scattered and inaccessible data, and a lack of useful technology to act upon that data (West et al., 2015) prevent them from using available data to support students in targeted, educator-driven, and personalized ways, especially at-scale. The Student Relationship Engagement System (SRES) started development in 2012 at The University of Sydney to address this. SRES makes it easier for instructors to capture and make use of relevant, live data from many learning environments (e.g. tutors using SRES’s web app to enter grades and feedback while interacting with students; students adding peer- and self-reviews) and curate this with other data (e.g. LMS engagement, performance, participation). It enables educators to control the analyses performed and, importantly, act on data at-scale by creating personalized support for students through ‘portals’ (programmable web pages that can be made available in the LMS via LTI or standalone) and emails. This content can be static (e.g. written feedback, additional resources, encouragement) and/or interactive (e.g. personalized feedback alongside input fields inviting student reflection). Built-in mechanisms collect engagement metrics and student feedback, helping educators evaluate their actions.

2 IMPLEMENTATION

Since 2012, SRES use has grown at 50% a year, now being used by 1900+ educators to reach 65,000+ students at Sydney University, with growing use at three other Australian institutions. Starting from one faculty, the central learning and teaching unit have supported it from 2016, enabling scaling of support while maintaining its pedagogical and pastoral purposes. The diffusion of innovations (Rogers, 2003) and co-creation (Dollinger, Liu, Arthars, & Lodge, 2019; Payne, Storbacka, & Frow, 2008) models
together are informative for analyzing SRES’ implementation and adoption; we propose a hybrid framework based on both (Figure 1).

We now explain adoption of SRES in terms of Rogers (2003) who suggested that individuals move through the five stages of the ‘innovation-decision’ process. Individuals first gain knowledge of the ‘why’, ‘what’, and ‘how’ of an innovation and then decide whether to adopt it based on how they perceive it. This includes its compatibility with their existing practices and values (e.g. supporting students; monitoring participation) and providing relative advantage over existing practices (e.g. digitizing records; scaling personalized feedback) to address felt needs (e.g. reducing workloads, being more connected to students). Being able to trial an innovation on a limited or partial basis assists in a positive adoption decision (Rogers, 2003) (e.g. using SRES for a few weeks just to send personally-addressed messages before exploring other functions). During the implementation phase, Rogers argued that users who modify or change an innovation in that implementation process (e.g. coordinators setting up SRES as a complete student information system) are more likely to continue adopting it sustainably, and that an innovation which lends itself to this so-called ‘re-invention’ is adopted more quickly (Rogers, 2003).

![Diagram of the adoption process](image)

**Figure 1:** A proposed framework for the adoption of learning analytics platforms by instructors, based on diffusion of innovations (Rogers, 2003) and co-creation (shaded, Payne et al. (2008)) models.

Likewise, the co-creation model by Payne et al. (2008) provides an informative theorization of SRES’ adoption by instructors. Their conceptual framework describes how users who are active players in the use, maintenance, and adaptation of a product can co-create ‘value’, or benefits, for the user (e.g. instructors, in the case of LA, and their students) and the supplier (e.g. universities, learning and teaching units, vendors). Three types of ‘encounters’ support this process: communication, usage, and service. Communication encounters (e.g. newsletters, announcements) aim to connect with users, in keeping with the importance of communication in Rogers’ framework, particularly to support the knowledge and persuasion phases. Interpersonal communication channels (Rogers, 2003) (e.g. peers...
actively demonstrating benefits and assisting others in overcoming learning hurdles; a 340-member Yammer group) have been key in moving users through the innovation-decision process (Arthars & Liu, 2020). These also support sharing of users’ standard and re-invented uses. Usage encounters occur when a product is being used; in the process of implementing a LA platform, users (e.g. instructors, instructional designers) may propose new features (e.g. student data entry, self and peer review, data summaries and dashboards) and once these have been built, users adapted them to creatively expand their uses of the product, going beyond the original design intentions (e.g. providing rich data to teaching assistants to help them better understand students’ backgrounds, interests, and progress) (Dollinger et al., 2019). Service encounters occur when users seek training and assistance (e.g. workshops, troubleshooting consultations), and provide another avenue to support the implementation and continued adoption of the innovation.

3 FINDINGS FROM INTERVIEW STUDY

Over eight years, there have been three key challenges for adoption decisions and subsequent implementation: (1) data integration, (2) system stability and responsiveness and (3) system usability, especially learnability. These changed as SRES evolved. For example, data integration issues were largely resolved by Sydney moving to Canvas in 2017; SRES now uses Canvas’ open API to access educator-relevant data (e.g. module completions, assessment submissions, site access, discussion engagement). Moving SRES to a modern stack (Python and MongoDB) in early 2019 addressed stability and responsiveness. Usability, including learnability, have improved based on the co-creation processes described above. Some are commonly raised as adoption hurdles, similar to findings by Ali, Asadi, Gašević, Jovanović, and Hatala (2013). Our interviews with 32 SRES users revealed that SRES flexibility led to GUI complexity, cluttering, and navigability challenges. However, users saw significant benefits over existing practices (high ‘relative advantage’) and high compatibility with existing values and needs. Learnability challenges were noted by some newer users, still in the knowledge or persuasion phases, as they struggled to understand SRES’s scope and possibilities; in Rogers’ terms, SRES had limited observability. The interviews revealed common software learnability factors such as interface understandability, system guidance appropriateness, and contextual appropriateness (Rafique et al., 2012) (Table 1), and are important for widescale LA software adoption.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Persuasion phase</th>
<th>Implementation phase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High complexity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Fearful of workload and learning curve, so avoid using the platform</td>
<td>• Navigability challenges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Not confident in being able to understand the platform</td>
<td>• Documentation length and understandability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• “It was really hard getting people on board because they felt like it was just one more thing to learn and it was easy for [name] because [name] is techy.”</td>
<td>• “Figuring out what I wanted to do and at times getting SRES to do what I wanted… I was like ‘Why isn’t this working?’ I was like, ‘Oh there’s a button I didn’t tick that does what I want it to do’.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Examples of how perceived characteristics of an LA platform (SRES) may negatively impact key phases of the innovation-decision process, including representative quotes from user interviews.
On the positive side, our interviews indicate SRES’ success for the two most important characteristics in innovation adoption (Rogers, 2003), namely relative advantage and compatibility (e.g. “We’ve moved from, I’d have to say, not the best feedback mechanisms up to now, to very prompt feedback on any submitted work. So that the students, before they have to complete their next submission task, have an opportunity to improve”). Indeed, over 1.1 million personalization events (479,421 personalized emails and 648,049 web portal impressions) have been delivered to over 83,000 unique students since mid-2016, with 92.6% (n=6,345 total respondents) of emails and 80.6% (n=14,751 total respondents) of web portals being rated as ‘helpful’ by students who responded to unobtrusive, embedded feedback prompts. Thematic analysis of student feedback suggests this is due to a heightened sense of connection and care between students and educators, and the provision of timely and tailored feedback. Continued scaling of the use and support of such educator-driven LA tools must balance usefulness (for students and educators) and usability (for educators). This is especially true for flexible systems with diverse functionality and therefore more scope for re-invention. Further research is also needed to understand how educators’ use intensifies or degrades over time as they move through the implementation and confirmation phases.
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1 BACKGROUND

This study was conducted using data from a statistics course at San Diego State University (SDSU). In response to a strategic planning charge, SDSU convened a learning analytics working group which included faculty, administrators, and staff. Nearly a decade later, the group’s shared goal to leverage student performance and engagement data to increase student success in historically challenging courses has continued, now a key component of the four and six-year graduation rate initiatives at the campus and system levels.

A ubiquitous obstacle in this research was accounting for students’ engagement with publisher courseware, which faculty use to administer homework, quizzes, and reading assignments. While the learning management system data reflected students’ navigation to the content once they logged on to the courseware portal, SDSU was unable to view the activity (e.g., time on task, question attempts, etc.). Likewise, publishers had access to student activity data, but no indication of final course grades.
Without these complementary data points, neither organization had a complete picture of the students’ learning path, nor could they leverage the data to increase performance through strategic interventions (e.g., Supplemental Instruction, tutoring, office hours, etc.). In order to overcome the disconnect, SDSU and Pearson partnered in Fall 2018 to investigate whether they could gain insights into student outcomes by leveraging performance data from the content platform itself.

2 DESCRIPTION

Throughout the past five years, repeatable grade rates (C- through D, F, or withdrawals) in SDSU’s largest, lower-division introductory statistics courses have been >23%. Performance challenges are compounded by the >1,000 students enrolled in the course each semester. Some trends were identifiable, showing promise towards catching students before they failed. A closer look at students’ exam one outcomes over three semesters demonstrated that more than 60% of students who failed the first exam ultimately received a D or F in the course. This early signal of students’ success or failure set the foundation for the study.

In Fall 2018, SDSU partnered with Pearson to explore data generated by students on the MyStatLab courseware platform with hopes of improving statistics course performance outcomes. A repeatable method was developed using only behavioral data; a strategy that had two objectives. The goals were to leverage data that students were able to act upon (i.e., no demographic or prior performance data), and to ensure stable algorithmic predictions in the first weeks of the semester, allowing for interventions before the first exams were administered.

The following research questions guided the inquiry:

Can historic, course-level data be used to build a model which identifies student engagement patterns within required course activities (e.g., homework, quizzes, class participation)?

How early in the semester (15 weeks of instruction) might a students’ course engagement serve as an indication of their overall course performance?

How can SDSU and Pearson leverage the engagement data and provide strategic interventions to increase students’ success?

3 RESULTS

The study began with an exploration of student courseware engagement patterns. A majority of students’ coursework in the class was attempted after faculty and peer assistance were no longer available, and in the final hours before the assignments were due. Looking at the data and distinct engagement patterns, a clustering model was used to fit the data. The first attempt was to group data by day, and to cluster using engagement duration, sessions, assessments, and questions. While the method worked, grouping sessions into multi-day buckets ultimately provided the cleanest signal. From that method, the following four canonical behavior patterns were demonstrated by students in the statistics class.
1) Early Compliant students initiated and completed their homework assignments three or more days before the deadline, demonstrating a distributed study practice. 2) Compliant students typically began their homework 24-48 hours in advance of the deadline. 3) Late Compliant students began and submitted work on the due date. While there are more “high risk” students in this cluster, the performance distribution is similar to the Compliant group. 4) Non-Compliant student engagement patterns indicated fewer submissions, and those completed were often submitted past the due date.

Figure 1. Four clusters depicted from Early Compliant through Non-Compliant, based upon average student interactions with the MyStatLab homework platform.

By clustering students based upon engagement patterns, the predictions proved to be an equitable and accurate metric to identify at-risk students early in the semester. At the end of week two, the accuracy of the model was 52%, with an observed sensitivity of 38%, which was 65% better than a random guess. By week nine, 86% of students were accurately clustered based on their engagement patterns. The first exam is typically administered in week six, providing a month-long head start to connect at-risk students to the resources they need to be successful. These results were encouraging, indicating that it is possible to identify behavior patterns early in the semester with enough accuracy to enable directional communication helping students succeed.

Figure 2: Student observations by Compliance cluster at weeks 2, 9, and 15.
4 FUTURE WORK

Pearson and SDSU hope to partner again to scale this methodology and provide guided interventions from the second week of a course through the first midterm, a critical time period. The idea is to use these data-informed trends to reinforce available student success pathways. SDSU’s Supplemental Instruction program has demonstrated success since its introduction in 2015, improving student exam scores by a full letter grade, for those who attend the peer-facilitated study sessions. Targeted communications highlighting the availability of these resources may increase students’ chances of passing, especially those students in the Late and Non-Compliant clusters.

The true test of the methodology is the capacity for scale and sustainability across subject areas. Pearson hopes to expand the application of this methodology to other courses and universities. Of particular interest is investigating the viability of the approach in different educational contexts, including continuing education, or in courses with multiple weekly assignments.
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1 BACKGROUND

One of the most promising applications of learning analytics is to use data to scale the provision of personalized feedback to students (Pardo et al. 2017). Getting personalized feedback with this approach has been associated with a positive impact on student perception of feedback quality (Pardo et al. 2017) and higher academic achievement (Lim et al. 2019). Moreover, Lim and colleagues (2019) found that patterns of self-regulated learning (SRL) differed between students who received personalized feedback and those who did not.

Promoting students’ SRL skills will increase their chances of success in online learning. The importance of SRL is highlighted in self-paced setting. Whereas an imposed-pace model stipulates that all learners engage in the same learning activities at specific time periods, the self-paced approach affords more autonomy to learners (Rhode 2009), increasing the need for self-regulation.

When applying personalized feedback in a self-paced setting, the feedback process must be designed in a manner that takes each student’s pace into account. This can be achieved by asking students to set their goals at the beginning of the course. Goal setting is one of the SRL subprocesses and higher application of goal setting has been associated with increased course completion (Handoko et al. 2019). The goal setting activity can both act as an SRL intervention and provide data for personalization: students can be given feedback in respect to the goals they have set.

2 IMPLEMENTATION

We combined goal setting and personalized feedback on an undergraduate level online business course that students could enrol and complete throughout the academic year. The course included three modules which were each assessed with an online exam (30 or 35 points each, total 100 points). In previous years, students often registered on the course early on but actually started studying only when the end of semester was approaching. The aim for the academic year 2020-2021 was to reduce the average course completion time as well as increase the completion rate.
The pilot took place in the fall semester 2020. After enrolment, students set their goals by stating which month they intend have the course completed and consented to receive personalized feedback. We used OnTask (Pardo et al. 2017) to provide students with personalized feedback. Feedback rounds were carried out twice a month and, on each round, messages were created for meaningful combinations of completion goals (5 alternatives) and course progress (6 alternatives). During the course, each student would get on average three messages encouraging the student to keep on track with the completion goal. An example of OnTask is in Figure 1.

![Example of OnTask message](image)

**Figure 1: Using completion goals and course progress as conditions in OnTask.**

### 3 FINDINGS

By the end of October 2020, 258 students had enrolled into the course (156 on previous year). During the first two months more students completed the course (N=21; 8 % of enrolled students) compared to the previous year (N=2; 1 % of enrolled students).

Majority of students (77% - 81%, depending on the feedback round) were willing to receive personalized feedback. Based on the learning management system logs, online activity increased by two to three times the usual activity during the days when the feedback was sent. Furthermore, 26 students replied to the feedback messages by reflecting on their completion goal, for example, stick to the plan, delay completion, or withdraw from the course.

These findings give an early indication that goal setting and personalized feedback supported students’ self-regulatory behaviour on the course. Although we cannot be sure if it is due to this intervention, the completion rate during the first two months was higher than on the previous year, which looks promising to meeting the project aims.
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Abstract: The THERMOS dashboard provides students with actionable feedback regarding the following aspects of study behavior: motivation, engagement, groupwork skills and progress. These aspects are visualized on a learning analytics dashboard, along with suggestions for increasing these aspects. Initial results show users’ interest in the dashboard and their need for explanations of the dashboard’s context and purpose. Detailed data pertaining to usability and perceived value is currently being gathered to be presented during the conference.
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PROJECT BACKGROUND

Student dropout rates in higher education in the Netherlands are substantial (Vossensteyn et al., 2015). Dropout rates and study progress are influenced by study behavior and motivation. Improvement of study behavior and motivation may be achieved by feedback on these constructs (Hattie & Timperly, 2007), which can be provided to students through a learning analytics dashboard. THERMOS is such a dashboard (Figure 1). On the dashboard, students first fill in a questionnaire to self-assess their motivation, engagement (Motivation and Engagement Scale, MES; Martin, 2016) and group work skills (Groupwork Skills Questionnaire, GSQ; Cumming et al., 2015).
This data is visualized to students in separate graphs (Figure 1, parts 1 and 2), along with real time study progress data (i.e. credits obtained and GPA) (Figure 1, part 3). A feedback box (Figure 1, part 4) provides students with actionable feedback, consisting of follow-up activities within the dashboard (e.g. exercises to improve planning) and additional resources (e.g. getting in touch with a tutor). Actionable feedback is based on available materials (e.g. MES Workbook, Martin, 2016), available university workshops, and collaboration with other university projects. The results’ history widget (Figure 1, part 5) allows students to access their past data entries, allowing for comparison or reflection on personal growth.

IMPLEMENTATION DESCRIPTION

The dashboard is intended for all faculties and is implemented in several tutor programs at Utrecht University, The Netherlands. Both its development and evaluation took place with several groups of stakeholders (i.e., students and tutors) to gain valuable bottom-up information.

To inform the dashboard’s design and align its content with users preferences, separate focus groups with students (total n=16) and tutors, teachers, and study advisors (total n=7) were organized at the start of the project (academic year 18/19). Here, participants were informed about the dashboard’s goal and asked what constructs they deemed important to incorporate. The nominal group technique was used, which allows for an individual thought process before group comparison. A list of possible constructs, based on literature, was also presented for participants to reflect upon. During follow-up sessions, participants reflected on dashboard design and drew mock-
ups. Several examples (e.g. spider graph) were shown to inform them of technical possibilities. After a literature search for existing frameworks and measurement methods, aforementioned aspects (e.g. motivation) were selected. The initial design was based on participant input, as well as insights from literature (e.g. Van der Schaaf et al., 2017).

The evaluation of the dashboard began at the end of academic year 19/20. A small-scale usability test was performed (n=8 students), before implementing the dashboard on a larger scale. This study aimed to obtain an indication of students’ perceptions of usability and usefulness regarding the dashboard. This pertained to student’s understanding of the dashboard and its goal, its design (e.g. interpretation of graphs), and specific functions (e.g. hovering over constructs to receive feedback). Students performed tasks in the dashboard using fictitious profiles, e.g. “Please rank [Profile]’s top three skills/attributes, where number 1 is his/her strongest. Please think aloud while doing so”. Statements and tasks performed were analyzed and compared to explore patterns and determine students understanding.

These results led to an adjustment of the dashboard, which was further evaluated in academic year 20/21. Here, the dashboard was implemented in diverse study programs, approximately 400 students participated in iterations of one semester (two in total). The first iteration led, similar to the small-scale usability test, to a refinement of the dashboard. Data from the second iteration aimed validate students’ perceived usability and usefulness of the dashboard.

**FINDINGS FROM PROJECT AND PRODUCT EVALUATION**

Throughout the development of the dashboard there was a close collaboration between developers, tutors, and students. The design was informed by end users' insights and feedback, which added to its usefulness in educational practice.

A striking finding from the first small-scale evaluation was that although students understood the dashboard’s functionalities (e.g. graphs and buttons), they had difficulty understanding the value of the dashboard even though they were briefed on the goals and function of the dashboard at the start of the usability test. Participants from this small-scale test were also likely more motivated to use the dashboard than the general student population, as they volunteered to participate in a study for which they received no immediate compensation. This finding highlights the importance of clearly explaining the dashboard’s function, goals, and (perhaps most important) the possible value to users. An example to address this issue, was the addition of a tutorial video in the first evaluation iteration of 20/21, explaining the dashboard and its possible value. Also, in the communication towards students (e.g. via email), the dashboard’s goal and potential value was already briefly indicated. Furthermore, implementing the dashboard in tutor programs for both 20/21 evaluation iterations helped provide context for students. This in turn added to the understanding of the dashboard’s value and making it an inherent part of the study program. This way of implementing is labor intensive however (for both researchers and tutors), as tutor programs’ structures and contents vary across faculties. The trade-off seems to be worthwhile, as it adds to the integration of the dashboard and students understanding of the dashboard’s potential value.

In conclusion, by actively involving end-users (i.e., students) and educational staff (tutors, teachers, and study advisors) the project gained valuable bottom-up information during the design of the dashboard. The first evaluation of students’ perceptions of usability and usefulness allowed a refinement of the dashboard before larger implementation in tutor programs took place. Further
insight in usability and usefulness came from the first evaluation iteration in 20/21, leading to the final version evaluation in iteration two. In the future, further integration of THERMOS in tutor programs (and possibly allowing access) may also enhance tutors’ assessment of students, as it provides another source of information pertaining to students’ needs in monitoring their own study behavior and progress. Furthermore, tailoring the dashboard to end users’ needs is a future aim as recent learning analytics literature has highlighted the importance of doing so. Taking into account students’ motivational dispositions (Schumacher & Ifenthaler, 2018), their goal achievement orientation (Beheshitha et al., 2016), or adding customizable components (Wise & Vytasek, 2017) could be worthwhile endeavors. Ideas for tailoring the dashboard (e.g. adding reference norms or decision-making support) and data from the second evaluation iteration will be discussed during the conference.
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ABSTRACT: The Federal E-learning Science & Technology (iFest) conference, an important annual event for the military training and simulation community organized by the National Training & Simulation Association (NTSA), was threatened with cancelation this year because of the pandemic. It normally is attended by about 300 individuals, who can earn Continuing Learning Points (CLP) certified by the Defense Acquisition University (DAU). To save this year’s conference, two volunteer groups transformed it into a virtual event, which attracted 450 participants. iFest 2020 included a learning analytics strategy utilizing Experience API (xAPI)\(^1\), which created a clear pathway for meeting the continuing education requirements, enhanced overall participant experience in the virtual conference, and delivered actionable insights for exhibitors, program committees, and presenters.
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CHALLENGES OF THE VIRTUAL EVENT

iFest is one of several key annual events for the military training and simulation community, but the pandemic made an in-person conference impossible. Lacking the budget and technical capacity to transform it into an online event, the organizing committee turned to a pro-bono team to create a virtual experience for iFest 2020. The conference took place on August 17-19, 2020. The live sessions included two keynote speakers (one military and one government), the War on the Rocks\(^2\) podcast, and panel discussions. The pre-recorded sessions were organized around eight themes with a total of 50 full presentations and 10 poster sessions. Chatrooms solved the main challenge of the event: enabling live interaction between the participants. Eight chatrooms matched the pre-recorded session themes, one “attendee lounge” hosted general discussions, and there was one chatroom for the live sessions. In addition, a forum was open for each of the presentations, posters, and live sessions. The exhibit hall featured an independent page for each of the ten vendor exhibitors, who delivered presentations that participants could rate. Although participants could access the platform before and after the event, the learning points and participant interaction occurred only on the conference days, which is when the 450 registered users were most active: 447 participated on the first day, 276 on the second, and 184 on the third.

\(^1\) https://adlnet.gov/projects/xapi/
\(^2\) https://warontherocks.com/
ANALYTICS WITH XAPI

We wanted to use xAPI technology to trace participants’ granular behavior during the event, but we had a problem: unlike some ready-made services for website analytics, there is no off-the-shelf xAPI solution for a virtual conference. To transform all the richness of an in-person event into a click, we used JavaScript library xAPIWrapper, which manages communication with a Learning Record Store (LRS). We had to repeat insertion of the xAPIWrapper on every page of the conference website, using the coding steps below. (Figure 1)

```javascript
include library wrapper.js
conf = parameters for the lrs
triger_loc = each loc we need to send info to lrs
foreach_triger_loc
    call create_statement
function create_statement
    CASE action OF
        "open page": verb = "launched"
        "click link": verb = "attended"
        "post comment": verb = "commented"
    ... END CASE
    object = learning object
    actor = user email
    context = context
```

Figure 1: Pseudo-code for generating xAPI statements

With the library enclosed in the object, we could use verbs to create a path to record meaningful action the attendees took on the website. We used the following set of verbs: attempted, attended, commented, completed, exited, experienced, initialized, interacted, launched, preferred, played, resumed, shared, suspended, and terminated. Because xAPI does not collect data anonymously, participants acknowledged and consented to interaction upon entering the platform. In the background, the xAPI statements were sent to an external LRS for collection and retrieval.

Within the conference website on a dedicated analytics page called KUDOS, xAPI enabled five visualizations: most viewed on-demand presentation, most comments, most active in chats, highest rated presentations, and the leader board of “addicted to iFest” participants. The KUDOS page was dynamically generated based on participants’ interaction, and it displayed top videos and participants, which encouraged frequently checking back on the page during the conference for updates. On average, the participants checked the current update on the KUDOS page after every 4.6 interactions on the platform.

---

3 https://github.com/adlnet/xAPIWrapper
We obtained 26,870 xAPI statements during the three conference days. Generating xAPI statements stopped at noon on the event’s last day when the winners of Best Poster Design and Best Poster Narrative were announced. This process of selecting the winners was automatic, based on the xAPI data, and the outcome was uncertain until the end, when the same poster won both prizes. This prompted some participants to argue for a non-automatic process in favor of a more “democratic” approach.

The xAPI data also was used to automatically issue Continued Learning Points (CLP) from the Defense Acquisition University (DAU). DAU had approved a maximum of nine CLPs for attendees who met three requirements: participating in all three main event days; viewing a minimum of four pre-recorded sessions; and actively participating in live chat discussions or forums. The platform awarded the certificates for nine CLPs to only 92 participants. We had expected a higher number of attendees to achieve this benchmark, and we discovered that “viewing” the video presentations was the main problem. Only the participants who watched a video all the way to the end were credited with having viewed it. The data shows that considerably more attendees glanced at a video presentation or watched it partially than those who viewed it in its entirety. (Figure 2)

![Figure 2: Video presentations: started vs. ended](image)

Given that some of the presentations were longer than 30 minutes, it is not surprising that viewers watched only part of them. However, this diminished the effective utilization of the xAPI video profile’s full potential for integrating participant viewing of the pre-recorded presentations as part of CLP requirements. Setting “viewing” on a different level that depends on more granular learning goals would more accurately align with the CLP issuing requirements.

Deeper text analysis of the xAPI data reveals that the participants expressed an overall positive sentiment toward the virtual conference. Despite the difficulties inherent in converting such a large and established event to online-only, and essentially at the ultimate hour, it made for a pleasant conference experience with multiple options for participant interaction. In addition to the chatrooms and discussion forums facilitated by authors and vendor exhibitors, we also had two unexpected
interaction opportunities: Book Club, where attendees could recommend a reading; and Matchmaking Board, where participants could share or seek something.

With the lessons we learned from iFest 2020, we are working to develop an xAPI virtual conference profile which would ease the process of organizing and conducting similar events in the future. With the pandemic still preventing full-time, face-to-face gathering, we might have many more opportunities to use it than we imagined a year ago.

KEY LESSONS LEARNED

- Video analytics: The 50 pre-recorded video sessions were a major part of the virtual experience, but the interaction was downgraded due to the setup of the view count. More complete insights about a video’s popularity requires relating view count to other preference methods. (e.g., video xAPI profiles, comments, ratings, etc.)

- Heuristic development approach: The mixed military-civilian audience appreciated the early investment into a heuristic evaluation of the virtual event, which ensured ease of use and security supported by a strong learning concept strategy (Jackson 2019).

- When iFest was reconceptualized as a virtual learning event, learning analytics was a natural tool kit to leverage; however, it is important to continue refining the approach to fully demonstrate the LA benefits for both participants and organizers.
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ABSTRACT: Adaptemy AI Engine powerfully applies AI on curriculum, content and assessment to enable effective teaching and learning. AlgebraKiT Engine analyses the steps students take when solving maths problems and offers immediate hints to students. This project integrated the two engines to enhance personalised adaptive maths practice for secondary level students.
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1 BACKGROUND

The need to enable effective teaching and learning in online environments was exemplified best over the past year as many schools had to move their classes online all over the world (Li & Lalani, 2020). AI-enabled Adaptive Learning Systems (AI-ALS) have the potential to empower teachers and improve their efficiency with repetitive tasks such as assessment and to improve the quality of their teaching, as well as to support students in achieving their potential and improve the quality of learning (Alamri et al., 2020; Chen et al., 2020; Ghergulescu et al., 2016).

This project integrated two state-of-the-art engines, Adaptemy AI Engine¹ and AlgebraKiT Engine², to enhance AI-ALS with modelling sub-skills (i.e., micro-evidence within a content object like steps in a question). Modelling sub-skills enables a system to empower teachers with insights into the student’s (lack of) sub-skills, to create student awareness of skills’ mastery level, and to provide better learning recommendations. Mathematics is one subject where personalised learning could be improved through sub-skill modelling, as solving a maths problem is a multi-step process that requires good conceptual knowledge and procedural skills, but many students have misconceptions and gaps that can lead to errors (Hansen et al., 2020; Feldman et al., 2018).

Adaptemy AI Engine creates and updates accurate learner models and provides multi-layered adaptation and recommendations that encapsulate effective learning strategies. The effectiveness of the learning recommendations provided by the Adaptemy AI Engine was evaluated based on data from over 80k lessons (Dang & Ghergulescu, 2018). The results showed that when students followed the recommendations, they had both a higher success rate and a higher average ability improvement as compared to when the recommendations were not followed. Adaptemy AI Engine

¹ Adaptemy – www.adaptemy.com
² AlgebraKiT - https://algebrakit-learning.com/home
makes use of content and curriculum modelling to support its applicability across different courses. Furthermore, it uses machine learning to continuously update the models. Item Response Theory (IRT), Bayesian Networks, and Knowledge Space Theory are the underlying foundations of the Adaptemy AI Engine (Dang & Ghergulescu, 2018). A student response to an assessment item gives probabilistic evidence related to one concept. This evidence updates the learner model across the whole curriculum. However, Adaptemy AI Engine does not gather higher granularity evidence below concept level, which could be especially powerful for step-by-step personalised feedback and misconception detection. On the other side, AlgebraKiT Engine provides a solution that evaluates each step a student does when solving a maths problem, recognizes and explains errors automatically, and offers immediate hints to the student.

2 IMPLEMENTATION

Figure 1 presents the integration architecture of a learning platform with Adaptemy AI Engine and AlgebraKiT Engine that consists of several steps. The curriculum and content maps are created initially and taken as input by the Adaptemy AI Engine (step 1). The curriculum maps define the prerequisite relationships between the knowledge items (concepts). For example, ‘multiplication and division of integers’ is prerequisite for the knowledge item ‘order of operations’. Content objects are individual pieces of content, activities, quizzes etc., that are organised in a course structure (e.g., chapters, weeks, lessons, units), and can have metadata that reflects how they are used. Content objects may have some intended sequence and are linked to curriculum concepts.

Figure 1: Integration Architecture of a Learning platform with Adaptemy’s AI Engine and AlgebraKiT Engine

The AlgebraKiT Engine integration with the learning platform consists of updating/localizing the sub-skills taxonomy if needed (step 2), integrating the AlgebraKiT Player that displays the questions and provides interactive step-by-step feedback as students practice and work through solutions (step 3), and integrating the API calls for creating sessions and getting evidence results (step 4). When a student works on a question the evidence of their maths sub-skills is retrieved through API calls by the Content Management System (CMS). The taxonomy is a hierarchical overview of the maths sub-
skill tags that are recognized and derived by AlgebraKiT Engine from response analysis of student’s interactions with the system. Examples of sub-skill tags for the ‘Expanding Double Brackets’ sub-skills collection are ‘Expanding a product of two sums’ and ‘Expanding a square of a sum of terms’. AlgebraKiT Engine can automatically collect positive and negative evidence of student’s mastery of maths sub-skills. Positive evidence is generated when a student solves a problem. Negative evidence is generated when a student makes mistakes that are recognized by AlgebraKiT Engine’s automatic error detection. Evidence is also generated when a student fails to solve a problem and asks for hints. In that case, AlgebraKiT Engine identifies the sub-skill related to the next maths step that the student most likely was unable to perform.

All the learning records (including evidence from AlgebraKiT) are streamed to Adaptemy AI Engine (step 5). For each student, Adaptemy AI Engine maintains an ability profile on all the concepts in the curriculum and was extended to update a profile for all the sub-skills from the taxonomy. The sub-skills are updated based on the results and evidence from AlgebraKiT Engine using a customized IRT. The CMS retrieves through API calls from the Adaptemy AI Engine the concepts profile, the sub-skills profile, student recommendations and any other learning analytics to be used in the dashboards (step 6). An example of sub-skills dashboard powered by Adaptemy AI Engine is presented in Figure 2. Adaptemy AI Engine uses student interactions data and machine learning to infer the sub-skill structure and associations between sub-skills and questions, as well as to continuously update the models (step 7). This enables Adaptemy AI Engine to make recommendations to students regarding questions they should practice to improve particular sub-skills.

3 https://docs.algebrakit-learning.com/concepts/skill-tags/#taxonomy-of-skills

3 Findings

Adaptemy AI Engine and AlgebraKiT Engine were integrated with a commercial adaptive practice platform, BuildUp, that was used by 353 secondary schools in Ireland in 2020. The enhanced AI-ALS platform, BuildUp Algebra Tutor, was piloted with three classes of 5th grade students who practiced...
algebra questions. BuildUp Algebra Tutor was enhanced with a sub-skills learning analytics and visualization dashboard to increase students’ awareness of their progress.

Before the pilot, students answered a pre-pilot survey. It is worth mentioning that 85% of students agreed that getting immediate feedback is very important in maths. 77% of students would like to use more technology in classroom when learning and practicing maths. Analyzing students’ progress, it was observed that 29.3% of question workings were with at least 1 mistake and students overcame them through step-by-step feedback. The sub-skills prediction had an AUC of 0.831. The post-pilot survey assessed learner motivation (through dimensions such as interest and self-efficacy), emotions and attitudes (Bandura, 2006; Harmon-Jones, Bastian, & Harmon-Jones, 2016). Positive results between the pre- and post-survey included an increase in students’ self-efficacy, interest and enthusiasm, and a decrease in students’ anxiety. Students found the BuildUp Algebra Tutor easy to use, helpful in improving their maths skills, and liked practiced with the system. This paper illustrated how sub-skills modelling and learning analytics can enhance AI-ALS in real world maths courses.
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ABSTRACT: Estimating and/or controlling the difficulty of automatically generated assessment items is necessary for producing effective learning assessments. Our team is developing a domain ontology to generate multiple response options and obtain metrics for evaluating the difficulty of generated items. Developing a comprehensive ontology can be cost prohibitive for focused training courses. To address this challenge, this project modeled the relationships between entities and concepts using network representations. Network measures (e.g., nodes, edges) provided estimates of difficulty based on salient features of the training content. The network representations may also inform ontology development.
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1 BACKGROUND

Learning assessments are used to evaluate the knowledge, skills, and abilities of learners and the effectiveness of training courses. Automated item generation (AIG) technologies can generate large numbers of assessment items that vary in quality and difficulty, which necessitates methods for controlling item difficulty. Statistical approaches are effective but require costly pre-testing. Computational models can be used to estimate difficulty for multiple-choice (MC) items based on features of the source content, item stem, response options, or by relations in a domain ontology (Kurdi et al. 2019). The more similar that incorrect distractors are to the correct response key, the more knowledge is required to distinguish them, increasing difficulty (Alsubait, et al. 2013). In an ontology, the relationships among entities, concepts, and properties are expressed as ‘subject-predicate-object’ triples, organized as a hierarchy, and formalized as a machine-readable graph (Vinu & Kumar, 2017). Our team is developing an ontology to generate distractors and obtain metrics by extracting semantic information from a field radio manual for an Army training course (Patten et al. 2015). A significant challenge is that the training materials do not include basic external knowledge (e.g., radios, wavelengths, etc.) needed to construct a comprehensive ontology. To address this challenge, we used network representations to estimate difficulty. In a network, words and concepts are represented by nodes and connections between concepts are called edges. Networks provide a quantitative approach for modeling cognitive structures in semantic and lexical representations (Siew et al. 2019). Networks have a graph structure that can be applied to measure difficulty.

2 IMPLEMENTATION

Four common features of item difficulty based on the relationships, connectedness, and distance in a domain ontology are shown in Table 1; each of these features corresponds to similar measures used in network representations. In considering item difficulty from a network perspective, a major
assumption about memory processing is that a conceptual network is organized by semantic similarity (Siew et al. 2019). The more properties that two concepts share, the more links between the nodes, and the more closely related the concepts will be. In a memory task or during lexical retrieval, activation spreads along some number of pathways (links) in the network. The spreading activation theory (Collins & Loftus, 1975, cited in Siew et al.) predicts that retrieving one category member produces a spread of activation to other related category members. In the context of assessment, differentiating incorrect distractors that are very similar to the correct response (key) contributes to item difficulty by increasing the processing demand. Higher levels of similarity and specificity are hypothesized to increase difficulty; concepts at a deeper level in a class hierarchy are expected to yield more difficult items. By contrast, higher levels of popularity and cohesion are expected to decrease difficulty; highly connected, popular entities will produce less difficult items.

Table 1: Features of item difficulty in domain ontology and network representations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Domain Ontology</th>
<th>Network Representations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Similarity</td>
<td>Distance; class-relations (e.g., siblings, cousins); Jaccard similarity coefficient</td>
<td>Shortest path between nodes; random walk over network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Popularity</td>
<td>The number of connections an entity has to other entities in the ontology</td>
<td>Node degree or number of edges (spreading activation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specificity</td>
<td>Depth ratio: distance of an entity in a class hierarchy from the root concept</td>
<td>Network density; network diameter; closeness centrality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohesion</td>
<td>Cooccurrence; relative tendency of two entities to appear in the same context</td>
<td>Modularity; clustering; link structure; Louvain community algorithm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 FINDINGS

Content from the training manual was converted to text and preprocessed with standard NLP tools. Neo4j software was used to construct an interactive network that supported queries about the nodes and edges to drill down into the source content. The dataset consisted of words and phrases organized hierarchically across 9 chapters (257 subsections, 2782 items) that produced a network with 7771 nodes (3498 entities, functions, procedures). General radio information in Chapter 1 (76 subsections, 257 items, 702 entities), that included sentences, bullet points, list items, figures, and tables, was represented in a network with 1098 nodes and 5127 edges (Figure 1). Node degree describes the number of connections a node has to other nodes, which corresponds to the popularity metric in an ontology. The network structure revealed a small number of highly connected nodes and large portion of nodes with few connections (Figure 2). Ten of the high degree nodes (i.e. high popularity) were: radio, screen, keys, mode, press, channel, display, user, operation, and frequency. Low degree nodes (i.e. low popularity) included: cloning, error condition, progress screens, channel parameters, waveform compatibility, configure scan, and priority channel assignment. The preliminary network measures were helpful for understanding key concepts in the domain and estimating the difficulty of distractor candidates. In an assessment, including concepts from high degree nodes may make items easier, whereas using concepts from low degree nodes may make items more difficult. Representing the training content as a network allowed us to explore salient features of the source materials that could inform ontology development. This approach may be useful for practitioners in focused training courses working with smaller ontologies.
Figure 1: Network graph for chapter 1 of the field radio training manual with detail of the nodes (chapter headings, sub-headings, entities) and Edges (properties)

Figure 2: Expanded network graph for Chapter 1 of the field radio training manual
Authors’ Note: This project conducted by ICF was supported by the Army Research Institute (ARI contract W911NF20C0018). The views, opinions, and/or findings contained in this report are those of the authors and shall not be construed as an official Department of the Army position, policy, or decision, unless so designated by other documents.
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ABSTRACT: This paper discusses the impact grade surprise has upon students’ performance, persistence and retention in five different introductory science courses. Together our courses serve approximately 6000 students per year. Data analysis indicates the existence of grade surprise and we plan to use nudges during the semester to mitigate its effect.
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1 BACKGROUND

Generally speaking, grade surprise (or grade anomaly) is the difference between a student’s final grade in one course compared to their overall Grade Point Average (GPA) in all other courses. The presence of this grade surprise is attributed to a link between cognition and emotion, where overconfidence followed by unexpected failure makes grade surprise a painful process (Mellers et al., 2013). Analyses of grade surprise show consistent performance bias by gender (Koester et al., 2016; Matz, et al., 2017), first generation, and underrepresented minority (URM) populations (Robinson et al., 2018). However, grade surprise also presents an opportunity for students to reflect upon its causes and for teachers to intervene productively to reduce the impact of future disappointments (Robinson et al., 2018).

We used analytical data from our Student Information Systems (SIS) to determine the extent of grade surprise in introductory Anthropology, Biology, English, Chemistry, Informatics, and Math courses. The longitudinal data consists of academic preparation of students upon admission, academic progression such as course performance and enrollment sequences, changes in majors, demographic information, and details about retention and graduation (Rehrey et al., 2018).
2 FURTHER INVESTIGATION AND ACTIONS

Investigation into grade expectations usually compares final course grades and assumes a differential means surprise. However, our study probes the first high stakes assignment of the semester in each of the courses. A high states assignment is one that will have a substantial impact on the final course grade and is not meant as a practice assignment; this is often an exam, quiz, or test and is authentic to each individual course. A formative moment, students may experience surprise that impedes their progress and may even cause them to consider different career paths.

While SIS data dashboards did indicate that grade surprise exists in all our courses, it did not inform us of how these grades might be emotionally affecting our students. For that reason, we surveyed students about their grade expectation before the first high stakes assignment, just after completing the assignment, and compare that to their actual grade (Fig 1). Students assignment grades were then compared to their overall high school GPA, since the sample primarily consisted of freshmen and college GPA’s were not available. Moreover, quantitative and open-ended survey responses were then combined with institutional and course data to understand the negative emotional consequences of grade surprise. We conducted sentiment analysis on students’ open-ended survey responses to gain a better insight into has students were feeling and to categorize the results.

Figure 1: Before Exam Expectation <-> After Exam Expectation <-> Actual Grades
The letter is the response selection at each stage.

3 FINDINGS & FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Our results indicate that grade surprise does exist in all the courses analyzed. Furthermore, this discrepancy was also quite evident for some of our more at risk students, i.e. URMs, first generation students, and our 21st Century Scholars (see Figure 2 & Figure 3).
We are currently creating a series of nudge intervention designed to mitigate grade surprise. We will be using our system-wide Student Engagement Roster (SER) to deliver personalize nudges to all our students. The nudges will be categorized and filtered based upon the student's self-reported emotional response to receiving their first grade, which will be collected immediately after their grade is posted. The SER is part of a communication network that enhances faculty/student/advisor
interactions. Faculty can easily communicate with each of their students, share these messages with advisors, provide effective feedback about performance, and make recommendations. Students use the SER to monitor their academic progress in each of their enrolled courses.

The research incorporates scalability challenges from the outset. It uses institutional data and student self-reports across introductory courses in diverse disciplines, leveraging common performance behaviors and emotional responses. We recommend using the campus course management platform to scale impact across large student populations.

Our goal is to improve student success by reducing the negative effects of grade surprise that happens early in students’ college career. In the next year, we plan to implement and evaluate the results of the nudge interventions and if proven to have a positive impact, make them available to 4,815 instructors to use in approximately 11,534 courses offered throughout our entire 7 campus system.
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ABSTRACT: In the 2019-2020 academic year, 1200 faculty and administrators at United States universities were surveyed to measure the use of learning analytics at the course level, especially those identifying disparities and driving interventions to achieve equity. In response to barriers, a set of guiding principles was developed to facilitate adoption.
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1 PROJECT BACKGROUND

At the end of 2019, we convened a group of experts to understand the scale and scope of barriers to the adoption of learning analytics to promote equitable learning outcomes at United States postsecondary institutions. Under pressure to reduce costs and improve services, many institutions have invested more resources in data and analytics to streamline administrative practices as well as improve instruction and learner success. Similar to the findings of the SHEILA Project, much of the work is still at an early stage in the United States. National survey data that we collected reveals that many administrators and faculty recognize the latent value in student data to promote student academic performance, and the opportunity it provides to assist institutions with implementing changes to close achievement gaps and eliminate race and income as predictors of student success. However, higher education administrators and faculty do not always have the tools to interpret learning data and make informed decisions that deliver the desired outcomes. A critical finding in our national survey is that the lack of a common set of principles and guidance are key barriers to adoption. With the support of a set of experts at various United States higher education colleges, universities, and organizations, we used the results of the survey to develop a set of guiding principles to be used by institutions seeking to implement learning analytics at scale and in service of reducing equity gaps across student groups. The full set of resources are available for download as a toolkit in the Every Learner Everywhere resource hub.
2 DESCRIPTION OF IMPLEMENTATION

Throughout the 2019-2020 academic year, we worked collaboratively with a team of institutional practitioners and experts that used the survey data to develop a toolkit to provide faculty and administrators with guidance and tools to support the adoption of learning analytics. First, we worked to develop a set of agreed-upon principles that can guide effective planning, implementation, and ongoing evaluation of learning analytics approaches. These principles focus on the following elements:

- **Equity and Learning Outcomes** – Explicitly set and communicate institution-level goals to achieve equity in academic outcomes across student groups through the use of learning analytics.

- **Faculty, Administrator, and Student Inclusion and Support** – Ensure professional development and ongoing support across stakeholders to implement, analyze, and act on data.

- **Data Ethics, Privacy, and Policies** – Establish and communicate institutional policies surrounding the use of student data. Policies should include fidelity and responsible use, consent and privacy, and data transparency.

- **Technology and Infrastructure** – Ensure that technology and infrastructure ease the ability for users to leverage student data. Outline and communicate procedures for acquiring new education technology to create a seamless integration with existing campus infrastructure.

These guiding principles have been made available to the public for widespread use and have been shared with thousands of faculty and administrators.

Second, we developed a set of institutional case studies that provide specific examples of how institutions are operationalizing and implementing these principles and a self-assessment and toolkit.

3 FINDINGS FROM PROJECT EVALUATION OR USAGE

One of the key goals of this work is to continue to share these principles with the field. We seek to help institutions implement the toolkit and use the guiding principles on their campuses. While the extent of distribution and download has been high, the extent to which institutions are applying these principles and tools is uncertain at the time of this paper given the short period of time since their release. This session seeks both to share findings and support attendees in applying them.
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ABSTRACT: Evidence-based education has become more and more relevant in the current technology-enhanced teaching-learning era. In evidence-based education, evidence libraries play an important role in practice. In this paper, we propose a novel evidence library REAL (Real-time Evidence Analysis Library), which aims to gather and meta-analyze learning analytics-based interventions automatically. Compared to the other evidence libraries, REAL is unique in two points - 1) it has an automatic meta-analysis function of the cases, and 2) it collects cases from learning logs in real-time. Here, we show the prototype of our evidence library and discuss the potentials and limitations of such evidence library in the educational field.

Keywords: Learning Analytics, Evidence Library, Meta-Analysis, Evidence-Based Education

1 INTRODUCTION

Evidence Library plays an important role in evidence-based practice. As evidence-based education is defined as 1) utilizing existing evidence and 2) establishing sound evidence (Davies, 1999, for both points, the evidence library supports users by offering the best available cases and a place to share their original experience. In medicine, a famous evidence library, Cochran Evidence Library, is located at the center of evidence-based practice, defining the protocol of the experiment for medical researchers as well as provides reviewed evidence for practitioners (Kathie, 2002). In the educational field, What Works Clearinghouse maintained by the U.S. government arranges the results of the principal interventions in education (Schoenfeld, 2006). In the learning analytics field, LACE Evidence Hub developed by the LAK community (Ferguson & Clow, 2017) exists for archiving and sharing the effective approach in learning analytics research.

However, in the current evidence libraries, it is not assumed for practitioners to upload the evidence. In the existing libraries, evidence can only be obtained by the researchers’ careful review and meta-analysis process of already published papers. It is inevitable to maintain the quality of the evidence, but at the same time, it deprives the opportunity of practitioners to share their experience. To complement the missing parts of the current evidence library systems, we propose a novel concept of evidence library, called REAL (Real-time Evidence Analysis Library), which encourages practitioners to upload and share their experience, collecting data from a learning analytics platform.
and aggregating multiple cases by the automatic meta-analysis. We expect that our system expands the scope of evidence-based education with a learning analytics approach.

2 OUR SOLUTION

2.1 REAL Evidence Library

To solve the problems, we developed REAL – Real-time Evidence Analysis Library. REAL is unique in the following two points. First, we expect teachers to upload their intervention results to the evidence database with a simple web form. Second, the registered cases are automatically meta-analyzed by the system so that users can see the effectiveness of the intervention at a glance. Figure 1 shows the workflow of the REAL Evidence Library. We prepare several intervention categories and users are expected to select one of the categories for registering or searching the cases.

![Figure 1: The Workflow of REAL Evidence Library](image)

2.2 Automatic Meta-Analysis Process

Especially, REAL is unique in its automatic meta-analysis process. In the case overview page, users can see the unified effect size and confidence interval of the intervention to each indicator. Figure 2 shows an example of it. The length of the bar represents the unified effect size for each indicator, and the error bar represents its 95% confidence interval. The bar chart is colored based on the popular criteria in education (Hattie, 2009). If the effect size was less than 0.2, the color will be red, yellow for greater or equal to 0.2 and less than 0.4, and blue for greater than 0.4. In the meta-analysis process, there are two popular models for integrating many cases – (1) the fixed-effect model and (2) the random-effects model. Generally speaking, the random-effects model is the extended version of the fixed-effect model. For the implementations of the automatic meta-analysis function in REAL, we compared each method in the point of the calculation cost and the range of the situations that can be handled. As a result, we decided to adopt the random effects model in REAL. The fixed-effect model is a very simple approach to meta-analyze cases, but it assumes that the variance of the effect sizes is equal in all cases. On the other hand, the random-effects model needs a bit more calculation than the fixed effect model, but it can consider the difference of the effect sizes in each case. Once users register their cases to the system, the registered case is processed and integrated with the meta-analysis instantly by the system.
3 DISCUSSION

In evidence libraries, publication bias is one of the biggest problems. In the academic culture, the study which did not show any significant results tends to be withdrawn before being reviewed by other researchers. In that context, our automatic case registration function in REAL has the potential to solve the publication bias problem because the system does not withdraw the non-significant results before registering the database. Although there are some qualitative differences in cases, our evidence library has the potential to provide an accurate estimated effect size rather than other evidence libraries in practical situations.
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ABSTRACT: The effectiveness of extensive reading on various linguistic skills is well understood in learning English as a foreign language. However, although the importance of personalized e-learning systems has been emphasized, few ideal recommender systems have been developed. This study proposes a recommender system of picture-books for extensive reading program which utilizes a vocabulary knowledge map. This aims for the improvement of learning efficiency of English vocabulary and the personal recommendation.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The methodology of extensive reading (ER) for learning English as a foreign language (EFL) and its effectiveness on various linguistic skills are well understood. So far, a lot of studies have referred to the importance of personalized e-learning recommender systems which can adapt to learners’ different interests and levels. In this study, we propose a system which automatically recommends English picture-books for ER programs based on the previous activities of learners. This system mainly focuses on vocabulary learning through ER and aims at improvement of learning efficiency of EFL learning by a method based on Vygotsky’s “Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD)”: i.e., the system estimates each learner’s English proficiency, and detects and recommends words the learner can learn efficiently. It utilizes reading logs of picture-books retrieved from an e-book reader system, BookRoll (Flanagan & Ogata, 2018), and leverages a vocabulary knowledge map (Flanagan et al., 2019) constructed with English words based on the similarity of the context in which they occur.

2 SYSTEM OVERVIEW

This system includes an e-book reader system BookRoll (Flanagan & Ogata, 2018) and a vocabulary knowledge map (Flanagan et al., 2019). As each learner’s usage logs of BookRoll are recorded in Learning Record Store (LRS), we can adopt it as an interface for the ER program. A vocabulary
knowledge map is a graph structure, which can be automatically generated from words in learning materials. These words are connected by an edge if they share similar contexts in which the words naturally occur. Since synonyms of words that a learner has already known are easier to learn than other words (Webb, 2007), this feature suggests that learners can learn words efficiently by learning them in succession.

Figure 1: (a) Operation example shown with a knowledge map and (b) System overview

Figure 1(a) shows an operation example of the recommender system with a part of a vocabulary knowledge map. The words connected in the map should be learnt in succession. In this figure, if a learner learns the word “until”, it is considered efficient to learn the words “became”, “period” or “since” next as they share similarly contexts that are to do with “time”. From this feature, the system detects words each learner has learnt and should be learn next using the learner’s reading logs, and recommends picture-books which includes as many words the learner should learn as possible. Figure 1(b) shows an overview of the proposed system. First the system extracts words from a textbook and constructs a knowledge map, shown as KM in the figure, using the method proposed by Flanagan et al. (2019). The generated map is stored in the Knowledge Map Store (KMS). Then, the system extracts information on which words appear in which picture-books, links this information to the knowledge map, and stores the map in Weighted KMS. In parallel, the learners read picture-books with BookRoll, and the reading logs are stored in the LRS. If the logs include a very short browsing time, in particular 3 seconds or less per page, they are filtered and not used for recommendation. Using the remaining logs and the weighted knowledge map, the system searches books which include as many words a learner should learn as possible, and recommends them to the learner. Note that this recommendation is personalized since it is based on the learner’s personal reading logs.

The user interface of the recommender system is implemented as one of the functions of LAViEW (Majumdar et al., 2019), a dashboard for analyzing learning logs retrieved from BookRoll. When a learner opens the recommendation page implemented in LAViEW, the personal recommendation for the learner is displayed. Figure 2 shows the UI design of this system.
Book Recommendation

Figure 2: UI of the picture-book recommender system

In this system, 5 of the output picture-books are recommended in descending order of recommendation. The recommendation level is calculated based on the number of words which the learner should learn. When the user selects the title of a recommended e-book, they can jump to the BookRoll page of the e-book and see the word in a natural context.

3 CONCLUSION

In this study, we developed a recommender system of picture-books for ER, which aims for improvement of EFL learning efficiency by making personal recommendations which match learners’ personal English proficiency. This system utilizes a vocabulary knowledge map to manage which words the learners have learnt or not. Besides, in order to track the change of the learners’ English proficiency, we adopted BookRoll, whose usage logs can be collected and analyzed.

In future, we will conduct an experiment targeting 3rd graders at junior high school in Japan, and verify the effectiveness of the system we proposed in this study.
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ABSTRACT: This paper briefly examines the relationship between unsupervised machine learning models, the learning affordances that such models offer, and the mental models of those who use them. We consider the unsupervised models as learning affordances. We use a case study involving unsupervised modelling via commonly used methods such as clustering, to argue that unsupervised models can be used as learning affordances, by changing participants’ mental models, precisely because the models are unsupervised, and thus potentially lead to learning from unexpected or inexplicit patterns.
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1 INTRODUCTION

It is well established in the learning literature that presenting learners with a simplified model of whatever is to be understood is a helpful step in learning (Seel, 2017). This paper makes the argument that machine learning (ML) models, generated by unsupervised methods, can be used as learning affordances to support and shape the development of an organization’s mental models. To make that argument, we briefly outline a case study of a trading and education company (ZISHI/OSTC) which came to learn about their trainees’ and mentees’ behaviour via data analytics. Before using ML modelling, OSTC’s trainers certainly had a strong sense that different traders traded in different ways and had developed a partial typology of trading behaviours: for example, some traders preferred to work in volatile markets, others in more stable markets. Based on such intuitions, trainers might suggest different training strategies. However, the typology had remained largely as a tacit understanding of trading behaviour. To better understand the traders’ trading behaviour, we used unsupervised ML methods to arrive at four multidimensional profiles of trading behaviour. In parallel, we asked OSTC’s trainers to generate their own, till then largely tacit, trading behaviour profiles into written descriptions of trading “personas”. We then compared these data-driven profiles with OSTC’s self-generated qualitative profiling of different kinds of traders. The data-driven profiles were then used as the predictive basis in a tool to assist OSTC to hire new traders and also formed the basis of a mentoring tool for traders currently in development.

An ML model, whether developed through supervised or unsupervised methods, will always be a simplification from a particular point of view on this complexity. This simplification and loss of detail is a strength that enables new insight; and even more so when the “point of view” on the complexity is less determined by prior expectations, such as occurs with unsupervised methods.
2 AFFORDANCES OF MACHINE LEARNING FOR HUMAN LEARNING

2.1 Human Learning

In an effective process of learning, a mental model will be stored in the long-term memory of an individual, serving later as a schema (Anderson, 1984), or a script (Preece et al., 1994). Once the model has been created, it exists independently of its sources. Visualizations, images and text can serve as mental affordances (McClelland, 2020) or as we term them – learning affordances. These affordances may support the functionality of short-term memory (Henderson, & Tallman, 2006) to reduce cognitive load, and therefore assist learning. Our proposition is that unsupervised ML models can do that too, for example, by profiling or by simplifying and reducing the number of dimensions used.

2.2 Unsupervised Machine Learning

Raw data are not independent, contextless, self-sufficient repositories of meaning (Fjørtoft & Lai, 2020). Contextualized modelling of data, using statistical methods and, particularly ML, create possibilities for assigning existing semantics to the models, as well as for creating new semantics, which in turn, can be used as “learning affordances”. The concept of affordance describes the complementary relationship between an environment and what it offers or provides to the actors within it (Gibson, 2014). The process of data modelling can start from a phase of feature engineering, in which the existing semantics can be attached to the raw data to shape it in a contextualized way. In many senses, supervised ML and reinforcement algorithms inherently include the aspiration to mimic and optimize human behaviour. Unsupervised ML, on the other hand, can reveal factors and behaviours that human guidance might have been preventing us from seeing. Unsupervised ML algorithms (such as clustering, dimension reduction or association techniques) are designed without a top-down supervision component. Thus, unsupervised algorithms are more about identification than recognition, are freer to observe the data, and are freer to learn (Amershi & Conati, 2009). In our case study. Cluster analysis was carried out and revealed four different profiles based on trading behaviour features. This was done to challenge OSTC’s existing profiling mental model of traders that had been used to tailor support. We deliberately did not add to the clustered features any feature having a direct relationship with performance measures (such as profit), for the purpose of making behavioural patterns salient, and to support formative feedback.

2.3 Reflections of the Domain Experts

To explore the validity of our hypothesis that the unsupervised model had indeed affected the mental model of the organization, we invited two ZISHI/OSTC managers to compare the mental and the computed models. The interview was semi-structured around Edwards-Leis’s (2012) ‘transitory mental model’, focusing on the model’s effects on language, prediction, diagnosis and supporting their learners. In terms of the unsupervised models’ affordances for human learning, it was noted that the ML model helped the trainers to focus on traders’ behaviours. This contrasts with the trainers’ former focus on traders’ performance, which in many cases reduced to the single figure of profit. The ML models created a handy, bias-reducing shorthand to encapsulate a large number of low-level behavioural variables. These behavioural variables were usually not directly observable by the trainers themselves before the modelling, as developing such a mental model would typically take significant
cognitive effort and time. In addition, the initial model was regarded as “subjective”, in the sense that it had been derived from long experience of training traders, whereas the model generated with the unsupervised approach was regarded as “objective”, in the sense that it had emerged from the data and was therefore trusted differently. A related difference was in the number of trading personas vs. the number of clusters. OSTC’s trainers felt that they were struggling to determine what would be a sufficient set of profiles to cover the field. By contrast, arriving at four ML clusters rather than some other number was driven by the usual needs for parsimony vs. coverage of the data in unsupervised ML. Another important difference between the models was that the ML model more clearly articulated “how engaged a trader is” compared to the first model as it brought to the fore issues around order activity and diversity.

3 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have very briefly described an organizational learning process, designed to help a trading and education organization develop a refined mental model of themselves via the use of unsupervised ML models. The generated model was used as a learning affordance, not just because it simplified, corrected and highlighted different aspects of an existing mental model, but also because it enabled the creation of new semantics and a new language. Using the case-study we compared the “before” and “after” models of trading behaviour. The former was subjective and formed tacitly. The latter was created via several ML methods including cluster analysis. We found that four different profiles best fitted the data, and that these had interesting similarities and differences to the “before” (subjective) version of trader personas. We acknowledge that our models were built on limited data, so future work involves remodeling as new and richer trading data become available. Further work is concentrated in designing a mentoring tool, that makes use of the profiles as the resulted profiles.
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ABSTRACT: Learning analytics should place more emphasis on adopting pedagogy-based approaches. Co-design with teachers offers one way of understanding specific disciplinary pedagogies. This paper presents a longitudinal study of a co-design process with a K-12 performing arts teacher. We found that in this case, despite a system that ‘worked’ in as far as the evidence from the system agreed with the teacher’s own assessments, the teacher did not trust the system as it did not align with their own epistemic beliefs. Our findings suggested that more work is needed to understand teachers’ epistemic beliefs within co-design processes, particularly in disciplines such as performing arts where their understanding of student achievement is not easily aligned with the quantitative data practices of learning analytics.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Recent research outlining several challenges for the adoption of learning analytics demonstrated that more emphasis needs to be placed on adopting pedagogy-based approaches to learning analytics (Tsai & Gasevic, 2017). In order to best support teachers’ pedagogical practices, learning analytics tools need to account for individual contexts (Gašević, Dawson, Rogers, & Gasevic, 2016). This can vary widely as many disciplines are thought to exhibit ‘signature pedagogies’ (Shulman, 2005). One such example that is known to have a signature pedagogy is the performing arts which regularly set open-ended challenges, often in response to specific ‘provocations’ without a predetermined interpretation (Thomson, Hall, Jones, & Green, 2012), however there is a lack of research exploring the ways in which learning analytics can support pedagogy in this context.

2 METHOD / DESIGN

The design of the learning analytics tool was part of a larger embedded longitudinal research project the lead author ran alongside the Head of Performing Arts in a UK Secondary School from July 2018 to January 2020 that explored the role of technology within performing arts pedagogies. The learning analytics tool design reported in this paper was created while using project management software (basecamp.com) as an orchestration tool (Dillenbourg & Jermann, 2010) in the music classroom. During the project, the teacher wanted to use data generated from student interactions with the project management tool to inform formative assessment and feedback.

The design of the learning analytics tool took a human-centred approach (Buckingham Shum, Ferguson, & Martinez-Maldonado, 2019), drawing on the LATUX workflow (Martinez-Maldonado et al., 2015) to explore music teachers pedagogical requirements for a potential learning analytics tool.
The data from the interview that formed the initial prototype evaluation was transcribed and inductively thematically analysed (Braun & Clarke, 2006). Inductive analysis was used as we sought to provide a rich narrative account of the design process and the teacher’s use of the tool in a naturalistic classroom setting.

3 FINDINGS

The wider project and the use of orchestration tools in the classroom had positive feedback from the teacher and these tools have been embedded longer term into their practice. Despite the success of the overall project and the longitudinal co-design process, we found that the resulting prototype for a learning analytics system was still not likely to be utilised. The teacher felt that:

Having ... always being very sceptical of quantitative data in music I just think I hate it, and I don’t like it, and I don’t trust it [Teacher].

Given the extensive co-design process and the way in which the teacher actively participated throughout this was a surprise. It was particularly unexpected given that once the teacher had spent some time with the initial prototype, exploring the data that was available for them to see they started to realise that the data from the tool matched their own assessment of pupils’ progress within the classroom. It became clear that it was not a concern about the accuracy of the prototype system, but rather that their concerns lay elsewhere with the teacher saying:

I’m looking at [Student A] and thinking it’s better than anybody else’s and she has probably done more and so I wish [the tool] didn’t look like that because I don’t want to like it, I don’t want to use it.

When discussing this further it became clear that they were struggling to reconcile quantitative data practices within the learning analytics system with their own pedagogical practices telling me that

... it’s not something I’ve ever considered working well in music, anything statistical, you always think in terms of the qualitative.

4 IMPLICATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The majority of existing co-design or participatory design work includes teachers in decisions once the design agenda has already been set (Prieto-Alvarez, Martinez-Maldonado, & Anderson, 2018).
Our findings suggest that research needs to engage teachers in the early stages of the co-design process to understand their epistemic beliefs before any design agendas are set. Learning analytics have been said to exist in the middle ground between epistemology, learning and assessment (Knight, Buckingham Shum, & Littleton, 2013). Knight et al. 2013 consider students’ epistemic beliefs and how these are developed in relation to assessment and learning opportunities. Rather than consider students’ epistemic beliefs, we suggest that understanding teachers’ beliefs regarding epistemology, assessment and learning and then designing within that space could be one way in which we are able to design learning analytics that are used and embedded within classroom practices, particularly in disciplines such as the performing arts.

Future work will firstly aim to understand if these findings are replicated with other teachers of performing arts and if so will go on to explore possible co-design methodologies that seek to understand teachers’ epistemic beliefs and whether this does lead to the design of learning analytics tools that are utilized in teachers’ ongoing pedagogical practice.
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ABSTRACT: The COVID-19 pandemic has driven a demand for transparency in online learning platforms in order to investigate the effects of remote learning on students from differing socioeconomic backgrounds. The ASSISTments learning platform has grown exponentially in users since the pandemic-induced shift to remote learning, which has provided an unprecedented opportunity to understand the effects of remote learning on groups that had not previously used online tutoring platforms. To support the learning science community, ASSISTments has compiled a comprehensive dataset on 9,609 teachers and 286,596 students who used the ASSISTments platform during the 2019-2020 school year in periods both before and after the shift to remote learning. This data was used to investigate the effects of remote learning on student engagement and revealed that teachers new to ASSISTments in low-income districts had the most difficulty maintaining student’s engagement during remote learning. The full dataset is hosted by the Open Science Foundation and can be accessed at https://osf.io/q7zc5/ (Prihar, 2021).
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1 INTRODUCTION

The COVID-19 pandemic has had a significant impact on educational practices and policies. On March 13, 2020, the United States declared a state of emergency in response to rising COVID-19 cases, which resulted in the closure of schools across the United States. The limited resources in low-income areas prevented many students from having access to equitable educational conditions as a result of teachers needing to restructure their classes depending on available resources and access to technology (Middleton, 2020; Dewitt, 2020). In order to investigate the extent of the impact that fully-remote learning had on students in low-income school districts, and to provide the learning science community with the data to further investigate and develop methods to address this growing achievement gap, we have compiled an extensive dataset containing the complete records of the teachers and students who used the ASSISTments learning platform (Heffernan, 2014) during the 2019-2020 school year.

2 THE ASSISTMENTS 2019-2020 SCHOOL YEAR DATASET

The ASSISTments 2019-2020 school year dataset is comprised of the entirety of the interactions of students and teachers within the ASSISTments platform during the 2019-2020 school year. The dataset contains ten tables, each providing a different level of resolution for statistical analysis. The highest resolution tables provide clickstream data on students and teachers. The students’ records contain information on when they took actions, e.g., answering problems, requesting tutoring, or
submitting comments in the tutor. The teachers’ records contain information on when they assigned homework, viewed reports on their class’s progress, and how many open response questions they graded. In addition to these high-resolution action logs, the ASSISTments dataset aggregates the student action logs into problem logs, in which each log contains the details of a student completing a problem, and assignment logs, in which each log contains the details of a student completing an entire assignment. In addition to logs of teacher and student information, statistical and demographic details are provided on the students, problems, assignments, classes, teachers, and school districts that used ASSISTments during the 2019-2020 school year. A thorough dataset description can be found at https://osf.io/4nu2y/ (Prihar, 2021).

3 REGULAR-INCOME DISTRICTS VERSUS LOW-INCOME DISTRICTS

We began our analysis by investigating the effect remote learning had on student engagement in regular-income and low-income districts. Figure 1 shows the gap in average assignment completion between low-income and regular-income districts with 95% confidence bars. The difference in assignment completion between regular-income and low-income districts grew from about 4.7% to about 11.4%. This change was due to a decrease in the average assignment completion of low-income districts. Regular-income districts didn’t experience a significant decrease.

Figure 1: Average Assignment Completion in Low-Income and Regular-Income Districts Before and After the Closure

To explore the decrease in low-income students’ assignment completion, the change in assignment completion was calculated separately for teachers in low-income areas who were consistently active both before and after the closure, who are referred to as persistent, and teachers from low-income areas who either started or stopped using ASSISTments after the closure, who are referred to as new. This revealed that the significant drop in low-income students’ assignment completion is entirely due to new teachers. There was no statistically significant change in the assignment completion of low-income students in classes taught by persistent teachers. When looking at the difference in behavior between persistent and new teachers. We found the most significant differences were that persistent teachers viewed about 7% more reports on their class’s performance on assignments, and wrote about 4% more comments to their students.
4 CONCLUSION

Although we can't directly identify the cause of high or low assignment completion percentages, this investigation led to some reassuring correlational findings. Primarily, that while most low-income student’s average assignment completion fell after school closures, some teachers were able to maintain their students’ engagement. The teachers who maintained their students’ assignment completion did so while viewing more reports and leaving more comments than teachers whose students’ assignment completion fell. This gives the impression that teachers who are more aware of their student’s progress are better at keeping their students engaged.

Moving forward, the ASSISTments 2019-2020 school year dataset, and future datasets with the same format, can be used to understand the magnitude of the effect of different aspects of online instruction on student learning. The ASSISTments 2019-2020 school year dataset has potential use beyond investigating the effects of remote learning on students. The data could be used to train more robust knowledge tracing models using the skill tags associated with problems, or to create simulations of classroom environments using the student and teacher action logs. We encourage the learning science community to explore the provided data. As we receive feedback, we can improve upon the data export process and provide the learning science community with complete and open access to ASSISTments data.
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ABSTRACT: This poster describes a pilot study at a Brazilian university, which involves a survey that seeks to explore elements of feedback that are perceived as important by students, including the role of automation. The purpose is to inform the implementation of a learning analytics-based feedback tool, OnTask. The results show that the most valued elements of feedback are the identification of attainment gaps and the relational nature of feedback. These views are also reflected in student concerns around automation, i.e., the loss of teacher-student interactions despite their positive views on efficiency and timeliness. The study concludes with the need to highlight the human inputs in the adoption of OnTask attend to the varying feedback literacy among learners.

Keywords: feedback, learning analytics, higher education, automation

1 INTRODUCTION

Feedback is a crucial part of communication between students and teachers in terms of clarifying expectations, monitoring the current progress of learners, and reflecting on the trajectory towards desired learning goals (Hattie & Timperley, 2007). Learning analytics (LA) has demonstrated great potential in enhancing feedback provision. However, the underlying pedagogies of feedback and various socio-cultural issues associated with LA are crucial to the success of LA.

As part of an initiative to adopt a LA-based feedback tool, OnTask (Pardo et al., 2019), in a Brazilian university, an online survey was conducted before OnTask was introduced, so as to identify an adoption strategy. The survey served to explore elements of feedback that are considered important by students, including the role of automation.

2 METHODOLOGY

OnTask uses rules in the form of 'if this then that' to help teachers compose personalised messages based on parameters relevant to the course design (Pardo et al., 2019). Two instructors of two undergraduate courses at a Brazilian university volunteered to participate in the pilot, which took place in the first semester in 2019. The survey was sent to a total number of 60 students. In total, 36 students (31 male; 5 female) responded (response rate=58%). The respondents were aged between 17 and 47 (n=36, M=25.47, SD=7.45). The survey was designed based on prominent feedback models (Butler & Winne, 1995; Hattie & Timperley, 2007; Nicol & Macfarlane-Dick, 2006; Pardo, 2018), containing 23 questions measured by a 7-point Likert scale and 3 open-ended questions. It was developed in English (http://bit.ly/ontask_presurvey) and later translated into Brazilian Portuguese. A deliberate choice was made to administer the survey anonymously to protect student privacy.
which means it would not be possible to link the responses to the academic performance of the respondents. As a result, we added a question to ask students to self-identify their performance on a scale of 1 to 10 in the course where the survey was distributed. This allows us to explore connections between self-efficacy and perceptions of feedback.

3 RESULTS

Overall, the responses show that the students were generally very positive about the feedback experience and the role of feedback in learning. The average rating scores of the questions are between 4.97 (Q23. Automation) and 6.78 (Q21. Usefulness), and the standard deviation is between 0.48 (Q21. Usefulness) and 2.10 (Q5. Connect goals) (Figure 1).

The four statements that received the lowest average ratings with the highest variations among the responses are ‘I think automation can enhance the feedback process’ (Q23, n=36; M=4.97; SD=1.48), ‘I tend to set up my own goals for course tasks’ (Q18, n=36; M=5.56; SD=1.27), ‘The course feedback that I have received helps build my self-confidence’ (Q9, n=35; M=5.57; SD=1.31), and ‘I can connect the course feedback that I have received with the desired goals (standards) of my course tasks’ (Q5, n=36; M=5.6; SD=2.10). These findings suggest that the students were not very confident about automation in terms of enhancing feedback practice (Q23). Moreover, it appears that feedback literacy varied among the learners (Q5, Q9, and Q18).

A joint probability distribution analysis (Gaussian kernel density estimates) of the self-identified performance level and perceptions of feedback identified polarised views on topics of automation (Q23) and self-confidence (Q9) (Figure 2). The bimodal distribution shows that the extent to which existing feedback practice helps students build confidence varies even among those who self-identified as high performers. It is also notable that among this group of respondents, views on the benefits of automation are divided.
The responses to the three open-ended questions about the role of feedback, effective elements, and automated feedback show that students predominantly believe that the primary function of feedback is to identify strengths and weaknesses of student performance, in particular areas to improve upon and methods to achieve the desired goals. In addition, the affective dimension of feedback is particularly appreciated by the students. Sixteen respondents pointed out that feedback is important in facilitating an emotional tie between teachers and students and 7 indicated that feedback plays a key role in motivating students to pursue learning actively. Views on automation remain polarised (the ‘positive’ code was applied 19 times and the ‘negative’ 18 times). The three top topics are timing, relevance (personalisation) and relational. Among the positive views, economic efficiency was mentioned 14 times. Among the negative views, personalisation and relational aspects were mentioned 10 times.

4 CONCLUSION

This study shows that existing feedback experience is generally positive among the students. However, feedback to the students is not just a product, but a ‘relational process’ that makes students feel looked after. Thus, future use of OnTask may highlight the human elements, i.e., inputs from instructors in the semi-automated process of feedback provision. Another interesting result is that variations in the perceptions of being able to connect feedback with set goals (Q5) and being able to build up self-confidence with the received feedback (Q9) indicate that feedback literacy varies among learners. Thus, when using OnTask, instructors should consider how to tailor feedback for individuals and whether further training or resources are needed to develop feedback literacy.
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ABSTRACT: Spatial reasoning represents a set of skills that have broad applicability across contexts and settings. Prior research has highlighted various ways to study and measure spatial reasoning. However, many of these approaches either completely overlook the process students use to solve spatial reasoning tests or require considerable manual annotation by researchers. Motivated by work in Multimodal Learning Analytics, we propose an automated approach for extracting salient features from eye tracking data and screen recordings of students completing mental rotation tests. We test this approach with data from 19 university students. We find that several of the extracted features highly correlate with measures of student performance on the mental rotation test.

Keywords: Multimodal Learning Analytics, Gaze, Spatial Skills

1 INTRODUCTION

Spatial reasoning is generally viewed as a set of skills that have broad applicability across a variety of contexts and settings (Buckley, Seery, & Canty, 2018; Casey et al., 2008; Ramey & Uttal, 2017; Wai & Kell, 2017). When we navigate to a specific geographic location or complete a puzzle, we are employing and practicing spatial reasoning. Historically, psychologists used different psychometric tests to identify different spatial skills among research participants. However, the tests are unable to surface the ways that high and low spatial ability are evidenced in user processes. In this paper, we use eye tracking, together with computer vision and data mining, to identify process features of visual engagement that correlate with student spatial reasoning performance.

2 METHODS

Nineteen individuals participated in this study. Each student individually completed 24 mental rotation questions from a validated test bank (Ganis & Kievit, 2014). Each of the questions presented students with two objects (e.g., Figure 1). Student responses were scored for speed and correctness. Multimodal data was collected using the Social Signal Interpretation (SSI) platform (Wagner et al., 2013). SSI allows for synchronous data collection from a wide array of data streams. For this study, we collected screen recordings at five Hz, mouse tracking at 50 Hz, button presses at 50 Hz, and eye tracking at 90 Hz. A custom plugin was developed for collecting the eye tracking data. We used a Tobii 4C screen mounted eye tracker that was calibrated using 9-point calibration for each user. All other data was collected using SSI plugins that are distributed with the platform. The mental rotation test was administered as a Qualtrics survey.
Data analysis involved analysing the eye tracking data together with the screen recording videos to determine which parts of the stimuli the participants were looking at within each video frame. Achieving this output required several computer vision tasks. First, each of the original images needed to be processed to determine possible areas of interest (AOIs). Second, we processed each video to detect the location of the stimulus and translate those coordinates into absolute coordinates for the current graphic being displayed. Third, we processed the eye tracking data for fixation times and locations. We subsequently reconciled those locations with the detected AOIs. Fourth, those fixation points were used to extract features about the duration, frequency, and direction of each fixation and saccade. Finally, those features are utilized to build models and draw insights about correlations between participants’ spatial reasoning and visual engagement.

![Sample areas of interest automatically extracted using contour detection. The green outlines one contour, while the blue outlines another, embedded contour](image)

### 3 RESULTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature Category</th>
<th>Speed</th>
<th>Correctness</th>
<th>Both</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AOI Fixation Duration</td>
<td>15 (5%)</td>
<td>19 (6%)</td>
<td>3 (1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AOI Fixation Count</td>
<td>17 (5%)</td>
<td>8 (3%)</td>
<td>2 (1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean AOI Fixation Duration</td>
<td>9 (3%)</td>
<td>45 (14%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AOI Fixation Bigrams</td>
<td>60 (5%)</td>
<td>46 (4%)</td>
<td>9 (1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizontal Fixation Bigrams</td>
<td>6 (6%)</td>
<td>1 (1%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical Fixation Bigrams</td>
<td>8 (8%)</td>
<td>4 (4%)</td>
<td>3 (3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Targeted Structure Comparison</td>
<td>30 (8%)</td>
<td>37 (10%)</td>
<td>1 (0%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There were a total of 2695 features. Each feature is associated with one of seven possible categories. In this section, we look at the percentage of each category’s features that surpass the 0.5 correlation threshold relative to speed or correctness. From Table 1 we see that, despite more than 1000 AOI Fixation Bigrams, only 9% correlate with student performance. Additionally, the number of these features that correlate with speed versus correctness are comparable, suggesting that the features seem to have general utility for interrogating mental rotation performance. Targeted Region Comparison features and Total Fixation Duration features also seem to be similar across the two different dimensions. However, when we look at Horizontal Fixation Bigram features, Vertical
Fixation Bigram features, Mean AOI Fixation Duration features, and AOI Fixation Count features, we see that the number of correlating features is at least a factor of 2 difference between speed and correctness. Horizontal Fixation Bigram features, Vertical Fixation Bigram features, and AOI Fixation Count features seem to more frequently correlate with speed. In contrast, Mean AOI Fixation Duration appears to more frequently correlate with correctness than with speed.

4 DISCUSSION

This paper examines an approach for automatically generating and extracting salient features for studying mental rotation. These features were generated from a combination of eye tracking and video data and are tied to prior research on mental rotation (Just & Carpenter, 1975; Shepard & Metzler, 1971; Xu & Franconeri, 2015; Xue et al., 2017). Each of the extracted features represented one of seven categories. The goal of the analyses was to explore ways that the generated features can appropriately represent the multifaceted and complex nature of mental rotation, something that is emphasized across the vast body of prior work in this space (Buckley et al., 2018; Ramey, Stevens, & Uttal, 2018).
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ABSTRACT: Given the demonstrated prevalence of a “doer effect” showing that active practice is related to substantially larger learning gains than passive approaches, an important research goal is to investigate whether and how different active practice features promote students’ learning outcomes. We investigated these questions in the context of an online learning platform that teaches e-learning design principles. In particular, we considered two different practice modes - practice activities inserted in the text (inline practice) and review practice quizzes - and compared their contributions to students' learning outcomes, in terms of module quizzes, periodic exams, and course projects. Our results showed that the different practice modes had distinct impacts on learning outcomes. Doing inline practice activities contributed to students’ quiz performance at the first attempt and project performance while doing review practice quizzes helped students improve their periodic exam performance. We offer some instructional suggestions such as emphasizing practice activities that are more clearly linked with specific learning objectives for projects, and emphasizing review practice quizzes for exam preparation.

Keywords: Learning by Doing, Linear Mixed Models, Learning Outcome Prediction

1 INTRODUCTION

In the context of online learning platforms, one of the proven methods to reduce passive learning is to integrate interactive activities. A notable example is the Open Learning Initiative (OLI - Bier et al., 2014), which combines student-centered design and learning engineering approaches to provide more effective learning, such as interactive exercises embedded within the learning materials, as well as practice quizzes that allow for unlimited attempts. These activities have been shown to be more highly associated with learning outcomes than passive activities across several OLI courses, an effect known as the “doer effect” (Koedinger et al., 2015; Carvalho et al., 2017).

To extend on this prior work, it is important to further investigate how different OLI practice features contribute to learning outcomes. It is possible that some types of practice promote better learning that is more transferable, whereas other types of practice emphasize memorization and less transferable knowledge (Chi & Wylie, 2014). In this study, we compare the effect of two different types of practice activities on students’ learning outcomes. To facilitate a holistic comparison, we also considered multiple assessment measures, including module-level quizzes, periodic exams, and projects. We explore our research question in the context of an OLI course: How do different kinds of practice activities impact students’ quiz performance at the first attempt, periodic exam performance, and project performance?
2 CONTEXT AND METHODS

In this work, we analyzed students’ outcome data and log data from a hybrid graduate-level course, E-Learning Design Principles and Methods. The course was hosted on the Open Learning Initiative platform, and log data from the course is hosted on the DataShop repository. Our sample consists of a total of 32 students, including 14 in Fall 2018 and 18 in Fall 2019. The course was structured into 20 modules, students in this course had “flipped homework”, where they needed to learn independently and finish a graded quiz via OLI system before class meetings. In addition, students were asked to complete periodic exams (two in 2018 and four in 2019 with similar content in total), and 2 projects using knowledge taught in the course.

In OLI, each record of the student interacting with an interface element is defined as an opportunity; multiple opportunities commonly appear within a problem. To address our research questions, we defined students’ count of practice as their number of opportunities on the inline activities or review practice activities. Inline practice activities are formative assessments embedded in OLI text pages. Students get immediate feedback based on their entries and could ask for hints when stuck. The content of inline questions was non-identical but matched with the content of quiz and exam questions through their alignment with specific learning goals. Beyond multiple-choice questions, inline questions also have other formats such as drag-and-drop and matching questions. Review practice quizzes are targeted questions provided in quiz format before each periodic exam. Students get feedback once submitting a quiz attempt but no hints are delivered.

We used z-scores (i.e., standardized the score values to have zero mean and unit standard deviation) for both outcome accuracy scores and frequency of interactions, which could assist in model interpretation. For each student during each time period (e.g., between two periodic exams), we computed their review practice count, inline practice count, and total practice count. All these metrics reflect the frequency of a student’s interactions with the system’s practice activities. Given that students did the pre-learning quiz voluntarily and some skipped it, we used students’ intercept parameter from an Additive Factors Model (AFM) provided by Data Shop and treated the normalized intercept as a measure of prior knowledge.

We began our analysis by checking whether the AFM model intercept was a good representation of students’ prior knowledge. We extracted 25 students who finished more than half of the pre-learning quizzes before doing post-learning quizzes and built a Pearson correlation analysis. Our result showed a significant positive correlation between students’ AFM model intercept and their average pre-learning quiz score (r = 0.78, p < 0.001), which indicates that this intercept is a good depiction of students’ prior knowledge. Therefore, we use it both because it is available for all 32 students and it likely provides more information (only 9 students did all 20 pre-learning quizzes).

3 RESULTS

For each assessment, we conducted a linear mixed model with the normalized assessment score as the dependent variable; different practice count variables and student’s prior knowledge as fixed-effect predictors; assessment ID as the random effect (Quiz ID, Exam ID, Project ID, respectively). Table 1 shows the final model for each assessment after the stepwise feature selection. For quiz performance, the model showed that doing inner-module inline practice activities is a significant
positive predictor of quiz performance at the first attempt. For exam performance, results indicated that doing practice activities before periodic exams is a significant positive predictor of students’ exam performance. For projects, students’ interaction with inline practice activities is a significant positive predictor of their project performance but not for review practice activities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Coef.</th>
<th>Std. Error</th>
<th>z</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quiz</td>
<td>(Intercept)</td>
<td>-0.098</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>-2.524*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(AIC = 1628.73)</td>
<td>inline practice count</td>
<td>0.144</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>3.817***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>prior knowledge</td>
<td>0.447</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>9.023***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Periodic Exam</td>
<td>(Intercept)</td>
<td>-0.066</td>
<td>0.099</td>
<td>-0.664</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(AIC = 284.32)</td>
<td>total practice count</td>
<td>0.241</td>
<td>0.097</td>
<td>2.489*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>prior knowledge</td>
<td>0.309</td>
<td>0.131</td>
<td>2.348*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project</td>
<td>(Intercept)</td>
<td>-0.048</td>
<td>0.120</td>
<td>-0.397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(AIC = 182.13)</td>
<td>inline practice count</td>
<td>0.340</td>
<td>0.116</td>
<td>2.926**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>prior knowledge</td>
<td>0.229</td>
<td>0.155</td>
<td>1.479</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001

4 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

While prior studies have established the doer effect, our work specifically investigates how different active learning activities contribute to learning performance. A particularly novel finding is that inline practice activity is a better predictor of project performance than other forms of practice. In our context, inline practice is the one form most strongly tied to explicit learning objectives. The more successful students do inline practice questions to bolster their knowledge in ways that appear strategically connected to their needs in project-based applications. In addition, the general support for active learning, while unsurprising to many, is still helpful in addressing explicit instruction biases that many stakeholders hold, as indicated by higher effort in using, developing, or analyzing passive learning materials (e.g., lecture videos and text). Moving forward, we plan to refine the existing practice activities from both content and distribution mechanics to amplify potential impacts.
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ABSTRACT: Visualisations provide a rapid way for learners to see and understand their learning metrics. Yet few learner-facing interfaces have been developed to support learners’ self-regulation. This paper proposes the application profile of personalised visual interfaces to support learners in self-regulated learning (SRL). Our design is theoretically based and empirically driven, and utilises trace data from multiple channels to provide clear actionable recommendations for learners to improve regulation. Guided by a quasi-experimental study in a university context, we survey the critical learning processes in SRL, describe the environment to collect multimodal and multichannel data about those processes, and suggest visualizations that can rely upon these data sources—to prompt learners to engage in metacognitive monitoring to support their regulation and learning. We conclude by outlining our next steps towards deploying and evaluating these visual interfaces in authentic learning environments to foster self-regulation to support optimal and successful learning.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Providing learners with visualized information about their learning process may prompt them to reflect upon their prior and adapt their future studying, i.e., engage in metacognitive monitoring and control that are essential to productive self-regulated learning (Azevedo, Taub, & Mudrick, 2015; Roll & Winnie, 2015). Data reported in a visual form, e.g., a histogram displaying the frequency of learning strategies a student enacted over a period of observation, can cast a light on multiple elements that interplay during learning and allow researchers and educators to understand complex processes such as goal settings, enactment of learning strategies and adaptation to learning behaviours. Equally important, visualized data may afford learners the opportunity to better oversee their learning process and adapt accordingly.

We collected data from a pilot study in a university setting (n=25), where students were asked to engage in an essay writing task over the period of 45 minutes. In the task, students had to integrate three topics: Artificial Intelligence, Differentiation in the classroom and Scaffolding of learning into a 300-400 words vision essay about learning in school in 2035. The learning environment consists of six areas of interest (AOI). The AOI zones included the catalogue zone on the left, the reading and writing zones in the middle, the note taking interface (annotation tool), the planner tool, timer tools and an essay writing interface, that opens as an overlay on the screen. The choice of tools integrated and the visualisations produced were guided by the COPES model of SRL (Winne & Hadwin, 1998).

According to the COPES model, self-regulated learning spans the four phases: i) in the task definition phase, learners develop an understanding of the task, ii) during the goal setting phase, learners set their goals and plan their learning, iii) in the enactment phase, learners execute their plans and control and monitor progress iv) in the adaptation phase, adjustments are made when progress towards the goals is not proceeding as planned.
2  SRL MEASUREMENTS

We collected rich traces of these temporally unfolding SRL processes that emerged from our various data channels such as LMS log, enhanced log, eye-tracking data and interactions with external systems. Table 1 lists a subset of multichannel data sources and corresponding actions (both unobtrusive trace and self-reported data) that was captured.

Table 1: List of multi-channel data sources and their interactions that can assist self-regulation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Source</th>
<th>Event/Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LMS Log</td>
<td>Content Reading, Re-reading, Content Search, Navigation Sequence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Catalogue Access, Task Attempts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhanced Log</td>
<td>Mouse movements, Mouse clicks on pages, Page scroll</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Keyboard strokes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eye-Tracking</td>
<td>Repeated number of fixations on AOIs, Sequential patterns of fixations, Revisits to AOIs, Saccades, Smooth pursuit eye movements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External Systems</td>
<td>Annotation Tool: Annotation Created, Deleted, Searched, Read</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Essay Writing Tool: Essay Write, Essay Save</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Timer Tool: Time Tracker Viewed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Planner Tool: Planner Viewed, Planner Updated</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Informed by the COPES model and the framework proposed by Siadaty, Gašević & Hatala (2016), we labeled the raw trace data into theoretically meaningful learning actions. We then interpreted the obtained patterns of learning actions as SRL processes based on our theoretical framework. These processes (Planning, Content Consumption, Working on Task, Monitoring, Evaluation) informed our design. The detailed action library and SRL labelling process can be accessed via this link.

3  FRAMING SRL SUPPORT THROUGH VISUALISATIONS: AN EXAMPLE

As highlighted earlier, our conceptual framework incorporates the COPES model that focuses on the four phases of SRL. Figure 1 outlines these four phases and the corresponding visual interfaces that are enacted to support the learner’s self-regulation during the experimental task, that is to write an essay. To maintain the relevance and efficacy of SRL visualisations, we tried to coordinate the visualizations (progress indicators e.g. percentage complete) within the standard interface of the tools (such as Planner and Essay writer) for maximum potential of facilitating monitoring and regulation.

Figure 1: Interfaces enacted in line with the four phases of COPES model to support self-regulation
To support time-management, which is considered an important element in SRL (Pintrich, 2004), we captured the amount of time each learner spent on the various tools. Using the actions posited in Table 1, Figure 2 visually represents a few examples of how student’s low-level interactions can be mapped onto theoretically meaningful learning actions attending to SRL criteria. Such visualisations (histogram showing SRL processes) presented in real-time can give valuable insights to learners on their current strategies with respect to time management.

Figure 2: Visually mapping data sources and log events to specific SRL processes

4 DISCUSSION AND NEXT STEPS

Through this preliminary data analysis, we prototyped how multimodal multichannel learning data can be aligned to theoretical principles of SRL to support learners to accurately monitor and regulate their learning. An attempt has also been made to keep the balance between simple to understand and abstract monitoring indicators to maintain learner’s cognitive load and reflection on one’s affective reactions. Our next step is to deploy the SRL focused visual interface and catalogue of detailed visuals in an experimental study, in which students of the experimental group will have access to the personalized visualization interfaces supporting SRL and the students of the control group will not have access to these interfaces. While the current design of the learning analytics dashboard for SRL is primarily intended to be used in the laboratory setting, the overarching research program is to create the tool instrumentation (i.e., user interfaces) that can replace, to some extent, apparatus that is used in a laboratory setting (e.g., eye-trackers). This will enable our design to be used in authentic learning settings.
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ABSTRACT: Low retention rates in college is a policy concern for US postsecondary institutions, and writing is a critical competency for college (Graham, 2019). This paper describes an exploratory writing analytics study at six 4-year universities aimed at gaining insights about the relationship between college retention and writing. Findings suggest that AWE is useful for exploring the relationship between college retention and writing, and have implications for gathering diagnostic retention analytics from student writing.
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1 INTRODUCTION

College retention is an issue of national concern. The U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Educational Statistics (2020) reports that among first-time, full-time undergraduate students who started a 4-year Bachelor’s degree in Fall 2012, only 62% completed the degree within six years – i.e., by 2018. Previous research has shown relationships between coursework writing and academic success factors. Harackiewicz et al. (2016) showed that higher utility value scores -- i.e., scores based on how a writer expresses personal relevance about technical material in a STEM writing assignment -- was correlated with STEM course retention. Using writing data from Harackiewicz et al. (2016), Beigman Klebanov et al (2017) showed that utility value words (e.g., our, family) were indicative of writing responses with higher human rater utility value scores. Allen, Dascalu, McNamara et al (2016) showed how linguistic properties in college students’ writing can be used to model individual differences in students’ vocabulary knowledge and reading comprehension skills. Burstein, McCaffrey, Elliot et al., (2020) used AWE to examine relationships between writing and broader academic skills and success factors (e.g., college GPA).

The study examines the question: What relationships exist between college retention and writing?

2 METHODS

2.1 Participants

Six four-year public universities participated in the study. One site was a Historically Black College, and a second site was a Hispanic-Serving Institution. Data from 418 students enrolled in one of the six sites were included in this study.

2.2 Data

All 418 students submitted one or more coursework writing assignments (n=997). Assignments were from one of these courses: first-semester English composition, Business, History, and STEM, and from
argumentative, informative, or reflective genres (Burstein et al, 2019). Median coursework assignment word count was 753. A subset of 366 students completed a timed, argumentative standardized writing assessment; median word count was 220.

2.3 Automated writing evaluation (AWE) features

Automated writing evaluation (AWE) tools generate linguistic features from text (see Burstein et al 2017). In this study, AWE tools were used to generate 36 writing features representing six writing subconstructs: Vocabulary (e.g., word complexity), English Conventions (e.g., grammar errors), Organization and Development (e.g., text coherence), Argumentation (e.g., claim terms), Sentence Structure (e.g., use of clauses), and Utility-Value language (i.e., personal relevance terms, such as, “me”, “friends”; See Beigman Klebanov, et al 2017). AWE features represent linguistic characteristics in the writing samples. To create a univariate measure for each subconstruct, the feature scores were combined into a weighted composite score. Weights equaled the loadings of the first principal component from a Principal Components Analysis fit separately for each subconstruct. Individual features were centered by genre to have mean zero. The final composite scores were standardized to a mean of zero and a variance of one and averaged across writing assignments to yield one score per composite per student. Analyses were run at the student level, and separately for the assessment and course writing data.

3 PREDICTING DROPOUT

Participating students’ enrollment was tracked from 3 to 5 semesters after their participation in the study using administrative data provided by the participating universities. Random effects Cox proportional hazards regression was used to model dropout as a function of the AWE subconstruct composite score, controlling for the students’ SAT/ACT score, high school GPA (HSGPA), university, and writing sample length. The models also include random effects for the course-section in which students were enrolled when participating. This accounted for possible unmodelled dropout risk factors associated with different section assignments. Separate models were fit for each feature composite score for coursework assignments, and for standardized writing assessments.

4 RESULTS

Two of the six composite features were predictive of dropout in the regression models; others were not. A standard deviation increase in the Utility-Value language (UVL) composite feature predicted a 26% increase in dropout hazard (i.e., dropout probability based on students continued enrollment or graduation) for both coursework (p < 0.05) and standardized assessment (p < 0.10). In addition, a standard deviation unit increase in the Vocabulary (VCB) composite feature in the standardized assessment predicts a 15% decrease in the hazard of dropout (p < 0.10). Analyses using individual component features (in the composites) showed dropout risk related positively (more risk) to pronoun use, and negatively (less risk) to use of longer words.
5 DISCUSSION

The relationship between UVL and college writing has not been widely studied. Beigman Klebanov et al. (2017) found student success positively associated with UVL when writing assignments explicitly elicited utility value. In this study, results suggest that UVL could be a valuable predictor for dropout. Reviews of some student writing samples from study participants found UVL use reflected difficulty effectively integrating personal elements into academic writing. As discussed earlier, vocabulary has been found to be associated with various measures of academic skills and success. The results from this study extend those findings. The results suggest that exploring vocabulary usage with AWE might be used to identify students at risk of dropping out. More research will be required to draw clearer inferences about relationships between use of UVL and VCB, and college retention. Overall, study findings suggest relationships between AWE feature measures and retention. This insight has implications for AWE as a potential means to gather diagnostic retention analytics for stakeholders who monitor students’ progress. For example, we could envision AWE integration into a learning management system in order to provide not only personalized learning for writing, but retention analytics for students, educators and other stakeholders to signal success and potential obstacles.
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ABSTRACT: Adapting online courses by cultural norms and values is still underrepresented in research. An easy approach to get these norms and values is to ask for the country of origin instead of filling out a comprehensive questionnaire in a learning environment. Together with results from Hofstede, this information could theoretically be used for adapting online courses. In this paper, we show in a study with 595 participants of the US, that using the country of origin to derive norms and values at an individual level is not sufficient. The variance scores show that adapting online courses using the country-based scores should be avoided. This emphasizes the need for a questionnaire.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Online courses can be adapted in different ways and personalization is required as there is no one-size-fits-all-environment. On the knowledge level, we can use tests to find knowledge gaps to create a personalized learning path. Observing a more detailed level on how knowledge should be taught based on norms and values is still undervalued in online courses. Liu et al. (2010) have shown the necessity to design online courses concerning different cultural needs to limit barriers and to ensure full participation. Wang (2006) proposed guidelines for culturally responsive online teaching. The major problem using “culture” for norms and values by countries is their mapping to individuals that can cause wrong conclusions in adaption as the tools are generally not created for an individual scale. The CVSCALE (Yoo et al., 2011) includes 26 items to get 5 norms and values at an individual level, based on the descriptions of cultural dimensions defined by Hofstede (2011). It has not to be argued that these dimensions are fruitful for learning: Long-term orientation gives insights on how learners plan to participate, the uncertainty avoidance index shows whether students need more guidance as they do not think to be confident enough or the power distance gives hints about the necessity for a hierarchy, e.g. of having a tutor and learner role. A common but insufficient solution to adapt online courses by norms and values is to use only the country of origin and the known cultural traits by Hofstede (2011) as a basis for adapting online courses. This is a low-cost approach and can be used in many existing learning environments as this information often is already existing. In this paper, we justify the need for a questionnaire to get norms and values in online learning, instead of only using the country of origin. We follow the research question: Is the country of origin sufficient to determine cultural norms and values for the adaption of online courses?
2 METHODOLOGY

We created a study with a shortened 10-item CVSCALE and asked for participants of the United States to get their answers of norms and values individually. Participants were recruited via Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) and received a reward of 0.60 US dollars for their participation in the study. Participants needed to have an approval rate of 95% and at least 500 completed tasks. The survey took approximately 15 minutes to complete. After screening out bots and controlling for language proficiency via an attention check, 595 participant answers were part of the final considered sample.

Answers to items of five cultural dimensions (MA: masculinity, LT: long-term orientation, CO: collectivism, UN: uncertainty avoidance, PO: power distance) were collected on behalf of Likert scales (1: strongly agree to 5: strongly disagree). Figure 1 visualizes the participants’ responses, where every answer is represented by a transparent dot. The less transparent the black dot is; the more people have the cultural characteristic in common. Blue dots represent all values from Hofstede (2011), transferred to the Likert scale (1-5) for visualization.

Figure 1: Traits derived from answers by people coming from the US (country of origin).

Table 1: Mean and variance of the sample.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trait</th>
<th>μ</th>
<th>s²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LT</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PO</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The data indicate that norms and values collected on behalf of the CVSCALE do not, unlike assumed, match the cultural values linked to the countries of their origin. There is no “average user” by country and thus there cannot be an average adaption of online courses by country. The variance score $s^2$ in Table 1 is between 0.5 and 1.3, which is high on a scale of 1 to 5. It shows that there are diverse characteristics on the individual scale providing evidence, that within a global (online) community, cultural values merge and blur within a country. Much cross-cultural research fails to distinguish between the national or society level and the cultural one (Baskerville, 2003). We can confirm that the practice of assigning cultural country scores to individuals should be avoided in line with the findings of Taras et al. (2010). Otherwise, the adaption excludes subgroups with different cultural values that do not match with Hofstede's country scores.
3 DISCUSSION

Equating cultures with a national presence is highly problematic and does not reflect the current situation of individuals, as digitization has led to a culture and value merge. Nowadays, citizens commonly have multiple cultural and ethnic backgrounds and are in contact with individuals from various cultural backgrounds (Lee, 2010). Thereby, cultural identities play a crucial role in adopting specific cultural values (Wan et al., 2007). We, therefore, propose to regard norms and values as dimensions that are differently pronounced depending on the individual and its relative exposure. Subsequently, culture as a geographically restrained concept seems problematic and is increasingly challenged by recent developments in social anthropology (Hermans & Kempen, 1998). We limited our research to participants in the US. Using AMT to get access to participants represents a subset of the US population, but even this subset is quite diverse in norms and values. Thus, our analysis supports the argument to not use the country of origin as a general indicator for norms and values on an individual level. If we want to adapt online courses based on norms and values, we still require questionnaires to get this information. Future research can explore whether the deviation of norms and values is as diverse within the US as in other countries.
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ABSTRACT: Mobile Assisted Language Learning through Learning Analytics (MALLAS) is a conceptual framework to aid learning designers in developing effective support for second- and foreign language (L2) learners through the application of learning analytics to facilitate self-regulated learning across learning settings. Designing sound support mechanisms to develop adult L2 learners’ ability to self-regulate their language learning process is important since many of them have limited opportunities to participate in language classes. MALLAS can be used to assist in design choices when developing theoretically underpinned mobile assisted language learning applications and/or services.
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1 INTRODUCTION & BACKGROUND

Many adult second and foreign (L2) language learners need additional support to succeed in their second language acquisition (SLA) since a common hindrance for them is that they often have insufficient opportunities to participate in language classes or lack the ability to engage in language learning on their own (Viberg, Wasson, & Kukulska-Hulme, 2020). This can be explained by the fact that many are in full time jobs or enrolled in other education. We argue that such support should focus on the development of learners’ self-regulated language learning strategies, skills and knowledge that are critical for learners’ ability to acquire the target language successfully (Oxford, 2016). Furthermore, we also argue that we need to carefully consider recent advancements in the fields of mobile assisted language learning (MALL; e.g., Shadiev et al., 2019;) and learning analytics (LA) for self-regulated learning (Viberg, Khalil, & Baars, 2020; Winne, 2017). Whereas the developments in these areas are frequently recognized separately, there are few efforts to draw synergy from them. Since we cannot design and improve learning directly, but only through the provision of improved conditions for L2 learners to acquire the target language effectively, based on the synergies from the aforementioned fields we offer a conceptual framework, Mobile Assisted Learning through Learning Analytics for Self-Regulated Learning (MALLAS; Viberg et al., 2020b).
MALLAS is primarily intended for learning designers to inform their design choices for mobile technology assisted support aimed at facilitating the acquisition of various language skills (e.g., speaking, and writing). This is in line with growing interest in aligning learning design and LA (Wasson & Kirschner, 2020). In the mobile learning field, such combined efforts have hitherto been rare (Pishtari et al., 2020), and we aim to fill this gap. Also, the framework contributes to the existing gap in the provision of relevant LA-grounded support mechanisms for developing learners’ self-regulated learning (SRL; Viberg et al., 2020a). MALLAS is grounded in the theoretical lens of SRL (Zimmerman, 1990), strategic self-regulated language learning (Oxford, 2016), contextual mobile learning (Lincke, 2020), and the practical lens of LA. In the next section, we briefly outline MALLAS.

2 MALLAS FRAMEWORK

MALLAS (Fig.1) is a framework that captures the dimensions of self-regulated language learning (SRLL) and LA that are necessary to support MALL. It is an analytical tool that can be used to operationalise MALL support in a learning context.

![Figure 1: MALLAS](image)

**MALL** has three key aspects: 1. mobile learning design characteristics, 2. contextualization, and 3. the design of language learning tasks. When developing relevant support, learning designers should consider the following design characteristics: the learner is mobile, the learner device is mobile, data services are persistent, the learning content is mobile, the learning tutor can be either an educator or an intelligent tutor (Grant, 2019; Viberg et al., 2020b). **Contextualization** is grounded in the Rich Context Model (Lincke, 2020) that includes environment, device, and personal contexts, and a MALLAS app or service will have to take these into consideration both for the data collection and recommendation services that drive the adaptivity/personalisation of the learning app or service. Language learning **task design** is supported by the task phases (i.e., forethought, performance, evaluation and reflection (S2R model of Oxford, 2016)), suggesting that language learning tasks should closely align with these SRL phases. Since SRL strategies can be taught and learnt (Viberg et al., 2020a), task design should include specific learning tasks aiming at fostering learners’ SRL strategies, before they are applied to language learning. **Learning analytics** comprises **data, analytics, and action** (Fig. 1), which are used to measure and support the L2 learner’s self-regulated MALL in context. Data ranges from personal (e.g., preferences) and demographic (e.g., age), location (e.g., GPS), to activity data (e.g., click stream from using an app) and data about the learning device (e.g., iPhone). This multi-channel data is used to understand the learning context, the learning path (e.g., the learner has completed all the tasks), and can be used to take action to support learning (e.g., visualisation of what a learner knows/does not know), and to recommend a learning task.
There are four main factors that will affect data quality: richness of the data set; relevance of the data; diversity and quality of the data, and usefulness of the findings generated by (context) analytics (Lincke, 2020). Decisions about whether to store data collected for LA locally on the learning device, or in a cloud service needs to consider privacy and security issues (Viberg et al., 2020b). Offering mixed-methods analyses, based on the theoretical lens of the S2R model (Oxford, 2016) and the examination of process-oriented behavioural data (e.g., contextual and multimodal data logs), as well as self-assessment generated data will provide a deeper understanding of the complex nature of L2 learners’ SRLL processes and how support them further. The data analysis drives the adaptivity of the MALLAS app and the visualisations for the learner, educators, and researchers. The results of analytics should be used (i.e., action) to assist L2 learners, educators (who teach SRLL), and researchers (who help to develop relevant support tools). Overall, this poster exhibits this model of how we can harness the affordances of MALL, learning analytics, and self-regulated learning to support L2 learners through LA for SRL across learning environments.
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ABSTRACT: Cultural traits have still been undervalued in online courses for personalization, although there are lots of known relations concerning culture and learning. For practical experiments; there is a need to ask participants to fill in a cultural questionnaire. The CVScale can be used to collect cultural information from study participants, but the willingness to fill in the 26-item questionnaire is low due to time constraints and people tend to skip them if they are not mandatory. Thus, a questionnaire with fewer items is required for further studies concerning personalization in online courses. In this paper, we show our exploratory evaluation of a reduced 10-items questionnaire, based on the CVScale in preparation for further investigations in learning systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Cultural traits have a strong connection to learning and yet, they are still undervalued in online courses. User modeling in adaptive online courses focuses on knowledge and competency level, and learning strategies (Matcha et al., 2020). Personalizing online courses by using norms and values at an individual level is still ignored in many practical settings. Liu et al. (2010) observed different perceptions of international students concerning online learning. Online courses need to be designed to consider different cultural needs to limit barriers and to promote participation. Wang (2006) focuses on a well-known Cultural Hofstede Dimension (Hofstede, 2011), Power Distance, proposing guidelines for culturally responsive online courses. A prominent scale which may be administered as a questionnaire is the CVScale (Yoo et al., 2011), which includes 26 items to get 5 cultural norms and values, defined by Hofstede (2011) at an individual level. With a focus on learning, having access to norms and values is insightful as they are helpful indicators for personalizing online courses by design and structure long term. It is of great interest to learn cultural traits, without the costly and time-intensive necessity to fill out a comprehensive cultural questionnaire. Rüdian et al. (2019) predict norms and values on an individual level with very high accuracy independently of questionnaires. However, this approach requires a training step at scale to create a model, which limits practical use. A shortened questionnaire to collect cultural traits may reduce dropout rates and reduces costs.
Generally, there is a tradeoff between the reduction of items within a scale and potential loss of validity. Questionnaire reduction is common: e.g. TIPI (Gosling et al., 2003) as well as the Big Five personality test from Barrick & Mount (1991), which was reduced from 50 items to 10. These shorter versions were developed for research projects that can tolerate inaccuracies. This applies to the personalization of online courses by cultural norms and values as a short cultural scale is more practical, more scalable, and less expensive.

2 METHODOLOGY & RESULTS

We tested the short scale with a questionnaire. The shortened 10 item CVScale was presented, and answers were requested on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from Strongly Agree to Strongly Disagree. We used the original CVScale (Yoo et al., 2011) as a basis and reduced this questionnaire to 10 items, two for each cultural trait (Power Distance, Long-term Orientation, Collectivism, Uncertainty Avoidance, Masculinity). The final items considered were PO4, PO5, UN2, UN3, CO3, CO4, LT4, LT6, MA2, and MA3 from the CVScale, while item selection was based on the sample used within its validation (Yoo et al., 2011) and we considered reliability and correlation. Items yielding higher Cronbach’s Alphas were favored. Additionally, to capture the full breadth of a construct, selected items were chosen to be maximally different within each construct, thus covering different facets. Participants were recruited via Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT, approval rate: 95% and HIT rate: 500) worldwide and received a reward of 0.60 US dollars. The survey took approximately 15 minutes to complete. After screening out bots and controlling for language proficiency and attention checks, 984 answers were part of the final considered sample.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Factor Analysis (Rotated).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Components</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PO4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PO5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LT4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LT6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) value was 0.722 (Backhaus et al., 2006) and in line with the highly significant Bartlett test, we can assume that the sample dataset is eligible for factor analysis. A rotated Confirmatory Factor Analysis (Table 1), conducted via SPSS v26, shows that all items loaded on their respective constructs and exceeded the threshold of 0.5 for qualifying as good measurements of latent constructs (Hulland, 1999). Composite reliability values exceeded the required threshold of 0.7, which is evidence for convergent validity. The reliability scores, thus the Cronbach coefficient alphas of all constructs were above the 0.7 threshold, except for Long-term Orientation (0.654). However, low-to-
moderate Cronbach’s alphas 0.4-0.68 are typical within short scales (Ziegler et al., 2014). The average variance extracted (AVE) and the squared roots exceeded all recommended thresholds respectively (Hulland, 1999).

OUTLOOK

We reduced the CVScale (Yoo et al., 2011), a questionnaire to obtain cultural norms and values at an individual level to use them for practical user modeling in online courses at low costs. Despite potential limitations to the AMT sample, our reduced 10 item questionnaire facilitates future studies related to the cultural adaption of online courses. It results in less accurate traits which may be outweighed by the practical benefits within the context of adapting online courses. We can use the user profile of norms and values with the reduced questionnaire to decide whether a learner wants to be guided by a tutor in an online course (PO), whether there is the need for more detailed instructions (UN), whether the learner wants to learn within a group (CO) and other derived adaptions, which are worth to investigate for optimizing the learning experience. If real psychometric values are required in detail, e.g. apart of the adaption context, we do not recommend to use the reduced CVScale.
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ABSTRACT: While the exchange of cross-border students in Europe has increased significantly in recent years, a growing number of these students face obstacles in selecting courses for exchange. This poster describes the first iteration of creating a course recommendation system for exchange students to select courses that fit their preferences. We implemented a combination of embedding models to enhance the course search and simplified the course selection process. Whereas the students well received the recommendation system, a grey area was found. The results of more advanced embedding models were perceived as less relevant to their expectations.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The European Union has established many mobility programs across its countries to support exchanging cultural and professional experiences. However, with the volume of course-related information available to students and the nature of different course descriptions in other countries, prospect exchange students become puzzled. The wide selection of information about courses has triggered the need to help students find, organize, and use resources that match their individual goals, interests, and current knowledge (Farzan & Brusilovsky, 2006). The poster at hand presents the first iteration of CERES, a Course Recommendation System for Exchange Students. CERES employs data science models, including natural language processing techniques (e.g., Universal Sentence Encoder and information retrieval) to support the University of Bergen in helping exchange students select courses based on available course catalogues. CERES also offers features such as filtration and a course shopping cart to facilitate course selection and management (see Figure 1, right).

A growing number of course recommendation systems are recognized as forms of learning analytics interventions (Khalil & Ebner, 2015). Many of these were built in recent years (Bodily & Verbert, 2017) and for regular students (e.g., goal-based models, Jiang et al., 2019). However, there is scarce research on recommendation systems dedicated for exchange students for multiple reasons: restricted access to respondents, the complex interlinkage to several institutions of exchange agreements, and conflicting students’ goals, i.e. academic and recreational (Badstübner & Ecke, 2009). In our work, we also faced data scarcity on exchange students, which acted as a bottleneck to
building enough knowledge for the course recommendation system. Having these challenges in mind, we designed CERES to support exchange students, better understand their needs, and collect data about their course choice behavior using quantitative data (log data, pre-and post-survey) and qualitative data, including virtual interviews for a more optimized course recommendation system.

2 CERES- STRUCTURE & DESIGN

Our recommendation system uses two main algorithms to retrieve matching courses: I) Universal Sentence Encoder, a model that represents documents as vectors and II) TF-IDF, an information retrieval model that measures words relevance of a corpus. For the Universal Sentence Encoder, A typical interaction scenario with CERES starts in a browser, where a student deals with a user-friendly Shiny R web application. Each search query the student enters is sent to a dedicated R application via Plumber API, where words are transformed into embeddings — a vector representing the meaning of a word in a numeric form. In this way, we dramatically increased the application’s performance, so those parallel sessions will not interfere with each other. We use Universal Sentence Encoder (see Cer et al., 2018) implementation in TensorFlow. That vector is compared to vectors of course descriptions stored in Elasticsearch, then a list of similar courses is returned to the student. Further, all logs are sent to Elasticsearch, where they are stored for learning analytics exploration (see Figure 1, left).

For the TF-IDF model, we use Elasticsearch that looks for an exact match of a query and course description catalogue. CERES selects either one of these algorithms based on a simple rule: If the input query is longer than two words or the query has words that do not appear in the description, the system will use Universal Sentence Encoder to show partly relevant or relevant results, otherwise, it will return exact matching using the TF-IDF model.

3 EVALUATION

We wanted to evaluate CERES in terms of the quality of the returned results and its usability. The pre-and post-survey questionnaires were designed to understand students’ motives and demographics. A link to a survey and experimenting CERES to rate relevant and irrelevant courses were posted by the University’s international office on Facebook groups to recruit exchange students. Participants were placed in a draw for a 10 EUR worth of gift cards. In total, we had 34 students who finished the survey, seven of whom volunteered to participate in a 30-minute long semi-structured virtual interview.
The preliminary results from the survey and CERES were positively evaluated by the exchange students. Over 80% of them strongly agree that CERES will be useful for future exchange students. During the interviews, some students experienced course recommendations that depart from what they expect from the system. This is, in fact, commonly usual according to Pardos and Jiang (2020). One of the students stated that “if I am just like inserting keywords, then I would expect it to show me courses that match the same keywords”.

4 FUTURE WORK

We believe there is room for more improvements in terms of the study design and refinement of the used algorithms. We are setting up a large-scale user testing study to have more generalizable results and polish CERES before the launch. Thus, we are conducting an experiment to see the difference between the two models’ perceptions. A more complex model might be less exact for exchange students who must overcome several additional problems. Considering we want to support an exploratory search; we need to introduce the system in more detail and provide more support for a search or roll back to a more interpretable exact matching model without unexpectedness and serendipity.
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ABSTRACT: Multi-modal analytics has the potential for understanding learning activities and possibly supporting the process based on the interpretation of the signals captured. However, the integration of multiple data sources remains an issue. While some commercial packages assist researchers to organize the data for their specific study, the infrastructure is still not available to integrate learning logs and physiological sensor data together for the same learning episode. In our prior work, GOAL system solves the issue of data integration by connecting sensor data from wearable activity trackers by API and linking the data to the learners registered in a learning management system through LTI. In this work, we extend the functions to collect EEG, GSR and eye tracking data from physiological sensors within the same technical infrastructure. A pilot study was conducted to synchronize data during a reading-based learning task and discuss the capabilities of such a platform for designing learning support at scale within our learning and evidence analytics framework (LEAF).
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1 PRACTICAL CHALLENGES OF MULTIMODAL DATA INTEGRATION

Technology enhanced learning systems aim to support a lifelong learning agenda of 21st century learners. In that regard, any learning experience also depends on learners’ physiological and psychological state leading to effective learning engagement. Off the shelf physical activity trackers provide daily activity levels of the learners such as steps taken, sleep patterns and pulse rate, etc. In addition to that, it is possible to collect high resolution physiological data related with the variation of the electrical properties of the skin by electrodermal activity (EDA) sensors and the electrical activity of the brain by electroencephalography (EEG) sensors. Furthermore, eye-tracking devices can capture the eye gaze data of the user. Such physiological and physical behavior data can be processed to provide indicators related to various cognitive states of the learners during any learning episode. This is the field of multi-modal learning, which has progressed technologically by integrating computational methods to process the captured signals and theoretical models to make sense of how learning is happening. However, this process of knowledge building through MMLA faces various ethical, practical and methodological challenges (Cukurova et al. 2020). One of the practical challenges is to synchronize data from various sensors and link it to the learner’s learning activity logs. Currently there exists no platform that provides such data synthesis.

Here we present our technical platform GOAL (Majumdar et al.2018), whose functionalities were extended to link learning logs and physiological sensor data of learners. We demonstrate it with an actual data collection session and discuss possibilities of such multi-source data.
2 USING GOAL FOR DATA INTEGRATION OF MULTIMODAL DATA

Earlier we developed GOAL, a system to integrate the learning logs with learners’ physical activity data from smart watches and mobile applications. Reading interactions such as navigation (change of page) and annotation (markers and memos) were the learning logs captured from BookRoll (Ogata et al. 2015), an eBook-based learning platform that is linked to the Learning Management System through Learning Tool Interoperability (LTI) standards. Similarly, GOAL can also be linked to the LMS through LTI. It synchronizes the learners’ physical activity data from Google, Apple and Garmin devices through APIs. The data is linked to the unique user identification (UUID) which is generated from the LMS and thereby pseudonymized and recorded in the Learning Record Store (LRS). We use the same technical architecture to integrate the data from physiological sensors. The data pipeline captures heart rate, EDA and temperature data from Empatica E4 devices and EEG data from Emotiv devices. A data upload option caters to any sensors that provide CSV files with time information. The overview of the technical architecture is provided in Figure 1a.

An authentic reading-based learning context was designed and the basic data synchronization pipeline was tested with a pilot study. The sequence of learner activity and the initial data collection process is presented in Figure 1b. Participants were asked to click on the EmpaticaE4’s button after each activity was completed to gather the temporal markers of the start and the completion of events.

Figure 1: a. Technical architecture to synchronize multi-modal data in GOAL  

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2 below provides the visualized processed data collected from one participant during the pilot activity. It highlights the synchronized timeline marked by the participant’s use of empaticaE4’s data marker button. The BookRoll logs on the same timeline provided an additional channel of reading interaction data. Based on the EEG signals, online Meditation, Engagement and Attention values ranging from 0 to 100 were either exported or computed as in Xu et al. (2018). The heatmaps of the eye tracking data along with the screen capture video was recorded using the Tobii Ghost application and Open Broadcaster Software (OBS). Overall objective of this pilot was to collect the multiple sensor data with various spatial and temporal resolutions as well as to synchronize it with the learning logs. This process also aided in determining the data collection and task design complexities. Currently, the data upload module is being used to upload the CSV file of the physiological sensor data of the learner and integrate it with their learning logs.
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The future work aims to determine the design requirements for the synchronized data visualization and the pipeline for the data preprocessing in order to enhance the integrated learning analytics services within the GOAL platform. Such a platform would enable further investigation of biomarkers for the learning episodes and better utilization of the data streams together to design services to enhance learning.
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ABSTRACT: In this paper, we aim to analyze how students learn programming in an introductory course using data from an online Integrated Development Environment (IDE). The goal is to utilize IDE data and learning analytics techniques to provide practical insights and suggestions for course instructors to guide students to success. The data collected from the IDE includes errors tracked in real-time from the time the assignment starts until it is due and even after that once the due date is passed. For each student, the type of error and its frequency are analyzed to understand the behavior of a student during the investigated time period. Then these indicators are compared with other students and the average of the class to check whether it is a student's weakness, or the error is common and arises from the difficulty of the problem. Our analytics highlight the trends between grades and IDE punctuality in that students who earned 'A' and 'B' grades are more likely to do and submit their tasks on or before the deadline. On the other hand, students who got lower grades start their tasks on the deadline.

Keywords: Learning Analytics, Topic Modeling, At-Risk of Failing.

1 METHODOLOGY

Analysis of students’ coding patterns in a custom-designed IDE (Dorodchi, 2020) shows how students perform their coding activities and assignments, and how it relates to their learning of programming. It is accessible fully online and integrated with the Canvas Learning Management System (LMS) and an auto grader tool (Codepost.io). The activities include lab activities that were previously completed in closed lab sessions based on an active learning class model (Dorodchi, 2018). The IDE was designed and implemented to help out with the fully asynchronous online course; all lecture and lab activities needed to be done remotely in that environment. Data was then collected within the IDE regarding students’ programming patterns of behavior.

In this research, students’ programming/compiling attempts were collected from students’ interactions with the IDE enrolled in an online introductory programming course with 41 students and 44 total activities and assignments. Total of 12,176 compile attempts out of which 63% were unsuccessful as summarized in table 1 were recorded. All the error messages were categorized in four types as shown in table 1 and further passed to a Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) algorithm (Blei, 2003) for topic modeling. Furthermore, these compilation data are used as indicators of punctuality (how the pattern is with respect to due date) and perseverance (how the attempt pattern varies over the assignment period and the entire course). These indicators include the basic static compilation behavior of students versus more complex dynamic situations such as “number of attempts”, “attempt pattern”, and “compilation distribution”.
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The “number of attempts” feature was further normalized for each student by the average number of all attempts made by all of the students. We use this relative quantity because using absolute attempt frequency could be misleading because activities/assignments have different difficulty levels. Plotting the attempt of each student from the day at which the task is assigned to the deadline and comparing the attempts of each student with the average number of attempts in a specific assignment reveals four different segments as shown in figure 1(b). Students demonstrated various attempt patterns. The number of attempts, daily attempts, and the number of errors on a particular day is studied to check whether these patterns have any correlation to students’ grades or not. Moreover, this indicator can help educators to give an appropriate amount of time to students to complete their assignments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error Type</th>
<th>Sample Error Messages for Different Error Types</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Missing Elements</td>
<td>‘;’ expected, ‘)’ expected, missing return statement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incorrect Statements</td>
<td>reached end of file while parsing, orphaned case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variable Problems</td>
<td>incompatible types, variable choice is already defined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Runtime Error</td>
<td>Main method not found in class, ArithmeticException: / by zero</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1(a) shows the attempt indicator for all of the students for all assignments in which value of 1 means the number of attempts made by a student is equal to the average number of attempts in that specific assignment. Consequently, the value of zero indicates no attempt. Figure 1(a) reveals that the attempt indicator of the students with final grade of ‘A’ is greater than one which is more attempts than the average of the class. Using a one-tailed one-sample t-test, we found $p = 0.008807$ to be significant. This is also true for students with ‘B’, however, the result of one-tailed one-sample t-test results to a higher $p$-value of 0.04462 which is still significant. Almost no student with a grade lower than ‘C’ has an attempt indicator higher than one. This result highlights that a lower final grade in the course is associated with a lack of practice and experience in programming. Students with these patterns may not provide themselves with the time needed to study and practice, which is particularly important in an introductory programming course. On the other hand, figure 1(b) compares each student’s compilation pattern against the mean of the classroom with respect to the due date. Positive values on the x axis indicates early, zero on-time, and negative late submissions. Figure 1(b) shows at-risk students in the lower-left section of the chart with late submissions and lower number of attempts than average. Students who submit their works on time and attempt more than the classroom’s average to develop successful code are in the upper right section with final grades of ‘A’ and ‘B’. It is worth noting that all the shown grades are without any late penalties.

Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the compilation distributions for grades ‘A’ and ‘D’, so it enables us to track the compilation behavior of each category from the time the assignment starts until it is due and even after that once the due date is passed. The lines highlight the number of each error category and all attempts during the mentioned time. The figure for those who received ‘A’ highlights that the majority of attempts and errors are made on or before the due date. Evaluation of grades ‘D’ highlights that these students practice and submit their assignment on or after the due date.
Our next step in addition to implementing all the IDE modules is to use a data-driven recommender system through a conversational agent helping out students in programming.

![Figure 1](image1.png)

**Figure 1:** Scatter plot of student grades and a) Attempt per Student; b) Attempt per Day.

![Figure 2](image2.png)

**Figure 2:** Compilation Distribution for students with grades a) ‘A’ and b) ‘D’
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Is the Answer Results Always More Informative Than the First Attempt? : An Analysis of Hybrid Data Collected From a Real Sudoku Learning Case
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ABSTRACT: Students’ performance on the first step might have a more substantial diagnostic and predictive power than their performance on the final result, especially when there is the possibility of teacher intervention. This paper collected formative data from real-time interactive live classes and summative data from homework and assessment on the same learning objective, the Sudoku puzzle. The authors analyzed the students into four groups based on their first step correctness and the final result in the class exercise to show the power of process data. By comparing these four groups of students’ subsequent performance, we conclude that the first attempt is sometimes more important than the answer results.

Keywords: Specific learning processes, Hybrid data, Procedural diagnosis

1 INTRODUCTION

Online education is becoming popular, but little literature has analyzed the procedural data during the answering process for diagnoses and evaluations. In China, an online education system combines real-time interactive live courses with corresponding after-class practices. In a live classroom, students learn through teaching activities based on interactive courseware, including doing exercises. In this way, their operations are recorded, forming big data.

This paper chose the topic “Sudoku” in a math course for children aged 6 to 7 as learning content. Procedural data from live class and consequential data from homework and assessment on the same topic are collected. Researchers found that students’ first step data can sometimes be more informative than the actual correctness. Three-parameter logistic model in Item Response Theory (IRT) was applied to binary response data to estimate students’ ability (Birnbaum, 1968).

2 DATA COLLECTION

For some problems, if students understand the critical step, it is easy for them to solve it; that is why we chose the Sudoku. Meanwhile, each step of the students’ operation directly reflects their thinking on such items. Educators can learn about students’ actual thinking from the process data, rather than just guessing based on the result. The dataset consists
of the step-by-step actions of 5,362 students on one in-class exercise and the dichotomous responses of those same students on four homework items and an assessment item. All the questions are six by six Sudoku problems, and all students answer those items in a similar pattern. Figure 1 shows the content of the in-class item.

![Figure 1: Screen-shot of the in-class exercise](image)

3 ANALYSIS

3.1 Grouping from the in-class exercise

In this lesson, the learning objective is to use a “row-column-block elimination” strategy. The first attempt can somehow reflect students’ mastery of this strategy. Therefore, whether the students’ first operation meets the teaching requirements is regarded as a classification standard. According to the teacher’s instruction, there are six optimal first steps on the in-class exercise. If students’ first step is among the six optimal steps, they would be placed in the “first attempt correct” group. Besides, another criterion for grouping is the absolute answer correctness. Under the above two classification standards, students are divided into four groups, as shown in Figure 2.

![Figure 2: Grouping of students](image)

In general, one would expect the final results to be more informative on assessing students’ mastery. However, the process, especially the first step, proves to be more informative. To show that, we examine the impact of the two classification methods through the four groups of students’ performance in the subsequent homework and assessment.

3.2 Analysis combined with after-class data

Table 1 displays the correct rate of each item in each group on average. Correctness is defined as finish the Sudoku puzzle in their final submission. By comparing, it is clear that when the final results are the same, students who got the first step correct have a higher
correct rate on all items. Researchers generally expect that group B’s correct rate should be larger than that of C because group B got the in-class exercise right and group C didn’t. However, contrary to the expectations, group C outperformed group B on all items.

To reconfirm, the researchers then applied the 3-parameter logistic model in item response theory on this data, using an R package “TAM” (Robitzsch, Kiefer, & Wu, 2020). The model’s expression is: \( P(\theta) = c + (1 - c)(1 + \exp(-Da(\theta - b)))^{-1} \), where \( P \) is the probability of correct response for the students; \( a \), \( b \) and \( c \) are the discrimination, difficulty, and guessing parameters for items, respectively; \( \theta \) stands for the ability of the students; \( D \) is 1.702. Here, the authors estimate the students’ ability and calculate each group’s mean ability. We also verified that the AUC of using homework results to predict assessment results is 0.886, which means the model’s estimations are reliable. Group C’s mean ability is significantly larger than group B’s (-0.14 vs. -0.21, p-value < 0.01), consistent with the conclusion above.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Home work 1</th>
<th>Home work 2</th>
<th>Home work 3</th>
<th>Home work 4</th>
<th>Assessment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A (n = 3,041)</td>
<td>First right, Final right</td>
<td>78.56%</td>
<td>83.69%</td>
<td>78.48%</td>
<td>82.21%</td>
<td>75.87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B (n = 402)</td>
<td>First wrong, Final right</td>
<td>63.64%</td>
<td>73.60%</td>
<td>63.79%</td>
<td>68.62%</td>
<td>63.53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C (n = 1,503)</td>
<td>First right, Final wrong</td>
<td>75.08%</td>
<td>80.04%</td>
<td>75.58%</td>
<td>76.47%</td>
<td>73.02%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D (n = 416)</td>
<td>First wrong, Final wrong</td>
<td>62.95%</td>
<td>70.57%</td>
<td>65.49%</td>
<td>67.33%</td>
<td>59.18%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 DISCUSSION

Why did the children in Group B perform less well on after-class practices than Group C? The authors guessed that it was the teacher’s intervention. Generally, teachers may help with less able students but rarely intervene in the first step. It is possible that the students in Group B only answered the classroom exercises correctly with the teacher’s help but did not fully grasp the teaching objectives. So it makes more sense to diagnose the first step.

To sum up, we believe that students’ in-class performance on the first attempt might be more informative than the absolute correctness, mainly when intervention exists. This conclusion may also apply to other problem solutions where key strategies are repeatedly used. In the past, diagnosis and analysis of knowledge mastery mostly used consequential data. This paper hopes to remind researchers that using only the resulting data is somewhat risky when it is unknown if students completed the exercises independently.
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ABSTRACT: Automating mentoring by intelligent chatbots to give students more support in self-regulated learning in higher education is a promising idea. However, to make the mentoring bots intelligent they need access to sensitive personal learning analytics data, possibly decreasing the trust of students in the mentoring processes. We have created and evaluated two important contributions to increase the trust. First, a blockchain-based verification process for increasing the transparency of data access and second, a consent self-management of learning analytics data, retaining the control in the hands of the students. Evaluation results are very positive and will lead to the application in a large-scale mentoring support environment.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Despite being a vital component of educational processes, mentoring relationships in today's higher education are hard to maintain. This is caused by the mismatch of the number of mentors in relation to the number of mentees enrolled in higher education programs. Consequently, this creates the need for scalable technical support for automated mentoring processes (Klamma et al., 2020). In addition to the right tools, learning analytics (LA) that require students' personal data, make mentoring effective. This LA data is sensitive, as it reflects the learning behavior, which involves personal information such as grades. Consequently, the consent of each individual learner has to be requested prior to the extraction and analysis of their personal data. Security and transparency measures are required for collection and processing of the data, to fulfill data processing regulations such as the European GDPR. Ideally, this also increases the learners' trust in and acceptance of automated mentoring by keeping control over their data in their hands, confidential and secure. In this contribution, we tackle the issue of enforcing the students' preferences on data processing by using blockchain technology. Thereby, we maintain a record of the learners' accessed personal data and record their consent to the collection and processing of their data. Our approach utilizes chatbots as conversational interfaces to manage consent and access personal LA data. It is driven by the following two research questions:

RQ1: Can consent self-management contribute to an increase of perceived control over data?

RQ2: How does verification of the integrity and source of LA data benefit trust in the processing and analysis of personal data?
2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Data stored on a public blockchain is practically immutable, yet still openly accessible. Using these characteristics, various approaches for storage and verification of documents have been suggested. The process is similar in most cases: a document of any kind is issued, hashed, and the hash is stored on a blockchain. When a third party wants to verify the integrity of a received document, this document is hashed and through comparison of the two hashes, it can be verified.

This approach is particularly interesting in education, as the process of verifying the authenticity of conventional degrees in physical form can be slow and tiresome (Jirgensons and Kapenieks, 2018). Thus, the benefit of this form of certificate management is the simplicity of automatic and independent verification, compared to traditional physical degrees. Therefore, various proposals were made for applying blockchain to certificates in education. Exemplary, we want to mention Blockcerts, as one of the first major contributions in this field. The specific combination of LA and blockchain technology has not received much attention in research yet. (Forment et al., 2018) express their intent to explore ideas on how blockchain can be used to deal with privacy challenges and concerns. According to the authors, smart contracts should be used to “manage the access to the information” in accordance with agreements concerning data stewardship and ownership, between the stakeholders involved. However, in another contribution, they express concerns related to privacy as “in Blockchain all data is public” (Amo et al., 2019) and all users in the network would have access to all transactions recorded about the access to a learner’s data.

3 CONCEPTUAL APPROACH AND IMPLEMENTATION

On a conceptual level, our contribution requires the implementation of three main parts, the verification of LA data, the consent management and the chatbot as conversational interface for learners to access their LA data logs and manage their consent. To achieve the verification, we use a blockchain-based registry that stores references to all LA data extracted from the Learning Management System (LMS). This process of storing a reference and comparing against that reference later is a widely established use-case for blockchain technology. By storing hashes for reference only and relying on the irreversible nature of hash-functions, we discourage access to personal data on the blockchain. For consent management, we provide learners with an interface that allows direct interaction with the system. Issued consent is stored on the blockchain and is integrated into the extraction process to restrict access to personal data, for which no consent was given. Our concept includes a chatbot for learners to use the features for consent management and verification of LA data. This bot enables the storage and revocation of learners' consent, the display of their currently supplied consent and a listing of their collected personal data.

Fig. 1 gives an overview of our implementation by depicting an exemplary usage scenario. At the beginning of the course, Alice and Bob are both informed that their consent is required before they can use the personalized LA features. They now store their consent to the collection of personal learning data from the LMS with the help of the chatbot interface and then proceed to use the LMS course room. Before data is extracted, Alice's and Bob's consent is queried from the consent registry, and only the data the consent was given for is then stored in a Learning Record Store (LRS). Alice and Bob both can ask the bot to display their collected personal data from the LRS at any time. The bot then provides this data. Based on a comparison with the reference in the verification registry, it is
indicated whether the data can be traced back to an extraction from a source respecting the learner’s consent (verified data) or not (unverified data).

Figure 1: Usage scenario for verification and consent management.

4 PRELIMINARY EVALUATION AND OUTLOOK

We evaluated our approach with both mentees (learners) and mentors (teachers). Altogether, we recruited 10 students and 6 faculty members of multiple universities, and we thus conducted 16 online evaluation sessions. The participants went through a complete process similar to the one sketched in our usage scenario in Fig. 1. This preliminary evaluation showed the applicability of our approach and both mentees and mentors valued the idea of having verifiable consent-management and LA data processing. The chatbot provided low barrier access to both features (AVG=4.19, SD=1.13). Even if only applied in a simulated mentoring environment, with an average of 4.63 (SD=0.59), participants found the consent self-management functionalities to increase their perceived control of what LA data was recorded (RQ1) and, with an average of 4.19 (SD=0.88), stated that the trust towards the secure handling of their LA data was increased due to the verification features (RQ2). We are confident that this approach bears the potential of providing a step towards explainable consent self-management, while also raising the acceptance and trust of students towards learning data processing, leading to more trusted learning analytics. We are currently evaluating our approach within the scope of a large German research project and will report back on this once we have first results in future work.
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Do student advisors prefer explanations using local linear approximations (LIME) or rules (LORE) in the prediction of student success?
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ABSTRACT: Student advisors want to provide aspiring students with appropriate recommendations or remedial actions in their transition from secondary to higher education. A prediction of student success might provide support in this process. However, as student success prediction models are often black box models, there is a need for explainable AI that helps student advisors to understand why a student has a higher chance of failure or success. Understanding why a black box model makes a certain prediction is also important in assessing trust, which is fundamental when actions will be taken based on the model’s predictions. This work makes a comparison between different explainers supporting a black box prediction of student success. The comparison focuses on two model-agnostic explainers: Local Interpretable Model-agnostic Explanations (LIME) and LOcal Rule-based Explanations (LORE). The poster will present an evaluation with end users (student advisors). The results indicate that advisors prefer working with a LIME explanation over working with a LORE explanation because of the extra nuanced information in the LIME explanation.
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INTRODUCTION

When transitioning from secondary to higher education students have a large number of options to choose from. Good guidance of these aspiring students when making their study choice and transition towards university is thus important. Many universities use professionally trained advisors to provide this guidance to students. They can help aspiring students with study advice and often supplement this task with support of enrolled students during their study career, or even with content-wise tutoring on first-year subjects. Learning Analytics (LA), defined as “the measurement, collection, analysis, and reporting of data about the learners and their contexts for the purposes of understanding and optimizing learning and the environment in which it occurs” (Long 2011) also has the potential to support the advising of aspiring students and to support advisors in the process of the advising. LA can be used to predict the probability of a student to succeed in their first year at university. These predictions can then be used by the student advisors to help the conversations they have with students. Some prediction models, such as single decision trees or linear models, are transparent and easy to interpret by a user. The problem with these models is that they often have a low predictive power, meaning that it is difficult to accurately predict the success of a student. Other models are less transparent but have more predictive power. As the models that predict a student’s probability of success are used to advice students it is not sufficient to only know whether a student has a high likelihood of success or failure but it is important to understand why this is the case. Therefore, there is a need for some kind of explanation of the decision made by the complex predictive model. Explainable AI (Adida 2018) provides methods and techniques such that results of AI models can be understood by end-users. These methods or techniques can be applied after the prediction model to explain how the model came to its decision, hereby having the potential to
make black-box predictions easier to understand thus providing an additional tool for student advisors when advising aspiring students.

METHODOLOGY

The data used is obtained from the students in a first bachelor of Engineering Science from the year 2015 till 2019 (four consecutive academic years) and consists of prior academic achievement (in math, physics, and chemistry), the number of hours of mathematics education and the self-reported effort level in secondary school, learning and studying skills (goal and affective strategies) measured using a validated questionnaire, and as an outcome measure, the study results after the first semester. An XGBoost classifiers was trained and two explainers were used to explain the results of the black-box prediction: Local Interpretable Model-Agnostic Explanations (LIME) (Ribeiro 2016) and LOcal Rule-based Explanations (LORE) (Guidotti 2018). Both explainers are model-agnostic approaches. A LIME explanation provides insights in how much every feature contributes to the classification of the student. A LORE explanation provides a decision rule and some counterfactuals, where the counterfactuals indicate how much a feature must change in order for the student to be classified in the opposite class.

Figure 1: Example of a LORE (top) and LIME (bottom) explanation where a student is predicted as not at risk.

In a user study we assess the preference of fourteen end-users towards LIME or LORE explanations. To this end a survey was combined with interviews. The survey itself consists of a LIME part and a LORE part, each containing question blocks for three students. The students are selected based on a correct risk class prediction by the black box model. For every student the prior academic knowledge and soft skills are provided to the student advisors. First they were asked to assess whether they think if that student would fall in the at-risk or not-a-risk class and which of the students characteristics contributes to the risk classification. This enforces the student advisors to create an
opinion about that student before they have seen a prediction or explanation. Then they are provided with two LIME or two LORE explanations and asked to select the explanation that resembles the most their earlier assessment. All advisors were asked at the end if they had a preference for either LIME or LORE and to elaborate on the reasons for their preference. Some of the student advisors participated in an interview after the survey which consisted out of two questions where they are provided with an explanation and are asked how they would use that explanation to advice the aspiring student.

RESULTS

From the fourteen participants only three preferred to work with the LORE explanations and their main reason was that it is easier to interpret than LIME explanations. One of the student advisors who preferred LORE explanations stated the following: “From a LORE explanation it is immediately clear what changes lead to a change of class, while to deduce the same information from a LIME explanation you have to start calculating”. Another student advisor that preferred LORE over LIME stated: “Although I’m more familiar with LIME, I think it is easier to conceptually depict the reality of the student from a LORE explanation.” The student advisors that prefer working with LIME explanations pointed out two main reasons. One is that LIME provides more nuanced information about the student compared to a LORE explanation, as beautifully stated by one of the student advisors: “The LIME representation is more nuanced and easier to interpret as it shows for every feature how the feature contributes to the classification”. The second reason is that in a LIME explanation information about every feature is present, whereas a LORE explanation only provides information on the features that are present in the decision rule. One particular aspect that is used a lot by the student advisors when looking at a LIME explanation is what feature contributes to which class, information that is not readily available in a LORE explanation. Of this small test group the majority thus preferred LIME over LORE to prepare a conversation with a student and thus preferred probabilities over causes. Although some of the student advisors who preferred LIME did also mention that if they have to show one of the two explanations to a student that they would prefer to show the LORE explanation as it is the easier visualization to explain to the student.

CONCLUSION

The poster will present the result of a case study of explainable LA with student advisors where two explainable AI methods, LORE AND LIME, were compared. The results indicated that advisors prefer working with a LIME explanation over working with a LORE explanation for a student because of the extra nuanced information provided in the LIME explanation.
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ABSTRACT: In response to emerging research that has identified biases in machine learning models (Paquette et al., 2020), there is an increasing interest within the learning analytics community to use demographic information to examine issues of equity and identify the limitations of these models. In this study, we developed a prediction model of students’ 8th algebra outcomes based on 6th grade attributes related to math assessment scores, student demographics and school characteristics. We evaluated how well our model generalizes to subgroups of race and gender. Our prediction model performed generally well across different demographic groups, but with slightly less accuracy for Black and Hispanic students. These findings have implications for supporting students’ understanding of algebra and conducting future work that tests and validates models of math learning for varied demographic groups in middle school.
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1 INTRODUCTION

There is burgeoning interest within the learning analytics community to examine issues of equity as machine learning models have been shown to reproduce racial prejudices (Chouldechova, 2017) and gender biases (Bolukbasi et al., 2016). Paquette and colleagues (2020) argue that there is scarce research using demographics to assess model bias through testing and validation in order to investigate whether machine learning models perform worse for certain groups of students. The present study addresses this research gap by investigating how a prediction model of algebraic achievement in 8th grade generalizes to different demographic groups in middle school. As part of the Math Data Collaborative project funded by Schmidt Futures, we leverage NWEA MAP Growth interim mathematics assessments to predict algebra learning in middle school and use subgroups of race and gender as different testing sets to evaluate model accuracy. School districts typically use interim assessments to measure student growth and project proficiency on state accountability tests and to identify schools in need of remediation, and teachers also use results to target instruction to improve student learning. It is critical to evaluate whether model accuracy differs for different demographic subgroups of students as findings from these models could influence how teachers and schools identify which students are at-risk of failure and in need of more resources. For example, biases in the prediction models using these assessments could lead to a greater likelihood of assigning students in these subgroups to the wrong intervention groups.

2 SAMPLE AND MEASURES

Our full sample consists of 332,147 middle school students in 1490 schools who have 6th grade MAP Growth mathematics achievement test scores in 2013-2017. To ensure that the same math outcomes are being assessed, the analytic sample is limited to students in Common Core-aligned states. Our analytic sample includes 150,547 students in 810 schools within a midwestern Common Core-aligned state who have both 6th and 8th grade mathematics assessment scores. MAP Growth data include...
student scores on 6th grade fall term assessments, broken down by four skill areas: 1) Real & Complex Numbers, 2) Operations & Algebraic Thinking, 3) Geometry, and 4) Statistics and Probability. 8th grade winter term scores for Operations & Algebraic Thinking are used as the outcome in our model. Focal math skills scores were standardized within the analytical sample (z-scored) and aggregated per school and cohort (average z-scores per school).

Student-level demographic measures include race, gender, age when entering 6th grade, whether student changed schools between 6th and 8th grade, instructional week when the assessment was taken, whether student repeated, and cohort (AY 2013-2017). School-level demographic measures include school urbanicity, type of school, school size, percentage of racial/ethnic enrollment, and percentage of students eligible for free or reduced lunch.

3 METHODOLOGY

We built a model of 8th grade algebra outcomes based on 6th grade predictors (assessment scores, student- and school-level demographics) using RapidMiner Studio 9.3 data mining software using the Weka M5P algorithm. W-M5P is a reconstruction of the M5 algorithm that induces a decision tree and incorporates linear regression models (LMs) at the leaves. The model was developed using 4-fold, student-level batch cross-validation. This approach repeatedly trains the model on 75% of students and tests on the remaining 25% to estimate model generalizability to new data. The model was evaluated using cross-validated correlations (Pearson’s r) between the model and the data. Positive cross-validated correlation indicates that the relationship is consistent between the training and test datasets but has no implication about the relationship’s direction.

After building and cross-validating the model, we took the model’s prediction on the test sets across every fold and assessed model performance on subsets of the data based on student demographic characteristics. In particular, we compared performance of W-M5P model by race (Black, Asian/Hawaiian, Hispanic, American Indian/Other, or Multi-Ethnic versus White) and gender (female versus male).

4 RESULTS

As shown in Figure 1, the W-MPS regression tree generated three splits and five terminal nodes. Out of the different 6th grade predictors (assessment scores, student- and school-level demographics), the hierarchy of the regression tree indicates that 6th grade scores in Real & Complex Numbers, followed by Operations & Algebraic Thinking, are the strongest predictors of algebra performance in 8th grade.

Figure 1. Decision tree generated by the W-M5P algorithm

We tested the cross-validated regression model by student demographic comparisons: race and gender (see Table 1). This model performed marginally worse for Black and Hispanic students as compared to that of White students. However, model performance for Black and Hispanic students were still quite good when examining their cross-validated correlations. In contrast, it was slightly more accurate for Asian/Hawaiian and Multi-Ethnic students compared to White students. Students
who identified as American Indian/Other yielded the same model performance as those who identified as White. When examining gender differences, our W-M5P model achieved a slightly lower cross-validated correlation for females relative to males. In general though, the W-M5P model performed relatively well across different demographic groups. Predictions for each subgroup were close to each other and were comparable to the overall model ($r = 0.833$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Cross-validated Correlation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>66,496</td>
<td>0.821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>21,581</td>
<td>0.796</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian/Hawaiian</td>
<td>6,975</td>
<td>0.845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>37,617</td>
<td>0.799</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Indian/Other</td>
<td>13,233</td>
<td>0.821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-Ethnic</td>
<td>4,645</td>
<td>0.848</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>74,106</td>
<td>0.838</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>76,441</td>
<td>0.828</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### DISCUSSION

Our W-M5P model suggests that building students’ skills in Real & Complex Number Systems at the beginning of middle school is likely important for developing their understanding of algebra two years later, more so than Operations & Algebraic Thinking. These findings provide initial evidence that instruction focusing on Real & Complex Number Systems, such as number properties, operations & ratios, might be particularly important in getting students ready for success in algebra. Additionally, findings from evaluating the reliability across the different demographics indicate less model accuracy for Black and Hispanic students. Although this pattern of results is not surprising, the slightly lower reliability for demographic groups who have been historically and systematically underserved is concerning. Our findings imply that our model can be used without a high risk of compromising equity in predictions, but it can also be improved on to increase model accuracy for Black and Hispanic student populations.

In future work, we plan to extend our research in demographic cross-validation by incorporating district policy responses to COVID-19 in our model and examining how these relate to differences in math achievement in a national cohort of middle-grades students. As we investigate which district policies support the math learning of student populations disproportionately impacted by the pandemic, exploring the different ways in which demographic variables influence model performance of algebra learning is an important step to identify potential limitations of learning analytics models and to promote their equitable use in middle school education.
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ABSTRACT: In this study, we investigate how students use a dashboard in SQL-Tutor, an intelligent tutoring system that teaches the SQL query language. The dashboard is shown each time the student solves a problem, illustrating the student’s progress both in graphical and a text-based form. The analyses of students’ eye-tracking data show that students give much attention to the dashboard, especially when the dashboard is shown for the first time. In subsequent situations, students tend to focus on goal progress and the visualization of the student model. These results will help us to refine the dashboard in SQL-Tutor with important visualizations.
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1 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Learning analytics includes effective ways of measuring, analyzing and reporting learning outcomes students achieve in various learning environments. Learning analytics dashboards are tools which effectively visualize learning information to students and teachers (Verbert, Duval, Klerkx, Govaerts, & Santos, 2013). The purpose behind presenting this information is to make students aware of their learning progress, increase their self-monitoring and reflecting skills, and regulate learning strategies (Bodily et al., 2018), with the goal of improving learning. Many studies explore effects of visualizations used in dashboards through learner’s eye-tracking data analysis. Eye tracking studies mainly focus on differences between novices and experts. For example, Barral et al. (2020) investigate how various types of students process information represented by charts and graphs, and provide evidence that adaptive guidance provided in the form of narrative-based charts visualization can benefit both novices and advanced students. Another eye tracking study compared nine different notational visualization systems, and reported that students preferred simple, easy and straightforward notations (Vatrapu, Reimann, Bull, & Johnson, 2013). Goldberg and Helfman (2011) revealed that students retrieved information easily from linear graphs organized either vertically or horizontally, rather than radial graphs. Another project combined eye-tracking data and students’ interactions (log data) to analyze the perceptual speed, visual working memory, spatial memory, and visual scanning of students on different visualizations (Conati, Lallé, Rahman, & Toker, 2020). The authors suggested the importance of gaze data in user modelling and as a predictor of user interactions. All these studies investigated students’ perceptions and preferences of different visualizations, and also the potential for predicting future performance. However, there is no research on how frequently dashboards should be shown to students to influence their skills and student interaction with dashboard in my opinion. In this contribution, we provide the initial results of an eye tracking study conducted to fill these gaps. The context of this study is SQL-Tutor, a mature intelligent tutoring system (ITS) for teaching problem solving in SQL (Mitrovic, 2003).
2 STUDY DESIGN AND PROCEDURE

We extended SQL-Tutor to support the three phases of Zimmerman’s (1990) theory of self-regulated learning, which targets goal setting, self-reflection, and monitoring skills of students. To support self-regulation, we added a dashboard to SQL-Tutor. The dashboard is presented to the student upon completion of a problem (Figure 1). The top section of the dashboard provides the overall information about the student’s history, such as his/her pre-test score, current knowledge level, total time spent with SQL-Tutor, total problems solved with SQL-Tutor, the highest problem complexity, and the percentage of attempts on which the student required to see the complete solution. The second section of the dashboard visualizes the student’s progress and the average class progress on each goal in the form of skill meters. If the student has achieved the current goal, the dashboard shows an appreciation message along with the next goal selection option; otherwise, it shows two strategies to select the next problem. The bottom section of the dashboard presents two graphs, which track the problems completed and time spent with SQL-Tutor per week. The last component is the open student model, i.e. the visualization of the student’s knowledge in terms of six clauses of the SQL Select statement (select, from, where, order by, having, and group by).

The participants recruited for the study were undergraduate or postgraduate Computer Science students who had previous experience of problem solving in SQL-Tutor. At the beginning of the session, the participant was asked to sit in front of the Tobii eye tracker and calibration test was completed. After calibration, the participant worked with SQL-Tutor while their gaze data were recorded. The students were not required to solve a specific number of problems, but were required to work for 30 minutes.

3 PRELIMINARY INSIGHTS AND FUTURE WORK

To examine the visualization patterns and student attention on the dashboard, we identified parts of sessions where the dashboard was shown for the first time (phase 1) or last time (phase 3), as well as from the middle of the session (phase 2), when the student has completed five problems. Even though the students are still being recruited and data analysis is not completed, we can already deliver some preliminary insights. Students spent an average of 15s (sd = 16) looking at the dashboard in Phase 1, when it was first presented to them. However, this time declines on
subsequent viewings (phases 2 and 3). The gaze patterns revealed that students looked at all three sections of the dashboard in phase 1. However, in phases 2 and 3, they only focused on the current goal progress, learning strategies, and the open learner model, as illustrated in Figure 2. Students looked at the graphical presentation of completed problems instead of text-based in their subsequent viewings, which shows their preferences. An interesting finding is that students did not pay attention to the class progress until they achieved a goal. Once they achieved a goal, they not only spent more time on the dashboard and looked at class progress but they also focused on their open learner model to assess their knowledge. The highest problem complexity measure on the dashboard did not receive attention. The possible explanation of this could be that the study was voluntary and students were not motivated to solve complex problems. These initial findings give us insights into student preferences for various elements of the dashboard and some indications on how frequently they want to see the dashboard. Further analysis of these results will help reveal the reasons for such behaviors and refine the dashboard.

![Dashboard](image)

**Figure. 2 Aggregate eye gaze pattern after solving five problems**
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ABSTRACT: This study tests and compares the use of artificial neural networks (ANN) and Naive Bayes to predict students’ academic success at the end of the first year in an undergraduate program in medicine and to identify the attributes relevant to prediction. Both methods attained similar predictive results (greater than 70% precision, sensitivity and sensibility). Naive Bayes confirmed students’ prior knowledge as the most important attribute for prediction. Variables related with the upper secondary school were found to have a greater incidence in predicting the students’ irregularity, while those regarding their knowledge, in students’ regularity. Further research is needed to study if curriculum, teacher expectations, or a bias in the model explain these findings.
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1 INTRODUCTION AND CONTEXT

Dropout and slow academic progress are persistent problems in a six-year undergraduate program in medicine (Campillo Labrandero et al., 2019). In order to implement interventions to promote academic success, it is necessary to identify at-risk students early on and know their attributes. Using statistical methods, several research projects have identified psychological factors and prior academic achievement as the main variables related to academic performance of students in this program (Gatica-Lara et al., 2010; Urrutia Aguilar et al., 2014), as well as the incidence of the type of upper secondary school program where the students studied (Nieto Domínguez et al., 2003).

Although educational data mining or EDM has been used successfully in several disciplines for predicting academic success (Abu Amra & Maghari, 2017; Devasia et al., 2016; Koedinger et al., 2015; Mhetre & Nagar, 2018; Yüksel turk et al., 2014), no such studies were found for medical education. This research tests and compares two different EDM methods to predict students’ academic performance in an undergraduate program in medicine and identify attributes relevant to prediction. Artificial neural networks (or ANN) and Naïve Bayes were chosen because they have been reported to achieve good results for these purposes and they represent different approaches.

2 METHOD

This study used data from 7,976 anonymized students from the 2011 to 2017 cohorts, collected upon their enrollment to the program, as well as from students’ records. The dataset comprises 47 categorical, discrete numerical and continuous numerical variables regarding students’ demographics,
family environment, socio-economic status, prior educational trajectory, students’ initial knowledge in eight subjects, academic achievement in the first year and student’s identifier. A full description of the variables is published in: https://predacademicachv.wixsite.com/results. The dependent variable was students’ academic success at the end of the first year and two situations were defined: (i) regularity: students who complete all the required courses for the first year (value 1), (ii) irregularity: those who fail one or more of these courses (value 0).

We started by eliminating 910 records with missing data and generating two databases. We pre-processed each database according to the requirements of the specific method (i.e. converting categorical to numerical values for Naïve Bayes and replacing missing values with smooth imputations for ANN). Then, we divided the two datasets into a “training set” consisting of 80% randomly selected student records, and a “test set” with the remaining 20%.

With each of the methods, we estimated two models, one to predict students’ regularity and the other, their irregularity. In the case of ANN, a Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) neural network with backpropagation (BP) with two hidden layers was used. For Naïve Bayes, using R, we calculated the probability and the score for each category of the variables, the score for each student, and the epsilon values to identify the relevance of the attributes for prediction:

$$\epsilon(X_i) = \frac{N_{X_i}[P(C_k|X_i)-P(C_k)]}{N_{X_i}P(C_k)(1-P(C_k))}$$

Where $C_k$ represents the class, $X_i$ the attribute in accordance with the response category and $N_{X_i}$ the number of students with attribute $X_i$. We determined the threshold by plotting the sensitivity and precision, and selecting the point in which both values were closest to 1. Furthermore, to define the profiles of regular and irregular students, we carried out an analysis of the sensitivity of the different variables in the ANN models and studied the estimated parameters $\epsilon(X_i)$ from the Naïve Bayes models.

### 3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Both models’ predictive results were similar and equal to or greater than 70% in sensitivity, specificity and precision, thus supporting previous studies on ANN and Naïve Bayes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Focus</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Sensitivity</th>
<th>Specificity</th>
<th>Precision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Irregularity</td>
<td>Neural networks (ANN)</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Naïve Bayes</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regularity</td>
<td>Neural networks (ANN)</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Naïve Bayes</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In regards to contributing factors to prediction, while it was not feasible to define satisfactory student profiles with the ANN sensitivity analysis, Naïve Bayes made it possible to compare the predictive value of the variables for regularity and irregularity. In both cases, prior knowledge was the attribute with greater predictive value. When comparing the order of variables based on $\epsilon$, 22 of them play an identical or similar role in the prediction, but two attributes (upper secondary type and
campus) have a greater relevance in predicting the students’ irregularity, and five variables regarding prior knowledge in mathematics, literature, grammar, reading comprehension and vocabulary are more important for the prediction of students’ regularity. An interactive version of the results is published in: [https://predacademicachv.wixsite.com/results](https://predacademicachv.wixsite.com/results).

These findings give way to various observations. The relevance of a student’s prior knowledge in specific disciplines is corroborated as a predictor in students’ academic success in medicine and stresses the urgency of implementing interventions to strengthen this knowledge. Secondly, these results raise the question of why the upper secondary type is a good predictor of irregularity but not for regularity, and point out the need and direction of further research. Initial hypotheses could be that the curriculum creates a disadvantage for students in specific types of upper secondary, or that teachers’ expectations on the success of students from each type of program have an impact on their performance (“Pygmalion effect”). Likewise, a bias in the Naive Bayes models towards a specific upper secondary type could explain the differential behavior of the prediction, which would mean it is important to study whether there is some type of discrimination in the algorithms.
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ABSTRACT: As institutions shift to remote learning models, instructor-generated video has become an important tool for educators; however, there are significant time-costs associated with video creation. This poses a challenge for instructors who already face increasing demands on their time. How, then, should an instructor approach the creation of video resources in a manner that is optimal for instructors and students? This project explored two potential measures of engagement and retention for online course videos. The YouTube analytics dashboard was used to derive indicators that accounted for class size. These indicators were applied to four different categories of instructor-generated videos in attempt to assess the engagement and retention of each video type. Results identify unique usage patterns across videos. Content delivery videos were viewed more frequently than other types, while introductory videos are viewed more often at the beginning of a term. These data can provide valuable information for educators seeking to assess the effectiveness of their video content, and to optimize their video creation resources.
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1 VIDEO LEARNING ANALYTICS

Video learning analytics provides important information about the way students interact with videos in online courses (Mirriahi & Vigentini, 2017). Additionally, Sinha, Jermann et al., (2014) note that the manner in which a student interacts with a video may give insight into the video’s level of difficulty or its relevance to assessments. This information can assist instructors seeking to effectively incorporate video into online courses.

1.1 YouTube Analytics

The YouTube video studio provides video analytics features for comparing the reach and impact of videos posted by creators. Many of the indicators are designed with a focus on marketing and revenue generation and are not directly applicable for educators. Draus et al. (2014) used YouTube’s analytics dashboard for their analysis of instructor-generated videos, however the raw numbers illustrating minutes-watched do not provide any contextual information about differences in video length or class sizes.

2 STUDY PARAMETERS AND INDICATORS

This study was conducted by an instructor at a liberal arts community college. The courses under study are all elective social sciences courses within the General Education (Gen-Ed) curriculum. The courses employ a standard layout and design, and all courses use four types of instructor generated
video resources: 1) Weekly overview videos, 2) Content delivery, 3) Assignment instructions, and 4) Assignment feedback. The indicators for comparison were derived with data from online courses across 6 terms from 2018-2020.

2.1 Indicators

The first indicator, measuring engagement, is Views Per Student (VPS). This indicator compares the number of video views to the total class size. A video watched by half of students would suggest a low level of engagement (i.e. 0.5 VPS). Conversely, a score greater than one (i.e. 1.5 VPS) denotes a video watched by all students with several students viewing more than once. This could suggest an especially salient video or difficult topic.

The second indicator is Average Percentage Viewed (APV). This indicator, a measure of retention, reports the difference between YouTube’s watch time statistics with the total video duration. The measure gives the mean time spent on each video. A low APV score suggests students, on average, are watching only a portion of the video. Similarly, an APV approaching 1 suggests students are watching the full duration of the video.

3 RESULTS

Table 1 displays the results of the study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Video Type</th>
<th>No. of Videos</th>
<th>Total Views</th>
<th>VPS</th>
<th>APV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weekly Overview</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>1285</td>
<td>.30</td>
<td>71.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content Delivery</td>
<td>328</td>
<td>11779</td>
<td>.87</td>
<td>62.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assignment Instructions</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>415</td>
<td>.43</td>
<td>70.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assignment Feedback</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>.47</td>
<td>43.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As the data suggests, there are differences among the engagement and retention for the different video types. For example, weekly overview videos receive the lowest engagement, yet they seem to have the highest retention. Additionally, content-delivery videos received the most engagement.

4 DISCUSSION

In addition to the categorical comparison, the two indicators used in this project may also provide actionable insight for instructors at a micro level. Two examples are discussed below.

4.1 Weekly Overview Videos.

Figure 1 illustrates the decline in VPS across the duration of a term. Fewer students watched the weekly overview videos as the term progressed.
4.2 Content difficulty

Interestingly, when examining the top four videos ranked by VPS, the same two videos appeared twice, with multiple students viewing the videos more than once. This could suggest a particularly challenging or salient topic. Additionally, the top 5 APV scores were over 100%, indicating that individual students were rewinding and re-watching parts of the videos. Again, this could direct instructors’ attention to a challenging topic or incomplete presentation of the course material.

5 NEXT STEPS

This project examined the effectiveness of instructor-generated videos according to the two proposed metrics. Results suggest that instructors might be advised to redirect video creation time to specific video formats, and in some cases, to refine their presentation of certain topics. It should be noted, however, that the raw data don’t give a complete picture of the learning experience. Further research could supplement the viewing statistics with survey data to elicit a student perspective of video effectiveness.
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ABSTRACT: In distance education, online collaboration between students working on joint projects is increasingly promoted and shows beneficial effects on both individual and group outcomes. Besides the positive effects, collaboration could also be accompanied by different levels of student engagement and lead to different degrees of collaborative behavior. However, whether students’ actual collaborative behavior and their subjective perception of their collaboration is in line, is an open issue. This poster presents a study conducted at a German distance higher education institution, investigating students’ perceptions of task-related communication in comparison to their actual collaborative time on task, as indicated by their trace data in the digital learning environment. While the results indicated that groups spending low and high time on collaboration perceived a similar level of collaboration, this was not represented in their actual collaborative time on task. Future research should investigate the quality of the contributions to collaboration as well as the effects of socio-emotional group processes.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Collaboration and communication in diverse (virtual) teams are considered to be crucial skills in the 21st century (Binkley et al., 2012). Thus, students are increasingly being requested to work together in collaborative groups. In fact, current digital learning environments implemented in higher education strive for facilitating group-based processes such as discussions or collaborative project work. To determine whether these forms of collaborative learning are effective, analyses of students’ contributions to collaborative learning are relevant. These analyses can be based upon self-report data that reflect learners’ perceptions of their learning processes but can also be biased by inaccurate recall or estimations and distortions (Winne, 2017). In that regard, log file data can add a different perspective and contribute to a more holistic picture (Binkley et al., 2012). These additional insights enable teachers to offer immediate interventions to the groups; and by making group processes more visible, the groups’ awareness of their collaboration could be fostered (Kirschner et al., 2014). Such support is particularly relevant because collaborative learning requires a great deal of effort of the group members, as not only the individual but also the learning processes of the whole group need to be regulated (Järvelä et al., 2016). These activities take place in different but reciprocal phases and include, for instance, task-related communication or the coordination of group activities (Han & Bayerlein, 2016). While some research has been carried out using self-report data to investigate the collaboration taking place in virtual groups, there remains a paucity of evidence on how these data fit students’ actual collaboration. In order to address this open issue, we investigated whether groups in a virtual learning environment differed regarding the collaborative time on task as indicated by log data, and the group members’ perception of the collaboration over time.
2 METHODS

2.1 Participants and Design

The data of \( N = 1917 \) freshmen (73.4% female) were analyzed in the present study, which was conducted in a lecture on academic working in psychology at a German distance university. After the students were randomly assigned to groups of eight, their central task was to summarize a research paper using the wiki activity in Moodle over a period of six weeks. At the end of each week, students participated in a survey that captured their perception of their group collaboration. To assess actual collaborative behavior, students’ log file data were utilized. Based on the log data, the groups without at least seven students active over the period of the task-related group work have been filtered out and 213 groups (of initial 357 groups) remained for further analyses.

2.2 Measures

**Perceived task-related communication.** To examine students’ subjective perception of their collaboration, group members were asked to indicate how much time they had spent on task-related communication (one item scaled to a range from 0 to 1, higher values = more task-related communication).

**Actual collaborative time on task.** Given \( T \) as the time period allocated for solving the group task and \( T_{gw} \) as the total time that at least two group members worked together on the task, the measure can be defined as the normalized collaborative time on task as: \( T_{gw}/T \) (value range from 0 to 1).

3 RESULTS

To investigate the research question, the sample was divided into two types of groups spending low and high collaborative time on task using the median value (see Figure 1). A repeated-measures MANOVA with the dependent variables *perceived task-related communication* and *collaborative time on task*, the within-subject factor *time*, and the *type of group* as between-subject factor showed a significant main effect for *type of group* (Wilk’s \( \Lambda = .401, F(2,210) = 156.52, p < .001, \eta^2 = .599 \)), a significant main effect for *time* (Wilk’s \( \Lambda = .187, F(10,202) = 88.05, p < .001, \eta^2 = .813 \)), and a significant interaction effect for *time* \( \times \) *type of group* (Wilk’s \( \Lambda = .552, F(10,202) = 16.37, p < .001, \eta^2 = .448 \)).

![Figure 1: Perceived task-related communication and actual collaborative time on task of groups with high vs. low actual collaboration time.](image)
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Univariate ANOVAs indicated significant differences for perceived task-related communication over time ($F(4,51,951.97) = 55.34, p < .001, \eta^2 = .208$), and for collaborative time on task over time ($F(3,09,652.63) = 124.63, p < .001, \eta^2 = .371$). Yet, the significant interaction effect for time × type of group was only found for actual collaborative time on task ($F(3,09,652.63) = 29.21, p < .001, \eta^2 = .122$), but not for perceived task-related communication ($F(4.51,951.97) = .545, p = .724, \eta^2 = .003$).

4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Based on these results, the relationship between the perceptions of relevant collaborative processes such as task-related communication and groups’ actual collaborative time on task seems only limited. As indicated in Figure 1, in the first period of group work at least the shape of the curves of perceived and actual collaboration are comparable, but the amount of time spent on the task-related communication seemingly differs between the two types of groups, and might be overestimated particularly by the groups spending less time on collaboration. In addition, both the perceived and actual time spent on the task increased towards the first deadline of the assignment (see dashed line in Figure 1). Thus, log file data can be considered as a valuable additional source for investigating collaboration but require further empirical evidence. However, the current analyses focused only on task-related measures, without considering socio-emotional processes or learner characteristics and their impact on collaboration (Panadero & Järvelä, 2015). Furthermore, collaboration that took place outside the digital learning environment was not investigated which might have led to different results on collaborative time on task. In addition, the relation of collaborative time on task and group performance needs to be analyzed further. Future research should explore the quality of individual contributions to collaborative tasks and not just the time spent on a task. Finally, the students’ perceptions of all relevant processes (e.g., socio-emotional, coordination, regulation) as well as other behavioral and quality indicators should be examined for their potential to predict group performance.
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ABSTRACT: Given the increased demand for diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) professional development tools, massive open online courses (MOOCs) with digital clinical simulations (DCS) can provide an effective method to teach educators DEI. Identifying patterns in DCS data reveals participant understanding and ways to improve learning through MOOCs; however, the conventional qualitative analysis technique using human raters is time consuming. Our purpose is to determine if structural topic modeling (STM), an unsupervised machine learning technique, is an effective method for analyzing DCS data. Using a random sample of responses, we evaluated whether the most prevalent topic identified by the model for a document matched the human raters’ judgments about its contents. The agreement rate between human raters and the model was 65%, which is significantly better than chance. Percent agreement did not vary based on length of the response, but keywords and topic specificity were related to higher agreement rates. Building STMs with more concise topics will make STM a viable approach to analyzing DCS data and improving MOOC learning.

Keywords: Structural Topic Modeling, Machine Learning, Equity, Education

1 BACKGROUND

The growing importance of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) in educational settings brings about a growing need for professional development resources for education staff (Kapila et al., 2016). With asynchronous, self-paced content, massive open online courses (MOOCs) can provide readily available educator training on many topics, including DEI (DeBoer et al., 2014). Digital clinical simulations (DCS), which prompt course participants to engage with material in a mock professional setting, represent a key tool in effectively teaching through MOOCs (Borneman et al., 2020).

However, it is difficult to analyze attitudes present in participant responses and to what extent they were altered by the DCS. Traditional qualitative analyses of open, text-based responses involve a human rater who identifies topics in the responses to gauge user attitudes and understanding of the material (Borneman et al., 2020). By identifying topics, researchers can analyze the prevailing participant mindsets and misconceptions to further improve the MOOC.

Structural topic modeling (STM), an unsupervised machine learning technique for identifying subject matter in text responses, can provide an efficient alternative to analyzing DCS data (Roberts et al., 2014). Specifically, using STM to analyze DCS responses can provide a better understanding of how to effectively teach DEI. However, there is limited research on whether unsupervised models can accurately identify patterns within DCSs, such as participants’ attitudes and understanding. We will use an STM to assign topics to participant responses, use human raters to evaluate the
interpretability of the topic assigned by the model, and use agreement between the topics identified by the model and the human rater to evaluate the interpretability of the STM-identified topics.

2 METHODS

We analyzed open-ended survey responses to Jeremy’s Journal, a DCS part of a MOOC on equity in education in Spring 2020 (N=865). Acting as Jeremy’s middle school English teacher, participants help Jeremy with academic and at-home struggles. Designed to teach the “Equality-Equity” framework (Milner, H.R., 2016), the DCS asks participants to share their initial beliefs, to role-play as if they were Jeremy’s teacher, and to reflect on their teaching mindsets (Borneman et al., 2020).

STM modeling was performed on the responses (N=12,913), and we extracted 15 topics that reflect how participants apply equity and equality mindsets in response to Jeremy’s changing situation. To measure the interpretability of the STM results, we randomly sampled roughly 10% of all responses (N=1,207) to be validated by human raters (N=4). Using a method adapted from Chang et al., 2009, raters were given participant text responses and selected one of four possible topics that best categorized the response. Raters could also select “None,” suggesting that none of the presented topics represented the text response. We calculated the rate of agreement between the topic selected by the human rater and the topic determined to have the highest probability by the STM. The percent agreement was further broken down by question and by topic. Additionally, we analyzed associations between model confidence and factors, such as percent agreement and response length. We used the model’s theta value, which represents its confidence in identifying a topic in a participant response.

3 RESULTS

Human raters agreed with the model’s predicted topic 65.2% of the time, which was significantly greater than identifying topics at random (25%) (t=225.77, df=1203, p<0.001). The average percent agreement broken down by rater ranged from 55.6% to 69.2% with a relative standard deviation of 7.7%, suggesting there was little difference between human raters. When the percent agreement was broken down by question, reflection prompts had a lower percent agreement.

Additionally, the average percent agreement varied widely based on the topic identified. More concise topics and those specific to a DCS question had a higher average percent agreement than more broadly defined topics. For example, a topic such as “Doctor’s note and school policy” (83.7%) with exclusive keywords like “doctor,” “note,” and “policy” had higher average agreement than topics such as “Jeremy’s focus in class” (42.9%) and “Evaluating Jeremy’s Understanding” (45.5%) where keywords like “Jeremy,” “quiz,” and “class” may have been indicative of multiple topics.

Using a logistic regression, we analyzed the relationship between percent agreement and model confidence (theta value). We found that higher theta values were associated with higher percent agreements (coef=4.1449, s.e.=0.4456, p<0.0001). Furthermore, while response length varied widely, there was a significant but very small correlation between the length of the answer and the model’s confidence in its topic prediction (r = -0.0433, p < 0.001), suggesting that the STM does not perform better on longer documents.
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4 DISCUSSION

Overall, we determined that the majority of the human raters’ judgements matched the topics identified by the STM model (65.2% agreement). Further analyses suggest possible ways to improve model accuracy. One improvement could be using more narrowly defined topics that were more easily identified by the model. Given that accuracy varied by question type, writing DCS prompts that aid STM topic identification would improve accuracy. With continued work, STM represents a viable method to analyze topics in open-text DCS responses and to improve the effectiveness of MOOC in teaching online DEI professional development.
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ABSTRACT: This poster will describe and compare different visualizations for collaborative writing using cloud-based platforms (e.g., Google Docs). The aim is to develop effective visualizations for a Learning Analytics Dashboard (LAD) to understand the processes undergirding cloud-based group writing and to support team textual practices. Theoretically situated in the literatures on Collaborative Learning Analytics, collaborative sense making, and social annotations, the visualizations will provide valuable and varied insights to researchers, educators, and students. We will be testing the visualizations and the final LAD with undergraduate students, instructors, and researchers from the fields of learning sciences and educational psychology.

Keywords: Cloud-based writing; collaborative learning analytics; Google docs; social annotation

1 CLOUD-BASED COLLABORATIVE TEXTUAL PRACTICES

Collaboration and communication are critical 21st century skills for the knowledge economy (Trilling & Fadel, 2012). Students must develop these competencies to be successful in teams. In today’s information-rich world, these skills are also essential for collaborative sensemaking, wherein diverse people engage with complex information to develop a shared understanding (Ntuen et al., 2006). This understanding is often externalized into a textual product. Such collaborative textual practices are becoming increasingly widespread through adoption of cloud-based tools, such as Google Docs and other tools that allow commenting called social annotation (Zhu et al., 2020). However, there is a paucity of research on how students engage in group authoring and ways in which educators can support them in virtual environments in large part due to lack of synthesized data.
1.1 Collaborative Learning Analytics: Visualizations in LAD

Collaboration Learning Analytics (CLA) is an emerging subset of the larger field of learning analytics that is gaining popularity due to its capability to capture authentic experiences through data collection at scale (Piety et al., 2020). The data collected through the CLA can be synthesized and presented to stakeholders (researchers, educators, students) through Learning Analytics Dashboards (Verbert et al., 2013).

1.1.1 Objective

This poster describes and compares different visualizations that would be employed in a LAD to provide stakeholders with actionable insights on collaborative writing in virtual environments. The different types of visualizations under development will capture individual and team-level engagement and collaboration as students use cloud-based platforms in small groups. For this poster, we will be working with Google Docs and collecting data through its API.

2 METHOD

As part of a NSF project (Award #1915563), undergraduates will work in groups to co-author a document in Google Docs. During and after the writing assignment, students will be given feedback using visualizations in a dashboard. Instructors and an inter-disciplinary team of researchers will also have access to this data. The data on the edits, comments, and responses by each team will be extracted using the Google Docs API. This data will be converted into different visualizations targeting students, instructors, and researchers. Several visualization types will be tested. In a mixed method exploratory design, the stakeholders will complete surveys and follow-up interviews about the effectiveness of the visualizations. We would also measure the impact the visualizations in terms of actions taken by students as a direct result of the visualizations.

3 UNPACKING COLLABORATIVE WRITING THROUGH VISUALIZATIONS

Examples of the visualizations under development are presented in Figure 1. The last two visualizations DocuViz and AuthorViz (Wang et al., 2015), do not convey information about comments and communication patterns, which is a critical parameter in cloud-based collaborative writing. Further, they are visually complex whereas the proposed visualizations (A to D) have been designed to be informative to the stakeholders. Visualization A provides information on both the quantity and quality of comments/annotations. Targeted to educators and researchers, it can be used for formative feedback and understanding team engagement. Work progress depicted on the y-axis can be set based on the word limit of the assignment. Visualization B combines information about comments and edits over the week. Meant for students, educators, and researchers, it can help collaborators keep the team accountable and for educators to determine level of progress. For researchers it gives high-level information at a glance. Visualization C has been designed primarily for students and educators. It compares performance across teams and would update daily. Educators can use it to identify teams that need support to accelerate progress. Visualization D are network graphs depicting patterns of exchange between the collaborators. The networks can accommodate larger teams, and the data can be used to determine centrality measures, which would identify team dynamics, such as students who control the flow of information and those who are the most influential. This is targeted to researchers who study teams and communication flows.
4 SIGNIFICANCE AND FURTHER RESEARCH

The visualizations in the LAD will provide data-rich, actionable insights to support group-authoring in cloud-based environments. Given the widespread and ever-increasing use of collaboration tools supporting textual production as learning and professional work move to remote settings, this is both timely and critical. The testing of the LAD and feedback about its visualizations from stakeholders will result in the design of more effective versions in the future. In terms of additional visualization types, epistemic networks of comments and responses can be added to get qualitative insights on communication patterns. Finally, the development of the visualizations for the LAD described here for Google Docs can be expanded to other collaborative cloud-based textual tools.

![Visualizations for understanding collaborative writing](image)

**Figure 1: Visualizations for understanding collaborative writing**
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ABSTRACT: Over the past decade, new natural language processing techniques have been developed that show promise when applied to educational data. Although these methods can be effective, little work has been done to measure the comparative strength of these methods when applied to small data sets. This poster presents an analysis of student chat from a collaborative game-based learning environment. Natural language processing techniques were used to attempt to match human coding of 2877 student chat messages. Findings showed that simple feature engineering methods such as latent semantic analysis outperformed neural networks, which may suggest that it is not appropriate to apply neural networks to the small data sets often found in educational settings.

Keywords: Computer-supported collaborative learning, conversational agents, small data, text classification.

1 INTRODUCTION

Computer supported-collaborative learning (CSCL) environments can offer spaces for students to participate in socially supported education. However, CSCL environments require continued monitoring by instructors and often take place in brick-and-mortar classrooms (Kapur & Kinzer, 2007). One way to address the need for teacher guidance is through conversational agents as a method for augmenting teacher interaction. Conversational agents can monitor student performance in CSCL and offer guidance when students get stuck or go off-task, alerting teachers when human intervention might be needed. However, no consensus has been reached in the learning analytics community as to what method best accomplishes the task of understanding student utterances—the first step in creating a conversational agent. There is high variability in the methods utilized to understand student utterances. They include the utilization of hard-coded or pre-trained linguistic models (Jung & Wise, 2020; Kovanović et al., 2018; Pennebaker et al., 2007), statistical dimensionality reduction techniques (Kovanović et al., 2018; Stone et al., 2019; Vytasek et al., 2019), and neural network models (Fiacco et al., 2019; Stone et al., 2019). In most studies, only one type of model is considered, making comparisons between these models difficult. In this study, we address this issue by comparing a variety of methods for understanding student utterances.
2 METHODS

The student utterances analyzed in this study were gathered from a collaborative game-based learning environment designed to teach students to 14 about environmental science (N=45). In the game, students visit an island in the Philippines where they discover that the tilapia in the local fish farm are sick. Over eight sessions, students visit collected information from characters and objects. Working in groups of four, students use an in-game whiteboard to share their findings with fellow students, engage in group inquiry, and generate hypotheses. They repeat this cycle of collecting data and brainstorming three times before determining why the fish are sick. Throughout the experience, students communicated with each other using an in-game chat feature.

2.1 Data Collection and Utterance Coding

Students’ utterances were coded based on the accountable talk and problem-based learning frameworks (Resnick et al., 2018; Saleh et al., 2020). There was a total of eight codes based on student talk (Agreement, Rebuttal, Descriptions, Hedges, Relational, Regulation, and Questions). Utterances that could not be coded under these categories were coded as Other. The chat data was collected from 45 students between the ages of 12-13. Students worked in 11 groups of four, with one group of five. The students generated a total of 2877 unique chat utterances. We performed standard data cleaning such as removing capitalization and punctuation. However, we did not use certain common NLP practices, such as removing stop words. This was because many utterances contained only a single word (e.g., “no,” “hi,” or “okay”) and removing stop words would have deleted over 20% of the data.

2.2 Classification Methods

The results of ten different NLP models are presented in this paper. These models used one of four methods for feature engineering (LDA, LSA, Pre-trained ELMo word embeddings, untrained word embeddings) and one of three different classification methods (Random Forest (RF), Multinomial Regression (MR), or Long-Short Term (LSTM) Neural Networks). For brevity, several classification methods that performed poorly are not included in this paper including Support Vector Machines and other pre-trained word embeddings such as Word2Vec, GloVe, and BERT. A baseline of 31% was used to measure model accuracy, as this was the size of the largest coding category.

3 RESULTS

Results show that common LDA and LSA machine-learning methods outperformed neural networks at classification (see table 1) when measured against hand coding. MR and LDA performed best overall, the differences were slight between LDA and LSA models. The pre-trained word embedding performed worse than chance, while the free embedding model performed better than chance, but not as well as LDA and LSA models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>% Above Baseline</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F-1 Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LDA</td>
<td>RF</td>
<td>0.425</td>
<td>11.1%</td>
<td>0.424</td>
<td>0.471</td>
<td>0.442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDA</td>
<td>MR</td>
<td>0.435</td>
<td>12.3%</td>
<td>0.422</td>
<td>0.488</td>
<td>0.440</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Results of NLP Classification Models
4 DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION

Results support several common assumption of natural language processing, while also suggesting some implications specific to educational data. First, the relatively small data size used in this model does not appear to be large enough for training of neural networks. In the context of K-12 student chat, utterances also often include informal, colloquial, and incomplete sentences, this may help to explain why the ELMo word embedding, which was mainly trained on the Wikipedia corpus, performed so poorly, as it was not familiar with the context it was being asked to analyze. This study also supports the interchangeable usage of LDA and LSA. While all models failed to perform at particularly high accuracy, this study still revealed that what is considered “state-of-the-art” in computer-science may not be applicable when dealing with educational data.
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ABSTRACT: The COVID-19 pandemic calls for urgent responses from school districts to allocate resources, develop instructional plans, and retain communication with students and parents. A channel to understand district responses is to examine how school districts communicate via public channels during the pandemic. Yet, understanding the nature of districts’ communication when the pandemic was unfolding presents challenges, particularly when the analysis happens at scale. In this paper, we report the results of our use of public data mining, combined with text analysis techniques, to understand how United States school districts communicated about COVID-19. To do so, we compared district Facebook posts from 2019 to 2020 through topic modeling using 50,000 posts, randomly sampled from a corpus of 3,337,147 posts. We also determined how the topics we interpreted differed on the basis of a key school district factor, mean socioeconomic level. This work has implications for understanding K-12 educational institutions’ communication about and during COVID-19 and the role of public data and learning analytics research methods for understanding these.
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1 BACKGROUND

For communities across the world, the shutdown of schools due to the COVID-19 pandemic disrupted both students’ learning and the tenor of daily life for students and their parents and caretakers. In this context, there were differences in how districts communicated with parents, students, and the wider community about their ongoing responses to COVID-19. Exploring this variation through digital—and public—data sources can provide an in-vivo lens (Salganik, 2019) into districts’ communication as well as the myriad of ways the pandemic is impacting education.

To explore districts’ responses, we took a public data mining (Kimmons & Veletsianos, 2018) approach, one that uses public data for research. Given the locally-controlled nature of education in the United States (U.S.), social media may be a channel through which districts communicate about many topics, from those related to enabling students to participate in schooling (e.g., posts about materials and devices) to celebrating students and others in the community. In this way, we employ an approach that is related to the use of macro (social media) data sources but it is different in that we focus not on one or a handful of institutions, but all that was accessible to us, and in how we use data from posts over many time points—akin to data collected in learning analytics systems (Fischer et al., 2020). Our research questions, then, are: How did U.S. school districts’ communication via
social media change in response to the COVID-19 pandemic? And, to understand variation in their communication, how did this differ based upon an indicator of their mean socioeconomic level?

2 METHOD

Our data collection process, including the use of the CrowdTangle platform (CrowdTangle Team, 2020), which provides researchers access to Facebook data, is summarized in Figure 1.

We then sampled 50,000 posts, due to the computational challenge of conducting NLP analyses on the entire corpus. The topic models, which were fit using the stm R package (Roberts et al., 2019), allowed topic prevalence to vary by year (2019 or 2020) and a measure of socioeconomic status (i.e., the percentage of students participating in a free or reduced-price lunch program, FRPL). To determine the number of topics K, we ran a series of models with K ranging from 10 to 40 and examined several model fit diagnostics, which suggested \( K = 20 \) indicate high predictive power and high semantic coherence (i.e., high-frequency words from a topic are likely to co-occur). The topic names (left panel, Figure 2) were determined by examining the top 15 high-frequency words and representative posts from each topic, followed by discussions between the authors.

3 FINDINGS

When ranked by frequency, topics about school spirit, help-giving, sports, registration, scheduling, and materials/device were those with the highest average prevalence in the corpus (see Figure 2).
giving, and senior graduation were more prevalent (Figure 3). For example, on average, the proportion of topics about material/device pick-up was .06 higher in 2020 than that in 2019.

Figure 3: Difference in Topic Prevalence between 2019 and 2020.

Findings from the analysis of differences based upon FRLP suggest that overall, posts from school districts with a lower average socioeconomic level featured higher topic prevalence regarding meals, job posting, and materials/device pickup compared to those with greater socioeconomic resources.

4 DISCUSSION

This work demonstrates how a new data source—social media posts by institutions—can be informative about topics related to teaching and learning at scale. A key methodological feature that enabled this work was the identification of social media links on districts’ websites. Indeed, we found that a surprisingly high proportion of districts may be using social media, but this data source has been examined very little in learning analytics research and educational research. Moreover, access to Facebook invites new learning analytics-driven questions (and ethical considerations, especially when posts by individual teachers or students are the focus of study, as they were in the present study), including those about variation in curricula and supports for students.
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Detecting Learner’s Hesitation in Solving Word-Reordering Problems with Use of Machine Learning for Better Precision
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ABSTRACT: The aim of our present study is to develop a Web application to apprehend when learners hesitate in the process of solving English word-reordering problems. Measurements of learners’ hesitation can be an important clue to ascertain learners’ understanding level. In the past research, we assumed that the task of classifying study logs into “hesitating” and “not hesitating” labels, and adopted a supervised learning technique in machine learning. Parameters of mouse behavior were used as features for classification. Seeking for its better quality, our newly constructed classifier further incorporated four parameters chosen after scrutiny. The result of the attempt is shown, with the indication of the feasibility to locate where hesitation occurs in the problem-solving process.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The advancement of e-Learning systems in educational settings has made it easier to observe study logs. This has helped our research group develop a Web application with which to detect when learners hesitate in the process of solving English word-reordering problems (WRPs). In WRPs learners are asked to make an English sentence from randomly given words, one with a meaning equivalent to the sentence provided in Japanese. This type of problem has been a popular means in Japan to measure learners’ English competency, or knowledge of grammatical items such as sentence structure, idioms/idiomatic phrases, and usages. When learners solve WRPs online, they rearrange given words using their mouse’s drag and drop (D&D). Using the mouse not only makes it easy for learners to produce answers of WRPs (often more easily than on paper), but it also provides us with an opportunity to record mouse movements and to create a study log. Focusing on the latter feature, we have been developing a Web application that helps us detect learners’ hesitation by analyzing mouse behavior. Figure 1 below is two cases of the mouse trajectories—reproduced and visualized in lines—from two correct answers of the same problem. We have hypothesized that the amount of hesitation the learners have experienced and complexity of mouse trajectories created in solving the same problem are deeply connected. If the hesitation can be identified, we will be able to evaluate better the learner’s understanding level and their degree of knowledge of the important item(s) tested in WRPs. If a learner’s hesitations are found in many of the same type of problems,
he/she will be advised to review the problems from that category. Hesitations detected in one learner, or a group of learners, are also useful when teachers work on teaching plans or methods.

Figure 1: Two correct answers of the same problem with different mouse trajectories (left: solved without hesitation, right: solved with hesitation)

2 WEB APPLICATION

Our software has Study Module, which requires learners to perform word-reordering tasks by “dragging and dropping” each word into the appropriate position in a sentence, simultaneously recording all the mouse trajectories as well as the timing of D&Ds in answering the problems; and Reproduce Module, intended for both of learners and teachers, to reproduce all the actions in the learners’ mouse trajectories, and analyzes the data from the diverse patterns of the study logs both from the learners’ and problems’ perspectives. In WRPs, learners are asked to reorder given words and the words to be rearranged are given in the “problem slot,” and all the words should be moved into the “answer slot” by D&Ds with the mouse (Figure 2). It is required for learners to press the “OK” button to finish answering, and then they rate their hesitation level in the answers on a four-point scale—“not hesitating,” “a little hesitating,” “hesitating,” or “pushed the button by mistake.” In order to facilitate learners’ performing the tasks, this module has the following functions: 1) Word groupings: an arbitrary number of words can be grouped together by mouse-dragging (rectangular selection) if it is convenient for learners to treat them together, and; 2) Relocation to registers: areas called “registers” are provided as a temporary “shelter” for words, where a set of words can be integrated if it is preferred for learners to organize their ideas. All mouse movements for solving problems are recorded in this module, such as D&D(s), U-turn(s) (the right-and-left or up-and-down mouse movements), and the time used in one treatment of one word, as well as the time elapsed between a particular drop and the click of the next word (D-C time), and standstill time of the mouse.

3 FEATURE EXTRACTION AND EXPERIMENT

In this application, X and Y coordinates of the mouse location at each time step are stored along with its status, with the value of the MouseDown property of the mouse at each timing. From these, the following parameters are computed and used for machine learning as features of mouse trajectories: Answering time / Total distance (of mouse movement) / Average velocity / Longest
standstill time / Number of D&Ds / Maximum D&D time / Maximum D-C time / Number of horizontal U-turns / Number of vertical U-turns.

In contrast with the aforementioned nine parameters used in Banno, et al. (2019), we further scrutinized not only the correlation coefficients with the degree of hesitation, but relationship with the reportedly difficult word(s) in each problem. This is how the following four parameters among a dozen of candidates are chosen to seek for better classification: Maximum velocity / Elapsed time until the first D&D is executed / Time elapsed from the first D&D till the end / Total D-C time.

First, the classification problem in machine learning is outlined. A classifier is gained with the learning data consisting of labels and features. After the classifier is created, a label is output by inputting parameter values of the features. The label is set to the degree of hesitation obtained by the answers from the learners. At present, the application asks learners to give the degree of hesitation in solving each WRP. However, the classifier with a high precision will enable the degree of hesitation to be judged only by the study logs created by learners. Implementation has been achieved using scikit-learn (Python) and the random forest algorithm.

To collect label and feature data, 22 students with a variety of majors at a certain university in Japan were asked to solve 30 problems using the WRP system we have developed. From thus collected 660 data, 230 rated “hesitating” and the same number (of randomly extracted out of 256) rated “not hesitating” were used (therefore, the baseline is 50%). For the evaluation, we adopted a leave-one-out cross-validation test with ten divisions and produced the ratio of correct answers, precision, recall, and F-measure for performance indices. Table 1 presents the averaged precision, recall, and F-measure for “hesitating” and “not hesitating.” The figures in parentheses are the percentages obtained by the nine parameters (Banno, et al. (2019)). For all criteria, the results of the proposed combination of parameters showed higher correctness by around 1-2%. Let us note that such differences are not considered minor when the figures are getting close to 100%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F-measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hesitating</td>
<td>85.4% (84.2%)</td>
<td>81.7% (80.0%)</td>
<td>83.2% (81.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not hesitating</td>
<td>82.8% (81.3%)</td>
<td>85.4% (84.1%)</td>
<td>83.7% (82.4%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 SUMMARY

In this study, a method was proposed to judge whether learners hesitated in the process of solving WRP by applying supervised machine learning and using the random forest algorithm. Compared to the previously selected parameters, four of the new ones were incorporated to construct the classifier. As the result of the attempt, gaining higher F-measures by around 1 to 2% was observed.
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ABSTRACT: Effective facilitation of active learning is key to enhancing student engagement in engineering classrooms. Instructors need opportunities for frequent observation, feedback, and reflection on the use of their active learning strategies, yet there are no validated automated approaches available. We address this need by designing a feedback dashboard, TEACHActive, that leverages classroom analytics from an automated sensing observation system. The TEACHActive dashboard provides feedback on the in-class implementation of various active learning strategies in engineering classrooms. In this poster, we present the initial phases of a human-centered dashboard design process. The human-centered design (HCD) approach includes techniques such as, creating personas, conducting user interviews, and implementing user walk-through sessions. To confirm the practicability of TEACHActive dashboard for further revisions before the actual larger scale (n=30) implementation, a small sample of engineering instructors (n=5) participated in the prototype design process to identify meaningful attributes associated with the TEACHActive dashboard and shared perspectives and expectations towards its use in their classrooms.

Keywords: feedback dashboard, active learning, classroom analytics, human-centered design.

1 Background

Effective facilitation of active learning in engineering classrooms is key to promoting student engagement (Shekar et al., 2015). The use of automated systems for classroom observation and feedback is growing, yet few studies have integrated a specific classroom pedagogy (Lockyer et al., 2013), and none have addressed it in the context of active learning use in engineering classrooms. There is a critical need for research that links pedagogical theories with in-class practices to determine ways to improve instructors’ implementation and facilitation of effective teaching practices (Bodily et al., 2018). We designed the TEACHActive feedback dashboard by leveraging classroom analytics from automated observation to provide feedback on the in-class implementation of various active learning strategies in engineering classrooms. TEACHActive communicates with an existing camera-based automated classroom sensing system, EduSense (Ahuja et al., 2019), which tracks faculty and student proximities and behaviors in a classroom. TEACHActive is designed to transform raw classroom data into meaningful metrics and then further into practical feedback for instructors. TEACHActive dashboard visualizations provide automated feedback for instructors about their facilitation strategies in correspondence with the captured features of interest, including sit vs. stand, hand raises, body position, instructor movement, student vs. instructor speech, and speech acts.

2 TEACHActive Feedback Dashboard Design
Our design approach follows the human-centered design (HCD) principles (Arbas, Maloney-Krichmar, & Preece, 2004). Taking into account various human factors of why and how the system and the interface are used. We initiated our HCD approach by first identifying the context for implementation and the instructors as potential users. We then employed various HCD techniques to generate an understanding about instructors’ needs, goals, barriers, frustrations, expected outcomes, and experiences.

2.1 Needs Analysis and Persona Development

Our first phase in the TEACHActive dashboard prototype design was creating data-driven user personas. We first built an understanding of potential users through looking at patterns from the findings of a needs analysis that was conducted with engineering faculty. The needs analysis included data collected through a survey (n=53) and follow-up semi-structured interviews (n=4). Survey questions aimed to gather instructors’ perspectives, knowledge, use of active learning strategies in engineering classrooms. The follow-up interviews helped collect data about instructors’ teaching experiences, courses taught, specific examples and reasons for active learning implementation in classrooms, classroom management strategies, challenges, support, and desired outcomes. Our thematic analysis of survey and interview data revealed four personas: (a) The Agile, (b) The Seeker, (c) The Planner, and (d) The Feeler (Table 1). All personas share at least one common goal, which is implementing effective active learning strategies to better engage students. Each user persona developed will be shared in the poster session.

Table 1: User Personas

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User Persona</th>
<th>Goals</th>
<th>Characteristics (Important factors)</th>
<th>Needs/Support Factors</th>
<th>Frustrations/ Barriers</th>
<th>Expected Outcomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Agile</td>
<td>Moving around in class</td>
<td>-Classroom climate -Class size, room structure, seating</td>
<td>-More space -Better technology</td>
<td>-Staying in one spot -Lecturing too much</td>
<td>-More engagement and interaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Seeker</td>
<td>-Seeks recognition for good teaching -Tracking improvement</td>
<td>-Mobilizing support from faculty &amp; administration -Flexible in changes</td>
<td>-Faculty/peers/administration -Feedback on teaching</td>
<td>-Engaging students -Feedback on teaching</td>
<td>-Progress report -Constructive feedback on ways to improve -Proof of progress from one session to another</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Planner</td>
<td>-Planning good fit activities -Making lectures more interactive</td>
<td>-Balance between lectures and activities -Evidence AL is not a waste of time</td>
<td>-Structured times to integrate activities -Building routine</td>
<td>-Time constraints -Choosing between lectures &amp; activities -Changing plans &amp; class routine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Feeler</td>
<td>-Excited about change -More engaging lectures</td>
<td>-Motivated internally by interaction and feedback -Emotionally charged -Fearful &amp; excited</td>
<td>-Reactions from students -Positive reinforcement -Motivation &amp; creativity</td>
<td>-Fearful &amp; nervous about change -Not receiving good feedback</td>
<td>-Proof of progress from one session to another</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2 Initial Dashboard Prototype Development

Our second design phase was to develop the TEACHActive dashboard prototype iteratively based on the personas created and the features captured by the classroom sensing system. The initial dashboard prototype was designed with Adobe XD and included two main displays: (a) session and (b) progress. The session display included the following metrics: total number of hand raises and their frequency as a function of time, duration of instructor speech, duration of student speech, frequency of instructor vs.
student speech as a function of time, instructor movement patterns, sit vs stand. The progress display included comparison statistics between the session display metrics through bar graphs.

2.3 User Interviews and Walk-Throughs

The user interviews and walk-throughs were carried out on a small scale (n=5) to confirm the practicability of TEACHActive dashboard for further revisions before the larger scale (n=30) implementation. We conducted thirty-minute semi-structured user interviews with five engineering instructors to understand their perspectives and expectations of the initial dashboard prototype features. In the user walk-throughs, we discussed each of the dashboard metrics and visualizations in terms of their perceived usefulness to identify meaningful attributes associated with the TEACHActive dashboard. Based on the instructor recommendations, we modified the initial TEACHActive dashboard prototype. We will share different versions of the dashboard prototypes in the poster session.

3 Conclusion

The TEACHActive dashboard aims to support instructors’ implementation and facilitation of active learning strategies in engineering classrooms using the analytics of classroom sensing data. In this poster, we present our HCD approach for developing the initial dashboard prototype. Next, we will develop further prototypes using the React framework, pilot those with actual classroom video recordings, and create revisions with further instructor walk-throughs.
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Emotion detector: Employing Machine Learning Models to Identify Students’ Emotions in CSCL Environments
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ABSTRACT: While students’ emotions may affect their participation in online activities and learning, it is challenging for teachers to grasp an overview of students’ emotions in online collaborative learning environments. This study proposes a tool, developed employing Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques and machine learning models, that detects students’ emotions with 78% accuracy. This tool enables teachers to automatically detect students’ emotions expressed in their notes written in online collaborative learning environments. The implications and limitations of this study are discussed.

Keywords: CSCL, emotion detection, discourse analysis, machine learning, NLP.

1 INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE

Emotion is defined as individuals’ experiences and responses to the events and social contexts around them (Mulligan & Scherer, 2012). Studies show that both positive and negative emotions affect students’ learning and experience (e.g., D’Mello et al., 2014; Pekrun et al., 2017). In Computer-Supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL), interactions between students and their peers, teachers, ideas, technologies and so forth tend to elicit various emotions.

Students’ emotions can be analyzed using self-reports, external observation or more technical approaches such as sentiment analysis, facial expression recognition, and biosensors (e.g., Arguedas et al. 2016; Zhu et al., 2020). For instance, Zhu et al. (2020) used IBM Watson’s Tone Analyzer to detect the emotional tone of more than 19,000 online written notes into anger, fear, joy, and sadness. Zhu et al. (2019) identified joy, curiosity, neutrality, and challenge in students’ collaborative online discussions through manual coding. Curiosity and challenge indicate students’ cognitive states during the knowledge construction process. However, manually coding these emotions is tedious work. The present study aims to develop machine learning models to detect these emotions automatically.

2 METHOD

We collected 299 notes from 22 grade 2 students, posted on “Knowledge Forum.” Knowledge Forum is an online environment that supports students’ collaborative knowledge creation through progressive discourse. The study lasted eight weeks, and the students worked on a mathematics topic: shapes. The students mainly discussed the definition of a shape, shape design, and 2D and 3D shapes in Knowledge Forum. Two researchers discussed all the notes and identified students’ emotions expressed in their notes: Joy, Curiosity, Neutrality, and Challenge occurred more frequently in notes and were adopted in the coding. Some other emotions, such as frustration, gratefulness, boredom, and disgust were rarely observed in students’ online discussions and were coded as “others.”

As shown in Figure 1, the labelled data was first processed to create a clean text by performing word stemming and removing stop words using Python’s Natural Language Processing package (NLTK).
In the next step, a Bag-of-words model was created. The Bag-of-words represents a text with a vector that indicates the number of occurrences of each chosen word in the training corpus (Sebastiani, 2002). The data was then randomly split into train and test tests. The train set contained 80% of the labelled data, and the test set included 20% of the labelled data. Different machine learning models were then trained to learn what terms are associated with each emotion. In the final step, the trained models were used to classify the test set.

We compared six state-of-the-art learning algorithms in training the emotion classifier, including Logistic Regression, Bayesian Network, Support Vector Machines, Decision Tree, Random Forest, and K-Nearest neighbours (k-NN). The evaluation metrics of our experiment include accuracy and the confusion matrix. Accuracy is the ratio of correct predictions to the total predictions, while a confusion matrix is the count values and breaks down the correct and incorrect predictions of each class.

3 PRELIMINARY RESULTS

Here, we only report the performance of k-NN, which outperformed other algorithms. The accuracy of the k-NN prediction model is 78%. Figure 2 shows the normalized confusion matrix.

As evident in Figure 2, 100% of the Neutrality class is correctly identified by the prediction model. The model was also able to correctly identify 33% of the Curiosity class. However, 66% of the Curiosity notes were identified as Neutral and Challenged. Moreover, as the confusion matrix shows, 43% of Joyful/Satisfied class were correctly identified, while 57% of the Joyful class were identified as Neutral notes. Finally, the prediction model was able to correctly classify 50% of the Challenged class, while
the remaining Challenged notes were classified as Neutral. It should be noted that the test set did not include any notes from the "Other" class; therefore, this class is not shown in the confusion matrix.

4 DISCUSSIONS, LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Recognizing students’ emotions from texts is time-consuming, which requires intensive attention from teachers. The preliminary result of this study is promising since the developed tool could detect students’ emotions with 78% accuracy. This tool enables teachers and researchers to automatically detect students’ emotions and provide support, when necessary. By focusing on students’ curiosity and challenge occurred in CSCL environments, this tool is distinguished from other sentiment analysis tools (see D’Mello, 2017 for a review). One of the applications of this tool is in Massive Open Online Course (MOOC), in which several thousands of students are enrolled. Employing this tool in MOOCs and identifying students’ emotions can help instructors take necessary actions in a timely fashion.

However, some limitations need to be addressed in the future. First, the labelled data included only 299 written notes and were imbalanced. There were 173 notes labelled as Neutrality, 70 notes as Joy, 22 notes as Curiosity, 22 notes labelled as Challenge, and the remaining 12 notes labelled as Others. Indeed, the reason that the model correctly identified all the Neutrality notes and many of the Joy notes is that there was a fair number of these notes in the training set. However, as there were only fewer Curiosity notes in the training set, the model was not well-trained to identify this class. We aim to replicate this study using a larger and balanced dataset to develop better classification models.
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ABSTRACT: When developing a project, input from stakeholders is a key to success. In this paper, a Virtual Gemba Walk dashboard for virtual capstone projects is proposed. A Virtual Gemba Walk aligns the expectations of the three stakeholders: student, teacher and industry sponsor through a real-time analytics dashboard that visualizes project indicators, tracks progress and identifies misaligned expectations. This poster presents a proposed interactive dashboard, that leverages data from technology to support the Virtual Gemba Walk process. The dashboard contains key indicators of the capstone project, triggers new Gemba Walks and visualizes feedback from each stakeholders’ perspective. The aim is to help students, teachers and industry sponsors to get meaningful feedback for a better chance of project success.
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1 INTRODUCTION

A capstone project is a model of experiential learning that brings real-world projects and sponsors into an academic classroom. A capstone project is a complex pedagogical practice to facilitate, online and remote learning paradigms make it even more complex. This poster showcases how learning analytics can be used to align stakeholders. This alignment is achieved by visualizing issues, combining learning activities with indicators of project management, development and success (Reynolds, 2009). Learning Management Systems (LMS) are traditionally a two-way channel between teachers and students but in an industry engaged, experiential learning program like a virtual capstone project, including the industry sponsor in the virtual learning environment is key. Practera, an experiential learning technology designed to support teacher, student and industry sponsor collaboration (James et al., 2020) captures unique data that can be used to implement the Virtual Gemba Walk process.

Gemba has roots in the Japanese culture and means ‘the real place’, which in Lean methodology was applied as the place of work where value is created (Petruska, 2018). The Gemba walk is a method used to engage and showcase the current state of a project to leaders, stakeholders, and clients. The proposed Virtual Gemba Walk is a learning analytics driven presentation made by a student team highlighting key project indicators including, project progress and key deliverables.

This poster presents a proposed learning analytics driven Virtual Gemba Walk dashboard prototyped using teacher, student and industry sponsor collaboration data from an experiential learning technology. The Virtual Gemba Walk dashboard supports a remote capstone project team to visualize their progress for teachers and industry sponsors. Additionally, through the Virtual Gemba Walk dashboard Sponsors can identify potential project improvements, flag issues or request further feedback.

2 VIRTUAL GEMBA WALK EXPLAINED
2.1 Data Used
To create the dashboard, the data was acquired from the experiential learning technology. The platform captures data points related to the student use, behavior and completion of project tasks. The student engagement metrics captured include number of project tasks completed, learning content completion, project deliverable submissions, team communications, achievement of badges and points to recognize project performance. Moreover, the technology also captures teacher’s interventions, industry sponsor feedback and perspectives on the students’ project engagement and project progress. Those indicators were analyzed and used as Key Performance Indicators (KPI) in the Virtual Gemba Walk dashboard.

In addition to the existing data captured by the experiential learning platform, a new data set is proposed to add valuable insight to the Virtual Gemba Walk process. Finally, the Virtual Gemba Walk itself generates feedback that contains a flag indicator based on the status of the project from the perspective of the industry partners, students and teachers and written feedback.

2.2 Purpose

As mentioned previously, a traditional Gemba Walk is a process in which a stakeholder would meet with a team to view the status of the project. In a Virtual Gemba Walk, the industry partner can trigger it manually at any time to assess, evaluate and provide feedback on the project progress. The key purpose of a Virtual Gemba Walk is not only to get effective feedback from the industry Sponsors, but to build trust and develop more effective teams (Gasevic, Dawson & Siemens, 2016).

2.3 Goals & Objectives

The main goal of a capstone project is for students to successfully apply concepts they have learned in the classroom to a real-world project. This is the key factor that can be analyzed, predicted and visualized using a learning analytics driven Virtual Gemba Walk dashboard. However, there are additional factors like work habits, teamwork skills and project quality that are difficult to map using existing data from the technology (Scholes, 2016). The additional feedback provided by students, industry sponsors and teachers during the Virtual Gemba Walk process can provide this additional data not captured by the platform itself.

The overall objective of the Virtual Gemba Walk is student success. In a capstone project this includes processes and indicators that are not just related to learning (Verner, Evanco & Cerpa, 2007). The analysis that produces the Virtual Gemba Walk dashboard uses student success as the focal point. Specifically, it used in a regression model to understand how other variables might affect the level of student success. The regression analysis is done by taking into consideration the correlation between variables and the normalized impact that each variable has on the target variable, student success. The multiple regression is built using the measurements from the student usage of the experiential learning technology, and the results will be used to define the KPI’s displayed on the dashboard.

2.4 Visualization

The dashboard is divided into three cards. The first contains indicators about individual students, the second is about the team, and the third is a visualization based on the regression analysis (See Figure 1). The first shows individual indicators including submissions, assessments and achievements. The second shows team indicators including team submissions, assessments and achievements. The third is based on Industry Sponsor feedback and the regression analysis. partner) regarding the final Virtual Gemba walk.
The students can view their own indicators and their team’s. The educator and industry partner can choose which team and student they want to visualize.

![Figure 1: Virtual Gemba Analytics Dashboard for Experiential Learning](image)

### 3 CONCLUSION

The purpose of the Virtual Gemba Walk is to improve students’ success in experiential learning project. With the Virtual Gemba Walk, students will get a more real professional experience as they are presenting to and receiving feedback from the industry partner often. Additionally, the Industry sponsor will have a greater understanding of the project development, giving them more confidence in the success of the project.
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ABSTRACT: Since each student in a class requires a different degree of learning support, teaching assistants (TAs) need to identify and remember the status of learning support for each student individually. However, it is difficult for TAs to interpret the status of learning support for each individual student, especially in simultaneous lessons. In this study, we developed a system to enable the TAs to figure out the status of their own learning support. The system visualizes their learning support behaviors in real time, and it gives feedback during class time. The results of the practice in the lesson confirmed that the TAs were able to figure out the status of the learning support. Some of the TAs reported that they also changed their learning support behaviors during the process.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The teaching assistant (TA) has been widely adopted in universities in order to facilitate effective learning among students. TAs are able to provide more personalized support to students as they work on exercise lessons, such as answering questions or giving hints. The degree of learning support required by a student varies individually. In addition, it is necessary for TAs to pay attention to the assistance dilemma (AD) when providing learning support (K. Miwa et al., 2012). Therefore, TAs need to keep track of the degree of learning support provided to each student during class time, which is especially difficult in the case of simultaneous classes.

The research of teaching analytics is conducted to solve this problem. One of the aims of teaching analytics is to analyze the behavior of teachers, and then provide feedback to them in order to improve their teaching methods. A case study is presented to automatically estimate teacher’s behavior (Luis et al., 2016). Their research demonstrated the feasibility of systematically estimating activities by collecting multimodal data sets. There is a study focusing on the behavior of teachers as well as their location in the classroom. A method was proposed to visualize the location history of teachers based on the spatial pedagogy of how they utilize the classroom space during class time (Roberto, 2019). In an experiment conducted in a group work class, there was a gap in the ratio of time spent in contact with each group. The gap existed between the teacher’s perception and the results of the system. This indicates that the use of the teacher’s positional history may help to change teaching strategies.

The purpose of this study is to enable TAs to figure out the learning support they have provided during class. The proposed system visualizes the TA’s learning support behaviors and location history in real time. The in-class practice examined whether the system allows TAs to figure out their own learning support status, and whether any behavioral changes occurred by using the system.
2 METHODOLOGY

Figure 1 shows the overflow of the proposed method. The TA equips a wearable device, shown in Figure 2, during the lesson. The system estimates the learning support behaviors of the TA at the time, from the measured data of the wearable device. The wearable device consists of a tracking camera (Intel RealSense T265) and a Raspberry Pi 4. The learning support behaviors are divided into four states: “Instructing,” “Monitoring,” “Walking,” and “Standby.” Instructing refers to the state in which the TA is providing learning support with direct communication to the student. Monitoring refers to a situation where the TA observes the learning situation without communicating. Walking refers to desk-to-table patrol. Standby refers to the state in which the TA is waiting in their seat, not moving around, etc. The behavioral estimation was accomplished using the random forest method, which utilizes posture data compiled from eight graduate students who have experienced being a TA in face-to-face classes of the previous year. Following data captured by the tracking camera were used as explanatory variables; vertical position, three axis velocity, horizontal velocity, pitch, yaw and roll.

![Figure 1: Overview of the method](image)

The TAs receive feedback on their learning support behavior history found on the classroom map shown in Figure 3. On the classroom map, the location history of the TA during class time is plotted by color coding for each learning support behavior that the TA expressed at each location. The TA carries a tablet that shows this map in the lesson, and checks the map to understand their own learning support behavior in real time.

![Figure 2: Wearable device](image)  
![Figure 3: Generated classroom map](image)

3 PRACTICE IN CLASSROOM LESSONS AND RESULTS

The system was introduced in a programming exercise lesson for first-year undergraduate students at a university of science and technology. One teacher and two TAs conducted the lesson, and students’
attendance was optional (due to infection control). Seven classes dealing with the same content and 13 TAs were included in the analysis. In the experiment, TAs were only briefed about the system UI, and they provided learning supports based on their own decisions by looking at the map. After the lessons, TAs were interviewed to see if they understood their own learning support situation.

As a result of implementing the system in the lessons, a behavioral visualization like the one in Figure 3 was generated. Findings from the interviews suggested that the TAs were able to use the system to figure out the students they instructed, and the general percentage of time they devoted to each student. Even though the system does not directly indicate the location of the student to whom the TA instructed, the system made it easier for TAs to recall their memories, and figure out which students they instructed. In this experiment, TAs were not instructed on how they should behave after using the system, but we investigated what they think and how they behave by looking at the UI. We also asked TAs about their own policy of educational support. As a result, it was found that the TAs were more likely to take learning support actions based on their own policy while using the system as a hint. To provide AD-sensitive learning support, we expected that it would be necessary to provide support for students who lacked their own, and to interrupt instructions for students who had already been provided adequate instructions. However, most of the TAs analyzed were negative about providing support voluntarily to the students who do not ask TAs for help. As a result, they do not behave in a way that calls on students after checking their learning support status. On the other hand, some TAs took action to make students feel more comfortable about asking questions by walking the classrooms uniformly while also checking the system. This suggests that some kind of learning support was provided by TAs using the system, even for students who were not directly assisting them.

4 LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The developed system is intended to contribute to the situation, where TAs would provide learning support to a large number of students. However, the number of students was greatly limited because the experiment was conducted in classes under COVID-19 infection control. Therefore, it was easier than usual classes for TAs to figure out the learning support status for each student. Future research will include long-term, quantitative observations of the influence on decision-making.
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ABSTRACT: This poster presentation summarizes results from a multi-institutional qualitative project examining stakeholder perceptions of learning analytics in higher education. The current study focused on student and faculty perceptions of data that should and should not be collected at universities. To do this, we analyzed interview responses from 20 students enrolled in three higher education institutions in the United States, as well as 10 faculty employed at seven higher education institutions in the United States. We examined student and faculty responses to four interview questions that asked for perceptions of “learner” data that should and should not be collected, as well as “instructor” data that should and should not be collected. Qualitative data analysis involved coding the interview responses using holistic coding with an attributional layer, and tallying top responses for each stakeholder group. Results suggested that many stakeholders agree that student engagement and satisfaction data should be collected, while perceptions varied surrounding the collection of student demographic information and performance. Additionally, the majority of participants agreed that instructor data measuring teaching performance should be collected. Additional rounds of coding will consider nuances in participant responses, as well as participant commentary given in combination with responses.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The field of learning analytics aspires to use data to understand the learning process and enhance student learning (Dawson, Joksimovic, Poquet, & Siemens, 2019). Proponents suggest that learning analytics can transform higher education (online, hybrid, and face-to-face) at the student, instructor, and institutional level by providing easily accessible data paired with actionable solutions (Siemens, 2013). However, questions remain regarding how to best use learning analytics in effective and ethical ways (e.g. Slade & Prinsloo, 2013). For example, data privacy can be understood as a three-part relation between a certain domain of data, people who have privacy related to that data, and other people who have access to that data (e.g. Rubel & Jones, 2016). This suggests that data privacy can only be understood in the context of all three components, and in the field of learning analytics, a lack of involvement from data subjects can undermine the trustworthiness of the collection and use of data (Drachsler & Greller, 2016). The current study addresses this area, as we investigated student and faculty perceptions of what data “should” and “should not” be collected at universities. This allowed us to investigate the data subjects’ perceptions of domains of data that they think are appropriate to be used by personnel at their institutions.
2 METHODOLOGY

This study was part of a multi-site interview study that investigated stakeholders’ perspectives surrounding learning analytics in higher education. For the current study, we analyzed responses from 20 students and 10 faculty that described data that they think should and should not be collected about learners and instructors in higher education. All of the data were collected from March to September 2020, during the COVID-19 pandemic.

We recruited 20 student participants from three higher education institutions located in different areas in the United States. Students were eligible to participate if they were currently enrolled as degree-seeking students with more than one year (2 semesters or 3 quarters, not including summer terms) of experience at the institution. We recruited 10 faculty participants from seven higher education institutions located in different areas of the United States. Faculty were eligible to participate if they were full- or part-time faculty with a minimum of 2 years consecutive teaching experience at the institution (4 semesters or 6 quarters, not including summer terms). Student and faculty participants completed 60 minute interviews via Zoom. For the current study, participant responses to four interview questions were qualitatively coded using holistic coding with an attributional layer (Saldaña, 2016). Table 1 describes relevant codes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Demographic information</td>
<td>Relatively stable characteristics about students/instructors used to group individuals</td>
<td>gender, race/ethnicity, SES, age, sexuality, parent demographics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student/instructor satisfaction</td>
<td>Feedback about campus experiences, as well as in courses</td>
<td>evaluations, surveys, feedback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student performance</td>
<td>Data about students’ performance in their college coursework</td>
<td>final grades, quiz grades, feedback on course assignments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching performance</td>
<td>Evaluation data about instructors’ teaching behaviors and past performance</td>
<td>teaching evaluations, student success, responsiveness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructor qualifications</td>
<td>Data related to instructors’ professional experience and expertise</td>
<td>educational history, teaching history, degrees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student engagement</td>
<td>Data about students’ behaviors that indicate participation and effort levels</td>
<td>Timeliness, tardiness, attendance, LMS interactions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational history</td>
<td>Data about students’ academic performance prior to current course enrollment</td>
<td>standardized test scores, past credits, past course failures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal life information</td>
<td>Information about students’ life circumstances external from the university environment</td>
<td>stress, physical and emotional illness, life events, disability</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 RESULTS

Top codes included in Table 2 were mentioned by at least 15% of at least one stakeholder group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learner Data (data about students)</th>
<th>Instructor Data (data about faculty)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Should Be Collected</td>
<td>Should Not Be Collected</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### Code

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>% of students (N=20)</th>
<th>% of faculty (N=10)</th>
<th>% of students (N=20)</th>
<th>% of faculty (N=10)</th>
<th>% of students (N=20)</th>
<th>% of faculty (N=10)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Demographic information</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student satisfaction</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructor satisfaction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student performance</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching performance</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructor qualifications</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student engagement</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student educational history</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal life information</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4 CONCLUSION

Results reveal varied perceptions of the usage of learning analytics. Many faculty and students mention that student engagement and satisfaction data should be collected while the results are less clear about student demographics and student performance. Respondents also considered student satisfaction, teaching performance, and student engagement data to be both learner and instructor data, suggesting that distinctions between the learner and instructor categories may not be clear cut. The most universal finding related to teaching performance, with 95% of students and 90% of faculty believing that this data should be collected. Additional coding will consider the lack of emergent themes in response to what instructor data should not be collected, the nuances behind the conflicting answers about student performance and demographics, and participant commentary and discussion given in combination with participants’ responses. Some of this commentary may suggest burdens and benefits of collecting certain kinds of data, awareness of data collected, as well as specific personnel that they think should have access to that data (e.g. it is possible that they may think certain data is appropriate for advisors to use, but not instructors). Future research can further investigate the impact of collecting different data, combined with perceptions of data sensitivity, as that information may explain why different stakeholders think data “should” or “should not” be collected.
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents an extensive reading project conducted on an e-book system. We use picture books and comic books as reading materials, and provide an online forum where students can share and discuss their impressions of these. As initial results of the project, we show students’ reading patterns, the influence of the online forum on reading amounts, and the influence of reading amounts on performance. The results indicate that the forum may stimulate students and encourage them to continue doing extensive reading. We also observed moderate correlations between the reading amounts and exam scores.

Keywords: extensive reading, e-book, language learning

1 INTRODUCTION

Extensive reading is defined as independent reading of a large quantity of materials for information or pleasure (Renandya et al., 1998)—different studies, such as the one by Nishizawa et al. (2010), have reported that it is effective in the acquisition of a second language. In recent years, digital books (i.e., e-books) have been introduced in schools in different countries. E-book system activities are recorded as learning logs that are used for learning analytics. This paper presents an extensive reading project conducted on an e-book system—we use BookRoll (Ogata et al., 2015). BookRoll is a web application that provides digital learning materials (e.g., textbooks and slides) on students’ devices (e.g., tablets and laptops). We use picture books and comic books as reading materials for extensive reading, and students can share their impressions of these on an online forum. As initial results of the project, we show students’ reading patterns, the influence of the online forum on reading amounts, and the influence of reading amounts on performance.

2 THE EXTENSIVE READING PROJECT

The extensive reading project began in June 2020. It focuses on 120 first-year students in three classes at a junior high school in Japan. As reading materials, we provide picture books and comic books, as Hafiz and Tudor (1989) reported that shorter books place less strain on learners’ concentration, and are thus more likely to be preferred. Before starting the project, the lecturer showed a short movie on the principles of extensive reading (e.g., “learners choose what they want to read”) (Day & Bamford, 1998), and as a starter, recommended a series of comic books. The project provides an online forum where students are encouraged to share and discuss their impressions of the reading materials. All three classes are provided the same reading materials and instructions.
3 INITIAL RESULTS

3.1 Reading Patterns

Figure 1 shows students’ reading patterns for each class. The x-axis and y-axis correspond to the date and student, respectively. Each cell represents the number of pages read by a student on the given date, with dark colors indicating a larger number of pages. We can see that students in Class A read the materials more frequently and extensively than those in the other classes.

![Figure 1: Reading patterns](image)

3.2 Influence of the Online Forum on Reading Amounts

As described in Section 2, the project provides students with an online forum to share and discuss their impressions of the reading materials. Figure 2 presents the numbers of students who did extensive reading (blue line) and who posted a comment on the forum (orange line) on the given date. We can see weak or moderate correlations between them (r=0.26, p=.01 for Class A; r=0.33, p<.01 for Class B; r=0.45, p<.01 for Class C). Figure 2(a) shows that the number of students posting a comment is continuously high for Class A. According to the lecturer, Class A students have shown greater inclination to continue doing extensive reading, indicating that the forum may stimulate the students and encourage them to continue doing extensive reading.

![Figure 2: The numbers of students who did extensive reading and who posted a comment on the online forum](image)

3.3 Influence of Reading Amounts on Performance

We analyzed the influence of reading amounts on the students’ language learning performance—an English exam was conducted on September 30, 2020; its content was not related to that of the...
reading materials. Figure 3 shows the correlations between reading amounts and the exam scores. Each plot in Figure 3 corresponds to each student. The x-axis and y-axis indicate the number of pages read by a student and the exam score, respectively. In addition, we calculated the Pearson correlation coefficients that demonstrated moderate positive correlations ($r=0.40$, $p=.01$ for Class A; $r=0.41$, $p=.01$ for Class B), with Class C ($r=0.14$, $p=.38$) being the exception. Figure 3 shows the students who have low exam scores even though they read many pages. In the future, we would like to investigate how to improve these students’ learning, and how to motivate those who did not extensive read and received low scores.

![Figure 3: Scatter plot showing reading amounts (x-axis) and exam scores (y-axis)](image)

## 4 CONCLUSION

This paper presents the initial results of an extensive reading project on an e-book system. While students do extensive reading independently, sharing their impressions of the reading materials with their peers may contribute to promoting extensive reading. We will continue with the extensive reading project and reveal factors that contribute to the acquisition of a second language.
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Student Response Estimation using E-book Reading Logs with Textbook Information
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ABSTRACT: We estimated student responses about their comprehension of the digital textbook based on e-book reading logs. Knowing their comprehension helps to provide various educational supports for both students and teachers. However, it is difficult to estimate them accurately because of insufficient reading logs. In this study, we investigated the effectiveness of additional information for the estimation of their understanding. Image data of pages and text data in textbooks were used as the additional information and were combined with reading logs using a deep neural network. In this experiment, we confirmed the effectiveness of the combination of these data and discussed the potential of reading logs for knowing student understanding.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Understanding student's comprehension of learning contents can help support them and improve teaching materials that students find difficult. Recently, e-learning systems collect various learning logs as the learning activities of students. For example, BookRoll (Ogata et al., 2015) directly collects student's responses on each page. Students can push the 'getit' or 'notgetit' button provided by BookRoll depending on their understandings. However, students do not always use the response functions. It is difficult to grasp students' understanding of pages with a few responses. The other approach is to estimate student's comprehension based on e-book reading logs representing student-system interactions. However, it is difficult to estimate comprehension because of the quality of the reading logs. The reading logs do not always represent the cognitive process of students. Even if two students' reading logs are similar in different contents, they may have different comprehensions. Feng, D'Mello, & Graesser (2013) reported that “mind wandering interacted with text difficulty in predicting reading comprehension”. The only reading logs-based method is limited, and we need to combine additional information. In this study, the effectiveness of additional information is investigated. Texts and images of textbooks are chosen as additional information because we focus on understanding student's comprehension in self-study before classes. The textbook information is an important factor in the self-study. We propose a deep neural network for combining the reading logs and the textbook information. The accuracy of our combination method is evaluated on each page and each student's reading log.

2 DEEP NEURAL NETWORK USING READING LOGS AND TEXTBOOKS

Reading logs and 'getit/notgetit' responses were collected from 95 students who took a seven-week course in cybersecurity as first-year students in our university's school of design. The students read a
digital textbook provided by BookRoll, and they could add highlights and notes on each page. The reading logs and their responses were stored in the BookRoll database. The reading log for each page was used during self-study before class except the first class because it was class guidance. The reading log on each page represents the number of operations by the students such as 'next page' and 'add highlight' and reading time. In addition, we used images and text on each page from the textbook. As the text information, we counted the number of words that appeared on each page to make a one-hot vector. As the image data, we capture the pages of the textbook. In this study, we were able to collect 9589 reading logs for 'getit' and 954 for 'notgetit'. The number of pages was 364.

We used a deep neural network, as shown in Figure 1, because it is easy to combine heterogeneous data, such as reading logs and image data. The neural network receives the reading log vector, the image, and the text vector of the page. Our network extracts a feature vector of each data on each path and integrates the extracted features for estimating the probability of whether the student responded to 'getit' or 'notgetit' on each page. In this study, 70% of the collected data were used as training dataset and the rest as test dataset. We chose the data randomly when making the datasets. The training dataset and the test dataset may contain different data from the same student. In the training phase, our network learned relationships between reading logs, textbook information, and responses from students. Note that we adopted an oversampling strategy because the number of 'getit/notgetit' were imbalanced. In our training phase, a mini batch contained the data of 10 'getit' responses and 10 'notgetit' responses.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To investigate the effectiveness of additional information combinations, we evaluated the proposed method using the test dataset. First, we conducted a page-wise evaluation. Each page has different distributions of the response 'getit' and 'notgetit'. If our network can estimate the distribution from the reading logs and the textbook information, we can understand whether the page is difficult or not. For the page-wise evaluation, we estimated the probability of the response in the test dataset and averaged the probability on each page. The averaged probability was compared to the distribution computed from the actual observed response in the test dataset. We used Kullback–Leibler divergence (KLD) for the comparison. As an ablation study, we compared our proposed network (rib-net) to r-net with reading logs only and ib-net with textbook information only. Figure 2 shows the KLD distribution approximated by a Gaussian distribution. The KLD value means that the closer to zero, the more accurate the distribution is estimated. Rib-net captured the trend more correctly than ib-net and r-net. We observed that the probability computed by ib-net was biased towards either response. Second, we conducted a reading log-wise evaluation. If we can estimate a student's response using the reading log and textbook information, we can identify the student and pages (contents) the student finds difficult. Since the output value of our network has two probability values of 'getit' and 'notgetit', we need to decide whether to 'getit' or 'notgetit'. In this study, we selected the one with the highest probability in 'getit' and 'notgetit'. To compute the chance rates, we used the classifier which outputs 'getit' or 'notgetit' with a 50% possibility. Precision and Recall, F-measure were used as evaluation metrics. The result is shown in Table 1. Rib-net exhibited higher results than the chance rate, however, ib-net had better performance than rib-net. Note that this result does not imply that ib-net was better because ib-net could not provide appropriate estimation as shown in Figure 2.
These results indicated that the combination of the reading logs and the textbook information was an effective way for predicting students' responses. In this experiment, the students' responses of each page could be grasped by using rib-net, which may be able to help teachers to improve their textbooks. In the reading log-wise evaluation, the combination method contributed to improving the estimation for each student on each page, however, the accuracy was not sufficient. We considered that the performance of rib-net was limited by the presence of data with different responses for similar reading logs. We observed that most students mainly read the textbook without any other actions. It is difficult to distinguish between such data. In the comprehension estimation, the quality of current reading logs was insufficient. A solution would be to use the other additional data such as memo texts and reflections. Another solution is a data collection mechanism that encourages active learning behavior. These solutions are aimed at obtaining distinguishable learning logs for the analysis.
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ABSTRACT: This interactive demo presents AVW-Space, an online video-based learning platform which supports engagement by providing personalized interventions called nudges (Mitrovic et al., 2019). AVW-Space has a note-taking area which allows students to write comments on educational videos. Previous studies on AVW-Space showed that a lot of comments made by students are of low quality and merely repeat video content (Mitrovic et al., 2017). The new version of AVW-Space provides nudges to guide students towards writing high-quality comments and self-reflections step-by-step. The nudge framework includes a machine learning model to predict the quality of the comment the student has made (Mohammadhassan et al., 2020). Then a suitable nudge is triggered for the student adaptively, based on the student profile, the history of the nudges the student has received, the timestamp of the video that the student is watching and the history of comments the student has made on the current video. We investigated the effectiveness of these nudges in a study where AVW-Space was used for training on presentation skills. This study showed that the quality nudges improve engagement and learning in students. However, to investigate the effectiveness of these nudges in different domains, the quality nudge framework should be generalized to other fields in future work.

Keywords: Personalized Intervention, Video-based Learning, Natural Language Processing

1 DEMO VIDEO

https://youtu.be/BG1ysuuZFwM
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SEET: A Visual Learning Analytics tool for Supporting Equity in Science Classrooms
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ABSTRACT: Experience is an important dimension of learning (Roth & Jornet, 2014). As our classrooms become more diverse and multicultural, more effort is required to ensure instruction is culturally relevant and sustainable for all students. Understanding students’ experiences and identities can make classrooms more meaningful for all students irrespective of gender, race, and socio-economic status. We developed a Visual Learning Analytics (VLA) system - the Student Electronic Exit Ticket (SEET) for understanding student experience of the classroom, based on the construct coherence, relevance, and contribution. Which prior research have shown to be a reliable indicator of the equitable student experience (Reiser et al., 2017, NASEM, 2018, Miller et al., 2018). SEET captures and visualizes student experience data revolving around questions based on the above mentioned constructs. It disaggregates data across gender, race and also provides over time tracking abilities with complete anonymization to teachers and researchers. SEET consists of six different data visualizations developed following a co-design partnership with four middle school science teachers and two instructional coaches. We share a demo of our tool currently deployed in six middle school science classrooms for understanding student experience to create equitable and just learning environments.

Link to video: https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1pFE-iri6pVule-JtDPSfCajlj7gTyA_Z?usp=sharing

Keywords: Equity, Visual Learning Analytics, Design, Student Experience
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ABSTRACT: Currently, hybrid instruction models are being adopted by many universities, which have led to the generation of different types of learning data. However, it is hard for instructors to analyze their students’ learning given the large data amount. In this demo, we present the initial prototype of an interactive dashboard system where instructors can check students’ progress in free-practice learning activities to quickly estimate their learning status. We followed a user-centered design approach for determining the features that a group of programming instructors prioritized to have in a learning analytics dashboard. We delivered a survey prepared based on existing learning analytics literature. Based on the collected requirements, we designed a prototype that aggregates the real-time information at two levels of granularity: per week and per topic. To show how multi-variables affect learning performances jointly, the dashboard uses size and color in a dot matrix to show different learning statuses. A radar graph is adopted to display multivariate data so that instructors can understand the weaknesses and strengths of specific students and the whole class on average. We tested the functionalities of this prototype with two instructors, by using data from a 13-week programming college class taken by 55 undergrad students.

Keywords: Learning analytics, learning dashboards, interactive system design

Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bZ22aCFPio8&feature=youtu.be
Through the eyes of cooperation at multi-touch tabletop displays
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ABSTRACT: Learning Analytics in collocated collaboration situations is challenging in itself. Combined with multi-touch input devices, which do not discriminate among individual users, opens a whole new bundle of challenges. To capture data beyond videography and touch interaction, this project presents the integration of eye-tracking glasses into an open-source framework for multi-touch learning applications. Not only does this help to aggregate data from multiple sources for downstream multi-modal learning analytics, but it also provides (near) real-time access to gaze data in the application itself, opening new opportunities for open-source learning environments reacting to the individual learner in group setups. This data helps to gain insights on the learner-to-learner interaction and helps researchers to understand what learners do while they don’t interact with the system, i.e. fixating the last position of interaction as an indicator for reflection of the own behaviour, sweeping gaze in search for the next opportunity for interaction or off-screen gaze likely to be an advice-seeking gaze at the fellow students. It also helps advising single possibly timid learners, when no one else is looking. In this demo, we present the system and are looking forward to discussing further ideas and application scenarios.

Keywords: Eye Tracking, Multi-Touch Games, Collaboration, Interaction, Learning, Serious Games, Large Scale Displays

BACKGROUND AND FURTHER INFORMATION

The video is available at: http://elearn.rwth-aachen.de/RFC2020. For further information about the idea, hardware setup and research background, see (Heinemann et al., 2020). For the framework and research context, see (Leonhardt et al., 2019). For the game, see (Ehlenz et al., 2018).
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ABSTRACT: In the digital age, the changing economy demands graduates to master some broad transferable skills along with acquiring subject knowledge, for workplace readiness. As such, there has been increasing calls for teaching important skills (such as critical thinking and leadership) and developing effective means for their assessment. While online learning has had considerable success in enabling lifelong learning and promoting 21st century skills, there is still a significant challenge in the way these skills are assessed. Although assessment plays a critical role in evaluating the accomplishments and systematic learning progression, and has been an integral part of online learning, it has primarily focused on the content-related knowledge, with significant gaps in the assessment of 21st century skills of learners. Furthermore, the pervasive use of educational technology has allowed researchers to collect enormous amounts of learners’ performance and process data, thus increasing the possibilities of evaluating the acquisition of 21st century skills. In this regard, we propose a robust framework marrying theory-driven psychometric models and data-driven learning analytics algorithms to assess the proficiency of learning and development of leadership and critical thinking skills within the MOOC context.

Keywords – Learning analytics, psychometric measurement models, 21st century skills, online learning, performance and process data

1 INTRODUCTION

The changing nature of the modern workplace and the recent technological advances have highlighted the need for university graduates to acquire soft-transferable skills. Being well aware that school success is not the only influential factors determining the success of the economic (Kyllonen, 2012), business leaders, employers and educational researchers have called for policies that would support the development of more broad, transferable skills – commonly referred to as the 21st century skills (Vockley, 2007). Skills such as critical thinking, problem-solving, leadership, communication, collaboration are some of the most desirable competencies for future graduates (Casner-Lotto & Barrington 2006; Lai & Viering 2012). The Partnership for 21t Learning (P21) report states that 92.1% and 81.8% of employers consider critical thinking and leadership skills vital for workplace readiness respectively (Casner-Lotto & Barrington, 2006). Critical thinking allows creative and constructive solutions through well-supported claims and evidence, while congruous leadership contribute towards a positive work climate and job satisfaction among employees. Allowing learners to thrive through life’s challenges, these skills contribute significantly to their future career prospects and success.

With recent technological advances, online learning has been increasingly seen as a prominent approach in delivering workforce professional development programs (Bond, 2013). In that sense, Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) received considerable attention as one of the most prominent modalities for delivering professional development programs. Besides allowing mastery of subject content, MOOCs through their varying pedagogy and self-regulated learning provides learners with tremendous opportunities for developing soft-transferable skills and life-long learning (Chauhan, 2014). The underlying
impact of MOOCs in nurturing these highly valued skills in the labour market allows learners to cultivate knowledge and skills beyond a specific domain. For that matter, cooperative learning is shifting their focus towards such modes of learning for developing the necessary workforce skills and professional development within their employees (Bond, 2013).

Ellis (2013), among others, have highlighted that face-to-face mode of course delivery (and its inability to capture learners’ interaction data) is a key limitation in improving assessments. With the recent technological advances within educational contexts, have however, made possible to capture both learners’ performance and process data. The effective use of these data will provide opportunities to understand the learning progression of learners and their acquisition of 21st century skills.

Although a lot of work has been done on the assessment of those soft-transferable skills, evaluation of learning and development of these skills has however been of increasing concern. Assessments for learning are designed to assess a learner’s knowledge about subject content. Casner-Lotto and Barrington, (2006) using their P21 framework have emphasized the need for assessing learning and acquisition of 21st century skills to provide formative intervention to steer and support students’ learning. Given that measuring these skills are inherently difficult (Knight et al., 2013), assessment of learning of 21st century skills can be better explained by exposing learners to these simulation-based online learning environments comprising of well-designed tasks, interactions with other peers, and instructors as well with various course components (Rupp et al., 2010).

One particular challenge with the assessment of 21st century skills such as critical thinking and leadership is the lack of coherent understanding of the nature and development of these skills among learners (Care et al., 2018). Theoretical frameworks developed for assessing these skills do not provide a clear understanding of progression through the different stages of their development and how learners’ learning is associated with the development. However, there lies a great scope and promise in bringing multi-disciplinary techniques for detecting and measuring 21st century skills within MOOCs. This doctoral research focuses on building robust blended psychometric models that go beyond ranking learners on a continuous scale. The proposed approach draws on data-driven techniques rooted in learning analytics (LA), which – coupled with educational assessment techniques – provide holistic ways to assess the development of critical thinking and leadership skills in MOOCs. Given the value and importance of these skills for workplace readiness, this research will utilize the rich longitudinal data generated within the MOOC platforms to determine the mastery of multiple fine-grained subskills within a broader domain that extends beyond traditional assessment methods of reporting a single score value of learning proficiency. The development of these skills will be further assessed across multiple courses within a study program to evaluate the progression of the learning competencies over time.

2 BACKGROUND

2.1 21st century skills

Unlike classroom activities which are often constrained to learning within disciplinary boundaries, real-world challenges in the workplace typically demand both collaborative and individual learning approaches. According to Dawson and Siemens (2014), 21st century skills are an absolute necessity for workplace success and “key to individual and community wealth and wellbeing within a society” (p. 285). Besides cognitive abilities, there has been a growing proliferation for skills, which are considered
necessary for workforce outcomes and other aspects of personal and professional wellbeing (Pellegrino & Hilton, 2012). From the perspective of this research, critical thinking and leadership skills are of particular interest. Critical thinking is a purposeful, self-regulatory judgement process requiring individuals to analyze arguments, draw inferences using reasoning, and evaluating and solving problems (Ahuna & Kiener, 2014). Likewise, leadership is a dynamic and complex enigmatic process providing a sense of cohesiveness and a healthy mechanism for innovation and creativity along with an overarching sense of vision (van Wart, 2003). Since leadership occurs within groups and societies, many studies have relied upon self-reports and peer reviews to measure leadership skills and what constitutes an adequate leader (Rosch et al., 2014). Similarly, assessment of critical thinking among learners and professionals have mostly relied on measurement instruments (Allen et al., 2004; Bissell & Lemons, 2006; Cisneros, 2009). Most of these studies measure the presence (to what degree) or absence of these skills among individuals without considering the learning interactions and processes. The pervasiveness of online learning, on the other hand, provides multiple opportunities to capture both learning interaction and performance data of learners to assess the development of these skills among individuals.

2.2 Learning analytics and learning assessment

From the psychometrics and measurement science perspective, assessment means evaluating what learners know and have learned through the analysis of their responses to a fixed set of test items. Assessment within LA, on the other hand, implies evaluation of real-time learner behavior while learning and in the learning environment, with the intent of positively impacting the learning processes (Drachsler & Goldhammer, 2020). Although both disciplines have similar goals, they are different in their theoretical and methodological assumptions (Mislevy et al. 2012). Psychometrics follows a top-down approach, starting with defining the targeted skills and attribute, then collecting the observable indicators eliciting these skills are identified and finishing with designing tasks to obtain data for these observable indicators. In contrast, LA follows a bottom-up methodology, where richer data about learning is collected, analyzed and finally, inferences are drawn about the learning processes (Drachsler & Goldhammer, 2020).

With the changing environment within the education sector, many researchers have argued the importance of the intersection of various disciplines to make inferences about a learner’s learning progression (e.g., Wilson & Scalise 2016). Learning within online platforms can provide researchers with tremendous opportunities to investigate learning processes with fine-grained resolution (Drachsler & Goldhammer, 2020). While cognitive sciences have enhanced our understanding of what learners’ learn and how they develop their skills (Mislevy et al., 2003), assessments can benefit from the technological advances to link observable behaviors (data from logs, discourse, and social interactions) to inferences about learners’ learning (Mislevy et al. 2012). Milligan and Griffin (2016), among others, adopted a multidisciplinary approach to examine the quality and effectiveness of learning in MOOCs. The authors operationalized a 21st century learning competency by building a partial credit model using learners’ log data. This study shows the potential of intersecting LA and educational assessment to make inferences about the learners’ developmental progression of skills within MOOCs. Another important study bringing together educational assessment and LA is the study by Hu and colleagues (2017). Here, the authors adopted a three-step methodology based on an evidence-centered design framework for the assessment of online problem solving among primary school students. This study, although not within the MOOC
domain, is a classic example of using both the process and assessment data to evaluate the general problem-solving capabilities of learners.

3 RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Based on the above discussion and the need for assessing the learning and development of 21st century skills within the MOOCs context using a theory-driven psychometric model and data-driven computational models used within LA, this doctoral research aims at answering the following research questions.

RQ1: *How can the learning of different critical thinking and leadership skills within MOOCs be measured?*

RQ2: *Which analytical features are best indicative of the development of critical thinking and leadership skills, and can this development be traced?*

RQ3: *How can a learner’s progression across levels of proficiency be observed within a MOOC?*

4 METHODOLOGY

This doctoral research will use the data from two existing MOOC programs consisting of four courses each designed to address the professional development needs of a US global organization with worldwide presence. The programs focused on supporting professionals in developing leadership and critical thinking skills. Weekly activities within courses were designed to teach certain learning objectives within the broader domain of the two abovementioned 21st century skills. Course designers developed two different kinds of mappings – the first mapping links the assessment items to the course learning objectives (CLO), while the second mapping links CLO to the program learning objectives (PLO). The mappings at the program-level will allow us to investigate the learning behavior and proficiency within a single course and across four courses within a study program.

Our first research question aims at evaluating the levels of learning proficiency learners have developed while studying 21st century skills in a MOOC setting. To answer this question, we adopt a cognitive diagnostic model (CDM) to classify the learners based on their mastery of the CLOs and PLOs. Analyzing the learning proficiency at a course and program level will provide more opportunities to make detailed inferences about their learning progression and how these patterns differ while mastering leadership and critical thinking abilities.

To address RQ2, fine-grained features will be extracted from the trace data that will act as evidence of the development of the two skills while learning within MOOC settings. Mappings will be developed and CDM will be applied to determine the developmental progression of these two skills. By the end of this study, based on the analysis and output, we aim to propose a generalized methodology that can be used to detect the development of leadership and critical thinking skills among learners in any context. A pipeline will be outlined that can be used by other studies to measure the development of these two skills based on the engagement patterns of learners within an online course.

Utilizing both the process and assessment data, RQ3 aims at mapping the results from the first two questions. That is, analyze the change in levels of learning proficiency with the changing learning behavior as indicated by the extracted analytical features. Based on a learner’s current state of proficiency and
their level of engagement, we aim to develop a robust methodological framework that would inform learners their current level of understandings and skill development, and how further engagement with various course components will help them attain higher levels of proficiency in critical thinking and leadership skills.

5 CURRENT PROGRESS

As a part of answering RQ1, we are currently working on the validation of the mappings, designed by the course providers, linking the course components to the different course learning objectives. The correct specification of these mappings is very crucial as inaccurate mappings can severely alter the parameter estimation and diagnostic classification of learners. The process of validating the mappings will also help the instructors and course providers to enhance the course/program design in their future offerings.

6 CONTRIBUTION

The primary purpose of this doctoral research is centered around utilizing approaches from various disciplines (learning assessment, cognitive science and LA) to develop methods to support the assessment of learning and development of complex 21st century skills within an online learning context.

Theoretical Contribution: While there is a prominent call within online learning (and MOOCs) to explore the development and learning of 21st century skills, there is lack of empirical evidence that studies how online learning enhances the acquisition of leadership and critical thinking skills among professionals. Positioning educational assessment as a part of the learning experience, this doctoral research contributes to the conceptualization of designing assessments using both process and performance data. The theory-driven conceptualizations of the skill constructs will provide a means of understanding the different levels of proficiency among individuals and within groups.

Methodological Contribution: Central to this research’s methodological contributions in the field of LA is the work of developing a robust framework for the assessment of learning proficiency within the online, digital educational settings, adopting a blended assessment methodology, comprising of measurement sciences and computational models. The use of analytical features extracted from the learners’ trace data to operationalize the 21st century skill constructs will further help describe the progression of learning proficiency on the likely engagement and mastery of different skills. Empirical validation of the proposed framework will allow researchers to use a similar methodology to operationalize 21st century skills within another learning context.
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ABSTRACT: Over the past decade, many studies have attempted to explore the role of students’ regulatory abilities in improving the quality of students’ learning experience, especially in a collaborative environment. One of the issues in these research areas is how to measure and understand the temporal and sequential changes of the student regulations in every stage of collaboration. Temporal changes refer to the transient changes of student regulatory level in a period of regulation. The sequential changes refer to order of the type of regulation processes that happened in a period of collaboration. Answering this question could inform educational technology researchers and educators to support collaborative learning using information technology. Although there are already several studies that explore changes in student regulation, those studies were time-consuming because in manual observation and coding of student regulation. In the context of Computer-Supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL), this process could be done automatically by employing learning analytics. The present study attempts to extend existing research boundaries by exploring how students’ self, co, and socially-shared regulation interact and influence each other, and how students’ regulation changes in a CSCL course in software engineering. Additionally, this study aims to develop a new approach to understand the changes and development of students’ regulations by employing learning analytics to capture student regulations.

Keywords: Learning analytics, self-regulated learning, Co and shared self-regulated learning, computer-supported collaborative learning

1 INTRODUCTION

In the era of the digital economy, the ability to work collaboratively in a global working environment is a mandatory skill for every software engineer (Trilling & Fadel, 2009; Whitehead et al., 2010). In response to the need for this skill, Computer Science (CS) educators have already developed several initiatives to promote collaborative learning in several courses. One of the efforts is utilizing Information Communication and Technology (ICT) to support collaborative learning, also known as Computer-supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL) (Kirschner et al., 2013). The examples of these technologies, among others Learning Management System (LMS), Wiki, Social Network. In addition to these technologies, computer science educators also utilize specific collaboration tools for software engineering projects like GitHub or Bit bucket.

In collaborative learning environments, including CSCL, the achievement of learning objectives depends on the level of the students’ regulations also known as self-regulated learning (SRL) (Järvelä, Järvenoja, et al., 2019). SRL is described as a metacognitive ability of the learner to control their emotion, cognition, and behaviour to acquire knowledge or skills (Zimmerman, 1989). SRL can be viewed as an aptitude behaviour of students or as a series of events that occur in a real learning environment. Capturing and measuring a student’s SRL as an aptitude is relatively easy because the researcher only collects the perceptions of the students toward their SRL behaviour. In the context of
SRL as a series of events, the researchers must take significant effort to observe student activities in a real learning environment. Measuring SRL as events will depend heavily on the context of the learning environment because the different context will have distinct learning activities.

In the context of CSCL, most of the studies measure the students’ regulations by incorporating these two views. These typical studies provide triangulation of SRL measurement that helps to get a holistic understanding of how regulations work in collaborative learning. Previous studies of student regulations in CSCL have shown that student regulations are changing over the period of collaboration (Järvelä, Järvenoja, et al., 2019; Molenaar & Chiu, 2015). Most of these studies happened in the context of the blended collaborative learning environment where the majority of the interaction of the students was in the face to face mode. When capturing student activities, most of these studies used visual observation through video recording. Data collected by this method are difficult and tedious to analyze because the researchers have to identify and code each of SRL activities manually.

What remains unexplored is how the students’ regulations (self, co and shared) change and develop in the context of complex online collaboration as in a software engineering course, where the majority of the student’s activity happens in an online environment. In this context, the process of capturing SRL events is relatively easy because all the student’s actions are recorded automatically by the online learning or collaboration platform in the form of web usage logs. This type of data requires a new method of analysis, and the previous studies suggest using learning analytics – application data mining and machine learning for educational data-as an approach to analysis. Hence, the current research pushes existing research boundaries by exploring how students’ self, co, and socially-shared regulation interact and influence each other and how students’ regulation changes in a CSCL course in software engineering. Besides that, this study also tries to develop a new approach by employing learning analytics to capture student regulations.

2 MEASURING SELF-, CO-, AND SOCIALLY-SHARED IN CSCL AS TEMPORAL AND SEQUENTIAL PHENOMENA

Measuring the self-regulatory process has become an interest for many researchers (Järvelä & Hadwin, 2013). Several instruments have already been developed to capture student regulation. Philip et al. (2000) identified two groups of instruments based on the perspective of regulation. There are two types of regulation perspective, self-regulation as aptitude and self-regulation as an event. Within the aptitude perspective, there are several ways to measure the self-regulation, like self-report questionnaire, structured-interview, and teacher judgment. From all of these instruments, the self-report questionnaire is the standard tool used to measure self-regulation. While in the event perspective, the measurement of self-regulation is done through a think-aloud protocol, temporal analysis, microanalysis, observation, and teacher judgement (Molenaar & Chiu, 2015; Sobocinski et al., 2017; Zimmerman, 2008).

Although there is a significant development in self-regulation measurement research, there is limited research on measuring self-regulation as a shared metacognitive process (Co- and Socially-shared regulation), particularly in the context of CSCL. Also, there is more limited research measuring the changes of the regulatory process throughout every stage of collaboration (Dindar et al., 2019; Järvelä et al., 2020; Järvelä & Malmberg, 2015; Malmberg et al., 2017). Researchers have tried to capture the temporal and sequences of Self, Co- and socially-shared regulation using various approaches. For
example, a study by Malmberg et al., (2017) used the videotape to record the student activity in a collaborative activity, and then code the activity manually. Similar to Malmberg et al., Sobocinski et al., (2017) also use videotape as the data observation. However, they combine it with the insight that gathers the digital traces of student activity using process mining. Another study from Dindar (2019) tries to capture the temporal changes of SRL by combining data from electrodermal activity with self-report. The results from these studies show that the student-regulations are changing in different stages of collaboration.

What remains unclear from the previous studies is how student-regulation changes and develops in the context of a complicated CSCL course, such as a Software-Engineering Project. Self-regulation and Co and Socially-shared regulation, are domain-specific (Greene et al., 2015). In other words, the context has a crucial influence on the students’ regulations and how it will be measured.

3 LEARNING ANALYTICS FOR MEASURING THE CHANGES OF SELF-REGULATED LEARNING IN CSCL

The digital traces yielded in an online learning or CSCL environment are a valuable treasure for the researcher, especially in the area of self-regulation measurement. This abundance of data requires a new approach to analysis; one emerging approach is data mining. The research area that focuses on utilizing data mining in the educational context is known as learning analytics (LA) or Educational Data Mining (EDM) (Phil long, 2016).

In the context of measuring the changes of SRL or SSRL in a CSCL, learning analytics has the potential to increase the efficiency of research since it can capture and classify the student activity in CSCS automatically. Compare the use of learning analytics to the study conducted by Malmberg et al. (2017) who used videotape to observe the student activity in order to capture the regulatory process of the student; the LA solution will help to reduce the work load of the researcher.

Regarding its validity, Li et al. (2020) provide a methodological foundation to use digital traces data as a source to self-regulated learning. Their study shows that there is a correlation between student digital-traces data and performance. The digital traces data represent the time-management and effort-regulation construct of SRL. Learning analytics also has a strong dependency on data quality (Farrell, 2018). There are many data available in an online learning environment, and most of them are not relevant for measuring SSRL. For this reason, we need a measurement model that will translate SRL variables into evidence that can be found in CSCL. Unfortunately, there is no such model available that explicitly maps the Self, Co, and Socially-shared variables to digital traces in an online collaborative environment for a software engineering project.

4 THE RESEARCH GAP

As discussed earlier, there is a limited understanding of how Self-, Co- and Socially-shared regulation change and develop in collaborative learning, especially in the domain of Software Engineering where most of the interaction happens remotely through a collaborative learning platform. The understanding of how students’ regulations change and develop is necessary as a foundation to design the tools or intervention to support collaboration in online learning. Previous studies only examined the changes of individual regulation and social regulation where the student interaction happen in an offline...
environment (Dindar et al., 2019; Järvelä, Malmberg, et al., 2019; Molenaar & Chiu, 2015; Sobocinski et al., 2017). Understanding the Self-, Co- and socially-shared regulation in the context of an online environment requires a new method for both data collection and analysis. One promising approach that suggested by several studies is Learning analytics. While several studies have utilized learning analytics to predict student performance in online learning, few studies that utilized it to analyses the student’ Self-, Co- and socially-shared regulation, especially in the domain Software Engineering.

5 THE RESEARCH QUESTIONS

The current research will explore how the student’ Self-, Co- and socially-shared regulation change and develop based on temporal data trajectory from online collaboration tools. This research will use mixed exploratory sequential research design. The following are the main aims and related questions of this research:

1) To develop the feature mapping framework for measuring students’ regulation based on digital traces from an online collaboration platform. The following are related research questions for this objective:
   - Research Question 1 (RQ1): In what extent the existing learning analytics framework can identify the theoretical construct of students’ regulations (self, co and social) based on the evidence that available in an online collaborative learning environment? If there is a limitation, what kind of framework that can map that can fulfil the gap?

2) To develop a theory-driven learning analytics learner model that can represent the level of students’ regulations (Self, Co and Shared) based on their digital traces from an online collaborative learning environment. To achieve this objective, the following question will be addressed:
   - Research Question 2 (RQ2): What kind of learning analytics model can classify and assess accurately the level of students’ regulations based on their digital traces? How accurately does the model classify and assess students’ regulations?

3) To provide new theoretical understanding based on multimodal learning analytics approach regarding how students’ Self, Co, and Socially-shared regulation changes and develops in complex computer-supported collaborative learning. The related question for this aim is:
   - Research Question 3 (RQ3): How do the students’ regulations (Self-, Co, and Socially-shared) change and develop throughout every stage of collaboration in a complex online collaborative learning environment?

6 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The methods of the study: To develop the learning analytics solution, several steps be followed:

1. Data acquisition: the first step of this study is to collect the data set. The sources of data sets come from students’ activities that recorded in the following online collaboration learning platforms:
   - GitHub: This study will collect the log of student activity both individually and as a group.
   - Slack: From this platform, the log of student and the content of communication will be collected as data set.
• Moodle: This study will collect the log of the student activities as the data set.

2. Data pre-processing: this process will integrate and clean the data that come from different sources

3. Features selection: this study will use the feature-mapping framework as guidance to select the list of attributes from a complex online collaborative learning platform.

4. Develop the training data set: because this study will use a supervised algorithm, the availability of a training data set is mandatory. To develop the training data set, this study will recruit two experts as independent coders. The data set will be coded based on the type of regulation construct and the type of regulation. The validity of this data set will be measured by inter-rater agreement.

5. Model selection and evaluation: the next process is to select a suitable data mining algorithm associated with the type of data and the type of behavior that is to be observed. Three frequently major algorithms that used are process mining algorithm to capture the sequence of activity, the text-mining algorithm to extract information from student discourses, and the classification algorithm to classify the type of student regulation. This step also will evaluate the accuracy of the model using the specific evaluation method that associated to the type of algorithm

6. Visualization: the last step of this study is to develop visualization to communicate the analysis of students’ level of self, co and shared regulation.

7 CURRENT STATUS OF WORK & RESULT

This study has just passed the proposal phase. At this time, this research is preparing a literature study on the existing learning analytics framework can identify the theoretical construct of students’ regulations (self, co and social)
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**ABSTRACT:** Advancing our society will require both innovation and innovators, but traditional educational models do not focus on building innovative thinkers. A new model for instruction, Innovation-Based Learning allows students to innovate real-world solutions to some of society's most vexing problems while also learning course concepts. In this model, students use a learning management system platform (MOOCIBL) to track their learning and project progress. This extensive log data provides a comprehensive look into how students approach the complex problems of innovation. Classification and clustering models have been used to predict and better understand how undergraduate and graduate engineering students approach the process of innovation in the course. Past research during a pilot study demonstrated the efficacy of classification and clustering in predicting student success. Current work is being done to develop and implement a framework that allows for comparisons between students across different cohorts. Ultimately, this research may expand learning analytics in real-world problem-solving and better support instructors to help their students develop innovation skills to make a real-world impact.
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1 INTRODUCTION

To make advancements in areas ranging from healthcare to the environment to infrastructure, we need to help students learn to excel in complex problem solving (National Academy 2004). To better prepare undergraduate and graduate engineering students in becoming critical and creative thinkers, our group developed a new education model: Innovation-Based Learning (IBL). Rather than being assessed on homework, tests, and quizzes, student learning is assessed on their ability to deliver impactful innovations for real-world problems. Students keep track of their project progress (and, most importantly, what they are learning along the way) in an online portal called MOOCIBL. Many students have thrived in this model; outcomes have included students publishing papers, submitting invention disclosures, and even creating companies (Singelmann 2020a), but it can be challenging for an instructor to scale up this model and still provide student support. Therefore, this work aims to use learning analytics and educational data mining to better understand how students approach complex problem solving, with the ultimate goal of better supporting both teachers and instructors in this model.

1.1 Goals of the Research

This work consists of two main phases: 1) an exploratory pilot study, and 2) development of a framework to improve the analysis process. Each of these phases has a variety of research questions which are summarized in Figure 1. The exploratory pilot study consisted of two components: A) using
interpretable classification models to determine if the data collected can predict student success in creating an innovation, and B) using a clustering model to see how students are grouped and what characteristics define each of those groups. These models converted student text to TF-IDF matrices, meaning the models were trained by analyzing the frequency of words used. After the completion of the pilot study, these classification and clustering algorithms were applied to a new cohort, but the algorithms were not found to be sufficiently generalizable for the new cohort. Therefore, the goal of Phase 2 was to develop a framework that categorizes student text; these categorizations allow students from both cohorts to be compared (even if their class vocabularies are not exactly the same). Phase 2 consisted of three components: A) developing a framework that accurately, generally, and simply represents student data, B) developing a text classifier to automatically group student text into the categories of the framework, and C) using the new categorized data to learn more about how students approach the complex problem-solving process.
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**Figure 1:** The 2 Phases include the pilot study and creating a framework to improve analysis. Each phase has research sub-questions.

### 2 BACKGROUND

An emerging area of learning analytics is exploring student problem solving, but measuring complex problem solving such as innovation requires a complex strategy (Buckingham Shum 2016). An approach that is based in learning sciences literature is needed, especially when working with complex ideas and relationships. For example, Zhang and Chen (2016) measure and explore student epistemic agency by analyzing how students highlight, connect, and annotate ideas in an online platform. Giabbanelli et al. (2019) compare student mind maps with expert mind maps to assess the ability to work on ill-structured problems. Martin et al. (2016) use trace log data from an interactive platform for learning about media literacy and sharing work. Other strategies range from text mining to object/body tracking, to looking at student programming (Blikstein 2016).
3 PROPOSED SOLUTION

MOOCIBL tracks complex problem-solving using learning tokens, with each token being a topic that a student needs to learn to advance their project. Students have the freedom to learn content and skills are applicable, but they also have a framework for classifying tokens to show sufficient progress. When a token is added, edited, or deleted, these actions are logged and can be analyzed using various machine learning techniques. As defined in the methods, previous work has included using supervised learning (classification) and unsupervised learning (clustering). While some other methods for measuring the ability to work on complex problems use specific prompts and situations, MOOCIBL is unique in that it allows students to work on significant problems that have not been solved. Nevertheless, this freedom is balanced with consistency established through tracking the learning process with tokens. Ultimately, the use of classification and clustering on student-developed text in IBL stands out in two ways. First, it supports an educational model where student learning is assessed on ability to innovate real-world solutions. Secondly, it aims to not only help us better understand the innovation process, but also predict student success, which is uncommon in other complex problem-solving approaches (Buckingham Shum 2016).

4 METHODS

4.1 Phase 1

4.1.1 Determining the Efficacy of using Classification on Innovation-Based Learning Data

By exploring two different types of feature sets (quantitative and text) and three different algorithms (support vector machine K-nearest neighbor, and logistic regression), the classification model was optimized for the pilot dataset. The final model uses the text that students wrote about their learning and creates a support vector machine. By using a linear kernel, this model is also interpretable, meaning the words that differentiate between top performers and lower performers were able to be extracted. All models were evaluated using ten-fold cross validation, which gives a measure of how well the model might perform on new datasets. The final model had accuracy of about 90% and a ROC AUC score of 0.95 (Singelmann 2020c).

4.1.2 Determining the Efficacy of Using Clustering on Innovation-Based Learning Data

Clusters were discovered using agglomerative clusters, and these clusters were then named by observing what words came up most in each cluster. The clusters were named Innovators, Learners, Surveyors, and Surface Level, and definitions for each cluster were developed. Instructors of the course then predicted what cluster each student would fall into, and these results were compared with the model. Kohen’s Weighted Kappa was 0.608, meaning there was moderate agreement. These clusters were then mapped to the level of Bloom’s Taxonomy and Webb’s Depth of Knowledge that each cluster was able to meet (Singelmann 2020b).

4.2 Phase 2

4.2.1 Creation of the Framework

In order to create an appropriate model for the data, the alternate templates strategy was used, which is common in qualitative research dealing with complex process data (Langley 1999). Alternate templates strategy consists of qualitatively reviewing the data and the literature, developing an
appropriate model, assessing how well that model fits your data, and continuing to reiterate that process until a final framework is selected. An ideal framework should balance three things: simplicity, generality, and accuracy (Langley 1999). The developed framework is general enough to fit any student from any cohort, it is accurate enough that the interrater reliability (Cohen’s Kappa) is greater than 0.6, and it is simple enough that it contains only seven framework components.

4.2.2 Development of a Text Classifier

After the final framework is completed, over 750 pieces of student text were classified into the framework components by the author. The author used context from the rest of the log, information in the literature, and understanding of the student group and project to inform the categorizations. Since this process is very time-consuming, component two of Phase 2 was to assess the viability of a classifier model that could complete the task in a matter of seconds for future student data. Eight different models were trained using a combination of four different algorithms (logistic regression (LR), k-nearest neighbors (KNN), random forest (RF) and support vector machine (SVM)) and two different feature types (unigrams, and combined unigrams and bigrams). Five-fold cross-validation was used when measuring performance, and accuracy, Cohen's Kappa, and the F1 score were calculated for each of the eight models. Accuracy looks simply at the percentage of tokens where the class predicted by the model matched the class chosen by the human rater. Because there is some subjectivity in categorizing the objectives, Cohen's Kappa was also used as a performance metric; Cohen's Kappa is commonly used to score interrater reliability in qualitative research. Rather than assuming that the human classification is always correct and that the model is trying to match the human classification perfectly, Cohen’s Kappa assumes that the goal is to have agreement between the human and the model. F1 score is the average between the precision and the recall of the model.

4.2.3 Analysis with Framework

The third proposed component is to use the categorized data to analyze student behavior. Rather than treating all text features equally, students can be compared at the category level. For example, what differentiates successful students from struggling students in the “Survey” stage? In addition, by categorizing the data, analysis methods such as process analysis and network analysis can be used to explore how individual students and teams approach the innovation and problem-solving process. This component is intentionally left open-ended; research questions can adjust based on findings and questions that the researchers and instructors of the course might develop.

4.3 Ethical Considerations

MOOCIBL’s main goal is to provide support for students and instructors working within Innovation-Based Learning or other open-ended problem-solving environments. However, care is to be taken to ensure that all students are supported. Because predictive models are a simplification of the total system, sometimes certain groups of students can be consistently misclassified (Corrin 2019). Using interpretable models, incorporating human expertise, and validation of results using findings from the literature are three of the strategies that MOOCIBL uses to work towards equitable solutions for all learners. Some machine learning methods are “black-box models”, meaning it is unclear what information the model is using to make its decisions (Romero 2013). MOOCIBL uses only models that allow for knowledge discovery, meaning the important features are extracted to understand how the model is making its conclusions. Instructors and researchers pay careful attention to the algorithms'
outputs and work to validate them with cognitive science and engineering education literature findings.

5 CURRENT STATUS

The data from the pilot semester has been analyzed and results have been published as detailed in Section 5.1. The work from these studies has shown that there is sufficient efficacy of both methods to be able to continue with future studies. However, the exploratory models performed poorly on the new cohort. Therefore, a framework that allows for comparisons between students in both cohorts (and future cohorts) was created. A summary of this work is detailed in Section 5.2.

5.1 Papers Published

Four conference papers have been published about the past work. "Design and Development of a Machine Learning Tool for an Innovation-Based Learning MOOC" detailed the methods for how data would be collected within the platform (Singelmann 2019). "Student-Developed Learning Objectives: A Form of Assessment to Enable Professional Growth" discussed the pedagogical decisions behind Innovation-Based Learning (Singelmann 2020a). "Predicting and Understanding Success in an Innovation-Based Learning Course" explored the performance of the classification models and detailed how feature extraction could help lead to better understanding of the innovation process (Singelmann 2020c). "Innovators, Learners, and Surveyors: Clustering Students in an Innovation-Based Learning Course" detailed how the clusters were discovered and aligned each of the clusters to various learning taxonomies (Singelmann 2020b).

5.2 Experiments in Progress

Currently, the second cohort of students has completed the Cardiovascular Engineering course. Because the exploratory models trained with the 2019 data did not have strong performance on the 2020 data, a framework has been created to help group student text into illustrative categories: survey, define, explore, solve, develop, share, and environment. This framework focuses on the convergent and divergent behaviors that students use in complex problem-solving and innovation (Wolf 2009, Van de Ven 2017); survey, explore, and develop are divergent behaviors where the students are exploring the problem and solution space, and define, solve, and share are convergent behaviors where the students are making decisions and refining their problem statement and solution.

A text classifier has also been created to automatically group student text into these categories; the text classifier and the human classifier have substantial agreement (Cohen’s Kappa > 0.7). Current work includes exploring which framework components are most important in predicting student success and understanding student strategies in the course, but support is needed to determine what methods are the most appropriate and have the most promise in such a unique context. The ultimate goal is to use the findings to create specific student-centered interventions that can be applied and measured for students taking the course in 2021. By improving student support in this course, we are equipping students to solve real problems with real value, improving both engineering education and the world around us.
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ABSTRACT: We developed a gamified mobile learning app to support the students’ learning process in an undergraduate management accounting course at a large public university in Germany. The app allows students to test their learning achievements by answering numerous quiz questions. The goal of our research project is to predict the students’ performance in the final exam with the usage data from the app. Furthermore, we investigate whether the prediction model can serve as an early predictor during the semester. Additionally, we examine the portability of the prediction model to future semesters, especially when the teaching method switched from face-to-face to fully online due to COVID-19. Although the preliminary results indicate that the usage data has the potential to predict student performance in the final exam, the predictive power needs to be increased. Therefore, further machine learning algorithms and innovative performance measures for future work are discussed.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The setting of our research project is as follows: We developed a mobile learning app for an undergraduate accounting course at a large public university in Germany. The course is compulsory and ought to be taken in the third semester of the bachelor's program. The course is taken by approximately 600 students per semester and consists of a weekly lecture, a biweekly exercise, and biweekly tutorials (5 separate meetings in small groups). The content of this course includes the basics of cost accounting as well as a summary of their significance and classification in the management accounting context. The primary learning material consists of a slide deck, a collection of exercises (with solutions), and a trial exam (all available as PDF files). In the evaluations of earlier semesters, students often complained that there were no contemporary possibilities to learn the subject matter. Therefore, we decided to develop an additional learning tool in the form of a smartphone app named BaccUp1, which was launched in the summer semester of 2019. The use of BaccUp is voluntary and no extra credits or advantages for the final exam can be earned by collecting points in the app. The tool is available both via a web version and as an app in the Google Play Store and the Apple App Store. The core element of the app is a database with over 550 questions that covers all nine chapters of the course. In addition to the question types single and multiple-choice, there are also sorting and cloze text tasks. The app can be used in three different modes: The chapter mode can be used to answer specific questions about a single chapter. As soon as a student has mastered the problems of one

1 The name of the tool consists of the abbreviation of the course (BACC) and the word “up”.
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chapter, the next chapter is unlocked. In random mode, questions are randomly selected from the chapters that have already been unlocked in chapter mode. In the third mode, the so-called Weekly Challenge, users can compare themselves with other students. Once a week, they have the opportunity to answer 25 questions randomly selected from the chapters already covered in the lecture. The results are subsequently displayed in a weekly and a semester ranking. For good performances in the Weekly Challenge and other learning achievements, students can earn so-called badges, which are then displayed in their account under their self-chosen username (see Figure 1). By answering questions (regardless of the mode), students also earn learning points and thus increase their learning level. The progress display of the individual chapters shows students how well they currently master a particular topic (see Figure 2). The app has been specifically designed to complement the existing course and is not intended to replace other learning materials such as the slides or the collection of exercises. The app contains an individual explanation for each question which is displayed if a wrong answer is given. Thus, students can work their way through the catalog of questions independently of time and place and eliminate any gaps in their understanding without having to rely on the presence of the lecturers. This is an essential value-added for the students, especially in such a large course with approximately 600 students per semester.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SS18</th>
<th>WS18</th>
<th>SS19</th>
<th>WS19</th>
<th>SS20</th>
<th>WS20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exam</td>
<td>590</td>
<td>671</td>
<td>575</td>
<td>648</td>
<td>616</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>App</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>561</td>
<td>595</td>
<td>447</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survey</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching</td>
<td>face-to-face</td>
<td>face-to-face</td>
<td>online</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1: Number of students across semesters.**

The collected data for our research project consists of three different sources: (1) usage data of the app users since the first semester it was used (summer semester 2019), (2) survey data, and (3) exam scores (see Table 1 for the corresponding sample sizes). Since the summer semester 2018, a survey accompanying the lecture has been conducted to capture and compare certain characteristics of the two student cohorts that were not able to use the app. The survey was divided into four sections: “Time and type of use” (e.g., to which extent the different learning materials were used or where the students typically learn), “Goals” (e.g., which goals were important regarding the course apart from passing the exam), “Satisfaction” (e.g., how satisfied the students were with different parts of the course) and “Other information” (e.g., sex, age, and prior knowledge). In the summer semester 2019, the survey was supplemented with questions on BaccUp (e.g., which elements were particularly motivating). The app data consists of details about the usage behavior of each student (e.g., time of use, performance (history) regarding every question, and earned badges). Compared to studies dealing with Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs), the sample size of this study is small. However, for a face-to-face lecture at a university, the number of students is respectable, especially due to the increasing number over time as the project is still ongoing (Van Goidsenhoven et al., 2020). Nevertheless, there is an important limitation in our setting. In principle, we are not able to link the three data sets together at the student level, which for example means that we cannot link a student’s exam grade to their answers from the survey or their usage data from the app without their help. Due
to data protection regulations, we were obliged to ask the students for their matriculation number in the app and survey on a voluntary basis to connect the data sets. As expected, not every student followed this request. Therefore, the data basis for analyses that require two or all three data sources is significantly reduced and affected by selection bias. For the analysis in this paper, only the app and exam data are used (marked in bold in Table 1). In this case, we have the following sample sizes: 229 students for the summer semester 2019, 242 for the winter semester 2019, and 180 for the summer semester 2020. However, even with this limitation, our data set has some promising properties for further research. At this stage, we already have three semesters of app usage and the data set is growing as the research project is still ongoing. According to our knowledge, this is the first study to examine the impact of a gamified mobile learning app on student performance in a large university course over the duration of several semesters. This is especially promising as the situation regarding COVID-19 lead to an exogenous shock. While in the years 2018 and 2019 the course was held face-to-face, in the summer semester 2020 it was converted into a purely online lecture. Apart from the launch of the app and the switch to online lectures, there were no teaching design changes over the course of the semesters. The lecturer and the learning materials remained constant as well as the design and the grading of the final exam. This unique setting could provide valuable insights into the impact of COVID-19 on higher education.

2 RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND RELATED WORK

For this research project, two research streams are important: gamification in education (e.g., Huang et al., 2020; Sailer & Homner, 2020) and learning analytics, especially the prediction of learning outcomes (e.g., Conijn et al., 2016; Van Goidsenhoven et al., 2020). The focus of this study is on the latter. Our main goal is to predict the outcome of the final exam with the usage data from the app. In many comparable studies the outcome variable is binary, only indicating whether a student failed or passed the exam (e.g., Malekian et al., 2020; Van Goidsenhoven et al., 2020). While some studies go one step further and aim to predict the grade (Conijn et al., 2016), we instead chose the points in the final exam as the outcome variable. We believe that this measure is more precise because (at least in our case) the same number of points can result in a different grade in a different semester not because the single student’s performance is better or worse but because the grades are assigned based on the performance of the whole cohort of one semester. The exam design in the underlying course is constant over all semesters. It consists of three separate exercises with 30 points each resulting in a total potential score of 90 points. Studies on predictive learning analytics regarding face-to-face lectures are scarce compared to MOOCs because the latter often provides a more comprehensive data set due to the limitation on online teaching and learning. A recent study contributed to this research gap by examining a blended learning environment (Van Goidsenhoven et al., 2020). We would like to add the context of a mobile learning app by examining our first research question:

**RQ1:** To what extent can the student performance in the final exam be predicted with the usage data of the app?

The term “usage data of the app” has deliberately been chosen very broadly, as the exact design of the corresponding measures offers a wide range of possibilities. Nevertheless, the goal is to find the best model to predict student performance in the final exam. A further question could be whether this model is portable to comparable courses (e.g., a course that uses the same learning app with different questions). Recent studies examined this question with regards to the portability of a
prediction model across different courses (Conijn et al., 2016; Gašević et al., 2016). The main outcome of these studies is that the generalization of such models needs to be handled with care since the results significantly vary across courses and therefore the portability is low. In our setting, we do not have different courses. Still, we can answer the question of whether the results of a corresponding model stay the same over several semesters, especially when the teaching design switches from a face-to-face to an online course. Therefore, our second research question is:

**RQ2**: What is the portability of a general model for predicting student performance across semesters, especially regarding changes due to COVID-19?

Given the usage data of the app can be used to predict the students’ exam performance, a follow-up question would be whether the app could even be used as an early predictor during the semester. Although research has shown that the prediction accuracy increases over time (Tempelaar et al., 2015), in some cases not the data of the whole semester is needed to reach satisfying accuracies (Van Goidsenhoven et al., 2020). Our third research question adds to that research area:

**RQ3**: What is the impact of considering the most recent activities prior to the exam in the models compared to only incorporating the activities from the beginning of the semester?

The goal of the following analyses is to provide baseline results to give a first idea regarding the beforementioned research questions. Further directions and possible refinements are discussed in more detail at the end of this paper.

3  **PRELIMINARY RESULTS**

In this section, the results of two analytic approaches are presented. In the first approach, the student’s performance is predicted with a linear regression model. The dependent variable is the student’s score in the final exam of the corresponding semester. For each semester, we run two regression models. The independent variable of the first model is the total amount of answered questions (TA) per student per semester. The intuition behind this model is that the more a student uses the app, the more he should learn and understand and consequently the more points he should earn in the exam. The second regression model contains the highest chapter reached (HC) as the independent variable. The app includes all nine chapters of the corresponding course and they need to be unlocked sequentially. A chapter needs to be completed to a certain degree to unlock the next one. Even after fully completing a chapter the included questions can still be answered to repeat the corresponding topics. This means that a student could remain in chapter one for the whole semester and answer the same question set over and over again. This strategy would result in a high amount of answered questions, but the highest chapter reached would equal one. Presumably, this strategy would not be the best to prepare for the final exam. Therefore, the highest chapter reached could be a promising choice as an explanatory variable. With the aforementioned analysis, RQ1 and RQ2 can be examined. To investigate RQ3, we split the usage data per semester into four parts. The first part contains the usage data for the first quarter of the semester, the second part contains the data for the first half, and so forth. With this split, the development of the predictive power of the models over time and therefore the answer to RQ3 can be examined. The results ($R^2$) of these linear regressions are shown in Table 2.
The first results indicate that highest chapter reached seems to be a better choice as an independent variable compared to total questions answered. The predictive power is higher at every point in time in every semester. Furthermore, it can be seen that the predictive power of every regression increases significantly with more data over time in almost every scenario. The predictive power ($R^2$) of the models with highest chapter reached as the independent variable range from 8.0% in the summer semester 2020 to 13.8% in the summer semester 2019, indicating limited portability over time. As there are no prior studies that are really comparable it is challenging to put these results in context. Results from a study predicting final exam grades with data from the learning management system range from 8% to 37% (Conijn et al., 2016). Therefore, the present results indicate that the app usage data can indeed be used to explain part of the variance of the student’s points in the final exam. In the second approach of this analysis, the same data is used to predict whether a student fails or passes the exam with a logistic regression model. The results (AUC) are reported in Table 3.

In contrast to the results from the linear regression models, the logistic regression models with highest chapter reached as the independent variable are not better in every comparison with the ones using total questions answered. Although the differences are not very high, this relation is still true for the models with 100% of the data. Regarding the portability of the models, we can notice that the differences are by far not as large as the ones of the linear regressions. While the AUC scores do increase with more data over time, the results with the total data still are only slightly “acceptable” based on Hosmer and Lemeshow’s (2000) interpretation. Therefore, none of these models should be used to predict whether a student passes the exam or not. Further additions to the existing models or other analytical approaches should be examined to improve predictive power.
4 CONCLUSION AND NEXT STEPS

On the one hand, the preliminary results show that the usage data of the gamified learning app indeed has the potential to predict student performance in the final exam. On the other hand, we also observe that predictive power needs to be increased to provide reliable results. The data from the second fully online semester will provide further insights into the question of portability. At the current stage, the usage data cannot reliably serve as an early predictor, but there are several potential areas for improving the predictive model. First, a more complex prediction algorithm could be used, e.g., a random forest classifier (Van Goidsenhoven et al., 2020) or a neural network (Okubo et al., 2017). As the literature on the predictive value of learning app usage data (in contrast to LMS data) is scarce, the development of innovative and meaningful performance measures could also be a promising avenue. Novel approaches could include the starting point of the app usage or the number of days the app was used, indicating a more regular learning style. Moreover, in the current analysis solely aggregate measures were used. Focusing on the sequential pattern of app usage could be another promising avenue of future research (Malekian et al., 2020). To sum up, the project provides an auspicious setting that could be used to close numerous research gaps.
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Figure 1: User view with points, current level and earned badges

Figure 2: Progress bars of different chapters
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ABSTRACT: Students are an important target of learning analytics as its ultimate goal is to enhance learning, and most of the tools are based on student learning data. Despite growing attention to student-facing analytics in higher education, little is known about how students shape their learning practice with analytics beyond passive recipients of the tools and which area of support is needed to contextualize their analytics use, especially about sensemaking. My dissertation work addresses this issue by implementing, examining, and supporting student engagement with analytics in three phases: (a) problem analysis from literature review (completed), (b) design of different types of process-oriented analytics displaying student progress on online collaborative reading activities (in process), (c) implementation and examination of student use and sensemaking of analytics and their impact on course engagement (planned). The findings will contribute to conceptual basis of student analytics use and sensemaking and inform implications for supporting learning practices with analytics.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Learning analytics has been shaping educational practices in higher education, supporting institutional decision making and instructional modifications to improve student learning experiences. While educators are frequently provided and examined with analytics use, students are a naturally important target of learning analytics. As most analytic tools are based on student learning data and developed with the ultimate aim of enhancing learning (Bodily & Verbert, 2017), the need for investigating how students benefit from and contextualize their own data is heightened (Prinsloo & Slade, 2016; Teasley, 2017). Despite its growing attention, student-facing analytics have been limitlety implemented, tending to focus on institutional-level adoption and intervention (Bodily & Verbert, 2007). Thus little is known about how students as end-users interact with and get informed by analytics for learning improvement in their context (Jivet et al., 2017). Going beyond the simple curiosity of what analytics allow students to do, a shift to focus on what students do with analytics in connection with their learning is needed (Prinsloo & Slade, 2016; Teasley, 2017). This approach could generate fresh insight into the field by positioning students as active agents engaging with analytics rather than passive recipients of the tools. Within practices of student analytics use, sensemaking activities are specifically important to examine as simple exposure to learning data does not always lead to actionable insights (Foster & Francis, 2019). Rather, this process requires complicated processing of student searching for relevant information, decoding its meaning, and reflecting on learning (Bodily & Verbert, 2007); otherwise, analytics may be just another tool seen as “a nuisance rather than an aid” (Klein et al., 2006, p. 71). Another confounding factor is that each student does not go through the same process of sensemaking. A single metric could be of different importance for individuals depending on contextual resources (e.g. course participation grade, peers’ progress, and
instructors’ emphasis on a certain material) and their learning characteristics (e.g. goals), which further leads to different changes in learning (Foster & Francis, 2019). However, little research has investigated the specific ways students engage with analytics and which area of support is needed to contextualize their analytics use considering factors impacting their use.

2 CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK & CURRENT KNOWLEDGE

2.1 Student use practices of learning analytics

While students have been engaged in receiving and responding to feedback through educational technologies, learning analytics tools are distinct in the kinds of information they display (e.g. both formative and summative information, reference frames for comparison) (Teasley, 2017) and the provision of interactive functions that students can take control over based on their needs (Bodily & Verbret, 2017). Such distinctiveness allows students to review their own data, keep track of learning progress, and make judgments on follow-up action, raising the need of investigating how analytics makes a difference in student learning (Jivet et al., 2017). This new area of focus is globally defined as learning analytics use. This term captures the human activity of working with these tools and the context of their use, which emphasizes the role of end-users in shaping this learning practice. The literature reported that despite some variations a high number of students accessed the analytics at least once when it was offered; however, once they accessed it, a small portion of them used the analytics frequently (Holman et al., 2020; Sansom et al., 2020). Four characteristics of analytics appeared to work as contributing factors shaping this use: (a) context (learning environments that implement student analytics use); (b) information (analytics and contents provided); (c) analytic tools (tools that deliver analytic information); (d) support for use (support through effective message design or provision of external supports for better analytics use and sensemaking).

Student visits to analytics were often made at a specific time related to the course context, the most access to analytics was found just before the assignment deadline, exam periods, or timing to make decisions about grade (Holman et al., 2020). This suggests the role of learning context in prompting students to interact with analytics and processing analytics with contextually relevant resources (Klein et al., 2019). A specific type of information appeared to influence student perceptions of analytics use, showing mixed perceptions on outcome-oriented analytics and process-oriented analytics concerning its value to enhance learning (Lim et al., 2019; Wise et al., 2014), as well as reference frames provided that (de)motivated their analytics use (Bennett & Folly, 2019). Concerning analytic tools, it was found that notification function embedded in personalized emails may help student visit analytics, but also the issue was raised about the optimized number of emails to be sent and the timing of its delivery in a way not to be perceived as annoying (Pardo et al., 2019). Despite a common assumption that students benefit from analytics use, for students to make use of analytics for learning, they need learning support to identify the value of analytics use and ways that they can meaningfully make sense of analytics to improve their learning (Klein et al., 2019). Most studies of student analytics use focused on effective design of message contents in different forms such as including prompting questions, motivational messages, and contextualized examples in the analytic tools (Pardo et al., 2019; Wise et al., 2014). In addition to different forms of learning support such as introduction workshops before use (Jivet et al., 2020) or interpretation guide (Chen et al., 2018; Jivet et al., 2020), a few cases took a step ahead to offer systematic support by framing analytics use as an integrated part of course activities that tied to course expectations and individuals’ goals (Chen et al., 2018; Wise et al., 2014).
In addition to those four characteristics, student usage extent and timing of analytics were often found to be closely linked to student-related factors such as individuals’ goals/motivation (Aguilar, 2018) and self-regulated skills (Kia et al., 2020).

2.2 Student sensemaking of learning analytics

An important distinction should be made that learning analytics use aims to go beyond adoption and consumption, which speak to behavioral questions about what students did or do with analytics. Rather, this concept should include learning to learn, inquiring into how analytics empower students to be aware of their progress and initiate planning follow-up strategies for improvement (e.g. “seeing the information of my unproductive study habits, I started thinking about how to efficiently manage my schedule” instead of “I used analytics”) (Teasley, 2017). These activities are often framed by the notion of sensemaking (Lim et al., 2019). Sensemaking is a core part of student use of data; as data does not speak for itself, analytics use requires students to actively participate in deciphering the meaning of information and figuring out what to do to improve learning (Wise et al., 2014). In the field of learning analytics, sensemaking generally refers to a process of engaging with data in which users interpret the information provided and translate it into actionable insights (Lim et al., 2019). While the field has yet to draw specific dialogue around sensemaking, broader contexts of psychology and human-centered interaction (Klein et al., 2006; Pirolli & Card, 2005) attempted to build an understanding of sensemaking process, suggesting commonalities of four components: (a) information seeking for exploration, (b) information decoding for definition, (c) information evaluation for meaning making, and (d) changes in behaviors/thoughts in response to sensemaking.

The majority of studies probing student analytic sensemaking focused on information seeking, identifying which information got attention the most. When given a variety of information in the tools, students commonly began by looking at the outcome-oriented information, along with peer values of the scores in comparison with their values (Kia et al., 2020). The second component of sensemaking, information decoding, is critical for students to take steps forward sensemaking; however, only a few studies delved into how students attempted to decode the information, finding that students favored a particular metric that was easy to process and comprehend how it was calculated (Wise et al., 2014) and generated different interpretations of the same metrics depending on the reference frames (Aguilar, 2018). While it was generally assumed that data literacy would be a major challenge in accurately decoding analytics (Sansom et al., 2020) and thus provision of support for analytic interpretation is important, little work has been done to probe how and what kinds of supports helped students effectively decode the information. Given one opposite finding that most students were able to describe what the analytics indicated (Corrin & De Barba, 2015), it may be suggested to specify which areas of the decoding practices require additional interpretation support. The third component of sensemaking, information evaluation, is a key part of student sensemaking of analytics, empowering students to connect the information decoded to their learning experiences. Several studies showed limited but promising evidence that students constructed the meaning of the analytics by facilitating reflection (Bennett & Folly, 2019; Corrin & De Barba, 2015), linking learning strategies with performance (Wise et al., 2014), making comparisons with peer-referenced frames (Bennett & Folley, 2019; Corrin & De Barba, 2015; Wise et al., 2014). Despite common use of retrospective strategies, only a few proactive attempts were identified by students often along with a lack of confidence in assessing which parts of learning could be improved and what ways students could make changes (Corrin & De Barba, 2015; Wise et al., 2014). This challenge may impede learning to learn with
analytics, raising the need to support students in identifying the relevant meaning of analytics and situating it into their experiences. The last component of sensemaking, changes in behaviors/thoughts, is a responsive part to the previous components and a key piece to make their use meaningful and make a difference in learning. Despite the common findings that providing analytics as an intervention had a positive effect on learning (Foster & Francis, 2020; Pardo et al., 2019), in-depth analysis found that changes made directly responding to analytic sensemaking did not always occur. Students may encounter challenges in deciding what to do next based on interpretation (Corrin & De Barba, 2015), even when they identified which part of their learning needs improvement (Wise et al., 2014). They also made inadvertent changes, resulting from their misunderstanding of the analytics (Klein et al., 2019; Wise et al., 2014). While this suggested that four components of sensemaking connect to and influence each other, little is known about the details of how a series of sensemaking activities may lead to a particular learning change.

3 RESEARCH GOALS & QUESTIONS

My dissertation work addresses this issue by going beyond student experiences as receivers of analytics to unpack detailed practices of how students engage with data-informed learning. The aim of my doctoral work is threefold: (a) to understand the current student practices of analytics use and sensemaking from the existing literature to guide the next phases; (b) to co-design different types of process-oriented analytics with students that can support behavioral, social, and conceptual engagement in online collaborative reading activities (general one in a report form vs. personalized one that offers a context); (c) to conduct an experiment, examine how students access and make sense of different types of analytics, and validate their (potentially different) impact on behavioral, social, and conceptual engagement during the term and final grade for the discussion activity. The results can inform which areas of practice requires additional support for students’ interpretable and actionable use of analytics. The research questions that guide my dissertation work are as follows:

RQ1. To what extent and how regularly do students access analytics?
RQ2. How do students make sense of the analytics?
RQ3. What impact does student use of analytics have on behavioral, social, and conceptual engagement in online collaborative reading?
RQ4. How do the different types of analytics affect students’ access, sensemaking, and learning impact?

4 METHODOLOGY & CURRENT STATUS OF WORK

4.1 Phase 1: Problem analysis based on the synthesis of literature (completed)

As a first step, I reviewed the current status of knowledge from the studies examining student use of analytics in higher education. I identified the need for a framework to compare use practices across studies and developed a comprehensive framework of four different characteristics impacting student analytics use: context, information, tools/applications, and support for use. I then used this framing to examine and synthesize the documented practices of student analytics use (see Section 2.1). To probe how students learn to learn with data, specific attention was made to unpack the process of student analytic sensemaking by conceptualizing four components of analytic sensemaking drawn from the multidisciplinary fields (seeking information, decoding information, evaluating information,
and making changes in behaviors or thoughts) and discussing research findings in relation to each of the four components (see Section 2.2). This phase led to the identification of existing gaps in the literature and design scope for future phases of work.

4.2 Phase 2: Designing intervention with different types of analytics (in process)

The second phase aims to design kinds of analytics and student practices of analytics use and based on the key lessons/issues identified in phase one: (a) four characteristics of analytics can heavily impact student access to and make sense of analytics and thus need to be considered for decisions in designing intervention; (b) especially, while support for student analytics use was widely provided in different forms of message design, their impact on learning was limitedly examined; (c) how student make sense of analytics can drive students to perceive different values of analytics and decide their use extent. This also can help students make change in their course engagement during the term and enhance better understanding of the course topics.

Based on these lessons, I am currently working on research design of phase two in designing research intervention that will offer students with two different versions of process-oriented analytics. Two courses that require students to participate in online collaborative reading activities will be chosen at a four-year private institution in the United States. The two kinds of analytics will be designed to show their progress in online collaborative reading activities to facilitate their behavioral, social, and conceptual engagement: (a) analytics with general description in a reporting form only with numbers (e.g. “This week your posts are mostly at a level one. To be at level two, please try to deeply reflect on the topics”) and (b) analytics with contextualized description that provides personalized examples from their own data (e.g. “Most of your posts are at a level one. Here’s an example of one of your posts that was at a level one. And here’s an example of one of your posts at the level two”). In Summer 2021, co-design work with a group of students who have taken those courses will be conducted to (a) decide desired qualities that the courses expect students to develop through collaborative reading activities and (b) design and develop different sets of analytic metrics that can explain these qualities. Then, the final version of the product from co-design will be used as an intervention in Fall 2021.

4.3 Phase 3: Implementing and examining student analytics use and sensemaking (planned)

In those courses, individual students will participate in online collaborative reading activities every week using the tool named Perusall throughout the semester. Intervention with the different types of the analytic reports will be assigned to each of the courses, and the analytics reports will be delivered through their emails on a weekly basis. During the term, students will be expected to use the analytic reports as part of their learning experiences by monitoring, reflecting on, and adapting their learning. During and after the semester, multiple data sources will be collected: one, student interview with walk-through of analytics to delve into the process of their analytic sensemaking, contributing factors, and learning changes they make in response to their interpretation; two, clickstream data from student access to the reports to investigate their patterns of analytics use; three, learning data from the online collaborative reading site (Perusall) to examine their patterns of analytics use and changes in behavioral, social, and cognitive engagement; four, post-surveys to identify their perceptions of analytics use, contributing factors, and areas for support they need for better analytics use. The findings from this work will be expected to contribute to understanding of (a) what part of analytics
use students actually draw value from to enhance their learning, (b) how the support can prompt a particular form of analytic sensemaking, resulting in actual learning change, and (c) what kinds of learning support are needed to enhance student analytic sensemaking and actionable.
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ABSTRACT: Many empirical studies in feedback research have been conducted to investigate effective practices and to measure the effects of feedback on learning processes and outcomes. However, there is much less research that looks at the quality of communication in the exchange of feedback between students and teachers. This doctoral research will focus on communicative patterns, mainly polite expressions and dialogue acts, in various types of feedback and aims to provide methods to convert feedback messages into polite communication forms to facilitate student learning in an online learning environment. Dialogue-based feedback will firstly be investigated with respect to the use of polite expressions and dialogue acts. Then, assessment-based feedback will be explored to analyze the association between communicative patterns and high-quality feedback. Finally, based on the findings derived from dialogue-based and assessment-based feedback, automatic methods will be proposed for converting feedback messages (e.g., from impolite to polite) to promote effective communication of feedback.
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1 BACKGROUND

Feedback about student learning has been considered as one of the most important factors in enhancing a student’s academic achievement (Hattie & Timperley, 2007). In higher education, feedback is commonly used to provide information or comments on students’ work to reveal a gap between the expected performance and the students’ actual performance (Boud & Molloy, 2013). Based on feedback, students can recognize available options for achieving the expected learning goals and allocate more effort to minimize the gap or to pursue more challenging goals (Hattie & Timperley, 2007). It should be noted that feedback can assist students to achieve the expected learning goals only if the students recognize the usefulness of such feedback and make the corresponding adaptation of their learning strategies (Boud, 2015; Boud & Molloy, 2013). Therefore, students are not only the recipients of feedback but also the active agents to adapt their learning practices so as to achieve the expected outcome.

Feedback can be considered a communication process between a teacher and a student, which can be provided in an immediate or delayed manner (Hattie & Timperley, 2007). The immediate feedback is provided when students are in the process of completing their learning tasks (Hattie & Timperley, 2007). For example, feedback shared through a tutoring dialogue is a typical type of immediate feedback. In a tutorial dialogue, tutors can provide feedback after a student has asked a question or requested feedback. Feedback is considered a core component of tutorial dialogue (Jackson & Graesser, 2007), and the prior work found that dialogue feedback can motivate students to seek feedback and develop students’ evaluative judgment (Carless, 2016). Whereas, delayed feedback is
provided after students have submitted their learning products (Hattie & Timperley, 2007). For example, assignment feedback is a widely used type of delayed feedback. This type of feedback is released as a deliverable after students have submitted their assignments. Tutors evaluate students' learning performance according to relevant criteria or rubrics and provide feedback to assist the students' future learning. Both types of feedback are recognized to have positive effects for supporting students' learning tasks (Hattie & Timperley, 2007).

Feedback can be provided by educators, parents, students' peers, and computer-based systems tasks (Hattie & Timperley, 2007). Conventionally, in higher education, students receive feedback from educators in forms of rubrics and dialogue. A growing number of educational institutions provide an online learning environment which facilitates students' learning without the restrictions of fixed class capacity, timetables, and physical presence. Students can use online learning resources anytime and anywhere. However, many challenges exist in online settings regarding the provision of effective feedback to facilitate student learning. For example, the number of student enrollments (both online and on-campus) keeps increasing year by year but the number of teaching staff remains relatively steady, which results in a high student-teacher ratio. As a result, it becomes an unavoidable challenge for teachers to provide effective feedback to large student cohorts (L.-A. Lim et al., 2020; L.-A. Lim et al., 2019; Pardo, 2018; Pardo, Jovanovic, Dawson, Gašević, & Mirria, 2019).

1.1 Learning Analytics and Automated Feedback

Learning analytics (LA) offers much promise to address the issues of the feedback provision by providing salable and automated methods to deliver feedback for students (Pardo et al., 2019). An important topic in the LA field is the provision of automated, personalized and timely feedback to students (Pardo et al., 2019). LA development is accelerated by the increased adoption of learning technologies, which can automatically and unobtrusively collect data about students' learning activities. LA can utilize these data to enhance students' learning experiences based on evidence-based understanding and by providing personalized learning support (Greller & Drachsler, 2012; Pardo et al., 2019). For example, learning analytics dashboards (LADs) have received much attention in LA with their ability to provide students and teachers with automated feedback (Bodily & Verbert, 2017). However, the effectiveness of LADs for enhancing students' learning has been doubted by many researchers (Jivet, Scheffel, Specht, & Drachsler, 2018; L. Lim, Dawson, Joksimovic, & Gašević, 2019; Matcha, Gasevic, & Pardo, 2019). Several studies also emphasize that effective feedback relies on students' perception, understandings, and engagement (Price, Handley, & Millar, 2011; Winstone, Nash, Parker, & Rowntree, 2017), and current feedback based on LADs may not be consistent with the properties of effective feedback for assisting students’ learning (L.-A. Lim et al., 2020; Matcha, Gasevic, et al., 2019). To offer effective feedback, it is vital to consider some human factors related to perception, cognition and engagement into the design of feedback.

It is worth noting that LA research already offers some software systems to provide personalized feedback, e.g., SRES (Liu, Bartimote-Aufflick, Pardo, & Bridgeman, 2017) and OnTask (Pardo et al., 2018). While these personalized feedback systems have demonstrated benefits in terms of improved learning and time management strategies (Matcha, Gašević, Uzir, Jovanović, & Pardo, 2019), learning outcomes (L.-A. Lim et al., 2019; Pardo et al., 2019), and satisfaction with feedback (Pardo et al., 2019), research that looks at the extent to which the way how feedback is worded can promote student motivation to engage with feedback is under-explored. To unlock the potential of feedback in
students’ learning process, the wording of feedback, such as the use of polite expression should be considered.

1.2 Communicative Patterns in Feedback

Given that feedback conveys evaluation about students’ work, which can trigger different emotions with students, it is important to consider politeness, as a critical communicative dimension of effective feedback (Schneider, Nebel, Pradel, & Rey, 2015). According to Brown and Levinson (1987), politeness is centrally concerned with the way of treating people in communication, which takes into account other people's feelings. Since feedback is considered a form of communication, the role of politeness is worthy of investigation in educational feedback. Prior research found that expressing politeness in feedback can develop rapport and solidarity zone (Schallert et al., 2009), increase students’ positive feelings, learning outcomes, and identity needs (Bolkan & Holmgren, 2012; Goodboy & Bolkan, 2009; Zhang & Sapp, 2013). Although some research found that providing students with polite feedback has benefits to a student’s learning experience and outcomes, few studies investigated the role of politeness in other educational scenarios such as online learning.

In addition to politeness, other dimensions of communicative patterns should be considered in the analysis of feedback. For instance, when having a tutorial session, instructors and students typically formulate their utterances with specific intentions, e.g., requesting feedback and providing feedback. These utterances can be further interpreted as dialogue acts (e.g., RF-Request Feedback and PF-Provide Feedback). Generally, the communicative expressions between teachers and students can be formally interpreted as dialogue acts to indicate the intention hidden behind those expressions (Morrison & Rus, 2014). By comprehending dialogue acts, teachers and peers can better understand students and offer good advice. For example, when a student gives a correct answer, teachers can use praise to affirm the student’s effort, which can motivate the student for further learning.

2 AIM OF THE RESEARCH

This doctoral research investigates the role of communicative patterns in feedback based on computational methods. The overall goal of this research is to contribute new insights into the role of communicative patterns (e.g., politeness and dialogue acts) in educational feedback. We will focus on feedback communicated in textual form through online learning environments. Specifically, we will investigate feedback offered in two types of settings: i) human-human tutorial dialogues offered as synchronous chats between students and tutors; and ii) assessment feedback provided on a piece of work by students and this feedback is typically communicated asynchronously. Therefore, we aim to answer the following research questions:

RQ.1 What is the role of politeness in providing feedback during text-based dialogic tutoring?

RQ.2 What is the role of dialogue acts in feedback exchanged in tutorial dialogue?

RQ.3 How are the communicative patterns, politeness and dialogue acts, associated with the quality of feedback in assessment feedback?

RQ.4 To what extent can we augment feedback with properties of effective communicative patterns in an online learning environment?
3 METHODOLOGY

This research will adopt computational methods (e.g., supervised machine learnings) to analyze the communicative patterns in educational feedback. There are three phases to answer the above RQs, which are shown in Figure 1. In phase one, we will investigate the politeness strategies and dialogue acts in tutorial dialogue to address RQ1 and RQ2, respectively. To answer RQ1, online tutoring dialogue data will be used to investigate the correlation between student performance and politeness features. The politeness features are composed by the politeness strategies detected by applying a politeness strategies identifier (Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil, Sudhof, Jurafsky, Leskovec, & Potts, 2013) and the level of politeness analyzed by politeness scoring methods (Niu & Bansal, 2018). To answer RQ2, the same tutorial dialogue data will be used to investigate the correlation between student performance and dialogue acts. A subset of tutorial dialogues will be manually coded and the annotated data will be used for training an automated dialogue acts classifier for analyzing the whole tutorial dataset. In phase two, we will answer RQ3 by using the dialogue acts classifier developed in Phase 1 and the politeness tools (Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil et al., 2013; Niu & Bansal, 2018). The dialogue acts classifiers and politeness tools are adopted to investigate the correlation between communication patterns (politeness and dialogue acts) and effective assessment feedback. In Phase 3, we will build a politeness feedback communication convertor based on the findings from Phase 1 and Phase 2 to address RQ4. More specifically, a method for automatic transformation of text into polite expressions (Madaan et al., 2020) will be used as a foundation for the development of our method for enhancing politeness expressions in feedback.

4 CURRENT PROGRESS

In this research, the tutorial dataset was provided by an online tutoring service Yup.com and the assessment feedback by a Brazilian public university. We have obtained the ethical approvals by the Monash University Human Research Ethics Committee to conduct research on these two datasets. In Year 1 of this project, RQ1 has been addressed, and a short paper was published in the Proceedings of the 21st International Conference of Artificial Intelligence in Education. In this paper (Lin, Lang, Xie, Gašević, & Chen, 2020), we adopted the politeness strategies identifier to extract the politeness strategies in the tutorial dialogue. Additionally, we defined a metric called **UP-score** (Politeness score of an Utterance) to measure the level of politeness for each utterance from students and tutors. According to the work done by Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil et al. (2013), the polite strategies were assigned with positive numeric values, and impolite strategies were assigned with negative numeric values. Then, the **UP-score** for each utterance is obtained by subtracting the number of polite strategies with the number of impolite strategies (see Equation 1).
UP-Score = # Polite strategies - # Impolite strategies  (1)

A positive UP-Score implies that the utterance is polite, while a negative value suggests an impolite one. The study results present that: i) tutors in sessions where students successfully complete the learning tasks were likely to use impolite/direct expression (e.g., “Solve it for getting the value of x”) to guide students after the first few utterances, and ii) students who successfully solved tasks were slightly more polite than those without at the beginning of a tutorial session.

Additionally, we conducted a further study of investigating the role of politeness in tutorial dialogue, and the results are being prepared for journal submission. In this study, we adopted the politeness scoring method to extract the politeness scores for each utterance in the tutorial dialogue, and used the politeness strategy identifier to identify the politeness used in the tutorial dialogue. We found that: i) the trending results of the politeness level extracted by politeness scoring tool are consistent with the results measured by UP-score, ii) the students who successfully solved tasks tended to use more polite expressions at the beginning of a tutorial session, iii) the positive correlation between the use of polite expressions and students’ performance was more observed in the group of students who had made good task progress vs. those who had not, iv) politeness alone might not be sufficient to predict student performance and other factors should also be taken into account (e.g., the amount of time that a student spent in solving a task).
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Towards clinical practice analytics: visualising repurposed routinely collected clinical indicator data to support reflection
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ABSTRACT: This presentation will outline a PhD thesis that aims to create personalised dashboards based on hospital clinical indicator data to enable clinicians to reflect on their practice - the work is part of a new field we call "Clinical Practice Analytics". The need for new data tools to support clinical practice is driven by medical regulators prioritising the completion of professional development activities that review a clinician’s actual performance and measure patient health outcomes. Despite the known reliability and validity issues with clinical indicators, there is interest from health professionals to use routinely collected patient administrative data for performance feedback and personalised professional development. A systematic scoping review is in progress to map the literature on existing state-of-the-art clinical dashboards that support reflection and life-long learning. Ethics approval has been received from a Sydney-based hospital ethics committee to conduct a user study with clinicians to co-design and evaluate a practice analytics dashboard prototype. The primary contribution of this research will be the development of a novel dashboard prototype, informed by a long-term multi-site field study, that will enable clinicians to reflect on their personal performance data. The research findings will also contribute to our understanding of the new field of Clinical Practice Analytics.

Keywords: learning analytics dashboards, clinical practice analytics, visualisation, reflection

1 BACKGROUND

This thesis\(^1\) is part of the Digital Health Cooperative Research Centre (DHCRC) Practice Analytics program. The multi-disciplinary research team from the fields of medical anthropology, psychology, data science, and human-centred technology are exploring the new field of "Clinical Practice Analytics", which investigates how data extracted from sources such as Patient Administration Systems can be re-purposed by individual practitioners and clinical teams to engage in reflective practice, reduce variation, and support performance improvement.

Medical regulatory bodies in Australasia, through the Professional Practice Framework, have shifted the emphasis of mandatory professional development from traditional educational activities such as courses and conferences, to activities that review a clinician’s actual performance (multi-source feedback) and that measure patient health outcomes (clinical audit & feedback) (MBA, 2017). To meet this need, hospitals have explored designing dashboards for clinicians to access clinical indicators, based on routinely collected administrative data (length of stay, readmissions, hospital acquired complications) to provide valuable insight into their personal clinical performance.

\(^1\) This PhD project is funded by the Digital Health Cooperative Research Centre (DHCRC).
Learning analytics theory and methods have been applied to medical education to gain insights about learner- or system-level performance. Studies have primarily focused on the assessment of medical students and residents in specialist training programs, such as programmatic assessment of Emergency Medicine residents, online modules to teach x-ray interpretation, and the design of analytics dashboards for Internal Medicine (Chan et al., 2018). While Board examinations and work-based assessments certify initial competence of medical graduates, practicing clinicians require ongoing self-assessment to maintain standards and to identify improvement needs.

Dashboards designed to improve the sense-making and decision-making around a clinician’s own performance should support self-regulated learning activities (Matcha et al., 2020), as reflective practice and life-long learning underpin the continuing professional development (CPD) frameworks mandated by the Medical Board of Australia (MBA, 2018). This thesis will leverage learning analytics techniques on re-purposed clinical indicator data to support reflection and performance improvement, therefore contributing to our understanding of Clinical Practice Analytics.

2 CURRENT KNOWLEDGE OF PROBLEM DOMAIN

Despite the known organisational, cultural, and technical issues with collecting and reporting clinical indicators (Freeman, 2002), attitudes of health professionals indicate there is an appetite for easier and timely access to routinely clinical indicator data for performance feedback (Shaw et al., 2019). There is an established body of literature investigating the use of visualisation dashboards in clinical settings to improve accuracy (decision-making), efficiency (task completion time), usability (user satisfaction), and quality & safety (adherence to guidelines) (Brown et al., 2018; Faiola et al., 2015; Gude et al., 2017). However, the studies generally are based on formal “audit and feedback” processes, rather than formative professional development, which have shown limited effectiveness in changing behaviour (Ivers et al., 2012).

Dashboards can be improved through designing “targeted reflection and learning planning activities based on information in the dashboard” (Boscardin et al., 2018). Learning analytics dashboards can support metacognitive processes such as self-monitoring, reflection, and planning (Schwendimann et al., 2017). While few dashboard evaluations take into account the educational concepts that were used as theoretical foundations for their design (Jivet et al., 2018), learner modelling visualisations - called open learner models (OLMs) - can improve the accuracy of underlying learner models by taking into account the learners’ viewpoints on their learning, while also promoting learner reflection (Bull et al., 2016).

The design of learning analytics dashboards for reflection and performance improvement must address the following challenges: existing organisational and cultural barriers to performance feedback (Pooley et al., 2019), accounting for the validity and reliability of clinical indicator data e.g. co-morbidities as a contributing factor (Mainz, 2003), establishing a learner model to underpin the data visualisations (Bodily et al., 2018), and the complexity of designing visualisations for individuals verses teams whilst communicating uncertainty (Shneiderman et al., 2013).
3 RESEARCH QUESTIONS

While there have been studies into the use of dashboards within clinical settings (Dowding et al., 2015; Khairat et al., 2018), there are few studies that investigate the visualisation of clinical indicator data for clinicians within the context of continuing professional development, particularly for reflective practice and life-long learning (Fox et al., 2016; Janssen et al., 2020; Martinez et al., 2018).

The thesis aims to answer the following research questions:

- What are the key design opportunities and trade-offs for clinical practice analytics dashboards?
- How do clinicians make use of hospital clinical indicators to gain insights about their personal and team practice?
- How can we create a personalised dashboard that can enable clinicians to gain insights about their own practice?

4 PROPOSED SOLUTION

Through collaborations with the DHCRC research partner hospital sites, this thesis plans to address the research questions by engaging with clinicians in a co-design process to understand their priority clinical indicators, visualise the re-purposed clinical indicators; to ultimately design and evaluate a personalised learning analytics dashboard to support reflective practice.

We envision the learning analytics dashboard will be personalised, tailored to the clinician’s scope of practice and career stage. The dashboard should support the learner to recall the data they have and have not seen, compare their performance over suitable time-periods (6-12 months) to view changes in practice, and adjust for changes in team membership when colleagues move to different hospitals. The dashboard should also incorporate interface scaffolding to help clinicians consider questions about their own performance for effective reflection. For example, scaffolding techniques such as tutorials and goal prompts were used to promote reflection of personal physical tracking data (Tang & Kay, 2018).

The project will focus on medical specialists such as physicians, paediatricians, surgeons, radiologists, anaesthetists, obstetricians & gynaecologists, emergency and intensive care specialists. We may design a specialty specific dashboard should the opportunity arise. Clinical indicators will be primarily sourced from medical, surgical, and patient administrative databases collected within private hospitals. Examples of clinical indicators include length of stay, re-admissions, hospital acquired complications (HACs), unplanned returns to theatre, and late discharges. The project will not focus on medical students, post-graduate trainees in specialist training programs (residents/registrars), general practitioners (GPs), nurses, or allied health practitioners. Electronic Medical Record (EMR) data will be excluded e.g., patient history, vitals, medications, and laboratory results. While the project is focused on practice-level data rather than individual patient-level data, the dataset provided by the research partners does include International Classification of Diseases (ICD-10) and Medicare Benefits Schedule (MBS) codes which reveals more detailed information about symptoms, diseases, and treatments.
5 METHODOLOGY

A **scoping review** is in the manuscript writing stage. The review aimed to map existing literature on dashboards and visualisation studies of re-purposed hospital clinical indicator data to support reflective practice. The review found varied approaches to the design, implementation, and evaluation of such interventions. Interface elements to support self-regulated learning such as reflection, goal setting, and strategic planning were sparse.

A **user study** at a private hospital based in Sydney will recruit 30 clinicians to participate in semi-structured interviews and focus groups. Thematic analysis of the qualitative data collected will identify the design requirements for the dashboard visualisations. A dashboard prototype will be developed using coded real-world hospital administrative data from 2018 and 2019. A Think-Aloud Protocol (TAP) and standard usability questionnaires will be used during user interviews with clinicians to gather rich feedback (Bangor et al., 2008; Sauro & Dumas, 2009).

The findings from the single-site user study will guide the design of a **multi-site study** across private hospital sites in Sydney, Melbourne, and Perth. **Phase 1** plans to recruit at least 15 clinicians at each study site, representing two to three different medical specialties. The dashboard from the previous need finding study will be iterated on and then evaluated in laboratory settings to assess pure usability and its effectiveness in enabling clinicians to identify important features of their practice.

In **Phase 2**, the prototype will be iterated on and clinicians will be asked to reflect on their personal performance data using the prototype dashboard in authentic settings, over a 6-month period. Field work including direct observation, interviews, and focus groups will be used to evaluate the impact of the prototype dashboard on clinician reflection and long-term learning. Field observations will provide rich qualitative data into how the dashboard is used in practice to address any problems with implementation and adoption (Buckingham Shum et al., 2019). Data analysis on the system logs will be conducted to understand usage patterns. Data analysis will be conducted on the underlying clinical indicators in the hospital administrative database to identify changes in practice.

6 CURRENT STATUS OF THE WORK

The thesis commenced in March 2020 and the key activities completed to date: drafted an initial literature review and research plan; completed scoping review screening and analysis; received ethics approval for first user study and commenced participant recruitment; presented research project at local Human-Centred Technology research seminar, OzCHI Doctoral Consortium (Dec, 2020), and Digital Health Week (Feb, 2021).
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ABSTRACT: There is a need to strengthen regulatory processes in collaborative learning. The Socially-Shared Regulation of Learning (SSRL) theory aims at understanding the regulatory processes through which group members negotiate objectives, planning, and strategies for carrying out a collaborative activity. Some studies on this topic have been conducted using students’ self-reported or physiological data. However, self-reported data is biased by the students’ perception and invasive sensors are costly and cumbersome. Moreover, these studies do not provide actionable information on time. Additionally, the analysis of SSRL becomes even more challenging when not restricted to specific learning environments or learning situations. Therefore, we propose to use Learning Design to guide data collection and inform the learning analytics using trace data from different technological tools. Through this, we expect to build predictive models that provide actionable information on SSRL, with a methodology that is not restricted to a specific learning design.
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1 BACKGROUND

Collaboration is one of the 21st Century Skills (Voogt & Roblin, 2010) that is increasingly present in academic and work context (Malmberg et al., 2015). Collaborating with others benefits learning yet comes with some challenges (Kreijns et al., 2003) that students need to overcome with their peers to achieve the shared learning goals (Malmberg et al., 2015). As noted by (Järvelä et al., 2020), success in collaborative learning often occurs when team members systematically activate and maintain their cognition, motivation, and emotions towards the achievement of their shared goals, i.e., socially regulating team efforts. Moreover, many empirical studies show that regulatory processes are critical for the success of collaborative learning (Järvelä et al., 2016).

Socially-Shared Regulation of Learning (SSRL) is a field in the framework of self-regulated learning theories that integrates different types of collective regulatory processes that contribute to shared regulation (Hadwin et al., 2011). Shared regulation processes happen when team members negotiate the perception of tasks, objectives, planning, and strategies. SSRL is theorized to consist of four stages that are interconnected and can be recursive (Malmberg et al., 2015): i) negotiation and construction of the perception of the task, based on internal and external representations; ii) sharing of objectives and generating plans to achieve them; iii) coordination and monitoring of progress; iv) reflection and redesign of objectives, planning or perception of activities. There exists initial evidence that successful groups are those that use multiple regulatory processes; students start using self-regulatory processes, such as task understanding and monitoring, and then perform shared regulation processes, such as jointly making plans for how to approach the task (Malmberg et al., 2015).
SSRL has already been explored from several perspectives. There are works where SSRL is studied using self-reported data about the challenges perceived by the groups and analyzing what SSRL strategies they develop to overcome them (Malmberg et al., 2015). In other works, such as (Malmberg et al., 2017), groups collaboratively carry out an assignment and then have to answer a questionnaire related to shared understanding, challenges, planning, etc. In this case, SSRL is studied through the conversations that students have through an online platform. Recently, SSRL has been researched by analyzing physiological data, observation data (video) and expression recognition (Järvelä et al., 2019). Three main limitations can be identified in these works: i) the validity of their findings is limited to very specific platforms and learning situations, and they do not consider how the pedagogical design and intentions shape the collaborative behavior and relevant regulatory processes; ii) the data was obtained through self-reported instruments or invasive sensors. However, the literature shows that students are biased when asked what regulatory processes they have followed (Saint et al., 2020), while the use of invasive sensors is less likely to be widely accepted; and iii) the focus of these studies has been on understanding regulatory processes post-hoc, but not in supporting these regulatory processes with actionable information for teachers and/or students during the enactment of the learning situation.

Previous work has shown that one way of including contextual and pedagogical information in the analysis is by means of the Learning Design (LD) (Rodríguez-Triana et al., 2015). Over the last two decades, the LD research field has been proposing processes and tools aimed at effectively supporting the complex task of conceptualizing and elaborating activity plans that can be enacted, shared and repurposed (Conole, 2013; Mor & Craft, 2012). Previous works suggest that LD can help in collecting learning data, in making meaning out of it, and in analyzing it (Lockyer et al., 2013). Therefore, and if we do not want to propose ways of analyzing SSRL processes that are restricted to concrete and specific learning situations, we need to propose LA approaches for SSRL that can be applied to learning environments in which different learning designs can be supported and enacted. In such LA approaches to SSRL, LD would be expected to play a significant role. Virtual Learning Environments, Distributed Learning Environments, and even MOOC platforms are examples of such environments that can support different learning situations and that, at the same time, provide trace data about students’ behavior. Using this trace data, instead of (more biased) self-reported data and/or (difficult to collect) physiological data, we expect, on the one hand, to be able to understand shared regulation processes and, on the other hand, to be able to detect optimal and sub-optimal patterns of shared regulation during the different phases that are expected to happen, according to the learning design, to be able to make early interventions. For the latter, we expect to build predictive models based on the optimal and sub-optimal processes detected in order to provide actionable indicators.

Some of these features are being pursued by current research in the area of self-regulated learning (Jovanovic et al., 2020; Saint et al., 2020), where the traces of online tools are coded into macro-level constructs (e.g., planning) which comprise micro-level actions (e.g., setting goals or making personal plans) based on the theoretical models of SRL. In these studies, researchers detect predictable patterns that could inform the development of automatic interventions to provide real-time feedback (Saint et al., 2020). In this thesis, we follow a similar approach where the learning designs would help identifying macro-level constructs identified by SSRL theories and the micro-level actions would correspond to the students’ actions. We expect to detect optimal and sub-optimal patterns of shared regulation from the traces of online platforms and that these patterns can help to create predictive
models with actionable information. To the best of our knowledge, this approach has not been followed in the SSRL literature.

2 RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND GOALS

The underlying research question of this doctoral thesis is: How can Learning Analytics based on the theory of SSRL help identify and predict patterns of shared regulation that provide actionable information in collaborative learning situations using trace data? Our approach to answer this question is to automatically extract meaningful features from trace data considering the learning design that defines the collaborative learning situation in which SSRL processes are expected to happen. The general objective (to provide actionable information by detecting patterns of SSRL using trace data) is divided into two particular objectives:

1. To map event data to SSRL theory constructs.
   According to (Siadaty et al., 2016), precise conceptual SSRL models need to be defined. Based on a specification of SSRL constructs, we will explore how teachers can be involved to inform learning designs with additional information about where and when regulatory processes are expected to happen. This will help match trace data produced in the enactment of the activities to the appropriate SSRL construct. The mapping of traces to SSRL phases/constructs can help to identify important features to detect shared regulation patterns.

2. To provide actionable information by building early predictive models of successful collaboration based on SSRL patterns.
   It should be explored which learning analytics techniques could detect optimal and sub-optimal SSRL patterns through the mapped data. Once the above objective is achieved, it will be possible to identify which features can help to make early predictions. Furthermore, the detection of optimal and sub-optimal SSRL patterns would provide actionable information for early interventions.

3 BRIEF STATE OF THE ART

In recent years, a number of empirical studies have been conducted in the area of SSRL. In particular, a learning environment with regulation tools was used in (Malmberg et al., 2015) to prompt students to recognize challenges that may hinder collaboration and to develop SSRL strategies to overcome them. This study employs students’ self-reported answers to the questions asked in the virtual environment, coded by the authors. The result of this research indicates that there is a difference between the regulatory processes followed by high and low performing groups. On the other hand, (Malmberg et al., 2017) focuses on the temporal and sequential order of the different types of regulation (self-regulation, co-regulation and socially shared regulation of learning) in collaborative activities. The data used in the study consists of videos of the working groups during two months in a math didactics course. Finally, in (Järvelä et al., 2019), a preliminary study uses data from different sources to help understand SSRL processes. Specifically, the use of physiological sensors is explored in greater depth, as is also detailed in (Järvelä et al., 2020).
These studies have been carried out with self-reported data or physiological data from students using invasive sensors. However, regulation can also be mapped to dynamic series of events that change over the learning situation (Siadaty et al., 2016) using traces from learning platforms. Furthermore, the studies mentioned on SSRL focus on understanding the processes of shared regulation, but not on making early predictions that allow timely interventions. This approach has recently started to be researched in the area of Self-Regulated Learning (SRL) through process mining (Saint et al., 2020). These works detect predictable patterns that could provide actionable information to trigger feedback in real time. However, to the best of our knowledge, it has not been researched in the area of SSRL. Moreover, these studies do not consider the context and pedagogical intentions behind each activity of a learning situation. As we mentioned before, regulation and social processes change along the learning situation (Malmberg et al., 2015). Therefore, it is important to align the learning design and learning analytics in order to: i) inform about the processes that are expected to occur during the situation (Er et al., 2019); and ii) guide the collection of data and the analysis to be made. Although the connection between learning design and learning analytics is growing significantly in the literature (Lockyer et al., 2013; Rodríguez-Triana et al., 2015), to the best of our knowledge, it is not being considered in the area of SSRL.

4 METHODOLOGY

The proposed methodology to answer the research question is Design Science Research Methodology (DSRM) (Peffers et al., 2007). DSRM aims at the creation and evaluation of artifacts that solve problems, like constructs, models or any designed object that offers a solution to the research problem. This methodology defines a process model involving the following phases: (i) identify a problem and motivate its interest; (ii) define the objectives of a solution; (iii) design and develop an artifact for the solution; (iv) demonstrate how the artifact solves the problem; (v) evaluate it; and (vi) communicate its performance. These phases do not need to happen necessarily sequentially. Indeed, refinements of the proposed solutions are foreseen by iteration through the different activities.

The overarching objectives of this thesis and its iterative nature make DSRM a suitable methodology to frame this thesis work. This PhD thesis aims to design and develop artifacts that provide actionable information by detecting patterns of SSRL using trace data. During the thesis, we need to involve the main stakeholders (teachers, learning/instructional designers, students, ...) with several purposes, including: identify and describe learning scenarios that can benefit from SSRL, explore how teachers can be involved to inform learning designs with additional information about where and when regulatory processes are expected to happen, evaluate the degree in which the solutions meet the needs of the participants, etc.

Regarding the number of iterations needed, we foresee three iterations. The first iteration consists of a literature review focusing on theoretical models and the adoption of these models in empirical studies to support collaboration. This literature review is complemented with an exploration of the relevant data sources, machine learning techniques and actionable information to generate in relation to SSRL. Moreover, a first conceptual solution is proposed, and it is evaluated by exploratory studies, that will help in turn to understand better the problem and the goals. During the second iteration,
the conceptual and technological solution to solve the detected gaps will be refined and developed. It is expected that, during this iteration, two studies can be conducted to evaluate part of the proposal. Finally, in the third iteration the proposal will be improved with the previous evaluations and the final evaluation of the proposed solution will be carried out.

5 CURRENT PROGRESS

So far, the author has been working on the first iteration of the thesis plan. She has carried out a non-systematic review of the state of the art of SSRL and SRL, focusing on the definition of the theoretical models, the adoption of these models in empirical studies and the types of data collected. In addition, the author, and her colleagues have submitted a paper to an international conference where they work in an exploratory collaborative scenario where they detect shared regulation processes through trace data. The collected data was coded based on the theoretical model and they detect SSRL processes using a process mining technique. The theory-informed LA also helped to interpret the processes of shared regulation and to detect behavior that was not expected during the activity. However, this study was conducted using data coming from an online learning platform designed to support a specific type of collaborative activity and the learning design was very concrete. Furthermore, this exploratory scenario has helped us to identify different aspects of a specific collaborative learning scenario: regulation processes that occur, data that can be collected, interventions that can be made, ... As a result, it will facilitate the definition of the scenarios that are relevant for answering our research question.

Since our main objective is to provide actionable information by detecting patterns of SSRL using trace data, the next steps are: i) to identify and describe additional collaborative scenarios that illustrate how teachers can benefit from our approach. ii) to identify which types of data sources can help us detect SSRL patterns, as suggested by the learning design of previously detected scenarios; iii) to identify what actionable information we want to generate through SSRL; iv) to explore the use of machine learning techniques (e.g., process mining) to discover SSRL patterns. Then, we have to put them into practice with accessible datasets. It is expected that we will be able to conduct two studies during the second term of this academic year, where we expect to detect SSRL patterns through both different platforms and learning designs.
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ABSTRACT: This workshop aims to gather researchers from both the Gamification and Learning analytics domains. These two complementary approaches have a common goal: to improve learner motivation and engagement. While the gamification approach tends to integrate motivational mechanisms relevant for learners into learning environments, learning analytics aim at identifying and predicting learner motivation and engagement during a course. Researchers will be invited to present their ongoing projects at the intersection of these two areas, in order to identify the future agenda for the research field.
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2 BACKGROUND

On the one hand, gamification is an approach that has been well adopted in recent years to enhance learner motivation, performance, and engagement with learning environments (Landers & Landers, 2014; Denny et al. 2018). This motivational approach relies on the integration of game design elements in non-game contexts (Deterding et al., 2011), for instance badges, leaderboards, or points, to learning environments (Kapp, 2012). As research in gamification matures, game elements are better understood in terms of the mechanics they support and the user psychological needs they rely on (Jia et al. 2016). Several conceptual and empirical studies on their impact on learners are available, focusing mainly on the impact on learner motivation and performances as final outcomes and less on their engagement as a process (Lavoué et al., 2019).

On the other hand, the Learning Analytics (LA) approach allows to collect, analyze and represent data on learners during a course, based on their interactions with the learning environment, including motivational features (Long & Siemens, 2011). It allows understanding dynamic processes such as learner engaged behaviors, motivation, and emotions during a course (Hernández-Leo et al., 2019; Cukurova et al., 2020).

Thus, these two approaches seem to be complementary and we believe can enrich each other. For instance, the knowledge acquired on learners from LA techniques could be used for adapting and personalizing game elements (Hallifax et al., 2019). Also, designing engaging game elements that reflect student progress, behaviors, and performances could engage learners in reflexive processes. However, little is known yet on how learning analytics can contribute to the research field of gamification, and how gamification can contribute to the learning analytics domain.
WORKSHOP OBJECTIVES

We would like to bridge the gap between two research fields and gather a community around the question of how research in Gamification and in Learning Analytics can contribute to each other. This workshop aims to study the possible insights of combining the gamification and the learning analytics approaches in the educational domain, the main issues raised by such a combination and new avenues for future research.

The contributions of the workshop will be published in a joint “LAK Companion Proceedings”. About 5-6 contributions are expected for publication. If we do not reach the target number of contributions, we will invite researchers in the field of gamification and learning analytics to present their work in the morning, followed by participatory activities in the afternoon (see details below).

We plan to organize a special issue in a journal. The workshop participants will be invited to submit an extended version of their paper.

ORGANISATIONAL DETAILS

The expectations of this workshop are described below:

• Type of event: the workshop includes a series of presentations with an open call to present works on gamification and learning analytics with a review process conducted by a committee, including the workshop organizers and other experts. These presentations will be followed by active participatory activities to work together on a research agenda for the future.
• Proposed schedule and duration: full-day.
• Type of participation: ‘open’ workshop (i.e., any interested delegate may register to attend)
• Workshop activities: The morning will be dedicated to presentations and questions. Participatory activities by groups of 4 or 5 participants will be organized in the afternoon, to work on the main issues and future agenda in the field.
• Planned dissemination activities to recruit attendants: the workshop will be disseminated using the Twitter and Facebook accounts. In addition, we will distribute the workshop information through the community mailing list, which is subscribed by more than 150 institutional members.

PROPOSED CALL FOR PAPERS

An open Call for Papers will be done for this workshop. Each paper proposal will be reviewed by at least two experts from the Program Committee. The workshop organizers, as experts in both LA and gamification, will do meta-reviews and take the final decisions on acceptance. Contributions on some of the following questions will be welcome:

• What is the current state of the art on gamification and learning analytics in education?
• How can learning analytics techniques be used to evaluate the impact of game elements?
• How can learning analytics be used for adaptive gamification?
• How can game elements support self-regulatory and/or reflexive processes?
• How can learning analytics support teachers in orchestrating game-based learning activities?
• How to design motivational affordances for learning environments? How can LA techniques be used to evaluate these affordances?
• How can gamification and learning analytics techniques complement each other in gamified learning dashboards?
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ABSTRACT: Most current adaptive gamification approaches use what is often called a “static” adaptation approach – i.e. game elements are adapted to users once, generally before using the gamified tool, based on a static user profile. On the other hand, dynamic adaptation proposes to adapt game elements based on user behaviour in real time, reacting to variations in user engagement. In this paper, we propose an adaptation framework using an initial static adaptation based on learner profiles, and a dynamic adaptation that uses learning analytics to refine the static adaptation recommendations. The adaptation system is able to observe various learning analytics to estimate learner engagement, to compare to that of other learners, and then to signal to teachers learners that require a change in their gamified environment. We propose a protocol for a future study to test our approach in real conditions, and provide some recommendations for future directions.

Keywords: Gamification, adaptation, interaction log traces, behaviour, engagement, learning analytics

1 INTRODUCTION

Adaptive gamification is the process of tailoring gamification to individual users. Currently, most approaches use “static” adaptation – i.e. they tailor based on individual static user characteristics once. For example in a literature in adaptive gamification for education (Hallifax et al., 2019) found that 13 papers presented some form of static adaptation, and 7 some form of dynamic adaptation. These user characteristics, or profiles, are generally based on information such as preferences for video games (Tondello et al., 2018, 2016), or motivation for education (Hallifax et al., 2020) or even general personality traits (Goldberg, 1992). These approaches only capture the state of the user once, and can fail to take into account differences that occur in users during the usage of the gamified platform. It is particularly true for users’ engagement which is a dynamic process that changes overtime during a course (O’Brien & Toms, 2008). This present research is focused on a dynamic adaptation of game elements integrated in a learning environment based on learner engaged behavior.

In this paper, we propose a learning analytics-based approach to estimate and track learner engagement, and offer the basis of a system that can leverage this engagement tracking to signal to teachers when an adaptation should occur. According to this approach, the teachers make the final decision to adapt game elements to learners during the course.
This paper is structured as such: section 2 presents a brief overview of the related literature on dynamic gamification adaptation approaches and methods and tools to analyze engagement. Section 3 presents our general adaptation framework; section 4 presents an application of the general framework to a specific learning context. Finally, in section 5, we conclude, and present future extensions of this work.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 General dynamic adaptation approaches

There are a few dynamic adaptation approaches in the related gamification literature (Böckle et al., 2017). For example, (Paiva et al., 2016) modelled learner interactions with their learning platform (MeuTutor) to identify patterns in learner behavior to propose personalized missions. They categorized learner actions into four different categories: collaborative (actions related to helping other learners), individual (watching video classes, answering exercises and tests), social (chatting with other learners, sharing class progress), or gamification (achieving various badges and point ranks) interactions. Teachers then used these “interaction profiles” to adapt the learning goals for each individual (i.e. proposing goals that would entice them to interact with otherwise ignored learning content). This resulted in somewhat mitigated effects on learners: on the one hand, this adaptation led to an increase in individual and gamification interactions, but on the other, it failed to have an effect on social interactions. Another example is proposed by (Jagušt et al., 2018) where they present a simple adaptation system. In a math-learning environment, learners fight against a virus by completing mathematics exercises. The system is setup so that the virus “adapts” its speed so that it is always slightly behind the learners at all time. This adaptive setting showed large increases in learner performance, but the authors noted a negative effect on learner stress.

A different interesting approach was proposed by Monterrat et al. (Monterrat et al., 2017, 2015). In their work, they propose to adapt based on various learner profiles (mostly player types) in a static approach. They would then change these initial profiles based on learner behavior – the idea being that would use some kind of framework to link learner behavior and profiles. When the learner’s profile changes by a significant amount, they would reuse the static adaptation rules – i.e. select another game element based on this new learner profile. This approach would be an easy way to implement dynamic adaptation, by enabling the reuse of a breadth of readily available research into links between various learner profiles and relevant game elements. However, to our knowledge there are no framework that link learner behavior (or interaction log traces) to any of the commonly used profiling systems (player profiles, learning styles etc.).

2.2 Explaining and analyzing engagement

Engagement is a complex process. O’Brien & Toms (O’Brien & Toms, 2008) define it as “a quality of user experience characterized by attributes of challenge, positive affect, endurability, aesthetic and sensory appeal, attention, feedback, variety/novelty, interactivity, and perceived user control”. It is particularly a dynamic process of engagement and disengagement. To adapt dynamically we need to be able to estimate engagement in real time. Currently, we can identify two major methods of estimating engagement, subjective and objective methods.
Subjective methods generally rely on questionnaires such as User Engagement Scale (UES - (O’Brien et al., 2018)) to determine engagement. However as previously stated, in a dynamic adaptation setting where we need to be able to estimate engagement in real time (or semi-real time), such tools are not quite adequate (i.e. we would not be able to administer multiple questionnaires between usage sessions). Therefore, we can look to more objective methods based on various learning analytics (such as interaction analysis). For example Bouvier et al. (Bouvier et al., 2014) present a study on the engaged behaviors of players in an online sport game. They present a trace model that categorizes user trace actions into four different categories of engagement that are then linked back to the different categories of the Self Determination Theory (Ryan & Deci, 2000). The four categories of engagement identified in this context are: Environmental (linked to Autonomy towards the environment), Social (linked to Relatedness), Self (Autonomy towards the character or role), and Action (linked to Competence and Autonomy towards the actions). This method was also used for measuring engagement in serious games for education in (LOUP et al., 2016).

We can also look at the methods presented by (Fincham et al., 2019), who used factor analysis (FA) methods to establish an engagement model based on various simple learning metrics. They list a total of 18 metrics (inspired by the review performed by (Joksimović et al., 2018)). Of these 18, 7 are derived directly from learner trace logs, and are related to behavioural or academic engagement (i.e. days active, question accuracy etc.). The other 11 are related to either cognitive or affective engagement (i.e. learner feeling towards the content, or their knowledge of it). The different engagement categories presented in this paper refer to those distinguished by (Reschly & Christenson, 2012). From these 18 metrics they distinguish a final engagement model based on three engagement factors (using a factor analysis approach). What is interesting is that their factor model does not show a difference between behavioural and academic engagement (something that the authors state is often present in the related engagement literature (Appleton et al., 2008)).

All of the approaches presented here use “a posteriori” methods to determine engagement – i.e. after the end of the experiment or usage, so that the researchers can evaluate the impact of the learning system on learner engagement. The challenge for us is to be able to present a method or framework that can estimate learner engagement during the usage of a learning environment so that we might be able to adapt game elements according to its evolution (especially if a disengagement is perceived).

3 OUR PROPOSAL – GENERAL ADAPTATION FRAMEWORK

In this paper we propose to develop the adaptation engine architecture presented in Figure 1. This engine is able to select relevant game elements for learners based on both their learner profile, and their behavior (as observed through a set of learning analytics), as presented in blue. This engine therefore employs both a static and dynamic adaptation approach. The static adaptation uses the learner profile and occurs before using the gamified system. It is highlighted in green and described in further detail in section 3.1. The dynamic uses learning analytics and occurs whilst learners are using the gamified system. It is highlighted in yellow, and fully explained in section 3.2.
Figure 1 Our adaptation engine architecture. The green section (static adaptation approach) is described in 3.1. The yellow section (dynamic adaptation approach) is described in 3.2. The blue section is the learner information, containing the learner model (combined motivation and player profile), the learner’s interaction logs, their affinity vector (an ordered list that represents the most appropriate game elements for the learner generated by the static adaptation algorithm) and their game element blacklist (a list that tracks all the game elements used by and proposed to the learner).

3.1 Initial static adaptation based on learner characteristics

In our study applied to the educational context, (Hallifax et al., 2020) showed that using the Hexad profile (Tondello et al., 2016) as a learner player profile and initial motivation for mathematics (Ryan & Deci, 2000) to statically adapt game element provided significant positive results. We used partial least squares analyses (PLS (Hair Jr et al., 2016), a technique also used in (Orji et al., 2018)) to establish links between the dimensions of the two profiles and effects on learner motivation and behavior. From these analyses, we create an “affinity vector” for each learner (i.e. a list of game elements).
elements sorted by descending order of affinity for each learner) which represents how each game element can be expected to positively (or negatively) affect a learner’s motivation. We propose to use such a system for the basis of our static adaptation (the method for creating an affinity vector is fully described in our previous work (Halifax et al., 2020)). Before the learner starts using the gamified learning system, we generate their profile (from questionnaires) and provide them with the most appropriate game element a priori.

### 3.2 Real time dynamic adaptation based on learning analytics

From the initial static adaptation, we can go one step further, and refine these a priori predictions and affinities. As previously stated, we can propose a dynamic adaption that takes into account learner behaviour (tracked using learning analytics) to provide an estimation of learner engagement with the learning environment. We propose a dynamic adaptation approach that tracks various types of engagement over the course of the learning experience to suggest an adaptation of the game element when learner engagement decreases. To properly describe how this dynamic adaptation approach should work, we can use the PDA/LPA framework proposed by (Bouzit et al., 2017) – see Figure 2. The PDA/LPA framework describes two adaptation cycles on both the user and the system sides. Users perceive an adaptation change, make a decision about this change, and perform an action (PDA). They then learn from this cycle, use this new knowledge to predict how the system will react, and adapt their behaviour (LPA). This new adapted behaviour flows back into their perceptions and the cycle starts again. On the system side, the system perceives learner actions, makes a decision based on these perceptions, and performs an adaptation action (PDA). The system then learns from this adaptation, predicts how this will affect the user, and adapts its adaptation system (LPA). In our adaptation engine, we propose a simplified version that does not follow all of the PDA/LPA steps, providing a simplified version that allows for future expansion. Notably we do not leverage co-evolution between learner and system, neither does the system predict or adapt to the learner’s behaviour. These could be further explored in future expansions of the system. The system works as follows:

1. The learner interacts with the learning platform, generating the interaction log traces (or learning analytics) – **Action**
2. The system analyses these log traces and estimates learner engagement – **Perception**
3. The system decides whether a game element adaptation is required (i.e. if learners show a decrease in engagement) – **Decision**
4. The system proposes a new relevant game element for this learner – **Action**
   a. The learner sees this new game element – **Perception**
   b. They interact with this new game element generating new interaction logs – **Action**
   c. This new game element has an effect on their behaviour and engagement - **Adaptation**
5. On the system side: the proposed game element is blocked for the learner (i.e. it is not reoffered in future) – **Learning**
6. The system then analyses the new log traces generated by the learner and estimates his/her engagement – **Perception** - (restart from step 2)

This adaptation system raises a few questions that need to be answered: (1) How can we control that these adaptations are effective? (Bouzit et al., 2017 propose that: “controllability is essential to enable the end-user to be actively involved in any adaptation activity”) (2) How can we ensure
that these adaptations do not occur too often (creating an unstable environment for the learner), and how can we ensure that adaptations do not occur too rarely (and therefore not reacting quickly enough to losses of engagement)? We provide first answers to these questions within the framework of the LudiMoodle project described in next section.

4 APPLICATION TO THE LUDIMOODLE PROJECT

4.1 LudiMoodle project: general approach

In the context of the LudiMoodle project (https://ludimoodle.universite-lyon.fr/), we provided 5 French secondary schools with a gamified learning environment for teaching basic algebra. Data was gathered from 258 learners aged between 13-14 years old over the course of 3 weeks. They used a randomly assigned (i.e. not adapted to their individual profile) game element during 10 lessons. Each of the lessons was composed of between 4 and 10 quizzes of various lengths depending on the complexity of the lesson. The main goal of this project is to compare the effects of (1) statically adapted game elements (2) dynamically adapted game elements and (3) non-adapted (i.e. randomly assigned) game elements. Each of the game elements were chosen to cover one or multiple of the Hexad types as proposed by (Marczewski, 2015). The game elements used in this system are as follows:

- Avatar: Learners have a small goblin character and they can unlock various clothes and accessories for it. Game elements like this one are generally recommended for Free Spirits, as these avatars provide them with a personalized representation of themselves.
- Badges: Learners can win various badges based on their lesson progression, individual quiz progression, and longest correct answer streak. Badges are generally shown to be motivating for all users, but should particularly be effective for Players and Achievers, as they represent clear-cut goals for them to achieve with attractive rewards.
• Score: Learners gain points for each correct answer and are shown the maximum point total they can win in each lesson. As this game element gives learners a clear representation of how well they are doing in the course, and rewards them for performing better, it should be attractive to Players.

• Timer: Learners are timed for each question. Every time they answer a question correctly, their time is saved. During the next questions of that quiz they are tasked with answering faster, each time that they do, a character runs faster and faster. Here learners are challenged to beat themselves in a race, meaning that Achievers should be interested by it.

• Progress Bar: Learners progress in each lesson is represented using a rocket ship that travels towards a planet in space. Each new lesson shows a new planet. This game element should be particularly interesting for the Achiever player type as with badges, we also have a clear goal.

• Ranking: Learners are placed in a “race” against other learners. Their final position in the race is determined by the number of questions they answered correctly. As this game element allows learners to compare themselves to others, (even if fictional) it should be motivating for Socializers

Both the learning content (i.e. quizzes) and game elements were designed in direct collaboration with the teachers who used this tool in their classrooms. This meant that concerning controllability, we proposed that teachers, with their knowledge of: the game elements, the learning content, and the learners; would be the most knowledgeable to understand if the proposed game element is appropriate for a specific learner or not. Between two lessons, teachers are given a table showing the game element each learner is currently using, a suggestion for a new game element that would be more engaging for the learner (if relevant), as well as the previous decisions they made for each learner (if they exist) (see Figure 3).

![Teacher control interface. In this example, the teacher accepted the proposal for Learner01 (Ranking) and refused the proposal for Learner02 (Badges).](image-url)
The learning environment automatically stored all learner interaction traces (page visits, question answers, etc.) which we then analysed to determine learner engagement following a similar approach to that proposed by (Bouvier et al., 2014). Our main goal in tracking learner engagement is to be able to detect abnormal decreases, alert the teacher to these decreases and propose a game element adaptation so that we might counter this loss of engagement.

Our analysis proceeded in three steps; first, we reviewed and collated the data available from the LudiMoodle project study using a log trace approach. Second, we ran two factor analyses to create and verify an overarching engagement model that identified the three engagement factors. Finally, we used these factors to track the variation of learner motivation and engagement, and signal to teachers when an adaptation would be necessary. Each step is described in the following sections.

4.2 Determining engagement factors

By analyzing the data that was available from the use of the LudiMoodle platform, we extracted a set of learning analytics that we believed would allow us to follow the evolution of learner engagement and motivation throughout the usage of the system. We then performed two factor analyses (Exploratory FA and Confirmatory FA) to create our final engagement factor model that identifies the following three factors (as calculated in (Hallifax, 2020)):

- **Wide learning engagement** (F1 in figure 4) - This relates to how quickly a learner progressed through the various learning content for a lesson. The more quizzes they passed, the more distinct quizzes they could attempt. Furthermore, the faster they completed each question, the more time they had to attempt other quizzes.

- **Performance engagement** (F2) - This directly links to a learner’s performance, how well they answered each question and completed each quiz.

- **Focused learning engagement** (F3) - This relates to how much a learner tried to achieve a perfect (100%) score for each quiz, or how much they strived to improve a quiz score.

By calculating these three engagement factors after each lesson, we can estimate how learner engagement varies over time and, more importantly, pinpoint when learners lose engagement. Figure 4 presents an overview of how the different log levels are structured, as well as which operations are used to calculate the different engagement metrics. The final engagement factors along with the metrics that compose them are also displayed. For example, the performance engagement factor is computed using the ratio of correct questions (i.e. the percentage of correct questions) and the lesson ratio (i.e. percentage of completed quizzes in a given lesson). The question ratio metric is counted using the complete question operations, which are an aggregation of the QuizPageView, QuestionGradedWrong/Right, QuizPageView log traces.
4.3 Engagement variations tracking

In our system, we propose to adapt the game element when we detect an abnormal decrease in learner engagement. For each lesson completed, we calculate the intensity of three engagement factors (Wide learning, Performance, and Focused Learning) for each learner, and the variation of these factors with those of the previous lesson. As there is no baseline, or "standard values" for each of these engagement metrics, we decided to compare them to the rest of the learners’ class. The idea is that if a single learner displays a decrease in any of the engagement, it is difficult to interpret if it is "normal" or "expected". For example, in the LudiMoodle experiment the later quizzes were harder and more complicated than the earlier ones. This means that it could expect a slight decrease in performance from all learners, resulting in a decrease in Performance Engagement. Therefore, this decrease should not be seen as exceptional, and should not trigger a change. This is why we decided to compare learners' variations to those of their classmates. When a change is triggered the system selects the highest game element from the learner’s affinity vector that the learner has not yet used. All game elements that the learner has used in the past are blacklisted as to ensure that they are not proposed again in the future.

It is important to note that when a game element is changed, we impose a short cool-off period, where a learner will not be subjected to another adaptation. This is to allow learners to experience their new game element, and get used to it, before a new change could occur. Changing the game element too often could result in confusion in learners. As the teachers in the LudiMoodle project planned to use the platform during ten lessons, we decided to use a cool-off period of three lessons between adaptations as this would results with a maximum of 2-3 game element changes for the least engaged learners. A too short cool-off period could result in an unstable learning environment.
(frequent changes) and might distract the learner, and too few changes might reduce the system’s capacity to react to learner behaviour. Furthermore we use a blacklist system to ensure that learners are not offered the same game elements over and over. An example of this approach is presented in Figure 5. During the first three learning sessions, the learner uses the same game element (blue). At this time no adaptation is possible, and their blacklist contains one element: blue (the one they are currently using). Between the third and fourth learning sessions the system can generate a new game element recommendation: this is the first possible adaptation for this learner. The system computes the variations of the learner’s engagement factors (noted ΔW, ΔP, ΔD) between session one and two and between session two and three. These variations are then compared with those of the other learners in their class. In this example, an adaptation is proposed, and the system recommends that the learner use the purple game element. The learner’s blacklist is therefore updated to contain both purple and blue meaning that these game elements will not be proposed in the future. In the first timeline, the teacher accepts the adaptation, and the learner is assigned the new game element. They are therefore protected from a further adaptation for the next three sessions. In the second timeline, the teacher refuses, and the learner uses the same game element for session four. The system then uses the variations between S3-S4 and S4-S5 to determine whether an adaptation is required. In this example the system also detects a decrease in engagement, and proposes the orange game element. The teacher accepts this new proposal, and the learner is assigned a new game element for the next session.

Figure 5. Proposed dynamic adaptation protocol to be used in a real classroom setting

5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

In this paper we have presented a simple architecture for a game element adaptation engine based on a previously studied static adaptation method (Hallifax et al., 2020) that generates affinity vectors for learners based on their profiles and on a dynamic method that analyses learner behaviour through various learning analytics to estimate learner engagement and refine these static adaptations. Thanks to its controllability property, the system involves teachers directly in the adaptation process, by signalling learners who require an adaptation of the game element they use and suggesting another game element to reengage learners. We believe this approach could be
applicable to many contexts, as illustrated within the LudiMoodle project. In its current state, this system is fairly simple and can be expanded in future work to provide recommendations taking into account the context. It would require the system to be able to collect data on the context of the learner activity, and to integrate them in the analysis of their engagement. Currently, this system has not be tested yet in real conditions (the initial field tests had to be interrupted due to pandemic), we plan to conduct an experiment in March-April 2021.

This work opens new avenues for future research. First, the teacher currently only receives a simple notification of which learners need a game element change and a relevant game element proposition for that learner. We could imagine a future version that shows how each learner’s engagement evolves over time. This could help teachers reflect on other types of adaptations they could make to the learning system, for example by changing the learning content to better suit the learners. Research in the learning dashboard field could be interesting for example to represent how engagement varies over time (Carrillo et al., 2017).

Second, we could consider a situation where we give control over adaptation to the learners directly. It would allow them to possibly better understand how the adaptation system works and to better predict when adaptation would occur based on their behaviour, and react to it better (i.e. expect the change). This does raise further questions however, for example on the observability and intelligibility of the system. Currently we ask teachers to control adaptation as they have full knowledge of both the game elements and the gamified system, whereas learners will not necessarily be capable to judge which game elements would motivate them more. (Monterrat et al., 2017) showed that learners’ appreciation of game elements differs from the observed impact of these game elements on their motivation and engagement. Such a change would also allow us to observe the extent to which the system understands learner preferences.

Third, we could consider improving our learner model by adding more pedagogical related information such as learning styles. (Zaric & Scepanovic, 2018) showed links between various learning styles and different game elements. Our initial static adaptation (that creates the affinity vector) could take into account learning styles. Thus providing our dynamic adaptation through trace analysis a better affinity vector to select game elements from.

Finally, we can enrich our dynamic adaptation approach by including the other steps of the PDA/LPA framework cycles (Bouzit et al., 2017). Currently the dynamic adaptation does not make use of the Prediction or Adaptation steps. One way we could improve our system is by making it automatically adapt to learners. The system could take note of which of the engagement factors decreases the most for each learner (if any) and weight these higher. Currently the system considers each engagement type equally. For example, if a learner loses more Wide Learning engagement than the other two, the dynamic adaptation could weight it higher when comparing it to the rest of the class. This means that if the learner lost Wide Learning engagement the system would be more likely to propose an adaptation than if they lost Performance engagement. This could provide the learner with a more personalised adaptation. However, we would need to be careful as this might result in “uniformising” learners. A solution could be to consult teachers to better understand which factors could be more important to target for adaptation after analysing the interaction data from learners.
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ABSTRACT: Learning Analytics enable a better understanding of teaching and learning processes by identifying and monitoring indicators based on students’ activity. These same indicators can also be used by reward-based gamification strategies as conditions that students should satisfy to earn rewards, with the purpose of increasing their engagement with the learning contents and activities. Hence, gamification systems must enable the digital representation and interpretation of indicators based on students’ activity, similarly as learning analytics tools do. This position paper introduces GamiTool, a gamification system to support the design and the computer-interpretable representation of a wide variety of learning analytics indicators that can be configured by practitioners as gamification conditions. Additionally, the paper discusses five potential lines of work regarding joint research with GamiTool and LA.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, playing games is one of the most popular forms of worldwide entertainment (OppenheimerFunds, 2018). Games’ entertainment has its roots on the human feelings (e.g., curiosity, excitement, competition) that game designs can generate as part of the interaction with the players. Gamification aims at identifying and implementing in non-game contexts, game design elements (e.g., leaderboards, maps) and techniques (e.g., onboarding, increasing difficulty) able to motivate the users, hold their interest and/or challenge them to solve problems (de Sousa Borges et al., 2014; Simões et al., 2013). One of the contexts where gamification has attracted lot of attention during the last years is online education (Antonaci et al., 2019).

Previous literature reviews on gamification showed that rewards (e.g., experience points) are the game design elements most implemented in online educational environments (Antonaci et al., 2019; Dicheva et al., 2015). These rewards are visual elements (e.g., ribbon) or privileges (e.g., unlock content) that are issued when conditions defined beforehand are fulfilled (Ortega-Arranz et al., 2019).

For instance, students can get a deadline extension for a task (privilege) when submitting three optional course tasks before a configured deadline (condition). Literature has also reported the potential of these reward-based gamification strategies in online environments regarding the improvement of learners’ motivation, engagement and learning outcomes, among other benefits (Dominguez et al., 2013; Ibañez et al., 2014; Anderson et al., 2014).

However, the inclusion of reward-based strategies implies a set of orchestration tasks (Prieto et al., 2014) which must be carried out by practitioners (i.e., teachers, instructors, instructional designers).
Figure 1: Association between LA and reward-based gamification in online learning environments.

For instance, the translation of practitioners’ gamification purposes into reward-based strategies, the configuration of such strategies in the learning platforms, or their management during course runtime. Multiple gamification tools and systems have been created to support practitioners in performing such tasks and alleviate the associated workload such as OneUp (Dicheva et al., 2019), MEdit4CEP-Gam (Calderón et al., 2018) or Badgr. In this situation, gamification systems are expected to provide automatic capabilities for orchestration tasks (e.g., checking gamification conditions) and therefore, capabilities to computationally understand the different components shaping the gamification designs (e.g., course activities, conditions, rewards).

From the Learning Analytics (LA) perspective, reward-based strategies can be conceived as a form of making LA indicators actionable (Dichev et al., 2018), and gamification systems, as LA-design tools able to script, interpret and automate these actionable indicators. These gamification systems enable practitioners decide which indicators and thresholds will be used as conditions (e.g., complete more than 3 peer reviews), and which actions will be taken once the conditions are satisfied (e.g., unlock new learning contents). Usually, these conditions are based on students’ behavioral data obtained from the system logs (see (a) in Figure 1) and represent students’ actions considered beneficial by practitioners for the purposes for which gamification is used. For instance, counting students’ posts to foster interaction in discussion forums (Anderson et al., 2014) or engage in practice by repeating exercises (Dicheva et al., 2019). These indicators can range from very simple information, close to raw data (e.g., number of posts in forums), to more sophisticated ones, based on natural language processing or advanced analytic techniques (e.g., thoughtful users) (Ruipérez-Valiente et al., 2015).

---

This paper presents GamiTool (Section 2), a gamification system developed by the authors to support practitioners in the orchestration of reward-based strategies. This system supports: (a) the creation of flexible computer-interpretative gamification designs; (b) the automatic implementation and enactment of gamification designs according to the values and thresholds of LA indicators configured by practitioners; and (c) the real-time visualization of gamification indicators. Furthermore, Section 3 introduces some future lines of research considering GamiTool and the last advances carried out in the LA field. Finally, Section 4 outlines some conclusions obtained from this work.

2 GAMITOOL: SUPPORTING THE ORCHESTRATION OF REWARD-BASED GAMIFICATION STRATEGIES

GamiTool is a gamification system implementing an adapter-based architecture to support the orchestration of reward-based strategies in multiple learning management systems (Ortega-Arranz et al., under review). GamiTool also incorporates a gamification-specific data model to support the flexible design of reward-based strategies (i.e., conditions and rewards) as conceived by practitioners (see Figure 2). This flexibility in the design of gamification strategies aims at enabling practitioners to select a wide variety of LA indicators of their own choice to adapt their gamification conditions to their learning designs.

More specifically, GamiTool enables the computer-interpretative representation of gamification designs involving 10 different types of learning resources (e.g., assignments, quizzes, content pages), and 30 different actions (e.g., log in, submit, post) which can be further specified into multiple fine-grain rules (e.g., before a specific date, several times). For instance, a gamification condition can be configured as students must submit (action) the questionnaire located at Module 1 (resource) before the configured deadline (rule) and score higher than 90% (rule) in the first attempt (rule). This gamification condition shows the use of multiple behavioral indicators that can potentially inform about those students that are more engaged with the contents (first attempt, high score) at the envisioned course pace (condition deadline).

Apart from fine-grained conditions, GamiTool also supports the gamification of actions that must be satisfied by a specific percentage of group members (e.g., at least 50% of group peers must contribute to the collaborative group glossary). Therefore, group activities can be also gamified to foster the individual accountability of group peers to achieve the reward. Additionally, since many learning situations are configured in distributed learning environments (Prieto et al., 2014), GamiTool was designed to interact with both LMS built-in and external tools, being able to retrieve behavioral indicators from both learning management systems (e.g., Moodle, Canvas) and external tools (e.g., Google Spreadsheets) in a same gamification design. In summary, all these features for the design of computer-interpretative gamified designs provide practitioners with a high flexibility when configuring LA indicators as gamification conditions (e.g., conditions based on student individual actions, based on group actions, based on peer approval, based on previous earned rewards).

Further information about GamiTool can be found at https://www.gsic.uva.es/gamitool/, last access: March 2021.
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In addition, as represented in Figure 1, the interaction of students with the gamified activities, and therefore, with the configured reward-based strategies, generates multiple gamification indicators such as the number of earned rewards, the student positions in the leaderboards, the number of students that earned a concrete reward, etc. (Heilbrunn et al., 2017; Dichev et al., 2018). The gamification analytics strongly depend on the decisions taken during the design of gamification (e.g., those designs including leaderboards can track the current position and the progress of the student in the leaderboard). These gamification indicators (see Figure 3) are potentially useful for monitoring and re-designing reward-based strategies, e.g., a gamification condition is so difficult that only few students earned it (see (b) in Figure 1). Like the LA indicators, gamification indicators can be also used for the definition of new gamification conditions (e.g., a new reward will be issued when student rank
first in the leaderboard or when students earn 100 experience points) and for automatic interventions in the learning design of the course (see (c) and (d) in Figure 1, respectively). This type of conditions based on gamification analytics are also supported by GamiTool.

A prototype of GamiTool has been developed supporting part of its functionality in two learning management systems (i.e., Moodle, Canvas) and one external tool (i.e., Google Spreadsheets). This prototype was used in a real MOOC hosted at Canvas Network (Ortega-Arranz et al., 2019), and was evaluated by 19 practitioners and gamification designers from multiple institutions (Ortega-Arranz et al., under review). In this last evaluation, among other features, practitioners were requested to create a gamification design with reward-based strategies over a given MOOC. Therefore, we could understand the extent to which GamiTool supports the representation of computer-interpretable gamification designs as configured by real practitioners and gamification designers (Ortega-Arranz et al., under review). Results showed that from all the configured gamification conditions (N=71), GamiTool can directly represent most of them (59.15%), including those involving behavioral indicators such as submitting quizzes, getting likes in discussion forums, or completing rubrics for peer review. On the other hand, results also revealed that a considerable percentage of conditions (39.44%) could be quantitatively supported by GamiTool but, ideally, they would require content analysis (e.g., submit three economical terms to the course glossary) or more complex indicators (e.g., active participation in the group task). Support to these two types of conditions has been outlined in the GamiTool roadmap agenda.

Another important feature of the evaluation was to understand the extent to which GamiTool helped practitioners to create gamification designs. In this situation, the GamiTool catalog of supported behavioral indicators that can be tracked for the different course activities was, in general, perceived as useful for the definition of new conditions, and showed a moderate positive correlation ($r(18)=-0.470, p=0.049$) with the previous gamification experience of the users (Ortega-Arranz et al., under review). The evaluation also showed an “excellent” usability of the system (Brooke, 1996) according to SUS score ratings ($mean(19)= 84.61$), and a low perceived workload (Hart, 2006) for designing and implementing gamification designs according to the Raw TLX score ratings ($mean(19)= 31.57$).

3 EXPLORING SINERGIES BETWEEN GAMITOOL AND LA

LA (Siemens & Long, 2011) and gamification (Deterding et al., 2011) have been proposed to address similar educational drawbacks (e.g., improving student learning outcomes, fostering self-regulated learning) by using similar indicators. However, both research areas created their own agenda separately. As a case of this separate trends, the research work leading the development of GamiTool was mainly inspired in the gamification-related literature and did not consider its connections with the learning analytics field. Consequently, we have made ourselves two questions: How can GamiTool benefit from the LA field? and the other way around, What could be the contribution of GamiTool to the LA field? These questions have led to five potential lines of work regarding the relation between GamiTool and LA.
Extending the Use of Gamification Analytics: As mentioned before, the student interaction with the reward-based strategies generates new variables that can be tracked by GamiTool (e.g., time span for claiming rewards, number of earned rewards, position in the leaderboard, students completing a configured condition). These gamification analytics can potentially complement the traditional learning analytics provided by learning management systems for multiple purposes (e.g., students that are most and least active, engagement level of tasks). Another envisioned purpose is the use of these variables as input variables of LA frameworks to model and predict student behaviors more accurately (Ranjeeth et al., 2020). Furthermore, modelling student behavior considering both learning and gamification analytics could help define personalized learner and player profiles more accurately, thus supporting the effectiveness of tailored gamification (Hallifax et al., 2020). As a future work, we plan to understand the relationship between these gamification variables and the student behaviors (e.g., task submission, dropout) in our previous studies about reward-based strategies in MOOCs, and to propose their integration within existing LA models.

Complex Indicators as Conditions: GamiTool supports the configuration of gamification conditions based on indicators of student activity (e.g., post a comment in a discussion forum) which can be further combined with other indicators to form more complex conditions (e.g., upload a profile picture, post a comment in the discussion forum, and receive at least 5 likes in such comment from course peers). Currently, GamiTool supports a set of basic indicators which were shown to be the ones most frequently envisioned by practitioners in our evaluation. However, a considerable number of conditions proposed by the participants of the evaluation studies also involved content analysis (e.g., “submit three economical terms to the course glossary”) and more complex indicators (e.g., “active participation in group work”). Therefore, considering the existence of LA tools able to obtain complex LA indicators (e.g., Khalil & Belokrys, 2020), it seems interesting to study the connection of GamiTool with such LA tools and to assess their usefulness for practitioners.

LA Frameworks for Gamification Design: One of the outcomes of the evaluation performed with practitioners and gamification designers was the usefulness of GamiTool to inspire the design of new forms of gamification, thanks to the fact it displays all the supported indicators for every resource type of the learning design. In this same evaluation, practitioners also raised the potential usefulness of being supported in the design regarding the most suitable number of rewards (and conditions), and/or the most important resources to be gamified according to the purposes for which gamification is being implemented (e.g., increase learning outcomes, foster participation). Given this context, there exist LA frameworks providing useful insights about how LA indicators relate to different learning purposes (e.g., Gašević, et al., 2017). Therefore, it seems interesting to explore to what extent these frameworks can be transferred to the context of gamification, and if such frameworks also produce a meaningful support in the design of gamification conditions. As a future work, the conceptual elements of such frameworks could be combined with GamiTool-DM to explore their applicability and usefulness within GamiTool.

Gamification Across-Spaces: GamiTool currently supports the gamification of learning management systems and external tools, thus supporting the creation of gamification designs that involve multiple virtual learning environments and tools (e.g., Moodle, Canvas, Google Spreadsheets). However, learning does not only occur in the digital space but also in the physical one. Gamification experiences in the physical space normally require the manual monitoring and management of student behavior.
Nevertheless, the rapid growth of sensors in the last decade (e.g., smartphone sensors) enable their use to automatize data collection from the physical space. During the last years, there has been much research regarding this aspect in the LA field under the umbrella of the so-called “CrossMMLA” (Giannakos et al., 2020). Therefore, future refinement of GamiTool should leverage the current state of CrossMMLA to support reward-based gamification in across-spaces learning situations (e.g., GamiTool-DM extension to support the gamification of actions performed in the physical space).

**Ethics and Data Privacy:** The collection and measurement of student information involves some ethical and private issues that are more aggravated when this information is not only used by learning management systems but also by third-party gamification systems. The ethical and privacy implications of tracking students’ actions are been extensively addressed by the LA research field, including the development of educational systems (e.g., Hoel et al., 2017). However, this does not happen in gamification. Further work is needed to understand whether the policies proposed in the LA area are transferable to the concrete case of gamification and gamification systems, including GamiTool.

### 4 CONCLUSIONS

This paper reflects about the (bi-directional) relationship between LA and GamiTool, a gamification system initially conceived under the frame of gamification-based research. GamiTool enables the definition of gamification conditions at design time, based on indicators of student activity, and which can represent goals expected to be achieved as defined by practitioners. The definition of indicators considering the Learning Design relates to the current efforts from the LA field to script actionable LA at design time (i.e., rewards and privileges are given to the student according to conditions considered beneficial by practitioners).

On the one hand, latest LA advances can provide to GamiTool (and to other gamification systems) with design frameworks, tools, and policies, supporting the design of effective gamification strategies, the incorporation of more complex gamification conditions and the secure treatment of student personal data. On the other hand, GamiTool can provide to the LA field new gamification variables potentially defining the behavior of students with learning resources and activities. This information could be used together with traditional learning analytics to better understand and predict the learning processes happening in online courses and generate automatic interventions that can alleviate the associated orchestration workload to practitioners. All these lines point out to potential lines of future work combining the research fields of LA and gamification.
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ABSTRACT: Collaborative learning flow patterns (CLFPs) formulate good practices for scripts orchestrating activity sequences and collaboration mechanisms that can elicit fruitful social interactions. Despite their benefits, it is worth exploring how their implementation can be improved. Learning technology research suggests that the use of gamification strategies accompanied with learning analytics offers potential to reinforce the productive participation and collaboration between participants, and at the same time to help teachers to make regulation decisions and measure the impact of the activities. In this paper, we analyze three case studies where the Pyramid CLFP is used. The analysis shows that implementations of this pattern already incorporate different uses of game mechanics and learning analytics. The paper also discusses the approaches in use and how complementary mechanisms could be considered for the further improvement of future designs.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Collaborative Learning Flow Patterns (CLFPs) are topic-independent structures of potentially effective scripted sequences of learning activities that can be adapted to multiple educational scenarios (Hernández-Leo et al., 2006). These patterns can help teachers design and incorporate scripted collaborative learning scenarios into their teaching practice. Certainly, the application of CL poses certain challenges and drawbacks (Radkowitsch et al., 2020), such as (1) students usually divide the tasks, working individually without collaborating; (2) these activities require extra time for both teachers and students; and (3) can emerge eventual interaction and communication problems among students, and CLFPs largely contributes to overcome these challenges (Hernández-Leo et al., 2005), CLFPs achieve so through scripting mechanisms (in the formulation of groups, roles, resource sharing, and activity sequencing) that promote positive interdependence, individual accountability and knowledge sharing (Hernández-Leo et al., 2005, Johnson et al., 2016, Nah et al., 2014). Yet, given the relevance of their aims, additional strategies to reinforce CLFP effects on collaboration and learning are worth studying. In this paper, we explore how game mechanics and learning analytics can enhance the implementation of the scripting mechanisms in CLFPs.

On the one hand, previous research in game-based learning suggests that game mechanics can reinforce a pedagogical strategy able to support several underpinning CL mechanics present in CLFPs, facilitating higher levels of motivation, participation and more enjoyable learning experiences.
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(Johnson et al., 2016, Nah et al., 2014). Indeed, several studies have addressed the use of game-based learning in collaborative learning activities and environments. For instance, Darejeh & Salim, (2016) propose an ontology to represent gamification strategies in collaborative learning scenarios. Also, Johnson et al., (2016) describe a case study in which an online gamified discussion forum increased student collaboration and reduced response times. On the other hand, the implementation of game mechanics can benefit from the use of learning analytics (Freire et al., 2016). It is expected that the inclusion of game mechanics in the scripts based on the Pyramid CLFP generates key performance indicators so learning analytics can be applied to track and inform teachers about the learning process.

In order to tackle the objective of understanding how game mechanics and learning analytics can enhance the implementation of CLFPs, this paper focuses the study on a specific CLFP that incorporates key scripting mechanisms (dynamic changes in group formation - of increasing size - across a sequence of collaborative learning activities), the Pyramid CLFP (Hernández-Leo et al., 2006). The study is approached through an analysis, guided by the LM-GM framework (Arnab, et al., 2015), of three cases implementing the Pyramid CLFP as reported in the literature.

Thus, the research questions guiding this work are: (RQ1) What game mechanics are present in learning scenarios already implementing Pyramid CLFP scripts? (RQ2) How is learning analytics present in the implementation of Pyramid CLFP scripts? (RQ3) What can be proposed to extend game mechanics and the use of learning analytics in the implementation of Pyramid CLFP scripts?

The next sessions describe the background of the Pyramid CLFP, the LM-GM framework and the notions of gamification and learning analytics. Section 3 summarizes the three implementations of the Pyramid CLFP selected for the analysis. Then, section 4 presents the analysis of the game mechanics present in the selected cases and section 5 focuses on the analysis of the Learning Analytics used. Some proposals to extend the implementation of Pyramid CLFP using game mechanics are discussed in section 6.

2 BACKGROUND

2.1 Collaborative Learning Flow Patterns

Collaborative Learning Flow Patterns (CLFPs) represent broadly accepted techniques that are repetitively used by collaborative learning practitioners (e.g., teachers) when structuring the flow of types of learning activities involved in collaborative learning scenarios (Hernández-Leo et al., 2005). CLFP pre-structure collaboration in such a way that productive interactions are promoted, so that the potential effectiveness of the educational situation is enhanced (Jermann et al., 2004), fostering individual participation, accountability and balanced positive interdependence. Examples of CLFPs include Jigsaw, TPS (Think-Pair-Share), Simulation, TAPPS (Thinking Aloud Pair Problem Solving) and Brainstorming (Hernández-Leo et al., 2006). This paper is focused on analyzing Computer Supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL) studies that used the Pyramid pattern, which is a CLFP with complex scripting structures that cover key scripting mechanisms related to changes in group formation changing (in terms of members and group size) along a flow of several learning activities.
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The “Pyramid” pattern is used for complex problems, usually without a specific solution whose process of resolution can benefit from a gradual discussion and consensus among all participants (Hernández-Leo et al., 2005). A Pyramid flow is usually initiated with individual students solving a global task. Then, in a second phase of the Pyramid, such individual solutions are discussed in small groups and agreed upon a common proposal. These small groups then form larger-groups iteratively and large group discussions will continue until a consensus is reached at the global level. Pyramid flows foster individual participation, accountability and balanced positive interdependence (Hernández-Leo et al., 2006). Furthermore, the Pyramid pattern promotes conversations in incrementally sized groups, clear expectations of reaching consensus and positive reinforcement mechanisms leading to desired positive behaviors in the learning process (Fluke & Peterson, 2013; Manathunga & Hernández-Leo, 2018).

Figure 1: Pyramid CLFP (Hernández-Leo et al., 2006)

2.2 LM-GM Framework

According to Arnab et al., (2015). In gameful learning design one of the fundamental aspects consists in the translation of learning goals/practices into mechanical element of gameplay, “high-level pedagogical intents can be translated and implemented through low-level game mechanics”. To achieve this, first, they introduce the concept of Serious Game Mechanic (SGM) defined as the design decision that concretely realizes the transition of a learning practice/goal into a mechanical element of gameplay for the sole purpose of play and fun. SGMs act as the game elements/aspects linking pedagogical practices (represented through learning mechanics) to concrete game mechanics directly related to a player’s actions. Second, they propose the Learning Mechanics–Game Mechanics (LM-GM) model. This analytical model maps game mechanics and pedagogical elements that were abstracted from literature on game studies and learning theories.

The model helps to relate a set of standardized learning mechanics to another set of standard game mechanics. It allows for designers to investigate how the mechanics interact and to ensure that a system is grounded from a pedagogical and entertainment standpoint (Maarek et al., 2019), providing a concise means to relate pedagogy intentions and ludic elements within a player’s actions and gameplay (Arnab et al., 2015).
2.3 Gamification and Learning Analytics

Learning Analytics is the interpretation of a wide range of data produced by student’s interaction in order to assess their academic progress, predict future performance and detect potential problems (Johnson et al., 2016). As stated by Gibson, (2017): data can “make it possible to gain highly detailed insight into student performance and their learning trajectories as required for personalizing and adapting curriculum as well as assessment”.

In the particular context of game-based learning the use of learning analytics has been barely explored. By monitoring and analyzing gamification related data, experts can gain valuable insights and take corresponding actions towards goal achievement. Relevant data sources comprise user behavior data, user properties, and progression data (Heilbrunn et al., 2017).

Freire et al., (2016) explore the concept of Game Learning Analytics (GLA), its tools and technologies. Having data of what is happening while the user is playing is key to relating game-play with actual learning, and to move from only theory-based approaches to more data-driven or evidence-based approaches.

Additionally, other previous publications also explored the use of LA in gamification environments. For instance, the literature review performed by (Trinidad et al., 2018) shows the lack of tools that can provide gamification experts with real-time analytics from gamified systems, so experts can evaluate, improve and adapt their gamification strategies.

2.4 Related work

Previous studies have analyzed the effects of applying the LM-GM framework in the design of game-based learning applications. Callaghan et al. (2016), developed a case study where they applied the LM-GM in the design process of a serious game to teach electrical and electronic circuit theory. The objective of the game was to solve a series of circuit problems in stages, where the player explores each puzzle (behavioral momentum), tries to understand its structure and how to efficiently solve the problem using a simulate/response approach to observe, experiment and analyze circuit behavior under time constraints. The end of each level provides feedback to the player on their progress (score achieved), possible rewards (achievements) and competition (leader boards).

Baldeon et al. (2016), created 3DVirtualPC a serious game designed to develop computer literacy skills, such as the identification and analysis of concepts related to basic hardware components of a computer. To do so they made a mapping of the learning objectives, learning mechanics, game mechanics, and bloom taxonomy categories in order to decide the best implementation and in-game action.

However, to the best of our knowledge, none of the previous studies have addressed the use of the LM-GM framework in CLFPs, their pre-established features that can be gamified (e.g., phases, relevant expected student actions), and the gamification analytics required to monitor the students’ actions supporting collaborative learning.
3 SELECTED IMPLEMENTATIONS OF PYRAMID CLFP SCRIPTS

In order to identify the relevant gameful characteristics presented in the Pyramid CLFP an analysis of learning - game mechanics and learning analytics used in diverse applications of the Pyramid CLFP was conducted. Three papers that report case studies that apply Pyramid were selected considering the following criteria: 1) they report explicit implementations of the Pyramid pattern, 2) they provide sufficient details of the learning design of the script, 3) the paper reports the use of learning analytics, 4) the study associated to the script is consolidated (i.e., vs. work in progress), 5) the three papers are written by different authors.

The application of these criteria led to the selection of the following journal papers:

Case 1. “Monitoring pattern-based CSCL scripts: a case study” by Rodríguez-Triana et al., (2011), which proposes a method to get an automated and higher level view about the evolution of the learning process structured by a CLFP to enable the monitoring of the collaboration.

Case 2. “Design of a Competitive and Collaborative Learning Strategy in a Communication Networks Course” by Regueras et al., (2011), presents a study using the tool QUESTOURnament that combines competitive and collaborative learning approaches in order to motivate students and improve their learning process.

Case 3. “Authoring and enactment of mobile pyramid-based collaborative learning activities in this paper” by Manathunga & Hernández-Leo, (2018), which proposes a particularization of the Pyramid CLFP to support flexible and scalable collaborative learning scenarios through the tool PyramidApp providing a web-based editor and an enactment environment accessible through web or mobile devices.

A summary of the main elements of each case can be found in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Learning design implementing the Pyramid</th>
<th>Additional tools</th>
<th>Observations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Case 1: 46 students of a third-year course (out of five) on “Network traffic and Management”, s Engineering degree.</td>
<td>Two-level Pyramid CLFP. At level-1, groups of 2 participants attended a face-to-face lab session, students had to draw a preliminary version of a sequence diagram and write a report with a summary of the main decisions and issues. At level-2, groups joined in super-groups (composed of 4 groups). Each group had to review and provide feedback on the reports produced by their super-group mates; then, they had to discuss and produce a joint version of the diagram, and perform an oral presentation with a common version of the conclusions.</td>
<td>Students were provided with a shared board (Dabbleboard), and in order to explain, review and discuss, they had at their disposal shared documents and presentations (Google Documents and Google Presentations). Since these tools cannot be automatically integrated in Moodle the GLUE! Architecture (Alario-Hoyos et al., 2013) was used to integrate them into the VLE.</td>
<td>The authors reported some critical situations like for example that in a group, just one of the group members interacted with the resources or that in another group none of the participants had accessed the resources. Also, students complained about the lack of information about their mates’ work, which forced them to connect and review their resources frequently to check whether there was any change.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Case 2:
36 students from an undergraduate communication networks course, part of the core curriculum of the three-year degree in an engineering program.

| Two phases script: a 3 level pyramid and a competitive second phase. Initially at level-1 the students studied the class material individually, in the level-2 the students were grouped in pairs in order to prepare questions about one of the specific topics and add them to a wiki, in the level-3 the whole group participated in a discussion and selected the six best questions. In the competitive phase pairs students compete in order to answer the questions posed and then assessed by other students. Finally, the score for all of the work for each pair of students is calculated, taking into account both the score obtained for their answers and the assessment mark. | Moodle e-learning platform as a collaborative framework. Competitive active e-learning tool called QUESTOURnment, which is integrated into the Moodle platform. QUESTOURnment allows teachers to organize contests in both individual and group work environments. Each contest includes a set of intellectual challenges or questions that must be solved by the students within a certain time limit. The answers are rewarded by means of a variable scoring system, students can also submit new questions and assess the corresponding answers. | Throughout the experimental study, the teacher observed the learning process, reviewing both the proposed questions and the assessments of the answers, in order to guarantee the quality of the questions and the fairness of the assessments. In general terms, the students considered that it was easy to reach agreement. However, it was more difficult for them to pose questions and to assess the answers of their classmates, which is understandable since this is usually done by teachers and not by students. |

### Case 3:
first-year undergraduate students (n = 194) taking an Introduction to Information and Communication Technologies, second-year students (n = 43) taking Network Protocols and Masters' students (n = 46) (several engineering programs) taking Research Methodology

| Most of the PyramidApp rounds were conducted in f2f scenarios with different kinds of level configurations (all Pyramid activities having an individual level and one or two group levels). Two sessions (one with the first-year and another with the second-year) were enacted using the distance mode of the application. In a distance mode, students were receiving emails notifying about the activity progress, avoiding the need to be online all the time. | PyramidApp: a web-based scalable, dynamic collaborative learning application. that is used to orchestrate activities in which participants can express their individual solutions to a task followed by cumulative negotiations in increasingly larger groups (Pyramid levels) to select the most appropriate solution. The orchestration is done automatically considering the pedagogical constraints of the CLFP and a set of mechanisms that achieve flexibility in terms of flow dynamism and scalability. | Some students missed the initial submission phase due to either late access or ignored timing values instructed in the email. Several students could not submit options or rating timely as they were not paying attention to timer notifications. Some groups used the chat feature extensively while some did not. Further investigations would be interesting for improving usage of discussion features. |

## 4 GAME MECHANICS PRESENT IN PYRAMID CLFP SCRIPTS

For each paper an analysis of learning mechanics using the LM-GM framework was performed to identify the learning mechanics and the game mechanics that were applied in the scripted activity.

In case 1, the authors implemented a 2 level pyramid with face to face and virtual activities, the mapping of learning mechanics - game mechanics (Figure 3) shows that the script using a 2-level
pyramid presents 8 of the 38 game mechanics. Students had to collaborate and cooperate with their peers to design a sequence diagram, then they had to provide feedback to the other groups, and in a process of communal discovery they created a joint version of the diagram.

![Figure 3: Learning and game mechanics in case 1 (elements in blue cells)](image)

The use of a competition phase after the 3-level pyramid in the script used in case 2 added new learning and game mechanics, resulting in a total of 11 of the 38 mechanics included in the LM-LG framework (Figure 4). Students initially had to cooperate and collaborate to prepare questions about the studied topic and post them in a wiki, then in a communal discovery phase they had to select the six best questions, this created a sense of status and ownership between the students. In the competitive phase they had to compete to be the first to answer in a given period of time, having a second type of feedback which took into account both the score obtained for their answers and the assessment mark.
In case 3, the mapping is similar to the one obtained for case 1, with 9 of the 38 game mechanics (Figure 5). The addition of a level in the pyramid increased the amount of feedback received. Moreover, the use of a dedicated application that had a time limit to send the answers corresponds to the time pressure game mechanic.

Figure 4: Learning and game mechanics in case 2 (elements in blue cells)

Figure 5: Learning and game mechanics in case 3 (elements in blue cells)
5 LEARNING ANALYTICS PRESENTED IN THE IMPLEMENTATION OF PYRAMID CLFP SCRIPTS

Each case had scripting mechanisms using CSCL tools that helped the enactment of the activities and allowed teachers and researchers to track the learning process. In this section we report an analysis of the learning analytics used in the cases, and how they relate to the different game mechanics.

In case 1, the authors retrieve and analyze the content of GLUE’s logs, Moodle and Google docs event history (Table 2) in order to detect evidence of the key collaborative aspects that were previously estimated in the design of the activity, this analysis done during the enactment phase detected some potentially critical situations in the collaboration that were informed to the teachers in order to take preventive measures. The extracted data is related to the following game mechanics: cooperation, collaboration, design/editing and communal discovery.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Google docs tools</td>
<td>Document revision history</td>
<td>User, date, time and document version</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moodle</td>
<td>Event history</td>
<td>Date, time, IP address, user name, action, resource used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLUE!</td>
<td>Access History</td>
<td>Event logs user, date, time, resource accessed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Case 2 used a system integrated in the Moodle platform that allowed students and teachers to track the progress of the activity, showing the top ranked groups and their mark, students also could see the questions posted by others and their date (Table 3). In this case, the monitoring process was done manually by the teacher, however the gathered data along with a questionnaire that students had to answer at the end of the activity, was used to perform an analysis of the results comparing them with the ones of the subject in previous years.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>QUESTOURnament</td>
<td>history</td>
<td>User, date, time, assessment mark, final score, time used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moodle</td>
<td>Event history</td>
<td>Date, time, IP address, user name, action, resource used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wiki</td>
<td>Public data</td>
<td>Answer submitted, author, date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survey</td>
<td>Answers</td>
<td>Work of the other groups, experience, perception of acquired learning</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In case 2 the data gathered is mainly related to the competition and time pressure game mechanics, With the information from the questions posted on the wiki and the event history of QUESTOURnament the whole competition can be tracked, also the collaboration and cooperation game mechanics could be studied from the Moodle event history.

Case 3 used a dedicated application (PyramidApp) to help teachers in the design and enactment phase, during the activity students had to rank the different answers with a scale of 1 to 5 and could see which answers were promoted to the next level of the pyramid. The data gathered was used to track if the collaboration conditions were met (reach common goal, positive interdependence, coordination and communication, individual accountability, satisfaction).
Table 4: Learning Analytics data presented in case 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PyramidApp</td>
<td>logs</td>
<td>answers, chat logs, answer’s score, time expended, ranking of the answers, users that submit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survey</td>
<td>Answers</td>
<td>experience perception</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In case 3, all the game mechanics presented in the script can be studied thanks to the use of a dedicated application that registers all the interactions during the enactment of the activity. The logs contain key information of the different participations during the script that can be used to develop a collaboration and cooperation measure. Also, the chat logs and the ranking of the answers can be used to track the game mechanics related to the status between the students and the ownership of the answer.

6 WHAT CAN BE PROPOSED TO EXTEND GAME MECHANICS AND THE USE OF LEARNING ANALYTICS FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF PYRAMID CLFP SCRIPTS?

The three case studies analyzed share common observations, for example: (1) in some groups the collaboration between participants was not as successful as expected (2) participants only interacted with some of the materials (3) participants did not submit their answers the given time. As shown in the LM-GM analysis, the Pyramid CLFP scripting implementation already incorporates a significant number of game mechanics. Yet, the analysis also shows that it is still possible to consider additional mechanics which has a potential to further improve the implementation of the pattern, e.g.:

- Use of a meta-game system that includes some of the classical elements of gamification (points, badges and leaderboards) linked with an in-course reward system can be a way to increase the level of interest and collaboration (Ortega-Arranz et al., 2018). The use of a competition system is optional but encouraged as reported in the second paper its application reported very good results. This meta-game will also generate analytics that can be used to track the level of engagement that the students have in order to help the teachers to take action

- Depending on the nature of the subject and the learning objectives, this can be augmented into a full role-playing gamification system, where students assume different roles (their progress might be also linked to an avatar) the success in the activity depends on the collaboration of the different roles with different characteristics. This game mechanic is very aligned with the “distribution of roles” mechanism present in several collaboration scripts, and it is known it can contribute to fostering positive interdependence, individual accountability and knowledge sharing (Kobbe et al., 2007), while at the same time creating more data variables to analyze and help teachers to track the achieving of the learning objectives.

7 CONCLUSIONS

Despite the increasing number of works in gamification, learning analytics and collaborative learning it is unclear to what extent there is or there could be a game-based perspective in the implementation of CSCL scripts, such as those structured according to the Pyramid Collaborative...
Learning Flow Pattern. This paper analyses the integration of game mechanics and learning analytics in three reported case studies and shows that several game mechanics are present in the implementation of the Pyramid CLFP, such as collaboration, cooperation, competition, assessment, feedback, Communal discovery, status and ownership. Learning Analytics is used in the three cases, to track the learning process, determine the cooperation and collaboration levels and to inform the teachers about negative situations that could emerge during the activity. Game mechanics not considered in the cases include roleplay, rewards/penalties, history, levels and movement.

As future work, we plan to carry out co-design activities with teachers interested in using gamification in CLFPs in their teaching practice and evaluate the effects of their implementation with students. This will help us know (1) whether diverse game mechanics are seemed suitable for incorporation in learning designs involving playful CSCL scripts; (2) analyze whether the gamification strategies implemented actually contribute to further fostering positive interdependence, individual accountability and knowledge sharing, (3) determine which learning analytics would help practitioners in the design and delivery of the scripts.
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ABSTRACT: As the adoption of digital learning materials in modern education systems is increasing, the analysis of reading behavior and their effect on student performance gains attention. The main motivation of this workshop is to foster research into the analysis of students’ interaction with digital textbooks, and find new ways in which it can be used to inform and provide meaningful feedback to stakeholders: teachers, students and researchers. The previous years workshops at LAK19 and LAK20 focused on reading behavior in higher education, and this year we will offer participants a new challenge that focuses on secondary school reading behavior. Due to data privacy and ownership, we will offer a synthetic dataset that has been generated by a model trained on actual data, a method that has been gaining wider attention in LAK community. As with previous years, additional information on lecture schedules and syllabus will also enable the analysis of learning context for further insights into the preview, in-class, and review reading strategies that learners employ. Participant contributions will be collected as evidence in a repository provided by the workshop and will be shared with the wider research community to promote the development of research into reading analysis systems.

Keywords: Student Performance Prediction, Data Challenge, Reading Behavior, Synthetic Data

1 WORKSHOP BACKGROUND

Digital learning materials especially digital textbooks are a core part of modern education, and the adoption of digital textbooks in education is increasing. Digital textbooks and e-books are being introduced into education at the government level in a number of countries in Asia (Ogata et al., 2015). This has prompted research into not only the use of such materials within the classroom, but also the collection and analysis of event data collected from the systems that are used for support and distribution (Flanagan et al., 2018; Ogata et al., 2017; Ogata et al., 2015). In addition to its advantages on students’ learning, digital text readers are capable of recording interactions regarding students’ reading behaviors. As the materials are read by students using the system, the action events are recorded, such as: flipping to the next or previous page, jumping to different pages, memos,
comments, bookmarks, and drawing markers to indicate parts of the learning materials that learners think are important or find difficult.

Despite the increase in use, research analyzing students’ interaction with digital textbooks is still limited. Recent review study (Peña-Ayala et al., 2014) revealed that almost half of the papers in Learning Analytics (LA) and Educational Data Mining (EDM) fields are using data from Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS) or Learning Management Systems (LMS). Previous research into the reading behavior of students has been used in review patterns, visualizing class preparation, behavior change detection, and investigating the self-regulation of learners (Yin et al., 2015; Ogata et al., 2017; Shimada et al., 2018; Yamada et al., 2017). The analysis of reading behavior can be used to inform the revision of learning materials based on previous use, predict at-risk students that may require intervention from a teacher, and identify learning strategies that are less effective and provide scaffolding to inform and encourage more effective strategies. The digital learning material reader can be used to not only log the actions of students reading reference materials, but also to distribute lecture slides.

The main motivation of this workshop is to foster research into the analysis of students’ interaction with digital textbooks, and find new ways in which it can be used to inform and provide meaningful feedback to stakeholders, such as: teachers, students and researchers. This proposal builds upon previous workshops that have focused on student performance prediction based on reading behavior. In previous years at LAK and other international conferences, there have been workshops that have offered open ended data challenges to analyze e-book reading logs and predict the final grade score of learners (Flanagan et al., 2018; Flanagan et al., 2019; Flanagan et al., 2020), with 16, 14, and 17 participant submissions respectively. However, to-date the data challenges have targeted higher education settings.

This year we will offer participants a new challenge that focuses on secondary school reading behavior. Due to data privacy and ownership, we will offer a synthetic dataset that has been generated by a model trained on actual data, a method that has been gaining wider attention within the LAK community (Berg et al., 2016; Dorodchi et al., 2019). The use of synthetic data also broadens the possible scope of reading behavior data challenges to other areas of education that were previously limited. In the proposed workshop, we will offer a unique opportunity for participants to:

- Analyze large-scale synthetic reading log data based on secondary school with performance-based labels for model training from one subject.
- Investigate preview, in-class, and post-class reading behaviors by analyzing the scores from quizzes/exams/final grades, lecture schedules and syllabus information that will be provided as part of the datasets.
- Offer participants the opportunity to implement analysis trained on synthetic data in a real-world learning analytics dashboard.

This year we will provide two datasets: a large labeled training dataset and a smaller test dataset will be distributed. The learner’s performance score for the test dataset will be withheld, and participants can upload their scores to the workshop website to check the results of the evaluation periodically. A leaderboard will be provided with the best evaluation score that each participant has achieved to
encourage competition between teams. Final data challenge results of prediction models will be confirmed by submission of prediction models for formal evaluation.

2 OBJECTIVES

While we welcome research questions from all participants, and we expect to emphasize the following topic which the organizers feel attention should be paid. Low retention and high failure rates are important problems in education (Villagrán-Arnedo et al., 2017). However, studies have shown that timely interventions for at-risk students can be effective in helping change their behaviors (Arnold et al., 2012; Tanes et al., 2011). Therefore, focusing on the early detection of at-risk students is an essential step to changing student’s behavior for greater success.

- This broader task may be approached from the following perspectives:
- Student reading behavior self-regulation profiles spanning the entire course
- Preview, in-class, and review reading patterns
- Student engagement analysis; and behavior change detection
- Visualization methods to inform and provide meaningful feedback to stakeholders

Participant contributions (paper/programs/source code) will be collected as evidence in a repository provided by the workshop and will be shared with the wider research community to promote the development of research into reading analysis systems. Also, there is an opportunity to integrate the results as part of an ongoing open learning analytics tool development project for inclusion as an analysis feature. This integration of research conducted in the proposed workshop into open learning analytics infrastructure will be managed by the organizers as an ongoing effort.
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ABSTRACT: To achieve their learning goals, students need to make effective use of and manage their limited time. However, effective time management is not an easy task for many students. Notably, learning analytics is an effective approach that supports students with regard to their awareness of their time management. In this study, we report on the development of a system that can assist students in creating and managing their own study schedules by providing them with accurate learning data.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Learning skills are fundamental to academic achievement (Gettinger and Seibert, 2002), and include the abilities associated with acquiring, recording, organizing, synthesizing, remembering, and using information (Hoover and Patton, 1995). Additionally, successful students effectively use time-related learning skills such as time management, time planning, examination predicting and preparation, and reading and writing strategies (Zimmerman et al., 1996). These skills are related to self-regulated learning (SRL), which is an important component of the learner’s learning process and environment. Zimmerman et al. (1996) stated that self-regulation is an effective perspective for achieving learning outcomes and learning goals through the learner’s active involvement in the learning process—including metacognition, motivation, and behavior. Furthermore, recent advances in information and communication technology (ICT) have made it possible to trace learners' actual behaviors with a learning analytics approach. This awareness of SRL has also been shown to have a relationship with
learning behaviors (Yamada et al., 2015, 2016a, 2017a, 2017b, 2018). Also, Chen et al. (2019a) indicated that cognitive learning behaviors in reading learning materials enhanced SRL awareness and learning performance. Yamada et al. (2016b) indicated that the awareness of SRL promotes effective time management that leads to the keeping of the submission deadline for an assignment. These studies show that learning skills can be linked to learning behavior. However, even if students have learning skills, it is difficult to implement them if they cannot manage their time. In this paper, we report on the development of the system to help students acquire time-management skills based on ordinal learning behavior data.

2 REVIEW OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH

An effect of time-management skills may have a positive impact on college performance (Britton and Tesser, 1991). Students felt that a study plan was beneficial to their learning (Goda et al., 2009) and time-related learning patterns have influences on their learning performance (Goda et al., 2015). Furthermore, learning time management is an important aspect of self-regulated learning (Wolters et al., 2017). Also, it has been demonstrated that factors such as time management and test anxiety are significantly related to academic performance (Talib and Sansgiry, 2012). Moreover, it has been reported that the benefits of time-management behaviors include a greater buffering effect on learning stress rather than leisure satisfaction activities (Misra and McKeann, 2000). Thus, time management has been shown to be useful in alleviating learning stress and improving academic performance. Research on learning analytics has included not only psychological data but also learning logs and other data to contribute to the improvement of education and learning environments. For example, studies suggesting that reading learning materials promotes learning performance (Yin et al., 2019; Okubo et al., 2016), and out-of-class learning enhances learning performance (Shimada et al., 2015). Practical research on time-management has shown improvement in time management skills by tracing learning data using self-management tools in online learning (Tabuenca, 2014). In addition, data was collected in a computer course at a graduate school to detect time-management strategies from learning activities. The results showed that time-management was significantly related to grades (Uzir et al., 2020). The types of learning logs were identified to measure learning skills with learning analytics. This was done from the perspectives of basic learning skills including SRL, which is strongly related to learning skills (Watanabe et al., 2020a), and design of an application to help students manage their learning time (Watanabe et al., 2020b). Also, the learning analytics feature that was most accepted by students is the deadline reminder function, which is an important function for students’ independent learning and time-management (Schumacher and Ifenthaler, 2018).

Thus, the learning analytics approach was effective in measuring time-management skills and the students also wanted to manage their own study time. Therefore, we developed a system (hereinafter referred to as the “MAI Helper”) that allows them to manage their study time and control their learning activities. MAI means “Management and Active involvement of Learning”.

3 SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT AND FUNCTIONS

As for the functions of the MAI Helper, we developed the visualization of each graph, access time, schedule progress, reflection, comparisons between the students and their classmates, and the integration with BookRoll (BR) and Metaboard (MB). BR refers to electronic textbooks, which are allowed to be used to record the use of digital lecture materials such as slides and notes (Ogata et al.,
MB is a learning analytics dashboard that aims to provide the visualization of processes and behaviors based on the learning log data of the BR system (Chen et al., 2019b, 2020; Lu et al., 2020). Data from the BR and MB systems can be obtained and visualized on the MAI Helper and is displayed in Figure 1.

Below the MAI Helper logo is the list of courses registered in the schedule since the access date. The student’s name, period, and subject are displayed on the right. On the left side of the screen, users can select the day and the week; accordingly, the deeper the color, the more the accesses to the site. If users select the "Schedule" tab, they can register the contents of each schedule. Regarding the "BookRoll," "Metaboard," and "Reflection" tabs on the left side, the darker the color, the more accesses there are. Students can also see their own access date and time, the class access date and time, and the number of people in the class by moving the cursor over it. On the right side, the schedule shows the access day and the students can check the detailed contents by moving the cursor in order to edit or delete items. In addition, there is a reminder function, and if students check the box when entering the schedule, they will be notified by e-mail at the desired date and time. If users select the Reflection tab, they can reflect on their learning and make plans for the next time. (Figure 2)
In addition, the teachers-only functions include the registration of class information (Figure 3) and the downloading of access logs (Table 1). The background is colored in morning, noon, evening, and night so that the user can intuitively understand the access time.

Next, the specific configuration of the system involves a few steps. First, the students access the campus using a single sign-on system using a PC, tablet, etc. Then, they access the learning...
management system (LMS), and after the Learning Tools Interoperability (LTI) linkage, they access the Learning Analytics Dashboard (LAD). The MAI Helper is then positioned as a kind of Learning dashboard. The database used by the MAI Helper is mysql (Ver 8.0.21).

4 FLOW OF USING THE SYSTEM

In this section, we describe how users engage with the system (Table 2). First, the students manage their learning time by using access times, schedules, and reflections. In addition to this, teachers can register class times, assignment submissions, discussions, tests, and so on. It also allows teachers to monitor the status of each student’s activity. Until now, the data from learning analytics has been provided to faculty members but rarely to students. The reason for this is that even if the data is provided in its present state, it cannot be analyzed and used.

However, this time students can compare themselves with their classmates with regard to access time with the assistance of the MAI Helper, which has linked the MB, BR, and Schedule system. Moreover, they can use it for their own time-management.

Table 2: How to use the system

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Students</th>
<th>Teacher</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Login to MAI Helper</td>
<td>Login to MAI Helper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Check today’s schedule</td>
<td>Check today’s schedule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Select a class subject</td>
<td>Edit your schedule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Select the day, week, and month.</td>
<td>Click on the Class Management Registration tab and enter the required information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Select Home, Schedule or Reflection</td>
<td>Select the day, week, and month.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Select BR, MB or Reflection in Home to check your and your class’ status</td>
<td>Check the access status of BR, MB, and reflection for the whole class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Check your progress, edit, and set reminders in Schedule</td>
<td>Check individual student access to BR, MB, and reflection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Review and edit your reflections</td>
<td>Check individual student reflection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Logging out of MAI Helper</td>
<td>Check the progress of an individual student’s schedule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Log out of MAI Helper</td>
<td>Log out of MAI Helper</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Teachers can download the saved log data in comma-separated values (CSV) format. The main contents are access logs, course information, user information, students’ schedule information (logs), reflection information (logs), and teacher-class information. In the case of MB, data related to the browsing of BR pages is also available.

5 WHAT WILL IT BE ABLE TO ANALYZE?

The analysis here is to find out to what extent the dependent variable (behavior) changes when the independent variable (environment) is manipulated by using the MAI Helper. In other words, what should we do to make good learning behavior habitual in students? This is what the MAI Helper is designed to support. The students compare their own access status with that of the class. If they want to know the details, they can access the MB and see which page of the text has been accessed the most. The MAI Helper, for example, is used to compare the time and number of accesses in the first two weeks with the time and number of accesses in the last two weeks, and to see how it has changed to see the adjustment in behavior.

Next, regarding reflection, we can confirm the change by looking at the number of words in the first week’s statement and the number of words in the last week’s statement. As for the schedule, we think it is possible to understand whether the students were able to implement the study plan according to the schedule by themselves. However, it may be difficult for students to perform these analyses. For this reason, it is necessary to provide explanations and guidance on analysis methods prior to implementation.

If we assume that the use of the MAI Helper changes behavior, we can grasp a certain trend by tracing these data. In addition, it would be more accurate to combine the trace data with the evaluation of the questionnaire for a more accurate analysis.

In contrast, the use of the MAI Helper from the teacher’s side can be checked by the whole class or by individuals. For example, it is possible to send confirmation e-mails to students with low access to prevent dropouts. Furthermore, teachers can also explore the correlation between student behavior (number of accesses and reflections) and final grades. In this way, the MAI Helper can provide students with accurate learning data, which may help them manage and implement their own study schedules.

The MAI Helper stores learning logs on the database. Teachers and researchers can access the data for learning analytics in order to investigate the relationships among reading behaviors, learning plans, actual learning behaviors, and are the novelty of the MAI Helper is that it specializes in learning time management and are linked to MB and BR. Goda et al. (2015) found several learning patterns that enhance learning performance, but they did not analyze the various variables related to learning behaviors such as reflection. Additionally, Goda et al. (2015) indicated that procrastination leads to low learning performance, but several learners succeeded in gaining high performance, as Yamada et al. (2016b) indicated. It will be hopeful that researchers can find the threshold of successful active procrastination through learning analytics using the learning logs on the MAI Helper.
6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have developed a time-management system focused on student engagement by utilizing a learning analytics approach. This system is linked to BR and MB, and aims to help students manage their study time by themselves. MB does not visualize only BR logs. It is a platform for a variety of learning log visualization tools. In other words, a variety of learning log visualization tools can be placed on top of MB. MAI Helper is one of those tools.

The feature of this system is to make a learning plan while taking into account the actual learning time and the learning time of others. And the log of this system itself can be used to analyze the level of action taken to manage the study time.

However, in order to implement this system, it is necessary to provide guidance to students on how to use it. In the next phase, guidance for use will be included in Moodle, formative evaluation—including a user interface—will be conducted.

Future work includes the providing of measures for users to analyze, a system that can automatically sort reflective writing, and consideration for linking tasks and test schedules.
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ABSTRACT: Students have several learning patterns. Some prefer doing it early, but others prefer it last. To investigate students’ learning patterns quantitatively, Learning Analytics (LA) is one of the best options that help instructors understand students’ behaviors. In this paper, we propose an automated workflow of classifying students’ learning patterns. Our paper revealed 1) the different learning patterns in the dataset, and 2) the relationship between students’ progress patterns and performance. To apply time-series clustering, we used the tslearn package in Python. Changing the number of clusters from 1 to 10, we determined the number of clusters as 3 because the decrease of the distortion was saturated there. As a result of the adoption of time-series clustering, we obtained three kinds of learning patterns. Cluster 1 seems to be an early engagement group. Cluster 3 seems to be a continuous engagement group and Cluster 2 was the intermediate of them. According to the statistical test between cluster number and scores, we concluded that students in Cluster 3 tend to get a higher score than other learning patterns. It suggests effective intervention plans like a reminder at the end of the semester.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Students have several learning patterns. Some prefer doing it early, but others prefer it last. Some students prefer doing it steadily, but others prefer doing it intensively. To investigate students’ learning patterns quantitatively, Learning Analytics (LA) is one of the best options that help instructors understand students’ behaviors (Akcapani, 2020b). It is also said that learning patterns can affect students’ academic performance (Akcapani et al., 2020a). So, investigating students’ learning patterns is an important topic for predicting students’ performance based on the reading behavior dataset. In this paper, we propose an automated workflow of classifying students’ learning patterns with a time-series clustering approach. In this workshop, here are the contributions of our paper:

1. We revealed several different learning patterns in the dataset.

2. We explored the relationship between students’ learning patterns and their performance.

The rest of our paper is structured as follows. In the next section, we will introduce time-series clustering models and their applications. The Method section includes the data processing flow including the way we adopt time-series clustering to the dataset. In the Result section, we show the clustering results and the relationship between the clustering and performance. In the Discussion section, we point out the possibility of effective intervention found from the analysis results.
2 TIME-SERIIES CLUSTERING

Time-series clustering is a clustering model that is specialized for time-series data. There are several clustering models and several distance measures in time-series data. For example, the most popular distance measure for time-series data is Dynamic Time Warping (Sakoe & Chiba, 1971). It enabled us to compute the similarity between two time-series data with different lengths and deal with the time-shift between them. KL distance (Dahlhaus, 1996) or Hidden Markov Models (Smyth, 1997) are also used as a similarity measure in the clustering.

For the applications of time-series clustering, the field of Finance is very popular. Kumar & Patel (2002) found the seasonality patterns in the retail study. Bagnail et al. (2003) revealed the personal income pattern from the financial data. On the other hand, there are a few examples of the application of time-series clustering in the educational field. Młynarska et al. (2016) analyzed Moodle activity data with time-series clustering and uncovered three meaningful engagement patterns – Procrastinators, Strugglers, and Experts. Hung et al. (2015) identified at-risk students with a time-series clustering approach.

In the learning analytics field, there are some examples such as learning pattern classification based on the sequence mining approach (Akcapinar et al., 2020a) or page transition analysis during the lecture time (Akcapinar et al., 2019). However, it is not attempted that exploring students’ learning patterns with a time-series clustering approach using the whole semester dataset.

3 METHODOLOGY

To apply time-series clustering in this dataset, we used the tslearn package (Tavenard et. al., 2020) in Python. Here, we choose the “TimeSeriesKMeans” model because it is the simplest approach and fastest in the package. While the package offers three types of distance measures – “euclidean”, “dtw”, and “softdtw”, we choose “euclidean” because we want to distinguish the time of the engagement. Here is our workflow for analyzing the dataset.

1. **Sampling**: For the convenience of the analysis, we randomly sampled 1,000 students from the original dataset. The dataset was obtained from the e-book reader BookRoll (Ogata et al., 2017; Flanagan et al., 2017).

2. **Feature Extraction**: We made a time-series vector for each student. The time-series vector was a one-hot vector, which is 1 if the student interacted with the e-book reader on the day otherwise 0. As we have 111 days in the dataset, the length of the vector was 111. This vector was accumulated over the period.

3. **Standardization**: Based on the extracted feature vector, we defined the ‘achievement rate’ for each student and each day. We divided each element of the vector by the sum of the vector for each student. Through this process, the final achievement will be 1 with everyone’s data.

4. **Determination of the cluster number**: To determine the number of clusters, we conducted the Elbow plot (Figure 1). An Elbow plot is a plot where we plot the distortion (sum of the squared distance) of the clustering changing the number of clusters. Changing the number of clusters
from 1 to 10, we determined the number of clusters as 3 because the decrease of the distortion was saturated there.

![Elbow Plot](image)

**Figure 1: Elbow Plot for Determine the Cluster Number**

All the analysis process above was uploaded on the Gist ([https://gist.github.com/Hiroyuki1993/d524f254e24239ef585c6accabf27de7](https://gist.github.com/Hiroyuki1993/d524f254e24239ef585c6accabf27de7)).

4 RESULTS

4.1 Clustering Results

Figure 2 shows the clustering results. There were 330 (33%) students in cluster 1, 441 (44 %) students in cluster 2, and 229 (23 %) students in cluster 3. The red line represents the cluster center (typical progress chart) for each cluster.

![Time-Series Clustering](image)

**Figure 2: Time-Series Clustering of Students Learning Process**
4.2 Relationship with Performance

We conducted a statistical test to check if there were any relationships between the cluster and the score. We used JASP (https://jasp-stats.org/) to conduct a statistical test (ANOVA). As the equality of the variance could not be observed (p < .001), we used Welch’s homogeneity corrections. The result of ANOVA was significant (p < .001), and we conducted Post Hoc Comparisons between each cluster. The difference between clusters 1 and 3, and clusters 2 and 3 were significant (p < .001). The difference between clusters 1 and 2 was not significant (p = 0.09). Figure 3 shows the results of the analysis. The error bar stands for a 95 % confidence interval of the mean.

![Figure 3: Average Score and Its Confidence Interval for Each Cluster](image)

5 DISCUSSION

5.1 Clustering Results

As a result of the adoption of time-series clustering, we obtained three kinds of learning patterns. Cluster 1 seems to be an early engagement group. Students engaged hard during the first half of the semester but stop working hard after that. Students have achieved about 90 % of their engagement throughout the semester in the first half of the semester. On the other hand, students in cluster 3 studied hard at the end of the semester. The learning curve just before the end of the semester was the steepest of the three groups. Cluster 2 seems to be between Cluster 1 and 3.

5.2 Relationship with Performance

According to the statistical test between the cluster number and scores, we can conclude that students who engaged at the end of the semester tend to get a higher score than others. It suggests the engagement at the end of the semester may have affected their performance. It suggests effective intervention plans like a reminder at the end of the semester. It would be important how to motivate students at the end of the semester rather than the beginning of the semester.
5.3 Limitation

At the end of the paper, we pointed out two limitations in our study. The first is the standardization process. Our indicator – achievement rate – is defined as a relative measurement of students’ engagement, so it may be wrong to compare different students’ results based on it. Second, we took a one-hot vector to represent students’ learning patterns, but it would be more appropriate to use the bag-of-words (BoW) approach because it contains richer information about their learning. Classification based on the BoW vector would produce more reliable results for better intervention.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we described an automated process of the clustering of students based on the time-series learning log data obtained from an e-book reader. Through the analysis, we found a significant relationship between learning patterns and performance. It will lead to better intervention for better performance.
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\textbf{ABSTRACT:} This proposal describes the goal and activities of the second edition of the half-day symposium on Addressing Drop-Out Rates in Higher Education (ADORE 2021). As initiated in 2020, the purpose of the symposium is to bring together a community of stakeholders (namely, researchers and practitioners) who work on data-driven, learning analytics for detecting students at-risk and on strategic institutional initiatives for addressing dropouts in Higher Education. Our goal is to promote knowledge sharing by building a knowledge base of successful practices and to communicate lessons learnt from the design and adoption of institutional analytics in diverse contexts in order to contribute to robust, sustainable and transferable analytical solutions.

\textbf{Keywords:} dropouts, higher education, institutional analytics, data-driven decision making.

\section{Symposium Background}

The working environment is constantly evolving. The labor market desperately needs graduates from different disciplines and also requires workers to keep themselves up to date, engaging in lifelong learning solutions (UNESCO, 2016). In such a scenario, Higher Education (HE) institutions play a crucial role. As several international reports show (European Commission, 2015; European Commission, 2017; EDUCAUSE, 2019), the educational community and its policy makers are concerned with the HE success rates, and try to find strategies to attract students to education, keep them on board, and guide them to successfully acquire their degrees.

Student dropout is a complex topic, which is affected by different personal, instructional, social and organisational factors. We focus mainly on instructional factors such as gaps in course and program designs, students' under-performance, absence of feedback loops and we seek possibilities to address these. The organizers of this symposium are exploring data-driven strategies to promote student
retention, to provide post-entry support, guidance and counselling of students, and to scaffold students’ meta-cognitive strategies. However, despite the potential of the ongoing research in supporting student’s academic success, often analytical solutions are still in an early stage or piloting phase and only a small number of stakeholders (mainly researchers) have access to them.

This symposium will focus on learning analytics approaches for reducing student dropout in HE, which clearly illustrates the “impact LA solutions have on learning” (LAK 2021 conference theme). This symposium will bring together established research practices from various contexts (that is, different countries, different academic institutions and different domains), extending the knowledge base of successful paradigms (for example, analytical approaches and decision-making strategies) and sharing the lessons learnt during the process of addressing student dropouts in Higher Education. The goal of this symposium is threefold:

- To maintain and extend the community of stakeholders already started in ADORE 2020;
- To share expertise, receive feedback and communicate lessons learnt from the design, adoption and application of data-driven practices (institutional analytics) for addressing dropouts in Higher Education, and;
- To contribute in building a knowledge base of successful practices that are essential for the adoption of learning and institutional analytics.

This symposium will emphasize the design and adaptation of robust, sustainable and transferable strategies for the future. To that end, we aim to report and guide each other in the following directions:

- Defining a solid basis for ethics, data privacy and compliance for the European General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR);
- Integrating the stakeholders in the loop and putting the students in the center;
- Promoting a holistic approach where reducing dropout is not only an institutional matter but a shared goal among stakeholders;
- Closing the loop to assess and provide evidence about the added value that strategies have in terms of user acceptance and impact on reducing dropout rates.

To achieve this aim, participants will be asked to read accepted submissions in advance. During the workshop, instead of a traditional presentation, accepted submissions will be discussed thoroughly in groups. For any of the above themes, we welcome the contributions of researchers and practitioners. Contributions can take the form of papers for presentation (maximum 6 pages), posters or demos (maximum 3 pages).

2 ORGANISATIONAL DETAILS

2.1 Type of Event

---

1 [https://www.solaresearch.org/events/lak/lak21/](https://www.solaresearch.org/events/lak/lak21/)
Mini-tracks/Symposia. We aim at a program committee of about 20 members so that the review load should be one / two contributions maximum per reviewer.

2.2 Proposed Schedule and Duration

This symposium is planned as a half-day event. We propose the following schedule:

- 9:00am-9:15am: Welcome, introduction, and goal of the workshop.
- 9:15am-9:30am: Attendees present themselves shortly.
- 9:30am-10:30am: Group discussion of accepted submissions.
- 10:30am-10:45am: Break (15 minutes).
- 10:45am-11:15am: Group discussion of accepted submissions.
- 11:15am-11:45am: Discussion: shaping best practices and building a knowledge base
- 11:45am-12:00 pm: Wrap up & dissemination of results & future joint actions & Goodbye.

2.3 Type of Participation

The event supports mixed participation. Both participants with a paper submission and interested delegates may register to attend.

2.4 Symposium Activities

The symposium will enable group discussions of the accepted papers, posters and demos. Additionally, we aim to engage participants in semi-structured, round table discussions regarding ways to address dropouts in HE and specifically on the following directions: 1) student-centered, participatory design, 2) generalizability and transferability, 3) ethics and data privacy and 4) impact and added-value.

2.5 Expected participant numbers and planned dissemination activities to recruit attendants

The symposium aims at 20 participants. To recruit participants, we will communicate this event using social media platforms (Twitter, ResearchGate etc.) and mailing lists of international (SOLAR, EDM, EATEL, ISLS) and national (e.g., NordicLASI, SNOLA in Spain, ATIEF in France, GI in Germany) communities and initiatives. Additionally, we will launch a workshop website that will be linked to the LAK2021 website and we will form a program committee of about 20 members to disseminate the workshop further with the networks of the members.

It should be noticed that the organisers come from seven different academic institutions from four countries, and at least the attendance of representatives from these institutions is guaranteed.

2.6 Required equipment

As the event is purely online, it would be convenient to have access to an online meeting platform that enables group work with breakout rooms.
3 WORKSHOP GOALS

The workshop goals are:

- Report and share among the participant experience with institutional LA solutions. How LA is supporting learning and success?
- Familiarize participants with different existing institutional LA solutions to address drop-out;
- Identify challenges and good practices;
- Bring together researchers, practitioners, educational developers and policymakers.

This will allow:

- For novice participants, to learn about the field and get involved;
- For more expert participants, to share their experiences and receive feedback;
- To facilitate interdisciplinary collaboration among the participants from different backgrounds like governance, researchers, teachers, and so on.

In this way, we aim to advance the field and discuss challenges and issues related to the institutional LA and student dropout. All accepted contributions will be published in the “LAK Companion Proceedings”. The outcomes of the workshop will be published on the workshop’s website. A further intended outcome is the joint publication of a handbook (with extended contributions from the participants) that will report and reflect on the symposium’s contributions and discussions as well as on envisioning the future of institutional analytics.

4 STRUCTURE AND CONTENT OF THE SYMPOSIUM WEBSITE

- Call for papers (theme, submission guidelines)
- Important Dates
- Workshop description
- Organizers, program committee
- Accepted papers
- Outcomes from the workshop after the workshop
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ABSTRACT: Although several research works show that students at risk of dropping out of a course or a study program can be predicted with relatively high accuracy, this information has so far often not been accessible to course directors, teachers, or students. The DiSEA project aims to research this issue and close this gap in the context of online-degrees. Building on previous research, machine learning methods will be used to identify risk and success factors. The overall aim is to develop an integrated model to predict success in digital study programs and derive recommendations and interventions for course design, student counseling, and student self-reflection. A user-centered design involving all stakeholders will be followed.
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1 INTRODUCTION

High dropout rates are a problem for students as well as for universities. Young people experience a failure or even a serious cut in their career path. Economically, this represents a waste of educational resources. Relatively high rates of dropouts are leading universities to take innovative measures to actively address this problem. These include improved analytical studies of existing data.

For this purpose, models are developed, trained, and evaluated using machine learning methods (Aulck et al. 2019). The available data play an important role in the quality of the model (Schneider et al. 2019). These models can be used in early warning systems to identify students at risk earlier and provide more targeted advice.

One example of this is the early warning system FragSte (Berens et al. 2019, Schneider et al. 2019). FragSte only uses data that every university in Germany collects anyway. FragSte was evaluated at a state university and a private university of applied sciences. It was shown that the performance of this early warning system improves considerably as soon as data on academic performance can be accessed. Both FragSte and other (international) research projects (for example in Dekker et al. 2009, Aulck et al. 2019)
examine data from traditional study formats, i.e. face-to-face study programs with predominantly "classic" first-year students who start their studies in early adulthood or after leaving school.

In addition to traditional study formats, which still make up the majority of study offers, digital study offers are becoming increasingly important and will probably come into even greater focus as a result of the Corona pandemic. Digital study programs take place entirely or predominantly as online or distance learning offerings. Presently, in terms of the characteristics of students, they differ significantly from students in traditional study programs: The target group of digital study formats are typically people who are already full-time in professional life and would like to gain new or further qualifications or who, due to their personal life situation - e.g. bringing up children, caring for relatives, illnesses - would find it difficult to realize a study program in face-to-face teaching and appreciate the flexibility of online offers. Accordingly, these people also show different study behavior: They often study part-time, which goes hand in hand with a - planned - significantly longer duration of studies and often also lower prioritization of studies. The demands on students' self-regulation and motivation skills are significantly higher: although online formats offer a lot of flexibility to adapt studies to personal life situations, they also require a high degree of discipline and organizational skills (Minks et al. 2011). This means that the reasons for dropping out of modules or studies in digital study programs might also differ from traditional study formats. For working people, for example, the semester is often more difficult to plan; unforeseen work-related demands can prevent a module from being successfully completed. In some cases, students underestimate the amount of work required at the beginning of their studies, or the compatibility of studies and work turns out to be more difficult than previously assumed. In some cases, the obtention of a formal degree can become less important in the course of studies - for example, if the acquisition of qualifications can also be proven by intermediate certificates or employers already reward the competencies acquired during studies through better pay or promotion, even if a formal degree is still not completed. The higher demands for independence and self-organization are also not successfully mastered by all students. All these aspects mean that dropout rates are generally higher in online formats (Diaz 2002, Beard & Harper 2002, Baker et al. 2015).

Up to now, research on academic success and dropout has focused primarily on traditional study formats. Digital study formats are only marginally addressed. For this reason, it is questionable whether and how these results can be generalized for digital study formats.

The paper addresses these challenges and presents as research in progress the DiSEA project. DiSEA will focus on analysing and identifying factors for success/failure and dropout, especially in digital study formats, investigating the transferability of previous research results to digital study formats.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related literature. Section 3 describes the goals and research questions of the DiSEA project. In Section 4, we focus on the challenges with the involvement of different types of stakeholders and show how a Human-Centered-Design approach can meet them. Section 5 concludes the paper.
2 RELATED WORKS

Different kinds of data have been used to predict success and dropout in university programs. The first kind of data comes from the registrar’s office. This data quite often includes demographic features as well as the academic performance of students, such as enrollments and marks. Different studies show that demographic data or data collected before enrolment are less meaningful for predicting academic success than data on academic performance. Such a finding is reported in (Aulck et al. 2019) that analyzed data from the academic administration of an American university of more than 66,000 students who began their studies between 1998 and 2010. Berens et al. (2019) analyzed data from two universities in Germany, one with 23,000 students and 90 different undergraduate programs and one with about 6,700 students and 26 undergraduate programs, and obtained the same result. This conclusion was also reached earlier by Dekker et al. (2009), although in this study only data from the first year of study of 648 students from a single degree program were considered.

Studies differ with about the machine learning models they use to predict dropout. For example, Dekker et al. (2009) achieved the best results with decision trees, Aulck et al. (2019) with logistic regression, and Berens et al. (2019) with the ensemble method AdaBoost.

Berens et al. (2019) and Aulck et al. (2019) use models that can be applied across universities. Therefore, academic performance is described with so-called "global features" that are not specific to a study program (such as the number of courses passed, average grade, or the number of courses taken). Manrique et al. (2019) compared the performance of models with "global features" and "local features" (i.e. program-specific performance such as grades in certain courses) and were able to show that better prediction results can be achieved with local attributes than with global attributes. The findings are inconsistent concerning the number of semesters considered: Berens et al. (2019) achieve better results the more semesters they consider for the prediction, while the study by Manrique et al. (2019) showed the opposite picture. One possible explanation is that the less good results of Manrique et al. (2019) are due to the small amount of data, as there are fewer dropout data in higher semesters.

In addition to studies that look at academic success globally, there are attempts to develop early warning systems for individual courses. In these attempts, the data is quite often the interactions stored by the learning management system, such as frequency of use, completion of assignments and their assessment, or by some specific learning software. “Course Signals”, for example, aims to predict which students are at risk of failing a course (Arnold & Pistilli 2012) in a classical context, while Baneres et al. (2020) also examine specific risk factors in individual courses in an online-context and report high accuracy in predicting completion a course. Baker et al. (2015) and Kuzilek et al. (2015) were able to show for individual online courses that students who engage with the online materials early and regularly in the course and complete corresponding course assignments are more likely to pass the course successfully. Van Goidsenhoven et al. (2020) show that it is possible to achieve accurate predictive models of student success based on log data from an online course and that the models provide reasons for student success. Akçapinar et al. (2019) were also able to show for an e-book-based course that students who achieved better course outcomes had interacted more frequently and intensively with the online materials. These
findings suggest that it is promising to look at data from learning management systems in digital study formats.

What form a subsequent intervention should take is not easy to decide. One early warning system described by Jayaprakash et al. (2014) is used in such a way that teachers contact students identified as being at risk. However, in addition to an improvement in student outcomes, this paper also reports a significant increase in course dropouts, which was not intended. Note, that this study took place in a classical context of a college education. By contrast, Baneres et al. (2020) report a slight reduction of dropout in the context of online-degrees: dashboards for students and teachers have been developed to warn students (and their teachers) who are at risk of failing a course. An experiment shows that dropout was slightly reduced for students who consented to the experiment, though it is not clear whether the warning-system itself is the reason for this reduction. Several dashboards have been designed and integrated into the learning management system or virtual learning environment to support students’ reflection on their learning. Presently, there are not many studies measuring their usage and their impact. In a pilot study, de Quincy et al. (2019) reported that about 25% of the students view the dashboard weekly. More research to understand their usage, impact, and usefulness is needed.

Following the works of (Aulck et al. 2019) and (Berens et al. 2019), we intend to use primary data on academic performance to predict whether students are at risk of dropping out of their degree. We will investigate whether local or global features work the best in our context. However, it is not clear whether the features considered in the literature can be overtaken as is in our context where most of the students study part-time. Therefore, feature engineering will be investigated further also to provide understandable explanations of the prediction to students. Predicting “dropping out of the degree” will be complemented by “predicting dropping out of the course” making use of the data stored by the learning management system as done in (Baneres et al. 2020). It is an innovative aspect of this project to investigate how both predictions can be combined and conveyed constructively to students.

3 GOALS AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS

The DiSEA project aims to identify risk factors for dropout as well as success factors for online study programs. On the one hand, the transferability of previous research results to digital study formats will be investigated. On the other hand, analyses of data on learning behaviour will be combined with analyses of academic data.

For this purpose, the extensive experience and data from the university network “Virtual University of Applied Sciences”, or VFH (Virtuelle Fachhochschule, https://www.vfh.de/), will be used. The VFH network was founded in 2001 as part of an extensive German research programme. Currently, 13 higher education institutions from several federal states and one from Switzerland belong to the network; students come from all over Germany, some from abroad. The VFH currently offers 12 joint accredited Bachelor’s and Master’s degree programmes as online degree programmes.

The VFH study programs rely on a common learning management system (Moodle), thus providing extensive user data.
Our project addresses the following main research questions:

1. **Generalizability of prior findings on dropout risk factors to digital study formats**: We will analyze if and to what extent current results and prediction models from traditional face-to-face study programs can be applied to online degrees. Furthermore, we will investigate which specific factors need to be taken into account to predict success and failure in digital study formats.

2. **Analysis of data on learner behavior**. As prior research shows, models predicting study success are relatively weak in the first semesters, when data on academic achievements is scarce. However, the introductory phase can be decisive for later success. In digital study formats, data from learning management systems (LMS) is available from the onset, providing insights into learning behavior (e.g. frequency and intervals of use). Therefore, we will analyze Moodle user data to enhance models predicting study success.

3. **Using dashboards to enhance learners’ self-reflection**. In online study programs, students’ self-regulatory capacities are crucial for success, as students need to structure and organize their learning activities themselves to a much higher extent than students in traditional face-to-face programs. In this regard, it is essential that students receive feedback on their learning activities to recognize and reflect problematic habits and the need for change. Learning management systems may use so-called dashboards to visualize user data, learning activities, deadlines, and assignments, etc. (e.g. Brandenburger et al. 2019, Constapel et al. 2019). In our project, we will develop a dashboard providing learning and study-related data to enhance students’ self-regulatory competencies. These dashboards will be evaluated in selected courses to analyze their impact on learning behavior and success as well as user acceptance. Providing learning analytics dashboards for students is a rather new direction in learning analytics research, as teachers have long been the predominant target group (cf. Schwendimann et al. 2016).

The overall aim is to develop an integrated model to predict success in digital study programs. We expect that from these findings, we can derive additional recommendations e.g. for course design and student counseling.

4. **CHALLENGES REGARDING THE INVOLVEMENT OF STAKEHOLDERS**

To successfully conduct our research activities and enable practical changes various stakeholders need to be involved, first of all, students and lecturers, but also program managers, heads of department, student counselors, data security officers, etc. Especially students’ active involvement in designing research activities is crucial. Prior studies show that students accept data analyses if they are well informed and convinced of potential benefits (cf. Ifenthaler & Schumacher 2016, Slade et al. 2019).

In our project, we will design our research and development activities in a Human-Centered-Design approach. Essential stakeholders will be included in all phases of the project:

- In the **requirements analysis** phase we will conduct workshops and interviews to include stakeholders’ views. As pointed out in Martinez-Maldonado et al. (2016), a challenge of this first stage is the identification of “possible new and radical features that can be offered by the data to address stakeholder needs, but where the stakeholders may not realize this”. For example, many students are not aware and even might not believe that dropout from a degree can be predicted
with pretty high accuracy at the end of the first semester of study as shown in various works (Berens et al. 2019, Wagner et al. 2020).

- We will use a rapid prototyping approach to discuss and test conceptual ideas, especially with students and lecturers. That way they will be able to test design ideas and give concrete feedback and suggestions for improvements.

- Our evaluation concept includes qualitative as well as quantitative methods, e.g. interviews, usability tests and questionnaires. That way, we will be able to combine in-depth feedback and more subjective views with a large-scale quantitative evaluation.

- We will develop an integrated Learning Analytics concept, including best practice collections and recommendations for lecturers, student counselors, and program and course designers. This is aimed at providing hands-on advice on how to incorporate our research findings into everyday practice.

An overall challenge of this Human-Centered-Design approach is to motivate various stakeholders to be part of the adventure. As far as students are concerned, de Quincey et al. (2019) describe an interesting approach involving four student-ambassadors who reach out to teams. A pilot study described in Brun et al. (2020) reports the involvement of more than 300 students in the design of dashboards without describing in detail how they reached out to students. Similarly, Rodriguez-Triana et al. (2018) describe the involvement of teachers and students in the design of dashboards for teachers. We aim to make participation as easy and rewarding as possible, for example by offering incentives for participation in online surveys, but also including interviews and focus groups as part of course achievements. The last point is particularly important in the context of online-degrees where students are more mature, work full-time, have family, and, therefore, a tight schedule. Furthermore, a number of the degree programs offered are connected to Information Technology (IT) and Computer Science. They include courses like “Human-Computer Interaction”, “Data Base”, “IT-Law”, “Algorithms”, “Artificial Intelligence”, “User Experience”, or “User-Centered Design”. Thus, group work and discussion involving topics of the project like “user interfaces”, “data”, “data privacy”, “trust” or “explanations of models”, to name a few, allow for a fruitful combination of teaching and research. Such a procedure would also ease the participation of different teachers in the project.

However, reliance on volunteers might also present a methodical problem, as volunteers might be more motivated than students in general, making it harder to generalize the results. Therefore, it will be crucial to motivate critical students who do not wish to release their user data to participate in other forms of data collection, e.g. interviews and questionnaires.

As a first step, data collection and analysis will be strictly voluntary. Students will be informed in detail about what and how data is used for analysis. There will be an easy opt-out possibility, only data from students who consented to data analysis will be included in our research. This approach will allow us to build trust and confidence with all stakeholders of the project. Depending on the outcomes of this approach, data collection and analysis might be broadened.
5 CONCLUSION

This article presents the DiSEA project. A key objective of the project is to provide personalized advice via early warning systems to those students who are at risk of dropping out. The focus of the project is on digital study formats. The project will use the extensive experience and data of the university network “Virtual University of Applied Sciences”. The analysis of academic data from the participating universities, combined with data on learning activities from the Moodle learning management system available at the VFH, is intended to provide early indications of the risk of dropping out. A major challenge in the project will be how to communicate the analysis results via suitable dashboards to the students concerned and the other people involved, such as student counseling, program management, lecturers, and how an early warning system can be used in practical applications. Challenges in this context are to communicate results in an explainable and comprehensible way. The trust of students, in particular, must be awakened through early participation in a user-centered or even participatory design.
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ABSTRACT: The use of Curriculum Analytics (CA) helps teachers, learners, as well as other institutional stakeholders to make evidence-based decisions at the program level to improve student success and reduce dropouts. This paper presents the first insights of a systematic literature review on Curriculum Analytics at Higher Education Institutions to determine 1) existing CA solutions proposed in the literature for Higher Education; 2) how such solutions have been used; and 3) the maturity of those solutions. Based on the review's findings, the paper presents limitations of the studies and proposes recommendations for future research in this field.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Higher Education Institutions (HEIs) - including universities, colleges, professional and teacher-training schools, junior colleges, and institutes of technology - are in pressure to evolve their strategies to increase student success and completion rates (Tinto, 2005). Many different factors may influence student success and dropout at the personal and institutional level, e.g. student choices, educational goals, personal reasons, the curriculum quality or the institutional support (Tinto, 2005).

Among the different strategies to overcome these issues, especially during the last decade, HEIs have used Learning Analytics (LA) solutions in order to offer different insights related to learning and teaching activities. While many LA solutions have focused on the improvement of teacher and learning strategies, improvements at the curriculum level are also necessary to address problems that go beyond the classroom context (Gottipati & Shankararaman, 2018). To target this need, Curriculum Analytics (CA), a subfield of LA, can be used to raise awareness and inform curriculum-related decision-making among program managers and directors (Ochoa, 2016).

While many reviews have been done in the field of LA in the last few years (e.g., Sclater et al., 2016; Mangaroska & Giannakos, 2018; Vieira et al., 2018; Larrabee et al., 2019; Romero & Ventura, 2020; Ifenthaler & Yau, 2020), none of them have focused on the area of CA. In fact, little is known about how CA tools facilitate the improving curriculum (Hilliger et al., 2020). Thus, a review of existing CA solutions would help to better understand the current state and existing gaps. Therefore, the purpose of this article is threefold: 1) to identify existing CA solutions proposed in the literature for higher education; 2) to understand how they have been used; and 3) to assess the maturity of those solutions.
2 RELATED WORK ON ANALYTICS FOR LEARNING DESIGN

Within the field of LA, several authors have highlighted the importance of connecting learning design and analytics (e.g., Lockyer et al., 2013; Rodríguez-Triana et al., 2015; Bakhtaria et al., 2016). While this connection could have benefits for both sides, in this paper we pay special attention to how analytics solutions can inform learning design decisions (Hernández-Leo et al., 2019), more concretely in relation to the curriculum. Evenmore, while the term curriculum could refer to lessons, seminars, workshops, courses and degree programs (Fraser and Bosanquet, 2006), we will focus on course and degree programs.

As reported in the review done from Mangaroska & Giannakos (2018) on LA for learning design, most of the papers remained at the learning activity level or focused on analysed teaching practices not specifically connected with the curriculum. On the contrary, the number of papers related to curriculum-related decision-making are very scarce. The recent LA review conducted by Ifenthaler & Yau (2020) shows in general how existing LA solutions facilitate study success in HEIs. However, the data-based decision to improve study success at the different course and program levels is not explicitly stated in the current reviews (Greer et al., 2016). Further, there is a paucity of evidence on how students' success depends on different curriculum aspects (Hilliger et al., 2020). Thus, there is a need for further understanding of the state of art in CA, especially, raising awareness about the contributions done so far, the stakeholders involved, and the maturity of the solutions. In summary, it is necessary to understand how CA stands regarding the rest of the LA field.

3 METHODOLOGY

As justified in the previous sections, the purpose of this paper is to address the following research questions: 1) What are the existing CA solutions proposed in the literature for HE settings?; 2) How have CA solutions been used?; and 3) What is the level of the maturity of those solutions? To answer these questions, we have carried out a systematic literature review following the guidelines provided by Kitchenham and Charters (2007).

As part of the review design, we selected six popular databases related to technology-enhanced learning and LA, namely: ACM Digital-Library1, IEEE XPLOR2, ERIC3, ScienceDirect4, Wiley5. These databases have been selected based on the past systematic reviews in this field (e.g., Schwendimann et al., 2016; Mangaroska & Giannakos, 2018; Ifenthaler and Yau, 2020). To identify the papers related to our research goals, we looked for papers where the core contribution was about curriculum analytics, or use a data mining, institutional, learning or educational analytics solution to improve the curriculum or curricula. Thus, we used the following query: “Curriculum Analytics” OR “Curricula Analytics” OR (“Institutional analytics” OR “Learning Analytics” OR “educational analytics” OR “data mining”) AND (“curriculum” OR “curricula”).

1 http://dl.acm.org/dl.cf
2 http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/ Xplore/home.jsp
3 https://eric.ed.gov
4 http://www.sciencedirect.com
5 https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com
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While conducting the review, we queried the databases in between January 24th to 26th 2021 and yielded 4418 entries in total (see Figure 1). Since each database used different search engines and filtering criteria, we ran a script to automatically select those papers where the query terms appeared either in the title, abstract or keywords in order to have a homogenous dataset. After removing duplicates, we assessed all papers to comply with the inclusion and exclusion criteria presented in Table 1.

![Figure 1: Stages of the systematic literature review](image)

### Table 1: Inclusion and exclusion criteria

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Core contribution</td>
<td>The core contribution was about curriculum or curricula analytics, or use a data mining, institutional, learning or educational analytics solution to improve the curriculum or curricula.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of curriculum</td>
<td>The review covered studies at the course or program level. Thus, studies focused only on lessons were excluded.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Context</td>
<td>The article targeted HE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication type</td>
<td>Short paper contributions such as conference posters and abstract-only publications were excluded.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessibility</td>
<td>The full text was available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Versioning</td>
<td>In case of several publications about the same contribution, the most “mature” was taken into consideration for the review.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>Publications were written in English.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Out of 375 papers, 48 satisfied the inclusion and exclusion criteria, and were part of the systematic review (see Appendix A). For each paper, we extracted the following aspects:

- **Type of contribution**: including type of publication (e.g., reports, conference or journal papers) and type of research contribution (e.g., models, tools, frameworks, etc).
- **How the contribution was used**: including target stakeholders of the analysis results (e.g., students, teachers, curriculum designers or researchers), the granularity of the curriculum (e.g., course or program), the key purpose of the study (understanding vs. optimizing), supported curriculum aspects, as well as the data sources, data gathering and analysis techniques.
- **Maturity of the contribution**: including stakeholders involved, type of evaluation (e.g., proof of concept, expert evaluation, authentic case study, etc.), and focus of the evaluation (e.g., usability, accuracy, adoption, ...).

The outcome of the coding process is summarized and can be consulted as additional material. The following section reports on the first results from the review.

## 4  RESULTS

Out of 48 reviewed papers, 50% were journal and 50% conference papers. When reporting the results, we used aggregated numbers since there are studies which have more than one way of supporting curriculum, data sources, data gathering techniques, data analysis techniques etc. This section reports on the results following the research questions.

**RQ1) What are the existing CA solutions proposed in the literature for HE settings?**

We grouped papers based on the type of research contribution tagged by the authors. Out of 48 papers, 28% of the papers proposed processes to assess entire course materials, evaluate curriculum coherence. *Models* were the core contribution of 24% papers, including linear regression models for predicting the placement of students, explicit learner models, models for students results prediction, and planning course registration model. *Frameworks* followed the list of more frequent contributions (20%), structuring course-adapted student LA, critical dimensions of LA, or curriculum assessment. The 17% of the papers presented tools which provide a visual based analysis to discover the strengths and weaknesses of the curriculum and help the curriculum committee for continuous curriculum improvement. Next, 9% of the papers focused on methods, e.g. to study the levels of curriculum importance and student satisfaction. Finally, 2% of the papers presented architectures for areas covered in the system such as architecture for game-based learning. This architecture helps curriculum designers to understand the impact of such a learning method to the curriculum compared to the traditional teaching-learning process.

**RQ2) How have CA solutions been used?**

**LA Purpose.** Attending to SOLAR's LA definition, LA may have two purposes: understanding or optimising learning and the environments. In this review, 46 papers (95.8%) focused on understanding the curriculum, and 2 papers (8.3%) went one step further taking actions to improve it. Some of those steps are adopting the curriculum to the dynamic changes in the industry and helping students identify the optimal curricula based on the students' educational history.

**Curriculum support.** In terms of the granularity of the curriculum, most of the papers (41, 85.4%) referred to programs while 6 (12.5%) of them focused on courses (only one paper the granularity of

---

6 **Paper codification:** [https://tinyurl.com/y3dd2md2](https://tinyurl.com/y3dd2md2)

7 **SOLAR's LA definition:** *LA is the measurement, collection, analysis and reporting of data about learners and their contexts, for purposes of understanding and optimising learning and the environments in which it occurs*. [https://www.solaresearch.org/about/what-is-learning-analytics/](https://www.solaresearch.org/about/what-is-learning-analytics/)
the curriculum was not stated (2.1%). In terms of the kind of proposed solution, Figure 2 provides an overview of the main aspects of the curriculum that the reviewed papers tried to address.

![Figure 2: Types of curriculum support](image)

For instance, some of these papers aimed at assessing course materials, the coherence of the program, the student preferences and academic needs on the curriculum, the curriculum’s alignment with the industry expectations, the student learning processes, or to what extent the students have achieved the needed competencies based on the current curriculum.

Other papers tried to identify new ways of improving teaching practices (e.g., looking at curriculum-level factors that affect retention and student outcomes, the difficulty level of the curriculum from the student perspectives, academic gaps and overlaps in the curriculum), to identify good practices among students (e.g., best study path students must traverse to acquire higher results), or to identify what resources are necessary for the improvements, to offer a better curriculum and a more personalised learning experience. Figure 3 shows the relationship between the CA solutions (RQ1) and type of curriculum support. According to the results, we can see that most of the studies have provided different processes, models, tools and methods for analyzing program structure.

Target users. The intended target users of the selected studies were curriculum designers 27 (56.3%), students 14 (29.2%), administrators 13 (27.1%), teachers 10 (20.8%), program curators 6 (12.5%), and researchers 1 (2.1%). As Figure 4 shows, it should be noticed that there were several studies which addressed different users in their proposals. The total size of each stakeholder group is represented on the left barplot. The bottom plot represents every possible intersection, and their occurrence is shown on the top barplot.
Data sources. The analysis of data sources used in the studies shows that interestingly, 11 (22.9%) papers did not use or report the data sources of their studies. Among those mentioning the data
sources, even if not all the data sources were reported, most of them used already-existing data from the learning ecosystem: 16 (33.3%) from institutional management system, 6 (12.5%) from learning management systems (e.g., Moodle or Blackboard), 6 (12.5%) other learning tools (e.g., chat or student feedback tools, YZU virtual classroom, clinical log). In addition, 3 (6.3%) papers used the university website as a data source and other 3 (6.3%) papers extracted data from non-academic websites (e.g., Job bank, The library of congress, or LinkedIn). Finally, it is noteworthy that 12 papers (25%) collected ad-hoc data directly from the stakeholders.

**Data gathering and analysis techniques.** For data gathering, out of 44 papers mentioning the techniques used, the most common option (29 papers) was to extract content from a document storage (e.g., documents related to learning/course designs in a learning management system or data from a web page), followed by those using activity tracking and log data (10 papers). In addition, some authors used surveys (5) and interviews (3). Nonetheless, it should be noted that in several papers, only some of the data gathering techniques were mentioned.

In terms of data used in the analysis, 25 papers (52.1%) used academic information from the students, 19 (39.6%) learning or course designs, 6 (12.5%) used content downloaded from non-academic websites (e.g., job requirements and forum data), 4 (8.3%) activity traces, 5 (10.4%) other personal data, and 4 (8.3%) relied on learning content generated by the students. Only 2 (4.2%) papers did not collect any data.

Finally, Figure 5 provides an overview of the analysis techniques used in the reviewed papers. As we can see, while there is a wide variety of techniques, text mining and descriptive statistics are the most prominent ones.

**Figure 5: algorithms or techniques used to analyze data**

**RQ3) What is the level of the maturity of those solutions?**

Out of 48 studies only 20 have conducted evaluation. Regarding user involvement, only 8 papers were evaluated with stakeholders, which included students (4 paper), teachers (1 paper), curriculum designers (1 paper), career counsellor (1 paper), and program curators (1 paper). In terms of the type of evaluation, 13 papers evaluated their contributions with already existing data from a real setting, 3
in authentic settings, 1 with a proof of concept, 1 with focus groups, and 1 with experts. For one of the papers, the kind of evaluations was not stated. Finally, regarding the purpose of the evaluation, 12 papers focused on the accuracy, 2 on the usability, 2 on the effectiveness, 1 on the feasibility, 1 on the adoption, and 1 on the performance of the solution.

5 DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

According to the international and European reports, student success and dropouts constitute a significant concern. Many HEIs are trying to improve teaching practices and the student learning process to address dropouts. However, along with improving teaching strategies, it is necessary to improve the curriculum as well (Gottipati & Shankararaman, 2018) since continuous curriculum improvement provides better results for students and higher education programs (Pistilli and Heileman, 2017). To support that need, this review signals first insights to improve the curriculum through analytics, extending the current works (Ifenthaler & Yau, 2020) by putting more emphasis on the curriculum analytics aspects.

Coming back to the research questions addressed in this paper, the results show the variety of existing CA solutions proposed in the literature for HE settings, including theoretical proposals (e.g., such as processes, models, methods, frameworks, and architectures) and practical ones (i.e., tools). However, when we look at how these solutions were used in relation to the curriculum, most of them aimed at understanding it, and just a couple of papers reached the level of optimizing it. Furthermore, the maturity level of those solutions is, in most of the cases, in a very early stage. In fact, only 16.67% of the papers were evaluated with stakeholders and only 6.25% reported evaluations taking place in authentic settings. Thus, further work needs to be done until the adoption of those solutions.

While the presented results do not come without limitations (e.g., due to the query, the selection of databases, bias and inaccuracy in data extraction as it was performed only by one author, or lack of information reported in the papers), based on these results and in connection to the related literature, this paper proposes the following guidelines for the future CA agenda:

- **Theoretical grounding.** In line with the synergies between learning design and analytics, it is important to emphasize that there should be a theoretical ground behind the CA solutions that help stakeholders in the decision making (Macfadyen et al., 2020).

- **Wider variety of CA studies:** At the moment, most of the CA studies focus on analyzing program structure, such as providing the best program path to follow for the desired job or finding the best curriculum path for successful graduation. Further, most of those studies are limited to processes. Very few studies focus on analyzing the curriculum in reflecting faculty teaching and student learning. The available studies are linked to individual students and actions, such as reflecting on their own core competencies corresponding to the covered curriculum. Thus, there is a need for CA tools to understand and improve also other curriculum aspects (e.g., competence-based curriculum assessments).

- **Increase stakeholder involvement:** While Ochoa (2016) presented CA as a solution addressing mainly program managers and directors, in this review we have seen that, while not extensively, other stakeholders such as students, teachers and administrators were taken into account. Still, in order to promote adoption, it would be necessary to further engage the different stakeholders by the CA solutions during the design, deployment and assessment of
the proposed solutions (Rodríguez-Triana et al., 2018; Tsai et al., 2018). This would help to better satisfy the stakeholders needs and to adjust the solutions to their practice.

- **Benefit from visualisations:** Even though most LA studies relate to the development of visualisations (Gašević et al., 2017; Wise et al., 2014), the selected CA papers lack it. In addition, we found that many reviewed studies provide solutions without incorporating them into learning environments, such as learning or institutional management systems. To cover this gap, visualizations could play a helpful role to introduce analytics in help to integrate into different learning environments for when improving curriculum improvement. More concretely, dashboards are one possible solution to provide institutional stakeholders with a real-time picture of the situation (Schwendimann et al., 2016).

- **Benefit from multimodal analytics:** Compared to the other LA reviews (e.g., Ifenthaler & Yau, 2020; Romero & Ventura, 2020), the data sources, data gathering techniques and data analysis techniques are limited in variety. Also, the number of studies including different data sources is scarce. For example, combining stakeholders’ feedback, teacher data (observation data, teacher traces), student behavioural data, and course metadata could help to get a broad understanding of the current teaching and learning practices. This points out that the MMLA field may be of great help in order to understand multiple factors conditioning the curriculum.

- **Move from understanding to optimizing.** Most of the CA solutions identified in this review focused on understanding. To move one step forward towards the optimization, if we want to facilitate informed-decision making about the curriculum (Hilliger et al., 2020), it would be necessary to increase the actionability of the CA solutions, e.g., prompting and supporting the interpretation and reflection on the data, and explicitly connecting the retrieved evidence with the decisions that the targeted stakeholders have to make. Also, most of the tools are still in the prototyping phase or implemented on a very small scale. Furthermore, a clear relationship between program outcomes improvement has not been established. In other words, there is still limited research on how program curators accept, interpret and use CA to improve the program outcomes.

- **Further evaluation.** While CA’s ultimate goal is to improve student success and reduce dropouts (Mendez et al., 2014), there is still little evidence on that regard. To address this gap, there is a need for more thorough evaluations, including authentic settings and longitudinal studies that show the impact of the solutions in practice. Also, HE institutions would highly benefit from studies that report on the CA solutions from different perspectives (e.g., such as performance, effectiveness, accuracy and usefulness), enabling also comparative studies. For that goal, it would be necessary to define a common framework for CA evaluation.
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ABSTRACT: In this work, the problem of predicting dropout risk in undergraduate studies is addressed from a perspective of algorithmic fairness. We develop a machine learning method to predict the risks of university dropout and underperformance. The objective is to understand if such a system can identify students at risk while avoiding potential discriminatory biases. When modeling both risks, we obtain prediction models with an Area Under the ROC Curve (AUC) of 0.77-0.78 based on the data available at the enrollment time, before the first year of studies starts. This data includes the students’ demographics, the high school they attended, and their admission (average) grade. Our models are calibrated: they produce estimated probabilities for each risk, not mere scores. We analyze if this method leads to discriminatory outcomes for some sensitive groups in terms of prediction accuracy (AUC) and error rates (Generalized False Positive Rate, GFPR, or Generalized False Negative Rate, GFNR). The models exhibit some equity in terms of AUC and GFNR along groups. The similar GFNR means a similar probability of failing to detect risk for students who drop out. The disparities in GFPR are addressed through a mitigation process that does not affect the calibration of the model.
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1 INTRODUCTION

About 36% of university students in the European Union, 39% in the US, 20% in the Australia and New Zealand, and 52% in Brazil discontinue their studies before graduation (Vossensteyn, 2015; Shapiro, 2017; OECD, 2016). Reducing the rate of dropout and underperformance is crucial as these lead to social and financial losses. In addition, detecting students at risk as early as possible is necessary to improve learning and prevent them from quitting and failing their studies.

Research on actionable indicators that can lead to interventions to reduce dropout has received increased attention in the last decade, especially in the Learning Analytics (LA) field (Siemens, 2013; Viberg, 2018; Sclater, 2017; Leitner, 2017). These indicators can help provide effective prevention strategies and personalized intervention actions (Romero, 2019; Larrabee Sønderlund, 2019). Machine Learning (ML) methods, which identify patterns and associations between input variables and the predicted target (Pal, 2012), have been shown to be effective at this predictive task in many LA studies (Plagge, 2013; Kemper, 2020; Aulck, 2016; Nagy, 2018; Del Bonifro, 2020).

We remark that among students who discontinue their studies, some sub-groups are over-represented, something that needs to be considered when developing ML methods. For example, in the UK elder students at point of entry (over 21 years) are more likely to drop out after the first year
compared to younger students who enter university directly from high school (Larrabee Sønderlund, 2019). In the US, graduation rate among ethnic minority university students is lower than among White students (Shapiro, 2017). Disparities in risks have been studied in previous work (Gardner, 2019; Hutt, 2019; Kizilcec, 2020) and are addressed in our work by performing per-group analysis of dropout risk and algorithmic bias mitigation of the risk predictions across different groups.

Our contribution. We observe a high dropout rate (43%) among computer engineering undergraduate students at a university in a multinational country in Europe\(^1\) – in comparison to the average EU university students’ dropout rate (36%) (Vossensteyn, 2015). In this work, we predict the risk of university dropout and underperformance in this engineering school. Calibrated ML models, having outputs that can be directly interpreted as probabilities for dropout or underperformance, are created using student’s features available at the time of enrolment (before students start their studies). It is notable that dropout can also be due to the lack of some qualitative variables in the engineering field, such as motivation or vocational changes (Salas-Morera, 2019) in addition to the institutional rules. We evaluate our models for accuracy and fairness, as model learning may lead to unfairness for some sensitive groups (Corbett-Davies, 2018; Chouldechova A. a., 2018; Barocas, 2017; Mehrabi, 2019; Zou, 2018). Some of the disparities found are addressed through a mitigation procedure (Pleiss, 2017), which seeks to equalize error rates (generalized false positive rate or generalized false negative rate) across groups while preserving the calibration in each group.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines related work. In Section 3, the dataset used in this study is described. The methodology including the ML models and algorithmic fairness analysis are presented in Section 4. Results are given in Section 5, and a procedure to mitigate algorithmic discrimination is used in Section 6. Finally, conclusions and recommendations are presented in Section 7.

2 RELATED WORK

Machine Learning (ML) methods have been used to predict dropout in higher education. In a paper (Aulck, 2016), the impact of ML on undergraduate student retention is investigated by predicting students dropout (defined as not completing at least one undergraduate degree within 6 calendar years of first enrollment). Using students’ demographics and academic transcripts, different ML models result in AUCs between 0.66 and 0.73. In another study (Nagy, 2018), an early university dropout is predicted based on available data at the time of enrollment (personal data and secondary school performance) using several ML models with AUCs from 0.62 to 0.81. Similarly, in a recent study (Del Bonifro, 2020), several ML methods are used to predict the dropout of first-year undergraduate students before the student starts the course or during the first year.

Several studies (Chouldechova A. a., 2018; Corbett-Davies, 2018; Barocas, 2017; Mehrabi, 2019; Zou, 2018), have shown that ML models may lead to discriminatory outcomes for some sensitive groups. There are many different definitions of algorithmic fairness (Narayanan, 2018), some of which are incompatible with one another. It is impossible to satisfy all of them simultaneously except in

\(^1\) Country and university name omitted in this version for double-blind review.
pathological cases (such as a perfect classifier), and in general it is impossible to maximize algorithmic fairness and accuracy at the same time (Berk R., 2019). Hence, there are necessary trade-offs between different metrics (Kleinberg, 2016). Some studies (Hardt, 2016; Zafar, 2017; Woodworth, 2017) try to mitigate potential algorithmic discrimination by introducing a penalization term for unfairness in an objective function to be optimized. Also, several studies (Zemel, 2013; Kamiran, 2009; Kamishima, 2011) tried to approach statistical parity in which the same probability of receiving a positive-class prediction is considered for different groups.

One of the closest studies to ours (Gardner, 2019), considers algorithmic fairness of predictive models of students dropout in MOOCs in terms of accuracy equity using the Absolute Between-ROC Area (ABROCA) metric. The method to improve algorithmic fairness is slicing analysis, which is also used in another study (Hutt, 2019) to analyze fairness across sociodemographic groups in a predictive ML modeling of on-time college graduation. In comparison, in this study we create calibrated ML models that can predict dropout and underperformance risks solely from information available at the time of enrollment, and that have passed through a bias mitigation procedure to avoid error disparities while keeping calibration.

Calibration means that the output of the classifier is not merely a score, but an estimate of the probability of the (adverse) outcome. When we talk about fairness across two groups, we would like this calibration condition to hold for the cases within each of these groups as well. Due to the importance of calibration in risk assessment tools (Berk R. a., 2018; Dieterich, 2016), some previous work has tried to minimize error disparity across groups while maintaining calibration (Pleiss, 2017). In Pleiss et al.’s work, which is closely related to ours but for a different domain, algorithmic bias in a machine learned risk assessment task (criminal recidivism) is minimized by equalizing generalized false positive rates along different racial backgrounds, finding this equalization to be incompatible with calibration. In contrast, in the work presented on this paper, we try to minimize bias in dropout predictive ML models by equalizing error rates (generalized false positive rate or generalized false negative rate) along some sensitive groups while preserving calibration in each group. Finally, we find that equalization along some groups is not entirely incompatible with calibration.

3 DATASET

The anonymized dataset used in this research have been provided by a university in a multinational country in Europe and consists of 881 computer engineering undergraduate students who first enrolled between 2009 and 2017. From this population, 31 cases who did not enroll for the first trimester, 33 students without admission grade, and 150 students without university grade information (students who first enrolled in 2015 are in this group) were removed and finally 667 cases were remained. Two outcome categories are defined; one is dropout and consists of students who enroll in the first year but do not show up in the second year, the other one is underperformance and consists of students who fail 4 or more of the 12 subjects offered in the first year. Out of 667 cases, 286 students drop out and an additional 62 students underperform.

3.1 Per-Group Analysis

The average (base) risk rates of different groups are shown on Table 1. Foreign students have more risks compared to nationals, and the risk of students with lower admission grades is higher than the
risk of students with higher admission grades. Naturally, students who fail more subjects and/or who have to take re-sit exams exhibit more risk than their counterparts. There have been two study programs for the total of 60 credits in the first year; plan A (older) with 10 courses and plan B (newer) including 12 courses. In the newer plan, with the aim of improving learning process, there is a course reorganization so that students can experience their first programming course in the first trimester and as can be seen, this change caused lower dropout and dropout/underperformance compared to the older plan.

Table 1: Per-group risk rates. Groups having 10 percentage points or more of risk compared to their counterparts are marked with an asterisk (*).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Risk of Dropout</th>
<th>Risk of Dropout or Underperformance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>91%</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nationals(^2)</td>
<td>88%</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreigners</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>58% *</td>
<td>69% *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age ≤ 19 (median age)</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>44% *</td>
<td>55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age &gt; 19</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school in same state (“in-State”)</td>
<td>76%</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school in another state (&quot;out-of-State&quot;)</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public high school</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-public high school</td>
<td>58%</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. admission grade ≤ median</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>49% *</td>
<td>59% *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. admission grade &gt; median</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exam retake (at least once in first year)</td>
<td>87%</td>
<td>47% *</td>
<td>58% *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No exam retake</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Course failure (at least once in first year)</td>
<td>85%</td>
<td>47% *</td>
<td>58% *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No course failure</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan A (older)</td>
<td>74%</td>
<td>46% *</td>
<td>53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan B (newer)</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passed credits ratio(^3) ≤ median</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>70% *</td>
<td>84% *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passed credits ratio &gt; median</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^2\) For the purposes of this work, these are students who were born and are resident in the country.

\(^3\) Number of credits passed over total credits during the first year
4 METHODOLOGY

We consider two predictive tasks: predicting dropout and predicting dropout or underperformance.

4.1 ML-based Models

According to the two ground truths (dropout, and dropout or underperformance), separate ML models are created. The feature set for the models consists of demographics (gender, age, and nationality), high school type and location, and average admission grade. Different ML algorithms: logistic regression, multi-layer perceptron (MLP), and support vector machines (SVM) are used to predict dropout risks. ML models are trained using cases enrolled between 2009 to 2013 (409 cases), then tested on students enrolled in 2014, 2016 and 2017 (258 cases). To mitigate the gender imbalance (only 9% of students are women), we use the SMOTE\(^4\) algorithm (Chawla, 2002). We only apply SMOTE on the training set and keep the original class distributions in the test set to ensure valid results.

4.2 Algorithmic Fairness

Parity in the error rates of different groups (“equalized odds”) is a well-established method to mitigate algorithmic discrimination in automatic classification (Hardt, 2016; Zafar, 2017; Woodworth, 2017). At the same time, we want to maintain model calibration (Dieterich, 2016; Berk R. a., 2018), as otherwise the same risk estimate carries different meanings and cannot be interpreted equally for different groups. Hence, a relaxation method (Pleiss, 2017) is used in this paper which seeks to satisfy equalized odds or parity in the error rates while preserving calibration. In most cases, calibration and equalized odds are mutually incompatible goals (Chouldechova A., 2017; Kleinberg, 2016), so in this method it is sought to minimize only a single error disparity across groups while maintaining calibration probability estimates.

If variable \(x\) represents a student’s features vector, \(y\) indicates whether or not the student drops out, \(G_1, G_2\) are the two different groups, and \(h_1, h_2\) are binary classifiers which classify samples from \(G_1, G_2\) respectively, Generalized False Positive Rate (GFPR) and Generalized False Negative Rate (GFNR) are defined as follows (Pleiss, 2017): the GFPR of classifier \(h\) for group \(G\) is \(\text{GFPR}(h) = \mathbb{E}_{(x,y) \sim G} [1 - h(x)] \mid y = 0\). This is the average probability of dropout that the classifier estimates for students who do not drop out. Conversely, the GFNR of classifier \(h\) is \(\text{GFNR}(h) = \mathbb{E}_{(x,y) \sim G} [h(x)] \mid y = 1\). So the two classifiers \(h_1, h_2\) show probabilistic equalized odds across groups \(G_1, G_2\) if \(\text{GFPR}(h_1) = \text{GFPR}(h_2)\) and \(\text{GFNR}(h_1) = \text{GFNR}(h_2)\). Classifier \(h\) is said to be well-calibrated if \(\forall p \in [0, 1], \mathbb{P}_{(x,y) \sim G} [y = 1 \mid h(x) = p] = p\). To prevent the probability scores from carrying group-specific information, both classifiers \(h_1, h_2\) are also calibrated with respect to groups \(G_1, G_2\) (Berk R. a., 2018; Dieterich, 2016).

\(^4\)Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique
5 RESULTS

5.1 Effectiveness Evaluation

The best results for both dropout risk predictions were obtained using a Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP). We used a single hidden layer having 100 neurons. The other models are omitted for brevity. Results in terms of the AUC-ROC, GFNR, GFPR, and F-score (the harmonic mean of precision and recall, which unlike the other metrics, requires to establish an optimal cut-off for classification) are presented in Table 2. According to the results, the models lead to good performance in terms of AUC and F-score in both prediction tasks. With a little information at the time of students’ enrollment, these models show good AUC in comparison to previous work (Aulck, 2016; Nagy, 2018) which showed AUC in the order of 0.62-0.81. Also, comparing calibrated and non-calibrated predictions we can see that calibrated model leads to lower GFNR and non-calibrated results in lower GFPR.

5.2 Algorithmic Fairness Evaluation

The results for the analysis of algorithmic fairness are shown on the left side of Table 3. In dropout prediction, we can observe accuracy equity (less than 20% discrepancy) in terms of AUC in both models, even if results are slightly more accurate for male students. AUC is also higher for students with lower admission grades compared to their counterparts. In the calibrated model, males, foreigners, and lower admission grade students experience lower GFNR compared to their counterparts. However, non-calibrated model shows fairer results for GFNR along these groups. Regarding GFPR, there can be seen more false positive errors (higher risk scores for students who do not dropout or underperform) for males compared to females, students of out-of-State high schools than in-State high schools, and lower admission grade students compared to their counterparts in the non-calibrated model. In the calibrated model, this metric shows more errors for foreigners and for lower admission grade students compared to their counterparts.

Similar results are shown for predicting dropout or underperformance. In terms of AUC, MLP shows equity (less than 20% discrepancy) across groups except for more accuracy for students from in-State high schools. In the calibrated model, higher AUC can be observed in nationals compared to foreigners and higher admission grade students. Also, both models show parity across all groups in terms of GFNR except for students with lower admission grade who experience lower errors compared to their counterparts, however, non-calibrated model shows lower discrimination to this groups compared to the calibrated one. In terms of GFPR, we can see more errors of the model for foreigners than nationals, out-of-State high school than in-State high school students, males than females, and cases with lower admission grades compared to their counterparts. In the calibrated model, this metric also shows more error for foreigners than national and students with lower admission grade compared to their counterparts, but it reveals more errors for females than males.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Dropout</th>
<th>GFNR</th>
<th>GFPR</th>
<th>F-score</th>
<th>Dropout or Underperformance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MLP</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.78 0.69 0.19 0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP calibrated</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.78 0.27 0.49 0.83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Effectiveness of models in risk prediction.
6 EQUALIZED ODDS AND CALIBRATION

In this section, parity is sought along groups in terms of two fairness metrics. For this purpose, the method introduced by Pleiss et al. (Pleiss, 2017) is used, which seeks parity in Generalized False Positive Rate (GFPR) or Generalized False Negative Rate (GFNR) while preserving calibration. In both prediction tasks, the models before mitigation exhibit in general better parity in terms of AUC and GFNR and more inequality in terms of GFPR. The results after bias mitigation are presented in the right side of the Table 3. By comparing the results before and after GFPR bias mitigation in dropout we can see that the disparity in GFPR has decreased in the order of 0.03-0.71 in MLP and 0.02-0.30 in MLP calibrated across all groups. Also, comparing the result before and after GFPR bias mitigation in dropout or underperformance show that bias in MLP and MLP calibrated models has been respectively reduced by the order of 0.08-1.15 and 0.14-0.59 across all groups.

7 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The effectiveness and fairness of Machine Learning (ML) models in the early prediction of university dropout and underperformance was evaluated. Using only information at the time of enrollment, calibrated ML models were created with AUC of 0.77 and 0.78 which can help reliably identify students at risk to trigger interventions that can help increase their success and ultimately reduce social and economic costs. When introducing ML models, improvements in accuracy need to be carefully contrasted with potential algorithmic discrimination. Thus, we evaluated the algorithmic fairness of the ML models in terms of AUC and error (GFNR and GFPR) across five groups defined by nationality, gender, high school type and location, and admission grade. According to the results, our modeling has parity in terms of AUC and GFNR but disparities in GFPR. These disparities in GFPR are larger among groups defined by admission grade, and the bias is against students with lower admission grades. The predicted probability of dropout for the students of this sub group who do not actually drop out is larger than that of their counterparts (students of higher admission grade sub group). Using a relaxation method (Pleiss, 2017), we tried to obtain parity in GFPR while preserving calibration. By maintaining the calibration among subgroups, we prevent the probability scores from needing group-dependent interpretation. The results after bias mitigation show that GFPR ratio in both dropout and dropout or underperformance predictions has been changed to a perfect value close to 1 across most of the groups. This bias mitigation also caused better parities in other metrics (AUC and GFNR) along majority of the groups compared to the non-mitigated model. Studying algorithmic discrimination means addressing unfair decisions not only to the identification of students that would require preventive mentoring programs, but also to the identification of potentially successful students that would benefit from e.g. additional educational opportunities or to the formulation of pedagogical interventions related to changes in the study plans or in pedagogical methods suiting specific students’ profiles.

In terms of contributions to learning analytics, in addition to creating ML models for dropout and underperformance that exhibit high accuracy, we evaluated algorithmic fairness of the models across different groups in terms of several metrics and applied a bias mitigation method to set parity for subgroups with unfair results. For the students at high risk of dropout or underperformance, different interventions can be considered such as tutoring, counselling and mentoring. A suggested beneficial intervention (Lowis, 2008) is interviewing with the students in informal discussion and asking for their perceptions and experiences at the university which can help with the planning process for their
subsequent academic years. Also, a preventive mentoring program (Larose, 2011) showed high levels of motivation and more positive career decision profiles for the newcomer students who participated in bimonthly meetings with students completing their undergraduate degree. Both require early prediction models with equity among groups, which the methods we have described can provide in a real-world setting.
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Table 3: Effectiveness (AUC) and fairness (GFPR and GFNR ratios) of models for the two risk prediction tasks, before and after bias mitigation. Values in boldface should, ideally, be close to 1.0 to indicate perfect equity among groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk</th>
<th>Before bias mitigation</th>
<th>After bias mitigation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dropout</td>
<td>Dropout or Underperformance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model</td>
<td>MLP</td>
<td>MLP calibrated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group</td>
<td>Metric</td>
<td>AUC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nationals</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreigners</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nationals (Ratio)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State_Highschool</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NonState_Highschool</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State_Highschool (Ratio)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NonState_Highschool</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pub_Highschool</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NonPub_Highschool</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low_AdmissionGrade</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High_AdmissionGrade</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low_AdmissionGrade (Ratio)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High_AdmissionGrade</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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ABSTRACT: Selecting courses that optimally fit a student’s situation can help reduce the risk of dropping out. Data exploration and performance prediction approaches can be applied to help students make these decisions. To ensure that an enrollment support system meets the needs of students, they should be involved as early as possible in the development process. This paper presents an initial assessment of some functionalities of a novel course enrollment support system based on student performance data. The results include a collection of indicators and sources of information, as well as an overview of needs and concerns. The insights gathered will help to develop a system that has the trust of students.
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1 INTRODUCTION

One of the most promising uses of learning analytics is the personalization of students’ learning experiences. In these lines, recommender systems are used to provide students with different courses of action (Wilson et al., 2017). Recommender systems here refer to the use of computational techniques to make suggestions when there is a great volume of options, as in such situations the selection process can become difficult for the user (Goncalves et al., 2018). In educational settings, recommender systems have been proposed to assist students in choosing courses and learning materials, aiming at improving students’ persistence and achievement (Abdi et al., 2020; Goncalves et al., 2018).

Why thinking about a novel course enrollment support system? When students have to choose courses at the beginning of the semester, current practice in many German universities is as follows: first, students look up in their transcripts the courses that they have already completed; second, they consult the university course catalogue and the schedule to see which courses are offered, and when they decide how many courses they would like to follow, they choose and enroll. Presently, there is seldom specific official support put in place by the universities to provide more information or to help students reflect on their studies. Experience shows that, before enrolling, many students look for additional information or advice by talking to friends or fellow students. Very few talk to an advisor.

More support could be provided using student-facing learning analytics to ponder on questions like: How many courses should I take? When is the best time to repeat a failed course? Which grades can I expect? Which courses might be difficult for me? Am I at risk of dropping out? Many students are not aware of the advances in learning analytics and the possibilities recommender systems. Further
studies should explore current practices and needs, discussing new possibilities when planning the design of a novel enrollment system that could provide such support, helping to reduce the number of dropouts.

Considering that recent work has highlighted the importance of designing transparent recommender systems to improve learners’ satisfaction and trust (Abdi et al. 2020), this paper presents the methodology and the results of the testing of the first loop of a student-centered design approach to implement a course enrollment support system with a recommendation component.

2 RELATED WORK

The authors of several studies have described their user-centered approach to involve students in the development of learning analytics tools. The importance of this was also emphasized, e.g., to make learning analytics tools comparable and to evaluate their impact on students.

Bodily and Verbert (2017) conduct a literature review with 94 articles on systems that track learning analytics data and provide their output directly to students. Considering the functionality, the systems were primarily for awareness or reflection (37%), for resources recommendations (29%), for improving retention or engagement (19%), and a few for course recommendations (3%). The authors noticed that the recommendation components are in many cases not transparent in the way they operate, which harms trust and acceptance. They indicated that, although 37% of systems offer grade comparisons, the question of interpretation is open: students with above-average performance might be careless and below-average frustrated. Furthermore, it was mentioned that despite being systems for students, only 6% of the articles included students as stakeholders in the requirements analysis. Finally, Bodily and Verbert (2017) provide 10 questions to guide the development of a possible system and to create awareness that these issues should be published more extensively and transparently in research papers to enable conclusions about student success.

Jivet et al. (2018) summarized the findings of their systematic literature review of learner dashboard development including 26 papers and gave recommendations for dashboard design and evaluation. For example, one should consider that comparisons with fellow students do not necessarily have a positive impact and no learner group should benefit more than others. In addition to usefulness and ease of use, the authors stated that understanding the data and how to interpret it, and finally, trust in the tool plays a major role in dashboard evaluation.

De Quincey et al. (2019) included students in the development of a dashboard that integrates study motivation to track engagement and predicted scores at Keele University (UK). For iterating through analysis, design, and development, four student ambassadors were trained as user experience researchers, who in turn recruited students to elicit feedback. The initial implementation of the system was tested with 94 volunteer students and then evaluated in 10 contextual interviews. Although trust in the system was rated differently, most students recognized the support provided by the tool and for some it also influenced engagement. The authors list a set of success factors such as integrating the system into the classroom, trust in data and computation, and personalization since not all students share the same goals.
Hilliger et al. (2020) identified student information needs regarding course enrollment at Pontifical Catholic University (Chile) using a mixed-methods approach in which a qualitative survey with open-ended questions and 31 student representatives as participants was turned into a quantitative, closed-ended survey with 627 participants in the second step. Information needs were divided into used information and information sources, and additional required information. The most frequently used sources of information out of 9 are class scheduling dashboards (98%) and visualizations of progress in the program, and the least frequently used are other people (12%), i.e. advisors and acquaintances, and friends. The two most relevant pieces of information out of 12 were course schedules (95%) and program progress (66%) and the least relevant are pending academic credits and course assessment tools. Despite the variety of information and sources already available, there were still items that can support course enrollment decisions, such as the information about the real use of teaching assistants’ hours (61%), assessment tool types (52%), and course grades in previous semesters (49%). (Hilliger et al., 2020) recognized desired course-level indicators as mostly descriptive and referred to the rejection of predictive indicators mentioned in former papers.

Sarmiento et al. (2020) described their approach of a series of co-design workshops for learning analytics tools with and for students at New York University (USA). Based on in-depth interviews, personas were developed to map the biggest challenges of the learning experiences. Students were invited to co-design workshops to develop solutions for these personas. Students’ time constraints at the end of the semester were not only a problem for recruitment, but also for participation in three 5-hour workshops. Out of 106 students initially considered as potential participants, 20 ended up being interested and finally, a total of 10 participants joined the workshops with 4-7 participants each.

3  METHODOLOGY

As the first test phase with users after the design and development of low-fidelity prototype functionalities (Ladner, 2015), a semi-structured group discussion (SSGD) was used to involve students in the development process. The SSGD was organized in two parts: a general part 1 about needed information and a more specific part 2 regarding descriptive and predictive analytics based on real data. The questions of part 2 were extracted from previous research: the feasibility analysis of a course recommendation system based on grade predictions (Wagner et al., 2020a) and the analysis of students at risk of dropping out (Wagner et al., 2020b).

3.1  Group Discussion

The SSGD was held as part of a seminar in an elective machine learning course planned in the 4th/5th semester of the curriculum. In this course, the 25 students had already worked in seven groups on a variety of topics and had built some understanding in data exploration and statistical learning. Thus, their data literacy level may be considered above average. Part 2 provides students an opportunity to think about the impact of machine learning algorithms on users, which fits well in such a course. Further, by integrating the discussion into the course and awarding points for participation, student time constraints as in (Sarmiento et al., 2020) were overcome.

The two parts of the SSGD were presented and the students discussed in groups for 30 minutes. All seven groups worked on part 1, which was similar to the 1st survey of Hilliger et al. (2020): 1. “What information do you typically use to decide which courses to take?” and 2. “What additional
information would you like to have and why?" Part 2 was divided into three focus topics that were not completely free of overlap regarding their tasks: A Descriptive Statistics, B Grade Predictions, and C Dropout Predictions. Each topic was divided into four tasks, consisting of several questions supported by figures. Table 1 gives an overview of topics and tasks and the corresponding figures. The figures shown below are examples based on student 2, who had a high dropout risk in contrast to the others, since not all figures can be shown. The slides as provided to the students can be found online.1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Group Discussion Questions: Topics from A to C and tasks from A1 to C4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>A Descriptive Statistics</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>A1 Performance</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>A2 Performance</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>A3 Grades Distribution</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>A4 Further Exploration</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Two groups focused on topic A, three on topic B and two on topic C. The opinions and ideas were then presented by one group at a time in a whole class discussion and supplemented by the other groups or individual students as needed. The groups provided their notes, which serve as the basis for this paper. All groups were given the enrollments and grades of the first two semesters of three student-examples drawn from the data of their own study program, so that they could easily understand the three examples. Student 1 had almost only very good grades, while student 2 enrolled in fewer

---

1 Further material: [https://projekt.beuth-hochschule.de/index.php?id=4863](https://projekt.beuth-hochschule.de/index.php?id=4863)
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courses and failed one course in semester 1 and semester 2. Student 3 enrolled in the same courses as student 1 and got mostly good grades.

Figure 1a shows the enrollments and grades for student 2. The column “S” means the study semester of a given student, the column “P” is the semester in which a course is planned in the curriculum, the column “Course” is the code of a course, with “WP” representing an elective course and “B” a mandatory course, and the column “Grade” is the grade obtained by the student. Grades are given according to the German system: 1.0 is the best (green), 4.0 the worst possible grade to pass a course (orange) and 5.0 means fail (red). If a course has been enrolled but no exam has been taken, the cell is gray. The last row means: he/she completed the course WP01 in his/her 1st semester of study with the grade of 1.3, and this course is planned in the 4th or 5th semester according to the curriculum. Figure 1b compares the student’s results with the course median based on all students and all semesters and gives the difference (red less, green better, gray equal to the course median). Figure 1c shows the results of the remaining semesters.

Figure 1: Presentation of the Students' Results using the Example of Student 2:
 a) Results from the first two semesters (used in tasks B1, B3, B4, C1, C2, C4),
 b) Performance summary of 1st and 2nd student semesters comparing grades of the student to the course median and reports the difference between students grade and course median (used in task A1),
 c) Results from later semesters (used in task C4)

Figure 2 combines two prediction results used for topics B and C. The grades prediction result for each course in the upcoming 3rd semester based on linear regression are shown for student 2 in Figure 2a. The grades are colored with the same scheme as in Figure 1. The dropout risk, or probability of graduating, of each student based on logistic regression, are shown in Figure 2b.

Figure 2: Prediction Results using the Example of Student 2:
 a) Grades prediction result for each course in the upcoming 3rd semester based on linear regression
 b) Dropout risk, or probability of graduating, of each student based on logistic regression
Figure 2: Presentation of the Prediction Results:
(a) Grade predictions of 3rd semester courses for example student 2 (used in task B3, B4),
(b) Dropout prediction for all example students (used in task C2)

Figure 3 shows a summary of the statistics of the students’ performance of all courses planned in the 3rd semester: minimum, maximum grades, median, mode, and percentage of the students who got each grade from 1.0 to 4.0 and colored as a heatmap. These statistics have been calculated with historical data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P</th>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Min - Max</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>1.0</th>
<th>1.3</th>
<th>1.7</th>
<th>2.0</th>
<th>2.3</th>
<th>2.7</th>
<th>3.0</th>
<th>3.3</th>
<th>3.7</th>
<th>4.0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>B13</td>
<td>1.0 - 4.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
<td>17.8%</td>
<td>17.5%</td>
<td>14.1%</td>
<td>16.6%</td>
<td>10.2%</td>
<td>9.4%</td>
<td>5.2%</td>
<td>1.7%</td>
<td>1.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>B14</td>
<td>1.0 - 4.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>25.4%</td>
<td>11.0%</td>
<td>12.5%</td>
<td>12.2%</td>
<td>10.3%</td>
<td>9.6%</td>
<td>5.4%</td>
<td>7.5%</td>
<td>3.7%</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>B15</td>
<td>1.0 - 4.0</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>6.8%</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
<td>11.9%</td>
<td>12.9%</td>
<td>16.5%</td>
<td>14.4%</td>
<td>16.4%</td>
<td>12.2%</td>
<td>3.0%</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>B16</td>
<td>1.0 - 4.0</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>6.3%</td>
<td>5.9%</td>
<td>7.4%</td>
<td>10.7%</td>
<td>11.8%</td>
<td>9.8%</td>
<td>15.7%</td>
<td>9.0%</td>
<td>9.3%</td>
<td>13.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>B17</td>
<td>1.0 - 4.0</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>10.8%</td>
<td>24.7%</td>
<td>22.3%</td>
<td>16.1%</td>
<td>9.2%</td>
<td>7.1%</td>
<td>4.2%</td>
<td>2.6%</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: Summary Statistics of Grades Distributions for Courses of the 3rd Program Semester (used in task A3):
P = Plan semester (semester in which the course is scheduled according to the curriculum),
Min-Max = Grades range, [1.0, 1.3, ..., 4.0] = Grades and their distribution over all semester

3.2 Evaluation

The two parts of group work and discussion have been evaluated differently so far: the submitted notes from part 1 were coded in several steps based on the indicators and information sources from Hilliger et al. (2020), and those from part 2 were used to describe key challenges for further work.

To code the notes from part 1, the most important indicators and sources given by Hilliger et al. (2020) were used as starting point. In the first step, the most comprehensive answer to each question was mapped to the codes by two researchers together. The other notes were coded independently, and those that did not lead to the same result, e.g., because of unclear meaning due to other study conditions, were discussed afterward. If previous codes could not be adopted, they were merged or renamed. If necessary, new codes were created. The mentioned indicators and sources were evaluated by their number of occurrences and assessed in terms of their integrability into a novel enrollment support system. For part 2, students’ comments were grouped into addressed subjects and improvement ideas are briefly outlined.

4 RESULTS

4.1 Part 1

The presentations by the groups and discussions with the students lasted about 15 minutes for part 1. Table 2 gives an overview of the original codes (Hilliger et al., 2020) for indicators as well as the used codes in this paper and their short description and Table 3 contains the same for the information sources. 11 of the original codes were adopted, 6 were merged to 3 new codes, one was renamed and
6 new codes were introduced to fit the context. 14 codes (10 indicators and 4 sources) were not used in our context and are not given here.

Table 2: Indicators overview: integrability in a novel system [* easy, ** not easy, *** out of scope], 
U = usage of original codes [A=adopted, M=merged, N=new, R=renamed], 
Q1, Q2 = number of occurrences in questions 1 and 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>U</th>
<th>Q1</th>
<th>Q2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Academic Workload *</td>
<td>Credit points according to study regulations</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment Types **</td>
<td>Way the course is examined, e.g. written exam, group project</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(original: Assessment Tool Types, Course Assessment Tools)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Course Content *</td>
<td>General description of the content</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Course Preview **</td>
<td>Preview of what will be covered in the upcoming semester</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Course Requisites *</td>
<td>Recommendations for prior knowledge according study regulations, e.g. other courses or general requisites descriptions</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Course Schedules **</td>
<td>Timetable of offered course</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Course Type *</td>
<td>Mandatory or elective course</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fellow Students' Decisions ***</td>
<td>Decisions made by fellow students about course enrollments</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(original: Students’ Comments)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Past Course Grades</td>
<td>Results in previous semesters</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pending Academic Credits *</td>
<td>Credit points of courses not yet passed</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of Passed *</td>
<td>Part of students that passed this course in previous semesters</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perception of Workload **</td>
<td>Workload perceived by students</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prior Course Syllabus **</td>
<td>Course syllabi in previous semesters</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program Progress *</td>
<td>Progress according to study regulations</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching Methodologies **</td>
<td>Teaching methodology used in a course, e.g. flipped classroom</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching Staff Information **</td>
<td>Information about lecturers, e.g. teaching experience</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Source overview: 
U = usage of original codes [A=adopted, M=merged, N=new, R=renamed], 
Q1, Q2 = number of occurrences in questions 1 and 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>U</th>
<th>Q1</th>
<th>Q2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Lectures</td>
<td>First 2-3 lectures of a course</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friends and Acquaintances (original: Friends, Other people)</td>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Official Evaluation Report (original: Program WhatsApp Group, Student Facebook Group)</td>
<td>Evaluation report provided by the university and filled by students at the end of a course</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students' Social Media Group</td>
<td>Grouping of various informal social media</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University Course Catalogue</td>
<td>Study offer and regulations</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The most important indicators currently used are “course schedules” and “teaching staff information”, while the most important information sources are “friends and acquaintances” and “university course catalogue”. The most often requested indicator is “assessment types” and the most often requested
source is “official evaluation report”. Based on these results, indicators were identified that can be easily included in the enrollment system (marked with * in Table 2), which will be elaborated in the discussion section.

One notices that four indicators and one source have been mentioned in some groups as an already existing usage (question 1), and as a request for additional information (question 2) in other groups. From the discussions, this can be explained as follows: At the time the enrollment starts, i.e. before the beginning of the semester, only the general information from the university course catalogue is available to students. During especially the first lecture, lecturers provide additional information on assessment, teaching methodologies, and so on. As students have almost 3 weeks after the beginning of the class to cancel their enrollments, for some groups, this is enough. Other groups would like to have this information beforehand, for example in the form of a course preview. Similarly, some groups ask friends about their perceived workload and teaching staff and consider having this information. Other groups would like official information on those items for example, by making parts of the Official Evaluation Report public.

4.2 Part 2

The presentations by the groups and discussions with the students lasted 20 minutes for topic A, and 30 minutes for topics B and C. Needs and concerns as well as the further ideas have been extracted from the students’ notes and are listed in Table 4 and Table 5 together with the task in which they were mentioned. “Individual interpretation” refers, for example, to “A1 Performance Comparison” and “B3 Grade predictions”. The number of groups in which the item occurred is not shown because only two or three groups worked on the respective tasks in part 2, in contrast to part 1, which was completed by all groups. The improvement ideas will be presented at the end of the discussion section.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Needs and Concerns</th>
<th>A1</th>
<th>A2</th>
<th>A3</th>
<th>A4</th>
<th>B1</th>
<th>B2</th>
<th>B3</th>
<th>B4</th>
<th>C1</th>
<th>C2</th>
<th>C3</th>
<th>C4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Equality</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explainability</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impact on motivation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individuality</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual interpretation</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lecturer and course type dependancy</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ideas</th>
<th>A1</th>
<th>A2</th>
<th>A3</th>
<th>A4</th>
<th>B1</th>
<th>B2</th>
<th>B3</th>
<th>B4</th>
<th>C1</th>
<th>C2</th>
<th>C3</th>
<th>C4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Additional recommendations types</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic/Expert mode</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic plan for study sequence</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluate individual strengths</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Needs and concerns are presented in turn, with any conflicting ones listed together:

- **Explainability, Individual Interpretation, and Impact on Motivation:** Students have little trust in the predictions because not all influencing parameters are known to the system. In their opinion, explanations of how the predictions are made are necessary. Depending on one's performance, grade distributions and predictions may affect students differently. One assumption students make is that performance comparisons are motivating for students with good performance and demotivating for those with poor performance. Another is that students with good performance may become careless. Both assumptions were also mentioned by Bodily and Verbert (2017) and Jivet et al. (2018).

- **Equality and Individuality:** Students general state that the same information should be available to everyone so that no one feels disadvantaged. However, they have ideas about what additional information could help students with lower grades and also assume that the system cannot take all individual factors into account.

- **Lecturer and course type dependency:** Students see the lecturers as the biggest factor influencing the grades. Thus, in their opinion, summary statistics of grades in the past and grade prediction should be lecturer dependent, although the course type must also be taken into account: Students consider data exploration and grade predictions to be more helpful for elective courses than for mandatory courses, since for mandatory courses, a choice is possible only if at least two lecturers teach the same course in parallel.

Students’ ideas about additional functionalities are mapped against the tasks in which the ideas were discussed in Table 5. A “Dynamic plan for study sequence” – a visualization that brings together courses already taken and a prediction of grades or the best time to take courses that are still open, depending on a maximum number of courses to be taken in the future – could be helpful regarding the individual information demand, individual study condition and supportive in case of a high dropout risk. “Additional recommendations types” refer to recommendations that are not already contemplated, e.g. special recommendations to improve weaknesses or elective courses according to personal interests. “Basic/Expert mode” means a display that can be expanded by the user. “Evaluate individual strengths” refers to one's strengths by competencies, e.g., mathematics, and upcoming courses: if math skills are good, refer to courses with a math component and if math skills are week, refer to the fact that there is not as much math left in the rest of the program. “Other ideas” present further aspects, such as advising sessions or highlighting of career opportunities.

5 **DISCUSSION**

The result from part 1 provides the basis to answer the research question, identifying indicators that should be included in the enrollment support system. Although all indicators and sources seem reasonable to support course enrollment, there are tradeoffs to be made in realization: some of them can be used more quickly since the data already exist or can be easily obtained (marked with * in Table 2) – all of them are part of the University Course Catalogue. Some items are indicators, that are semester-specific and for which there is currently no structured data, so they cannot be easily included (marked with ** in Table 2). And the last item – Fellow Students’ Decision – is out of scope for our future work (marked with *** in Table 2).
Results from part 2 show needs and concerns as well as student ideas to support course enrollment. Contradictions are seen as a challenge: 1. to be equal and fair as well as individual, and 2. to be understandable in order to be trustworthy. Equal information for all is required, but how can e.g. a ranking like “You are in the Top10” of the course motivate the students with good performance and the absence of such a statement not demotivate them? Already the non-appearance of such an evaluation means: “You do not belong to those with the best performance”. How to ensure that no learner group benefits more than others as requested by Jivet et al. (2018), considering equity and when low-performing students need more support? To build trust in recommendations, the system must not only be accurate but also explain how the predictions are made so that they are understandable and interpretable. Finally, the SSGD revealed ideas from the students, some of which can be included in the upcoming design phase: A “Dynamic plan for study sequence” was an interesting side finding, that can be an approach to support students. “Other ideas” go beyond of course enrollment support and are outside the scope.

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The purpose of the study was twofold by not only evaluating various functionalities of a novel course enrollment support system through a semi-structured group discussion with students, but also illustrating how to engage students in the design of recommender systems to enhance trust in further implementation stages. This paper includes a description of user involvement as demanded by Bodily and Verbert (2017) and de Quincey et al. (2019), and a set of indicators and sources of information based on the research of Hilliger et al. (2020) and relevant to students at the time of course enrollment. The approach of semi-structured group discussion, which was integrated into a course, is considered to be purposeful: A suitably large number of students was involved to gather relevant aspects for a course enrollment support system. The illustrations of the functionalities with real examples contributed to a lively discussion and provoked both needs and concerns. Future studies will have to look at ways to turn predictions into supportive, understandable, performant, and trusted recommendations, e.g. by using model-agnostic methods. In addition, a quantitative survey supported by an improved prototype and including a larger number of students can provide a better understanding of trust in course recommendations.
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ABSTRACT: Studies show that graduation rates in universities are influenced by the complexity of their curricula. Recent work focused on simulation methods to reveal this kind of correlation. In this paper, we present for the first time a closed-form solution that correlates graduation rates to curricula complexity using a probabilistic approach. We apply our proposed model on a number of curricula with different complexities. The results match those of the simulation methods with an advantage that our closed-form solution is more time-efficient.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Many states are putting special attention for graduation rates at colleges [1]. This stems out from multiple factors that include, but are not limited to, the strong inclination to enhance the quality of college for rating objectives and the growing number of states tying college funding to student performance. Another compelling factor is that a bachelor degree is increasingly becoming essential to thrive in the labor market - making an ethical basis for schools and colleges to accelerate the completion rate pace for the enrolled students. Considering these factors, colleges are increasingly implementing even more sophisticated data driven models on student data to narrow down features influencing persistence and attrition [21, 22]. These contributing features may be broadly categorized as pre-institutional and institutional. The former incorporates features like the pre-college arrangement and financial status, whereas the latter incorporates features that occur when a student is already attending the college (e.g. the approaches, practices, efforts and social interactions, that directly or indirectly influence student success [6, 19]). They concluded that the most essential factor that influences student success is student engagement, noticing that it lies at the intersection between student practices and the aforementioned institutional factors. Many colleges have undertaken these exercises in an endeavor to enhance student success, and have also attempted to expand and bolster student engagement [5, 20]. For example, numerous schools started to track the scholarly advancements of their students more thoroughly and vigorously. Additionally, they started observing...
the degree to which students engaged in educationally relevant activities, the level of fulfillment with their college experience, and the added value (in terms of learning and aptitudes obtained) of the whole undergraduate experience [7]. A number of institutions reported critical improvement in student accomplishment because of their increased efforts in student engagement, however, other institutions reported minimal improvement. While each of these factors contributes significantly, the most influential parameter for student achievement is degree attainment, and it is very common to discover records of students that procure a degree despite all the odds- they prevail disregarding the chances. It can be unarguably said that for any student, the basic actuality is: if the student passes all the requirements of the degree program, the student would acquire the degree. Consequently, it would be intuitive to think that most of the student success driven interventions mentioned above have to do with supporting the navigation of students through individual requirements tied to a degree program. In fact, the student’s efficiency in navigating through degree program requirements is what matters the most: curricula with less prerequisite dependencies and less courses lead the way to a smoother navigation through the program. In this paper, we study student progress at the most fundamental level, by exploring for the first time- to the best of the authors’ knowledge- the basic properties of a curriculum structure and its relation to graduation rate from a probabilistic approach, quantifying how much curricula complexity affect student achievement.

An overview of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we develop a background for the study of the curriculum by decomposing it along lines related to student success outcomes. In Section 3, we summarize recent work related to curricular analytics done using simulation methods with a particular focus on a Monte Carlo simulation method. Next, in Section 4, we present our proposed model approaching curricular analytics from a probabilistic perspective and comparing it to the simulation method. Finally, Section 5 presents some concluding remarks.

2 BACKGROUND

The analysis of curricula is greatly facilitated by the fact that most academic programs publish their curricula on public websites. This allows those in one academic program to compare their curriculum to those offered by other similar programs. For instance, in Figure 1 we show the undergraduate curriculum of the electrical engineering program provided by two large public institutions in the United States that are similarly accredited by ABET (ABET, 2017). The term-by-term organization of these curricula constitutes the four-year (eight-term) degree plans that students are expected to follow. We have drawn these curricula as graphs, where the vertices represent courses, and the directed edges represent prerequisite arrangements between courses. If there is a directed edge between two courses in the same term, the source vertex is a co-requisite course that may be taken either prior to or at the same time as the course associated with the destination vertex. It is interesting to note that the two programs shown in Figure 1 have identical ABET accreditation. This means that each program satisfies the same eleven ABET program learning outcomes. Thus, from the perspective of ABET, each program is of sufficient quality that the engineers they produce should be prepared to have successful careers. Despite the fact that they have exactly the same accreditation with exactly alike program learning outcomes, it is evident from Figure 1 that these programs have differing structures. In particular, the curriculum in Figure 1a appears far more complex than that in Figure 1b. Students attempting the former must satisfy a much larger number of pre- and co-requisite constraints than those attempting the latter. A logical question that arises instantly is if this would
delay students from graduating on time? And if this is true, how can we quantify this delay and how can we determine the correlation between the complexity of a curriculum and graduation rates? By how much do success rates improve with small improvements in curriculum complexity? In the next section, we provide an overview of some of the recent work that investigates these questions in more details and then we present our proposed model.

Figure 1: The electrical engineering curricula for the undergraduate program at two large public institutions. Both curricula hold identical ABET accreditation.
3 LITERATURE REVIEW

There has been much research done on curricular analytics investigating the impact of curricula complexity on student performance [16, 15, 18, 13, 11, 12, 2, 14, 3]. Most of these studies use machine learning and statistical models in their analysis. Although less so, there had been a notable effort approaching curricular analytics using simulation models. An example of such studies is the work done by Plotnicki and Garfinke [8]. In their study, they used simulations to design a framework that schedules the courses within a degree program in such a way that allows the majority of students to smoothly traverse through the requirements. A similar work by Schellekens et al. studied the impact of adding more flexibility to students in their programs using simulations [10]. Perhaps the most recent pioneer work in student simulation is presented by Hickman [4]. In his work - named Curricular Analysis and Simulation Library (CASL) simulations - Hickman uses a MonteCarlo method to gauge curricular efficiency by registering a sizable number of virtual students in a degree plan. Particularly, he uses statistical analysis tools to ascertain the passing of each course by each student and then noting down the degree plan completion time for each student. While all of the aforementioned simulations share some similarities with CASL simulations, the work that is mostly related is the study done at San Francisco State University (SFSU) [9]. They implemented a simulation model to determine the effect made on student progress upon changes made to a curriculum. In this work, Saltzman and Roeder used a discrete event simulation to model the flow of students through SFSU’s College of Business. In their implementation, they used the school’s historic data to simulate students registering for courses. Students would enroll in their chosen courses giving consideration to the prerequisite requirements and the courses’ availabilities. Then they either pass or fail based on the historical pass/fail rates of the courses. Using this approach, they were able to determine the effect of restructuring a curriculum on student performance. While this method is closely similar to the CASL approach, they still have some differences. For example, the student behavior in CASL has different assumptions. For instance, the student demand on courses is not based on historical data. CASL also does not allow new incoming classes each term. However, it tracks more student data, supports grade assignments and can be extended to make pass/fail rates determined based on many factors other than historical pass rates data. In this paper, we focus our work on the CASL simulations model and then present its counter version of our proposed closed-form solution model. In the following section, we briefly summarize the procedure followed in the CASL simulations by implementing an experimental trail.

4 CASL’S SIMULATION

To elaborate more about this simulation model, we present one particular experiment and later compare its results to our proposed closed-form solution model. As per this experiment, a set of curricula with a fixed number of courses are considered being offered over a definite number of terms (e.g., four courses offered over two terms). Each curriculum in this experiment is composed of the same courses. Each of these courses has a fixed pass/fail rate. Hence, the structure of the curriculum is the only varying factor in the curricula set. Figure 2 illustrates the structure of each of these curricula. This experiment involves a series of trials. In each trial, a virtual student is simulated flowing through each of these curricula. Then, by the end of all the trials, the completion rate of each course in these curricula is computed in subsequent terms. That is, after running all the trials, the total number of students who passed a certain course in a given curriculum at a given term is computed. It is important
to note here that the curriculum completion rates are affected by a number of variables in the simulations and here are some of them: the course pass/fail rate, the number of terms allowed to complete the curriculum, the maximum number of allowed courses in a term, and the characteristics of students who fail to complete the courses. In this particular experiment, all the aforementioned variables are kept constant in each trial. The only varying factor within a given trial was the curriculum structure. This allows to explicitly find the correlation between the structural complexity of the curriculum and graduation rates. The students are not allowed to stop out, i.e., the student would continue to re-attempt the course in subsequent semesters unless successful. It is important to note that this is a highly optimistic assumption that involves determined students who continue to enroll in a course for subsequent terms unless successful.

Figure 2: The set of all possible structures for a four-course curriculum. In order, from curricula (a) to (g), the complexities of the curricula using are: 4, 7, 9, 9, 10, 11 and 12.

This leads to higher graduation rates than those observed in real scenarios where students have the option to stop out. However, as noted earlier, the objective of these trials is to relate the structural complexity of the curriculum to the likelihood of completion. The validity of this relationship holds as long as the stop-out behavior is uniform across all the curricula in this experiment. Table 1 shows the graduation rates for each of the curriculum depicted in Figure 2 while keeping the course pass rate for each course at 50%. Particularly, it shows the graduation rates for students at 100% (i.e., term 2), 150% (term 3) and 200% (term 4) time. The results show that the 100%, 150% and 200% graduation rates decrease monotonically as the complexity of the curriculum increases, i.e., going from (a) to (g). This result is indeed intuitive in the sense that the graduation rates are inversely proportional to the structural complexity of the curriculum: as the complexity increases the graduation rates decrease and vice-versa (For more details on how to compute the complexity of a curriculum see [17]). In the next section, we present in more details the probabilistic approach of our proposed closed-form solution version of the CASL simulations and compare the results. The main advantage of our model over simulation models, particularly the CASL simulations, is the efficiency in time. The closed-form solution is more time-efficient than simulations, especially when applied to actual curricula with a large number of courses and prerequisite relationships. Additionally, this tool can be used to instantaneously evaluate curricula and analyze how modifying certain requirements and class prerequisites affects graduation rates.
5 PROBABILISTIC APPROACH

In this section, we derive the probabilities of passing each class in a curriculum as a function of its prerequisite and its passing rate. We first consider a simple scenario where we have a class with a single prerequisite and in later subsections, we gradually increase its complexity and generalize for the case where we have multiple prerequisites.

Table 1: The simulated completion rates for the curricula provided in Figure 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c1</td>
<td>50.0%</td>
<td>75.0%</td>
<td>87.5%</td>
<td>93.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c2</td>
<td>50.0%</td>
<td>75.0%</td>
<td>87.5%</td>
<td>93.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c3</td>
<td>50.0%</td>
<td>75.0%</td>
<td>87.5%</td>
<td>93.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c4</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>50.0%</td>
<td>75.0%</td>
<td>87.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grad. rate</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>28.13%</td>
<td>50.24%</td>
<td>72.30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c1</td>
<td>50.0%</td>
<td>75.0%</td>
<td>87.5%</td>
<td>93.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c2</td>
<td>50.0%</td>
<td>75.0%</td>
<td>87.5%</td>
<td>93.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c3</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>12.5%</td>
<td>34.38%</td>
<td>55.47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c4</td>
<td>50.0%</td>
<td>75.0%</td>
<td>87.75%</td>
<td>93.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grad. rate</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5.75%</td>
<td>23.23%</td>
<td>45.71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(e)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c1</td>
<td>50.0%</td>
<td>75.0%</td>
<td>87.5%</td>
<td>93.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c2</td>
<td>50.0%</td>
<td>75.0%</td>
<td>87.5%</td>
<td>93.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c3</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>12.5%</td>
<td>34.38%</td>
<td>55.47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c4</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>25.0%</td>
<td>50.0%</td>
<td>68.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grad. rate</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3.52%</td>
<td>19.25%</td>
<td>41.54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(g)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c1</td>
<td>50.0%</td>
<td>75.0%</td>
<td>87.5%</td>
<td>93.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c2</td>
<td>50.0%</td>
<td>75.0%</td>
<td>87.5%</td>
<td>93.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c3</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>12.5%</td>
<td>34.38%</td>
<td>55.47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c4</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>12.5%</td>
<td>34.38%</td>
<td>55.47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grad. rate</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.58%</td>
<td>9.10%</td>
<td>27.04%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.1 Passing Probability with no Prerequisite

Let $c_i$ be a class in a particular curriculum and assume that the course pass rate is $\alpha_i$. Let $X_i$ be a discrete random variable that represents the semester index of class $c_i$ that is passed. The trivial case to consider is when class $c_i$ has no prerequisite. In that case, the probability of passing class $c_i$ in the first semester is $P(X_i = 1) = \alpha_i$. Similarly, the probability of passing class $c_i$ in the second semester is $P(X_i = 2) = \alpha_i (1 - \alpha_i)$ where $(1 - \alpha_i)$ represents the probability of failing class $c_i$ in the first semester.
Also, the probability to pass class \( c_i \) in or before the second semester is \( P(X_i \leq 2) = 2\alpha_i - \alpha_i^2 \). In general, the pass rate of class \( i \) at semester \( n > 1 \) is

\[
P(X_i = n) = \alpha_i(1 - P(X_i \leq n - 1))
\]

and the cumulative probability is

\[
P(X_i \leq n) = P(X_i \leq n - 1)(1 - \alpha_i) + \alpha_i
\]

### 5.2 Passing Probability with one Prerequisite

The second simple scenario to consider is when class \( c_i \) has only one prerequisite class, \( c_a \). Obviously, in the case when the cumulative passing probability of class \( c_a \) at semester \( n - 1 \) is zero (i.e. when \( P(X_a \leq n - 1) = 0 \)), the passing probability of class \( c_i \) at a semester \( n \) is also zero (i.e. \( P(X_i = n) = P(X_i \leq n) = 0 \)). In other words, the class \( c_i \) cannot be passed without passing its prerequisite \( c_a \).

However, when the cumulative passing probability of the prerequisite class \( c_a \) is non-zero, the probability of pass \( c_i \) in semester \( n \) is

\[
P(X_i = n) = \alpha_i[P(X_a \leq n - 1) - P(X_i \leq n - 1)]
\]

The terms between the brackets on the right-hand side of the latter equation represent the cumulative probability to pass the prerequisite class \( c_a \) in any semester before \( n \) without passing \( c_i \). Multiplying the result by \( \alpha_i \), we can determine the probability of passing \( c_i \) in semester \( n \).

Consequently, the recursive equation of the cumulative probability is

\[
P(X_i \leq n) = P(X_i \leq n - 1) + P(X_i = n)
\]

### 5.3 Passing Probability with two Prerequisites

When considering more than one class as prerequisites, it is required to determine the probability of passing all the prerequisite classes (i.e., the intersection probability). In this section, we show how to compute the intersection probability of two prerequisite classes \( a \) and \( b \). Then, using (3) and (4) and replacing \( P(X_a \leq n - 1) \) by the intersection probability, we can determine \( P(X_i = n) \) and \( P(X_i \leq n) \). The intersection probability \( P(X_a \leq n \cap X_b \leq n) \) can be found using the following recursive equation:

\[
P(X_a \leq n \cap X_b \leq n) = P(X_a \leq n - 1 \cap X_b \leq n - 1) + P(X_a \leq n - 1 \cap X_b = n) + P(X_a = n \cap X_b \leq n - 1) + P(X_a = n \cap X_b = n)
\]

The four terms in the right-hand side represent the probabilities of the four disjoint events that cover all the possible cases that a student can pass classes \( a \) and \( b \) in semester \( n \) or before. The first term represents the probability of the event of passing classes \( a \) and \( b \) in semester \( n - 1 \) or before. The second term is the probability of passing class \( b \) in semester \( n \) while class \( a \) is passed before that semester (in semester \( n - 1 \) or before). Conversely, the third term is the probability of passing class \( a \)
in semester $n$ and class $b$ before that. Finally, the last term is the probability of passing both classes $a$ and $b$ in semester $n$. Each of these terms can be found as follows:

- The $1^{st}$ term represents the recursive term for $n \leq 1$. The initial condition is zero.
- The $2^{nd}$ term is found by first considering the probability of passing class $a$ in semester $n-1$ or before ($P(X_a \leq n-1)$) excluding the probability of passing both classes in semester $n-1$ or before ($P(X_a \leq n-1 \cap X_b \leq n-1)$). This equivalent to the probability of passing class $a$ and not yet passing class $b$. Finally, by multiplying it by the passing rate $a_b$ we determine the probability of passing class $a$ in any semester before $n$ and class $b$ in semester $n$. i.e.,
  \[ P(X_a \leq n-1 \cap X_b = n) = a_b \times (P(X_a \leq n-1) - P(X_a \leq n-1 \cap X_b \leq n-1)) \]
- The $3^{rd}$ term represents the probability of passing class $a$ in semester $n$ and class $b$ in or before semester $n-1$. Similarly to the second term, it can be found as follows:
  \[ P(X_a = n \cap X_b \leq n-1) = a_b \times [P(X_b \leq n-1) - P(X_a \leq n-1 \cap X_b \leq n-1)] \]
- The $4^{th}$ term is the probability of passing both classes at term $n$. It is equal to the probability of passing the prerequisite class of $a$ and $b$ (denoted by $p$) before semester $n$ minus the probability of passing either class $a$ or class $b$ (the union probability) multiplied by the passing rate of class $a$ and $b$. Therefore,
  \[ P(X_a = n \cap X_b = n) = a_a \times a_b \times [P(X_p \leq n-1) - P(X_a \leq n-1 \cup X_b \leq n-1)] \]
  where the union probability can be found using the union rule:
  \[ P(X_a \leq n-1 \cup X_b \leq n-1) = P(X_a \leq n-1) + P(X_b \leq n-1) - P(X_a \leq n-1 \cap X_b \leq n-1) \]

Similarly, those results can be extended for more than two prerequisite classes.

![Figure 4](image-url)

### 6 Experimental Results

To validate our proposed probabilistic approach, we calculated the probability of three different scenarios and compared the results to those of the CASL simulations. In this simulation, the passing probability for each class, $a_i$, is set to 0.7 and the cumulative probability is calculated for the first 9 semesters. The first scenario considered is depicted in Figure 3a. In this scenario, we considered the case of classes with two prerequisites. Using (5), the intersection probability of class $c_1$ and $c_2$ was calculated. The result was later used to calculate the cumulative probability of classes $c_3$ and $c_4$ using (3) and (4). The results of the calculation are shown in Figure 4a. As expected, the cumulative probability for $c_1$ starts in the second semester with a probability of 24% and gradually increases to converge at 100%. Similarly, the cumulative probability of $c_4$ starts in the third semester with a probability lower than $c_1$ (17.1%). In both cases, the probabilistic approach calculations match perfectly with the CASL simulations. For the second scenario depicted in Figure 3b, we expand the
closed-form expressions of the intersection probability shown in (5) to consider three classes scenario. The results were later used to calculate the cumulative probability of \( c_4 \) and \( c_5 \) using (3) and (4). The calculated and simulated probabilities are shown in Figure 4b. As the number of the prerequisites increases, the cumulative probability decreases. The cumulative probability for \( c_4 \) starts in the second semester with a value of 16.87% and gradually converges to 100%. Similarly, the cumulative probability of \( c_5 \) starts in the third semester with a value of 11.8% and gradually converges to 100%. For the last scenario, we consider the case with four prerequisites (Figure 3c). After determining the intersection probability of the four prerequisite classes, the cumulative probabilities of \( c_5 \) and \( c_6 \) are calculated. The cumulative probabilities of \( c_5 \) and \( c_6 \) start at 11.8% and 8.2%, respectively.

7 CONCLUSION

The graduation rates in universities are influenced by the complexity of their curricula. In this paper, we present a closed-form equations to compute the completion rates of curricula. Recent work focused mainly on simulation methods to compute the completion rates. However, these methods proved not to be scalable when applied to actual curricula with a large number of courses and prerequisites. Our work fills in this gap by presenting a more time-efficient model using a probabilistic approach. Moreover, the model presented here can be used as a tool to study the effects of changes in a curriculum on the graduation rate. We applied our proposed model on different curricula. The results of our model match exactly those of the simulation models. In the future, we intend to extend our work to include more realistic scenarios that simulates actual institutional variables such as the maximum number of courses allowed per semester, the number of times a student is allowed to take a course, stop-outs, etc.
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ABSTRACT

This workshop aims at discussing and sharing ideas to help construct a philosophical framework that learning analytics needs as a field. This workshop is the first step towards the development of a philosophical approach to help practitioners collaborate, interrogate, and develop this foundation. The workshop is a half-day event. Participants will be invited to submit a brief position paper for review in advance of the workshop. During the event there will be brief presentations of these papers followed by collaborative activities to create robust, but intellectually stimulating and constructive conversations. The workshop will be synthesized via a multi-authored publication summarizing the points discussed to share with the broader field.

KEYWORDS: Philosophical framework, theories, learning analytics as a discipline.

1. BACKGROUND

Learning analytics is maturing as a discipline. Yet as practitioners from diverse backgrounds bring their varying skill sets, they also bring their own disciplinary based philosophies to the field, which at times can introduce confusion or even dissonance. We argue that there is a need to initiate a conversation about how learning analytics should be philosophically grounded and argue for a philosophical framework for the field. We believe a workshop that facilitates this discussion is timely given the questions posed for the 11th Annual Learning Analytics and Knowledge conference.

We can assume that all learning analytics practitioners share the same ultimate passion and goal, to find qualitative and quantitative ways to improve the learning experience for learners. However, the pathways we take are highly diverse, which can result in resistance when trying to bridge discourse between disciplines. We suggest that learning analytics as a transdisciplinary field would benefit from building on a philosophical construct to allow improved collaboration and uptake by academics and institutions.

The lack of a philosophical framework for learning analytics has significant ramifications which may prevent the field from maturing. For example, it causes confusion when trying to explain what is and is not in scope for the field. Further, the absence of a philosophical framework slows the field down when attempting to test, experiment and scale up ideas and methods.
We are still debating at length the ethics surrounding the discipline (e.g., Corrin et al., 2019, Ferguson 2019, Kitto and Knight 2019, West et al. 2020), which a philosophical framework would help resolve. Selwyn’s (2020) provocations express the need to dig deep and assess whether the current direction of learning analytics is indeed what we want for the field. More importantly, Selwyn questions what is actually needed in society and what is missing from our background disciplines when moving into this transdisciplinary space. Finally, such a philosophical framework would allow for the creation of momentum, as the field is reaching a critical turning point: it is needs to move beyond a few practitioners working in isolation or practicing in few classrooms to institutional or national plans to adopt and follow ethical use of learner data for pedagogical purposes. This last point is being made frequently (e.g., Ferguson 2012, Selwyn 2020 West et al. 2020), and while a recent survey showed that institutions are willing (Tsai and Gasevic 2017), when attempting to put in place these methods, we often fail (Ferguson 2012, Buerck 2014, Munguia et al. 2020).

2. ORGANIZATIONAL DETAILS

WORKSHOP TYPE: Interactive Workshop session.

WORKSHOP SIZE: we are targeting 12-15 Participants. With 5-10 key submissions.

DURATION: half a day.

TYPE OF PARTICIPATION: mixed participation (interested delegates may submit a short paper, see below).

EXPECTED ACTIVITIES: short presentations by participants that submitted papers, discussion groups, working on a publication authored by interested participants.

3. OBJECTIVES:

We are creating a sharing and collaborative workshop for two groups of people:

1. those that have an a priori contribution to make about a philosophical framework of learning analytics as a field; and
2. those who have a more general interest in the topic and would like to engage with the ideas proposed by others.

The workshop is designed to meet the following objectives:

1. Initiate a conversation around developing a philosophical framework for learning analytics
2. Provide a forum of friendly critique for existing ideas
3. Present the discussion of ideas in a form that can be disseminated to the wider community.

In order to meet objective 3, we intend that an output of the workshop will be a synthetic paper harvesting participants’ input. Our intention is to submit this paper for publication in the JLA.

3. POSITION PAPER SUBMISSION

Workshop participants can submit a paper for the workshop. The length should be a maximum of 3 pages. Authors should focus on answering the question:

What philosophical ideas should be considered as a foundation for the field of learning analytics and how might practitioners in the field engage with them?
Deadline for submission of contributions is 9 February 2021.

**WORKSHOP FORMAT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 hour</td>
<td>Contributors present key ideas lightning talk style (4-5 mins each). Other participants write PMI (Plus/Minus/Interesting) short reactions on post-it notes which are grouped.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-1.5 hours</td>
<td>Group break-out around key philosophical ideas presented - ‘birds of a feather’ style. Groups engage in dialogue around (a) the potential role of the idea in LA, (b) the value to ALL LA stakeholders, (c) how the idea might advance or secure the field moving forward.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5-2 hours</td>
<td>Bring ideas together from all groups and begin writing synthesis paper. Break out in smaller groups as necessary.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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1 EXTENDED ABSTRACT

There is much debate about what properties a paper in LAK or related conferences should have. However, despite reviewers often trying to decide if a paper is “an EDM paper” or “a LAK paper”, there has been limited systematic consideration of how these fields differ (but see Siemens & Baker, 2012, and topic analysis in Chen et al., 2020).

We propose that the difference in expectations between communities comes from the predominant (often unspoken) philosophical orientations of their members. The 20th-century philosopher Richard McKeon wrote about four philosophical schools of thought dating back to Plato and Aristotle (McKeon, 1966): the entitative/reductionist (Atomist/Democritus), ontological/dialectical (Platonic), existentialist (Sophist/Protagoras), and essentialist (Aristotelian) schools of thought. Reductionism involves understanding complex phenomena by breaking down those phenomena into their constituent components and then analyzing the relationship between those components. The ontological/dialectical school of thought adopts the goal of understanding phenomena as wholes, where components cannot be properly understood without understanding the whole system. Existentialism views reality as fundamentally individually constructed and therefore asserts that phenomena should be understood as the participants themselves understand them and that these understandings are irreducibly valid. This viewpoint’s opposite, Essentialism, states that meaning is inherent in the universe. This viewpoint is seen in perspectives that argue for the “unreasonable effectiveness of data” as justification for rejecting interpretable modeling methods (Halevy, Norvig, & Pereira, 2009), where direct modeling of reality is seen as sufficient and no attempt at theory or explanation is needed (or, indeed, desired). The design theorist Dick Buchanan argued (in largely unpublished lectures) that most designers prefer to work in one of these paradigms, and that work from other perspectives often seems confusing or perhaps even intentionally incomprehensible or negative.

Siemens and Baker (2012) mapped learning analytics to two of these paradigms, arguing that most of the work in educational data mining had a “stronger emphasis on reducing to components and analyzing individual components and relationships between them” (ibid., p. 253) (i.e. entitative, reductionist) whereas most of the work in learning analytics had a “stronger emphasis on
understanding systems as wholes, in their full complexity” (ibid., p. 253) (i.e. ontological, dialectical). Work from a more essentialist paradigm tended to fare relatively poorly at EDM and LAK in these early years, and the emergence of the ACM Learning @ Scale conference provided a home for more essentialist work. With the success of ACM Learning @ Scale, and the popular movement within machine learning towards algorithms that do not attempt to be scrutable, there was a movement towards more serious consideration of prediction without comprehension within EDM. This movement was matched by a corresponding movement of entitative work into LAK, with many researchers who had previously published at AIED or EDM beginning to publish their work at LAK. More existentialist learning analytics research often appeared outside these conferences until the emergence of the International Conference on Quantitative Ethnography (followed by a large increase in the use of quantitative ethnography methods at LAK in 2020).

When a scientific field contains more than one competing intellectual paradigm, there is often a push for one of the paradigms to “win” and take over the field entirely, as depicted in Kuhn’s (1962) classic book *The Structure of Scientific Revolutions*. We hope to argue that different modes of thought are natural, are positive, and are good for the field. The complex challenges that learning analytics poses to us as researchers and practitioners (cf. Baker, 2019; Pelanek, 2020) are too large to be entirely resolved by any of these four paradigms. There needs to be greater collaboration across researchers from different intellectual paradigms -- a move towards *inter-paradigmatic* work in addition to the inter-disciplinarity that already characterizes our field.
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1 EXTENDED ABSTRACT

Science makes progress through teamwork and when a research field focuses on complex problems with societal impact, team-members need diverse skill sets in order to bring the necessary knowledge and practical experience to the table (Hall, et al., 2012). But a team whose members have diverse knowledge and experience often run into obstacles once they begin working together. They may not make their assumptions explicit about the problem they are trying to solve and they may have differing beliefs and values about particular aspects of the problem (Lund, Rosé, Suthers, & Baker, 2013). They often have different ideas about how to do research, or what constitutes the perimeter of their own activity or those with whom they work. If team-members do not understand these differences before they begin a project together, such differences may emerge at inopportune times, produce conflicts, and temporarily halt progress, or more seriously, even end the collaboration.

These difficulties occur at the level of a research team, but are also relevant for a community of practice (Lund, Jeong, Grauwin, & Jensen, 2020) and Learning Analytics is a case in point (Balacheff & Lund, 2013). On-line community discussion¹ has revealed a number of diverse assumptions by community members regarding many topics, some of which are below. All of them could result in roadblocks for research teams pursuing a shared objective (Rosé & Lund, 2013) and/or for research communities founded on different types of shared knowledge on which they depend:

- Differing preconceived notions regarding relations with stakeholders outside of academia;
- Partial alignment of the goals for engineering versus the goals of research;

¹ learninganalytics@googlegroups.com
• Differences in the value attributed to “outliers”, something that may be ignored in research, but that can be a matter of life or death in engineering

• Disagreement on the definition, competencies, roles of or even the existence of a “learning engineer” in a field called “Learning Engineering”;

• Differing opinions on the fundamental differences of scope between the sister communities Learning Analytics, Educational Data Mining, and Learning Sciences, as well as in relation to broader umbrella community terms such as Learning Informatics2;

• Disagreement on whether techno-solutionism is embraced by researchers or rather occurs only at the vendor level.

This proposal suggests a methodical way to bring such disagreements to light, confront them, hash them out, and thereby improve communicative and collaborative capacity within heterogeneous research teams (O’Rourke, & Crowley, 2013; Crowley & O’Rourke, 2020). The proposal also specifically addresses recognizing differences and building common ground in a community of research. The method is based on the Toolbox Dialogue Initiative (e.g. Hubbs, O’Rourke, & Orzack, 2020). Toolbox workshops3 help groups discover and examine perspectives by using questionnaires and structured dialogue that reveal attitudes, views, values, and beliefs. Workshop facilitators ask participants to rank a set of probing statements on a Likert scale4 and then use an app to collect the responses on a server and form discussion groups based on the responses. The probing statements are claims that are designed to help a participant see his/her biases and through subsequent discussion, move toward recognizing unacknowledged differences with other group members. Sample probing statements5 in Learning Analytics for which participants would position themselves on a Likert scale could include the following:

1. “We can’t solve a problem irrespective of the context in which it is used.”

2. “Anything that is complex cannot be engineered.”

3. “Education is broken and it should and can be fixed with technology” (Teräs, Suoranta, & Teräs, 2020).

4. “Engineering is about making things; science is about understanding things”

5. “Learning engineers do not engineer learning, but rather engineer learning systems”

2 http://simon.buckinghamshum.net/2020/09/why-learning-informatics

3 Center for Interdisciplinarity http://c4i.msu.edu/

4 (1) Strongly disagree; (2) Disagree; (3) Neither agree nor disagree; (4) Agree; (5) Strongly agree.

5 learninganalytics@googlegroups.com
6. “We can’t reduce the real problem of learning down to engineerable problems”

7. “Framing something as an engineering problem implies that it can be controlled, predicted, or managed in the same way that we can manage a fuel pump.”

Given that we are submitting to the workshop on Philosophy of Learning Analytics and that it is designed to initiate a conversation around developing a philosophical framework for learning analytics, we propose to collaboratively develop a more substantial set of probing statements that could be used in future instances of a full Toolbox workshop. Developing such probing statements and discussing them seems crucial for moving the field forward.
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1 EXTENDED ABSTRACT

As Learning Analytics (LA) applications become more widely implemented, the field increasingly engages in the reflective evaluation of the impact of these sociotechnical systems on society. In a recent article, Selwyn (2019) questioned the problematic values and assumptions implicit in LA technologies, and raised criticisms over: 1) blind faith in data, 2) exploitative conditions of the data economy, 3) limits of individual agency, and 4) techno-solutionism. Our field is approaching the inflection point wherein the significant risk to harm already vulnerable peoples will soon outweigh the initial benefits of these technological innovations. As such, we must develop a critical ethical foresight on the intricate connection between our present choices and their implications in the future (Mohamed et al., 2020). The ongoing discourse on fairness and equity in LA needs to be strengthened by contextualizing these inequities in historical systems of power (Sokoloff and Pincus, 2008).

“Coloniality and decoloniality refer to the logic, metaphysics, ontology, and matrix of power created by the massive processes of colonization and decolonization” (Maldonado-Torres, 2016). Furthermore, they seek to explain continuing patterns of power between those advantaged and disadvantaged by colonialism. By applying decoloniality as a methodology, we seek to historicize and humanize individuals, communities, and people groups involved in and affected by LA, as well as to redress harms that have arisen from (and continue to arise from) postcolonial contexts. If “decolonization is a historical process,” (Fanon, 1963), then decoloniality seeks to unearth continued colonial processes. With this concept in mind, we aim to leverage Mohamed and colleagues’ (2020) taxonomy of decolonial foresight for artificial intelligence to begin examining the coloniality of power both in LA applications (predictions, dashboards) and the structures that support them (e.g., data, policies):

1) Algorithmic oppression wherein one social group is privileged over another through data-driven, automated predictive systems (Nobel, 2018). Consider the teacher scoring system developed by Mathematica Policy Research that led to the unfair termination of 206 school teachers in Washington, D.C, United States. In addition to the serious technical flaws, we must also acknowledge that this algorithmic decision making primarily impacted the lives of teachers and students in poor schools, while rich schools continued to invest in people over machines to make such sensitive decisions (O’Neil, 2016).
2) **Algorithmic exploitation** wherein industries asymmetrically benefit from extracting and commodifying education data. For instance, the coerced labor (Selwyn, 2019) of data generation by those students and teachers who do not have autonomy over the commercial LA system used in their classroom or the future use of their data recorded on it.

3) **Algorithmic dispossession** that leads to the centralization of power in the hands of a few and the disempowerment of the majority (Thatcher et al., 2016). As we continue to engage in the discourse surrounding ethics in LA, we must ask critical questions on who is not included in the conversation, whose interests and concerns are at the center and whose are sidelined, and what values are shaping these conversations.

We argue that a critical foresight is necessary to identify how LA can entrench historical injustices through the continued coloniality of power (Quijano, 2000). Decolonial theories as a philosophical foundation of LA could help us continually examine methodological deficiencies and future harms by 1) connecting algorithmic oppression to the broader social, cultural, and political contexts of learning, 2) raising questions of accountability and responsibility against algorithmic exploitation in educational settings, and 3) interrogating power imbalances in ethics discourse surrounding LA research, design, development, and deployment. Decoloniality offers both temporal breadth and depth necessary to explore these philosophical concerns: it helps us nuance our historical hindsight so that we are learning from the past; it challenges us to reconsider how our present has been informed by that past; and it offers a lens to develop foresight to identify unacknowledged systems of values that shape ongoing advances in our research and development.
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As the LAK community begins to synthesize perspectives and priorities from diverse research cultures (Siemens, 2013), one tension is the philosophies used to optimize predictive models. Specifically, some research cultures optimize for performance (a common Computer Science/Machine Learning approach), while others optimize for interpretability (more common with researchers and practitioners in education). Both philosophies have advantages and are not necessarily contradictory (discussed more below). However, as the learning analytics (LA) community seeks to support learners, the juxtaposition of these philosophies can create challenges. Therefore, we propose that any philosophy of LA should carefully balance these two criteria depending upon relevant contextual factors.

Historically, the machine learning philosophy would advocate for models to be optimized by some measure of performance (e.g., R2, AUROC, F1), often leading to complex and nonlinear interactions. This is clearly advantageous for many contexts, especially high stakes decisions or decisions where the outcome is critical. In such an approach, researchers would select both their model (e.g., Neural Network) and the complexity of that model (e.g., number of layers) in order to train the 'best' model. In contexts like these, it does not matter whether or not the model's inner workings were so intricate that they could be trivially distilled (Chakraborty et al., 2018) (e.g., to a paragraph or page); the complexity does not interfere with the model's use.

In contrast, some educators and researchers take the philosophy that why the model is accurate is both more interesting and more relevant than raw performance (Pardo et al., 2016). For example, when predicting learning gains, an intricate, black-box model gives little to no actionable insight regarding how an educational process could be altered or improved without a series of complex simulations and mathematical examination (Chakraborty et al., 2018). The need for meaningful interpretation fundamentally changes the model selection and training philosophy. Researchers may deprioritize
performance that comes at the cost of explainability since the latter enables further applications and analysis (e.g., developing interventions to improve the learning experience).

As the LA community merges these two philosophies, the tension between model performance and interpretability can manifest as a real trade-off. Occam’s razor (i.e., choosing the simplest model) may not work in this case, where a more complex, less interpretable model might perform significantly better than a more interpretable one. This raises ethical dilemmas that haven’t yet been explored well by the LA community. For example, what are the affordances of a more interpretable model over a better performing model and vice versa? To what extent do (or should) model performance be deprioritized to achieve better interpretability? When might it be in students’ best interest to deliberately choose a less accurate model? If model interpretability is key, what place do black-box models (e.g., a deep neural network) have in LA? Do these decisions vary based on the learning context?

Many of these challenges we face are also pertinent to conversations happening in the broader modeling/ML community, including those related to algorithmic fairness (Karumbaiah et al., 2019). For example, at what point is the difference in a model’s performance for two subpopulations unacceptable? Under what conditions is it ethically sound to reduce the performance for one subgroup in order to boost another? If we cannot truly interpret our model, can we confidently make these decisions?

LA is strengthened by its transdisciplinary nature. However, as it matures, it is vital that we find our philosophy towards optimizing models, likely drawing upon some of the two philosophies discussed here, as well as the contextual issues specific to LA. By merging multiple disciplines’ views, we will hopefully gain a deeper understanding and a stronger philosophy moving forward.
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**ABSTRACT:** Learning analytics (LA) researchers often fail to collect the data that they need to answer their research questions. The various reasons for the issue range from incorrect tool designs to a lack of understanding on which data is necessary and how educational contexts might affect their data collection protocols. While previous work in other fields suggests that this issue can be addressed through a more cohesive iterative process between the design of the learning experience and the design of the data collection, such a methodology has failed to gain substantial recognition in the learning analytics community. This proposed half-day open workshop aims to enhance the LA community's understanding of how iterative data collection, coupled with theoretically grounded data analysis, can improve the data collection process and the overall quality of a research process. Through the panel talks given by organizers with experiences on data collection tool designs and discussions, participants will
share their own experiences of data collection and sketch out potential framework design of the iterative process for their research contexts.
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## 1 BACKGROUND

The purpose of this workshop is to explore the bidirectional influence of data on theory, and deployment on design, in the construction of educational technologies through the lens of learning analytics. It is often the case that, after the deployment of a novel educational technology, researchers or developers find that their data collection mechanisms do not result in ideal data being captured (Kitto et al., 2020). Possible reasons are a combination of incorrect approaches and the inevitable results of the trial-and-error process; researchers or developers (a) might decide which data to collect based on the functionality of the tool itself, (b) might not fully specify which data to collect due to a lack of understanding of data or tool, or (c) might not consider constraints or characteristics of domain and context where data collection would happen (e.g., time, cost, tools available) (Mostow, 1985). Therefore, after the initial collection of data and conducting exploratory data analysis, researchers often find that they need different granularity levels or additional types of data in order to better map to learner actions, intentions, or cognitive states. This then results in the initial data collection plan needing to be iterated upon, often resulting in adjustments to both what to collect and what tools to use for data collection.

While such an iterative design process may be unavoidable for better data collection and analysis (Jonassen, 2008), there have been few discussions on the processes with respect to both educational software design and data engineering, or what role developers play in improving the data capture of deployed educational technologies. Simply repeating the design process does not guarantee the improvement of data collection (Jonassen, 2008). Successful design requires that researchers and developers, as well as other stakeholders, work together to identify unique data collection contexts and approaches in order to build a rationale behind new designs, a point explicitly addressed by the recently released SoLAR position paper (Kitto et al., 2020). This workshop will seek to cast more light on these engineering tasks, which take into account both the evidence and contexts of deployments.

We propose to develop an approach emphasizing an Evidence-Based Iteration (EBI) method with consideration of contexts. The EBI method gives researchers a framework by which to adjust instrument design, support the generation of more substantive theory, align educational tool design with the learning events that relate to foundational theories, and nurture the sustainable research culture of the educational technology community. The intent of developing this method is not only to better understand the impact of changes made during each round of iteration (e.g. confirmation of theoretical constructs or measurement of an intervention changes), but also to fit data collection needs to situational findings (which will help to move towards theoretical saturation in grounded theory). Furthermore, by encouraging researchers to adopt the EBI method, they will learn the importance of reporting what instrumental features seemingly caused differences, which will benefit both future iterations of the research and future research conducted by the educational technology community more broadly.
The half-day open workshop will bring together people who have experienced the challenges of data collection or developing tools designed to collect data in educational contexts, to share their experiences and to discuss how to improve practices via leveraging the EBI approach.

2 PRE-WORKSHOP PLANS

Participants can submit ½ to 1 page write-up on their previous or current struggle with data collection in particularly when they did not apply a well-planned iterative process. Through this preparatory step, participants can share their context, background, and experience to organizers.

3 WORKSHOP STRUCTURE

Organizers are a diverse group of scholar-practitioners in the learning analytics community, and there will be at least 5 different systems including a learning management system (LMS) for the gameful courses and an online learning platform providing feedback for learners and live report for instructors – and challenges in building these systems – described during the workshop. After an introductory presentation on what iterative process is and why we need it, 6 organizers will start a 60 minutes long panel talk. During the panel talk, they will share (a) the design processes and deployments they went through with the tools, (b) the data they capture, and how it might have changed over iterative development/deployment, and (c) potential theoretical lenses which they have associated with their tools and how those lenses have changed through the design and deployment process. All participants will be encouraged to participate in the panel via questions addressed to the organizers.

The second section of the workshop will be a 30 minute discussion between participants, where they will form a group of 4 to 5 around specific data collection challenges chosen from the responses to the survey. Participants will (a) share participants’ own struggle or how they managed to overcome such struggle during data collection or data analysis and (b) find similar and different components of these experiences. The goal of this discussion is to understand similarities and differences in approaches and what caused those and to identify the common top three challenges of their experiences. This discussion section will be followed by 15 minute break.

The third section of the workshop will be another 30 minute group discussion between participants. The goal of this second discussion is to sketch out frameworks (e.g., iterative research workflow) of an iterative process which could work as a potential solution. Participants will be encouraged to think about following questions during the sketch-out: What is identified as a key issue causing the failure or difficulty of ideal data collection? What is the context of the data collection and data analysis they would like to focus on? How can an iterative design process solve the issue? How would researchers know if the designed framework is working? The workshop will be concluded with participants’ presentation of their framework design. Since the workshop is virtually offered, there will not be any required equipment for the workshop.

4 OUTCOME AND POST-WORKSHOP PLANS

Anticipated outcomes of the proposed workshop are a white paper that describes (a) why an iterative process is necessary for the educational research, in particularly for data collection and tool design (based on the panel talk and the discussion section 1), (b) how to implement an iterative process, and
(c) how the iterative process can push forward research in the LA community (based on the discussion section 2). The workshop organizers are planning to publicly share the white paper on the SoLAR website or Open Science Foundation website (http://OSF.io). Furthermore, the white paper will be considered as the exploratory data source of the further research on struggles of researchers on data collections and how the EBI method could address the issues.

5 PARTICIPANT RECRUITMENT

Organizers will reach out to various practitioners and software developers to see if they are interested in participating in the workshop. Furthermore, participants will be recruited through the call for participation below:

Learning analytics (LA) researchers often fail to collect the data that they need to answer their research questions due to a lack of in-depth understanding of what types of data they need. While previous works in other fields suggest an iterative design to address the issue, there has barely been a discussion on how to apply iterations on educational contexts in the LA community. This proposed half-day open workshop aims to advance understanding of the necessities of an iterative process in data collection and data analysis based on theories. The workshop includes panel talks by the organizers, who have experience in data collection tool design, and discussion sections to sketch out designs of potential Evidence-Based Iterative (EBI) processes. The EBI process will be able to help LA researchers, practitioners, and other stakeholders update the design of the data collection system in consideration of research contexts and findings from previous iterations. Participants should apply to the workshop by submitting ½ to 1 page write-up on their previous struggle of data collection to the given webpage. Submission should be made by February 9th, 2021.
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ABSTRACT: Ethical considerations and the values embedded in the design, development, deployment, and use of Learning Analytics (LA) systems have received considerable attention in recent years. Ethical frameworks, design guidelines, principles, checklists, and a code of practice have contributed a conceptual basis for focused discussions on ethics in LA. However, relatively little is known about how these different conceptual understandings of ethics work in practice and what specific tensions practitioners (e.g., administrators, developers, researchers, teachers, learners) experience when designing, deploying, or using LA with care. This half-day interactive workshop aims to provide participants with a space for information, dialogue, and collaboration around Responsible LA. The workshop will begin with a brief overview of Responsible LA. After that, the participants will present their cases drawing attention to the ethical considerations covered and not covered in LA practices. Following this, participants in groups will discuss the cases illustrating ethical tensions and create semantic categories to document such edge cases. The collected edge cases will be shared in a wiki or database. The workshop outcomes will help inform LA practitioners on ethical tensions that need to be discussed with care while highlighting places where more research work is required.
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1 BACKGROUND

From its very beginnings, Learning Analytics (LA) has sought to understand the risks associated with a heavy reliance on data and analytics without engaging with the underlying models, algorithms, and assumptions about how students learn (Siemens, 2013). More recently, concerns have arisen in connection with issues regarding potential inequalities (West et al., 2016), discrimination (Jones, 2019), data-surveillance (Selwyn, 2019), algorithmic fairness & bias (Holstein & Doroudi, 2019), as well as advisors' rejection of LA systems because of moral discomfort and violation to a professional, ethical code (Jones, 2019). Cases of misuse of students' data have also been reported regarding teachers' lack of data literacy (Lawson et al., 2016). These issues are all the more pressing in light of protests from teacher unions in the UK against plans to transform teaching and privatize education data with AI technologies and predictive analytics (Pearson, 2019). Societally, international events have also sparked reflections regarding how structural racism manifests in LA and datasets (Buckingham Shum, 2020). Both research and societal issues concerning data-driven practices in education underscore the seriousness and scope of ethical considerations in the LA community (Cerratto Pargman & McGrath, 2021).

While the LA research community has long been interested in the ethics of data-driven practices (e.g., Slade & Prinsloo, 2013; Pardo & Siemens, 2014; Swenson, 2014; Tsai et al., 2019; Drachsler & Greller, 2016; Sclater, 2016; Ferguson, 2019), most of this work has been conducted in conceptual terms (Arnold & Sclater, 2017). Research on applied ethics has not become pervasive in LA practice, potentially leading to "LA principles and codes of practice being crafted in a theoretical vacuum, far from the practicalities of implementation" (Arnold et al., 2020, p. 2). On this line of reasoning, Kitto & Knight (2019) also stressed the need to engage with concrete cases of the ethics of LA systems "to nurture practical reasoning across the community" (p. 2864).

1.1 Motivation

Capitalizing on past LAK workshops on ethical concerns (e.g., Ferguson et al., 2016; Holstein & Doroudi, 2019; Arnold et al., 2020), this workshop has three primary motivations:

1- Introducing and discussing the interplay between ethics of justice, applying rules and principles to ensure the fair and equitable treatment of all people, and ethics of care, driven by values and concerns and involving tasks that make a living better in interdependence with others (Puig de La Bellacasa, 2011). Neither ethics of justice nor ethics of care, on their own, can "sufficiently address and accommodate the complexities, intersectionality and multidimensional nature of individuals and different relations in different contexts" (Prinsloo & Slade, 2017, p.115). Instead, we need to approach ethical considerations in the education sector (K-12, high school, higher education) from a dialectic and relational stance between justice and care.

2- Promoting critical views of data in the context of widespread unease in society about the misuse of data and datasets (D'Ignazio & Klein, 2019). In particular, critical understandings of data are critical to promoting data and ethical literacies.

3- Contributing to ongoing conversations on ethical considerations based on practical cases. It is of utmost importance not only that the LA community is producing ethical frameworks,
principles, and concepts but also that it is aware of how ethical considerations can be enacted in practice, what ethical areas are challenging and why, and how the LA community can ensure sustained and updated conversations take place, nurturing practical reasoning on ethics across the community (Kitto & Knight, 2019).

1.2. Relevance to the Conference theme

This workshop is well suited for this year's LAK conference, given the theme of promoting discussions on the impact we make and how we contribute to improved learning. As ethics are deeply entrenched in the learning we scaffold and the teaching we practice, this workshop will encourage the community to reflect on ethical considerations concerning the educational values (i.e., caring for the other) promoted in the design and use of LA systems.

2 WORKSHOP OBJECTIVES AND INTENDED OUTCOMES

The primary goals of this workshop are as follows:

1- Introducing "Responsible LA" via concepts and sensitivities coming from the fields of Science & Technology Studies (Puig de La Bellacasa, 2011) and Human-computer interaction (Buckingham Shum et al., 2019; D'Ignazio & Klein, 2019). By "Responsible LA", we refer to the need to create LA systems that are just and ethical but also that care about equity, democratic and solidarity values in education.

2- Promoting discussions on the ethics of data-driven practices from the ground aimed to inform practitioners on the ethical challenges that emerge in practice.

3- Creating a wiki or other type of artifact contributing to a repository of ethical practice, as suggested by Kitto and Knight (2019).

4- Helping participants to reflect on ethical challenges that speak of a disconnect between research and practice and find research collaboration opportunities.

The workshop outcomes will advance the LA field by informing the community on ethical challenges encountered in practice (during the development, design, and/or use of LA systems). One concrete outcome of the workshop will be starting an artifact (e.g., wiki) to document edge ethical cases in general terms, not linked to particular individuals or institutions that will be shared in the community for reflective discussions and further study. The workshop outcomes will be disseminated via social media (#ResponsibleLAK) and via the workshop's website: https://sites.google.com/dsv.su.se/responsible-la/home?authuser=0

3 WORKSHOP ORGANIZATION

Type of event: Half-day virtual workshop. Type of participation: Mixed-participation.

The workshop welcomes two participant groups: (1) Those who submit position papers discussing ethical dilemmas they have encountered in their practice (following an open call). These position papers should (a) discuss the context of the case, (b) the ethical concerns, targeting the various stakeholders involved and the principles in tension, and (c) technical, policy, and other approaches.
that have informed addressing the dilemma, and the effectiveness of these. (2) Those who are interested in attending and participating in the discussions. Submissions will be collated on the workshop website. Publication of the workshop contributions is intended in a joint “LAK Companion Proceedings” (ca. 10 contributions). Participants will post-workshop be invited to contribute to a special issue or similar on “Responsible LA”. We expect around 15-20 workshop participants. We will recruit participants via ACM mailing lists, social media, and professional networks.

3.1 Schedule

A preliminary keynote by Rebecca Ferguson (30 min) will be followed by lightning talks in which workshop participants present ethical dilemmas that they have encountered in LA (30 min). The workshop will then move to an interactive mode, where participants break out into smaller discussion centered around selected ethical challenges, working through a series of exercises designed by the organizers to encourage deep thought about the dilemmas they are exploring, the stakeholders impacted, and the ways we might navigate the ethical dimensions of these scenarios (100 min). Finally, the workshop will reconvene to a main plenary, where groups discuss their findings and design the next steps for future work.

3.2 Organizers

We are a group of international scholars with previous experience as workshop organizers in major conferences such as LAK, CSCL, and TEL. We are all from institutions that are investing in Responsible LA and data-driven practices.
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ABSTRACT: Learning analytics (LA) systems are increasingly being employed by postsecondary institutions to support student outcomes. Institutional capacity to collect vast amounts of data about students and their environments means that LA systems are also increasingly being used beyond classroom and advising sessions to support institutional outcomes. In this position paper, I use a case study of two United States (U.S.) research universities to show how LA systems are used in practice by administrators seeking to advance both institutional and student success. I illustrate that while LA systems data in concert with other institutional data work can advance institutional goals and support individual students, use of these systems has also resulted in increased surveillance of students and inequitable student outcomes, particularly for students from marginalized populations. I argue that the conflation of institutional and student success efforts works against the goals of just, ethical, and caring LA systems use. To improve responsible use of LA systems needed is a Privacy-by-Design approach that embeds privacy, upstream, into systems, policies, and practices as a lever to mitigate power imbalances and leverage equitable data use.
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1 OVERVIEW: THE NEED FOR AN UPSTREAM, PRIVACY-BY-DESIGN APPROACH TO RESPONSIBLE LA SYSTEMS

Postsecondary institutions are employing learning analytics (i.e., big data about students and their contexts) to support student learning and improve student outcomes (Siemens, 2013). In an era of increased accountability, institutions are being called on to show evidence of their effectiveness (e.g., retention, progression, and completions metrics; Kelchen, 2018; Prinsloo & Slade, 2014). As such, student data, like those in LA systems, are an increasingly valuable resource for institutions, which are under pressure to prove both their students’ and their own success. Using a collective case study of two U.S. research universities, I illustrate how the conflation of goals and of data has resulted in inequitable uses of LA systems and increased surveillance of students.

Through case study evidence, I argue that while institutions may adhere to the tenets of responsible data governance and use and be committed to equitable student outcomes, the inherent value of student data to institutional success exacerbates the power differential between institution and individual. This muddies organizational determinations of ethical, just, or care-based uses of data and justifies expansive data collection of student data, increased surveillance and inequitable outcomes. To remedy this, requires an acknowledgement of the role of power between the institution and the individual and how the various context in which LA systems are used can reaffirm, rather than remediate structural inequities. Also needed is an upstream approach to
integrating ethics, justice and care. Ethics historically were viewed as an afterthought, or even barrier, for LA and other socio-technical systems (Ferguson, et al., 2016). Data justice and care, while vital for centering data subjects in processes, are often bestowed by the institution or the state onto the individual through various rights and responsibilities (Prinsloo & Slade, 2017; Taylor, 2017). Using a privacy-by-design approach that acknowledges power dynamics, integrates ethics, justice, and care, and centers center student agency may foster more equitable and, ultimately, responsible use of LA systems from inception through application.

2 CASE CONTEXT: CONFLATION OF STUDENT AND INSTITUTIONAL SUCCESS EFFORTS LEADS TO INCREASED SURVEILLANCE AND INEQUITABLE OUTCOMES

2.1 Case Details

As a part of a larger collective case study to investigate the institutional logics (e.g., assumptions, values, norms, and ‘rules’) of LA systems and other student data, I interviewed 55 participants at two public research universities in the southeastern region of the U.S. Each of the universities was actively using student analytics data to support student success efforts and improve institutional outcomes. One university, Flagship Public University (FPU) is the oldest public university in the state, highly selective, and composed of a predominantly White and highly academically prepared student population. The other university, Access Public University (APU) is one of the newest research institutions in the state, is access-oriented, and is composed of a predominantly Black student population with variable preparedness for postsecondary academic work. Participants, who made up the bulk of the interviews, held positions across administrative and teaching ranks, to include vice presidents, assistant provosts, information technologists, institutional effectiveness researchers, faculty, student affairs professionals, and advisors.

2.2 Findings

Both institutions were using LA systems and other student data to improve student outcomes. Notably, none of the participants differentiated LA data from other forms of student data – it was all just data in their minds. At both FPU and APU, participants articulated that they used LA systems data to improve decision making and support student success. However, how they conceptualized success differed. At FPU, successful support of students through LA systems meant mitigating mental health considerations, maximizing educational co-curricular experiences (e.g., study abroad opportunites or internships) and opportunities for academic exploration, and increasing selectivity as a means to improve institutional metrics. At APU, student success was focused squarely on credentialing as a means to improve institutional metrics and individual outcomes, meaning graduating more students in less time and with less debt. This often meant encouraging students toward specific educational pathways and limiting academic exploration. Although participants at both institutions expressed a deeply held commitment to equity, the different contexts associated with these institution results in decidedly different, and arguably inequitable educational experiences and educational opportunities.

The drive by both FPU and APU to meet not just mission-oriented student support goals, but also institutional accountability goals also resulted in ramping up of collection of student data and student surveillance. At APU, institutional technologists noted that they work working toward having
a “digital footprint” of every measurable student interaction, from the moment they set foot on or logged on to campus. While FPU was less aggressive with their surveillance measures, they were still gathering vast amounts of data about their students. Notably, although both institutions were concerned about appropriate and responsible use of LA systems and other student data, at the time of my research, neither had put into place data governance plans that spoke specifically to issues of ethics, justice, or care or worked to limit data collection or protect student data privacy (beyond basic FERPA compliance). While an APU vice president noted that students at the institution were informed about the data that were collected about them, they were not necessarily aware of how those data were used to inform institutional decision making, beyond advising and financial aid support. FPU took a different approach, by not sharing with students the extent of data that are collected about them or how that data is used. In fact, an FPU assistant provost noted that, as an institution, they were using student data to inform decision making but had not yet addressed issues of ethical or equitable use of LA systems and other student data. The disconnect between employing data, culled from students and their experiences, without informing the students who are providing institutions with this valuable resource (i.e., their information as data subjects) or acknowledging, explicitly, how that data will be collected, used, and protected, speaks to a disconnect between ethics and practice and to an uneven balance of power between the institution and the data subject.

3 ETHICAL CONCERNS: SURVEILLANCE HARMs AND PRIVACY AS POWER

3.1 Surveillance Harms

The increased data collection and surveillance of students at APU and FPU is tied to the nature of socio-technical systems. Big data and algorithms, like those associated with LA systems are “data hungry” (Obermeyer & Emanuel, 2016). This hunger in concert with the potential for LA systems to benefit institutional decision-making acts as a justification for collecting more data through increased student surveillance. Zuboff (2019) and Monahan (2008) have argued that surveillance systems within capitalist systems, like those associated with big data technologies in western education, run counter to democratic principles by exploiting individual information for institutional gain. The tension between the nature of LA systems and the mission of higher education within the context of an increasingly corporatized and differentiated postsecondary landscape creates foundational ethical concerns for the use of LA systems to assist students – even when that use is well-intentioned by postsecondary institutions.

Compounding this foundational tension is the propensity for systems of surveillance to inequitably harm marginalized populations. The inequitable surveillance of people of color, people with disabilities and people with lower socio-economic statuses, especially within education has been well documented (Cyphert, 2020; Schroeder, 2016). Gilliard (2019) argues that surveillance is a de-facto state of affairs for members of these groups, and Schroeder (2016) argues that inequitable surveillance has resulted in increased discipline and tracking of students of color in education. With the advent of COVID-19, the expansion and harms of inequitable surveillance has been magnified (Cyphert, 2020). Inequitable surveillance leads to can digital redlining (Gilliard & Culik, 2016) by limiting opportunities and outcomes for marginalized populations. The APU and FPU case illustrates how well-intentioned, but conflated, success efforts can result in institutional harm to students by creating inequitable educational opportunities and reifying structural inequities.
3.2 Privacy as Power

In most cases students are minimally aware of and usually uniformed about what data are collected about them by their institutions, how their data is being used, how that use will impact them long-term or who owns their data (Brown & Klein, 2020). Lack of student awareness and agency an example of the inherent information asymmetry that exists within “imbalanced power relationships” (Tsai, et al., 2020, p. 2), like those in LA systems. Véliz (2020) argues that privacy is power, and it can work to rebalance democratic systems of engagement to ensure the responsible use of socio-technical systems. By pairing privacy with ethics, justice and care, postsecondary institutions can remedy the inherent power imbalance between themselves and students and further responsible use of LA systems to benefit both students and their schools.

4 ADDRESSING THE DILEMMA: EMBEDDING PRIVACY, MODERN POLICIES, AND RELEVANT PRACTICES FOR RESPONSIBLE LA DATA USE

As with most innovations, the appropriate policies and practices to govern responsible LA system use has often lagged behind the innovation, itself. For instance, postsecondary data privacy policies do not explicitly address the nature of modern data systems, the inherent power dynamic at play, or the needed equity measures to mediate that dynamic (Brown & Klein, 2020). If we acknowledge that privacy, in relation to surveillance, is tied to power and if we are committed to an ethical use of student data predicated on notions of justice and of care, needed is an upstream, embedded, modern, and relevant approach to promote responsible (i.e., ethical, just, and care-based) use of LA systems and other student data.

4.1 Privacy-by-Design to Upstream and Embed Responsible Data Use

Cavoukian (2006) argues that with the growth of socio-technical systems and a knowledge economy that values data as a resource, privacy “must be incorporated into networked data systems and technologies, by default” (p. 2, para. 4). She provides seven principles for privacy-by-design and argues that by proactively embedding privacy principles into the makeup of systems, policies, and practices from, privacy can be more effectively protected and users more effectively centered in the process. The seven principles included in privacy-by-design are: 1) Proactive not reactive and preventative privacy; 2) Privacy as a default setting; 3) Privacy embedded into design; 4) Positive-sum, not zero-sum privacy; 5) End-to-end/lifetime security; 6) Visibility and transparency; and 7) User-centered (Cavoukian, 2006, p. 6).

While Cavoukian does not explicitly name ethics, justice, or care, I argue that the privacy-by-design principles she espouses sets up a foundation for ethical, just, and care-based policies and practice. Incorporating privacy principles upstream can create improved opportunities for addressing concerns in the development and day-to-day use of LA systems, like those related to surveillance or data use resulting in inequitable outcomes. Of course, the criticism of privacy-by-design is that it is yet another set of principles that may or may not be applied in practice. However, I contend that the value of the privacy-by-design approach is that, if applied regularly and upstream in the development of technology, policy, and practice, it can address issues of over-surveillance, over-collection of data, and inequitable use of data before those issues emerge - paving the way for more responsible and equitable use of LA systems and data.
4.2 Modern Policies and Appropriate Practices

Privacy-by-design can also inform the development of modern data privacy policies. Certainly, there has been some legal work done to modernize data privacy and improve the power dynamic between institutions, data systems, and individuals (e.g., the GDPR in Europe and the right to be forgotten). In the U.S. we have patchwork of state laws, federal FERPA regulations, and various institutional policies, but these policies often do not address modern conceptions and uses of data or the privacy-related power dynamics that exist. In our recent work on data privacy policies in U.S. higher education institutions (Brown & Klein, 2020), we found that data are seen as an institutional resource but are also often conceptualized as static student records—rather than vast data systems, able to be recombined and repurposed for a variety of purposes. We argued that this conception ignores the reality of dynamic socio-technical systems associated with LA and other analytics data used by institutions to inform decision making. Further, data privacy policies are often poorly communicated to students, limiting their usefulness for informing students of their rights or potential inequities or harms related to the collection and use of their data or any associated surveillance or success initiatives (Brown & Klein, 2020).

From a privacy-by-design perspective, effective policies would establish appropriate practices that benefit both institutional and student goals and be student-centred and transparent – with clearly communicated standards for collection, use, retention, destruction, and ownership of modern data systems and opportunities for consent, redress, and opting out of LA systems. In the case of FPU and APU, use of privacy-based policies embedded into practice might mitigate over-collection and over-surveillance of students, minimize inequitable outcomes, and foster opportunities for increased student agency. Policies informed by privacy-by-design must be paired with privacy-informed practice. From a power perspective, institutions, educators, and technologists should consider whether informed practice or the affordance of a technology, like LA systems are driving use of data. If LA systems-related practices are transparent, proactive, and preventative in nature, they are more likely to minimize opportunities for digital redlining, bias creep, and over collection of data and align with ethical, just, and care-based priorities for responsible use.
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1 LEARNING ANALYTICS AND THE JUSTIFIED ETHICAL BAR

The aggregation and analysis of student data for learning analytics purposes has led to sustained, critical conversations around ethics and policy since the field’s genesis in 2010. And unlike as often happens with other sociotechnical developments, the ethical issues quickly moved from a “marginal” to a central position for learning analytics practitioners and researchers (Prinsloo & Slade, 2017b, p. 50). Since learning analytics are predicated on the ability to surface an array of student data, and doing so would clearly challenge established norms, expectations, and policy principles, the ethics of the work had to be addressed. Numerous research projects responded by attempting to address myriad ethical issues and promote policy principles to guide the field (see Ferguson, 2012; Khalil & Ebner, 2015; Pardo & Siemens, 2014; Prinsloo & Slade, 2013; Rubel & Jones, 2016; Sclater, 2016; Slade & Prinsloo, 2013).

If learning analytics was solely concerned with the data-driven study of learning behaviors to improve learning outcomes, then the ethical issues would be fairly tractable. Core learning analytics researchers profess that “learning analytics is about learning” (Gašević et al., 2015), but the fact of the matter is that learning analytics has been co-opted as a cultural and political tool (Prinsloo & Slade, 2017a). The methods, measures, and infrastructures on which learning analytics rely have enabled administratively-minded actors and the surveillant-curious the ability to datafy the student experience and attempt—with varying degrees of success—to nudge, direct, and manipulate behaviors to serve bureaucratic interests. The end result has been a power-driven rush by administrators to make
available for analysis nearly any available data, most often about students but not always, to support their neoliberal philosophy and evidence-based decision-making goals (Cannella & Koro-Ljungberg, 2017; Giroux, 2013). This techno-managerialism has, according to Ball (2004, p. 144, as cited in Prinsloo, 2020), led to a culture of performativity “and a mode of regulation, or even a system of ‘terror’..., that employs judgements, comparisons, and displays of means of control, attrition, and change.” There are serious concerns that universities, when they use student data as a means to serve institutional and education-adjacent ends, fail to balance their own interests with those of their students (Borgman, 2018; Jones, Rubel, et al., 2020). Learning analytics, then, is much more than just an emerging interdisciplinary educational science with a small core of ethical problems—it is a politically-charged epistemology ripe with ethical conflicts and questionable values its scholarly progenitors would be unlikely to support.

The swamp of ethical problems centers on one key concern: student privacy. Learning analytics falls on its face if data and information about students is not created, mined, and acted upon. Because of this, student privacy protections are seen by some as “obstacles” (Drachsler et al., 2015) to achieving learning analytics goals. Much intellectual effort has been put into unpacking student privacy empirically and philosophically with the aim of coming up with a greater understanding of its facets and some workable governance solutions. We know from published research that the particular student privacy issues are neither narrow nor resolved. For instance, there is an open debate about the extent to which students should have control over data that identifies or concerns them (Reidenberg & Schaub, 2018; Tene & Polonetsky, 2013), and this leads to other questions about data ownership (Regan & Jesse, 2018). Other work has raised interesting, but perhaps not tractable, points about students’ rights to be informed and consented about learning analytics (Jones, 2019; Prinsloo & Slade, 2018). Furthermore, the COVID-19 pandemic and the en masse move to online education has heightened sensitivities regarding surveillance and the degree to which edTech companies are financially benefiting from the surfeit of student data higher education is creating as it relies on these technologies, especially proctoring tools (Coghlan et al., 2020; Morrison & Heilweil, 2020). Some higher education actors have—seemingly without concern for student privacy—called for the surveillance of online student behaviors just because students are at the present time completely reliant on edTech to pursue a degree (Tufekci, 2020; Zimmerman, 2020).

On the empirical front, we are gaining a much clearer picture about students’ privacy expectations and perceptions vis-à-vis learning analytics. Students have a growing awareness of the data they disclose within learning management systems (Vu et al., 2020), but remain fairly uninformed about other analytic pursuits (Jones, Asher, et al., 2020). Students report understanding the goals and possible benefits of learning analytics (Karaoglan Yilmaz & Yilmaz, 2020; Nevaranta et al., 2020). Still, they hold privacy reservations (Jones, Asher, et al., 2020; West et al., 2020). Some are worried about data management and security practices especially by third parties, stating that data systems are often infiltrated (Nevaranta et al., 2020), but they tend to trust their respective institution’s data practices (Jones, Asher, et al., 2020; Vu et al., 2020). The through line within this subset of the empirical literature is that students want to be more informed about learning analytics and express some agency (e.g., limiting access, information control) over personally identifiable data and information (Jones, Asher, et al., 2020; Roberts et al., 2016; Slade et al., 2019; Tsai et al., 2020).
These and many other ethical issues require careful unpacking to address them in research and practice. Such challenging ethical work has Fritz and Whitmer (2019, p. 27) throwing up their proverbial hands with frustration, writing, “increasingly, when we observe the research and practice on learning analytics, it is difficult not to be overwhelmed about the ethical implications of using student data…. [leading] some to reasonably conclude ‘why bother?’” We “bother” with the justified, high ethical bar in front of learning analytics because to not do so would be morally corrupt, and because the foundation for learning analytics would be weak and unstable should we choose not to do so. We reluctantly admit, however, that the state-of-the-art with learning analytics—the methods, the technologies, the policies—leave us questioning if student privacy can and will ever become a protected right or just something at which advocates of educational data mining handwave.

2 DEGRADING CONDITIONS FOR STUDENT PRIVACY

Our current thinking on privacy stems from an observation that the conditions necessary to protect students have not measurably or notably improved since the inception of learning analytics. Ten-plus years have passed, and only minor movements to protect student privacy have been made. Some institutions have learning analytics-specific policies (see Colorado State University, n.d.; University of California-Berkeley, n.d.; University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa, n.d.), while others have hired chief privacy officers (see Johnson, 2019; Vogel, 2015). There has been some advocacy on behalf of students, especially around issues with facial recognition (Burke, 2020). And major privacy organizations, like the Electronic Frontier Foundation (n.d.) and the Future of Privacy Forum (n.d.), have developed useful informational resources. 17 States have passed some form of privacy law, but no major amendments to the United States federal student privacy law (FERPA) address emerging issues brought about by learning analytics—in fact the opposite is true. The December 2, 2011 amendment arguably enlarged who could gain access to personally identifiable student data and information by naming federal agencies access and researchers as permitted entities (Electronic Privacy Information Center, n.d.; Family Educational Rights and Privacy; Final Rule, 2011, 2012).

Some may argue that these changes are enough to suggest that student privacy is a right that is being protected now more than ever. But how can that be the case when, for example, instructors and their institutions force students into surveillant infrastructures that, as is the case with Proctorio, record and analyze their every move while causing anxiety in the name of academic integrity (Chin, 2020)? How can that argument stand when institutions have given away geolocation data to campus police for investigatory purposes, as Indiana University did (Liberty Justice Center, 2020)? How does this position hold up when institutions are working as consortia to develop massive student data warehouses for future purposes widely unknown and with policies inaccessible to students (Lederman, D., 2018)? No sweeping privacy-enhancing technologies and practices have been developed, no clear privacy-protecting norms have emerged, and no major legal changes have been made. In the absence of these things, learning analytics practices, methods, and the infrastructures that support them march forward—and in doing so they potentially increase opportunities for unethical data access and use in ways that put students’ privacy and autonomy at risk.

If student privacy-protecting conditions are getting worse, even with awareness that student privacy is threatened by learning analytics, then it follows that our current practical, ethical, and legal
approaches are somehow failing. We envision three possible explanatory reasons. First, these things are simply ill-matched in an era of big(ger) data in higher education. Previously, the sociotechnical ecosystem produced student data in smaller quantities, with less granularity, and held less value and only for a few higher education actors. These things have been turned on their head: data is ubiquitous, finely grained, and immensely valued—socially and commercially—by actors internal and external to an institution (Selwyn, 2015). Perhaps the privacy problem is just too vast, too technical, and too socially charged to be addressed with any extended resolve.

Second, a point that is not entirely divorced from the first, the current legal and institutional policy frameworks cannot account for new student privacy needs. Law-making works at a glacial pace typically unfit for our frenetic technological society. And since institutional policy is influenced by existing legal frameworks, there has been little motivation to react to the changing (and very real) challenges to student privacy.

We think a third reason holds the most explanatory power: there is a reason to not change policy or practice. Learning analytics advocates have a vested interest in maintaining the status quo: the Wild West of student data flows enables the sociotechnical imaginary they see as a future reality. Why would they push for privacy protections that may throttle down student data, the lifeblood of their work? In the American legal history of privacy, the battle of values—individual rights versus some other end or interest—privacy tends to lose out. About this Daniel Solove (2008) writes:

> The interests aligned against privacy—for example, efficient consumer transactions, free speeches, or security—are often defined in terms of their larger social value. In this way, protecting the privacy of the individual seems extravagant when weighted against interests of society as a whole. (p. 89)

In this light, student privacy is seen as an oppositional force. But against what? Education. The most fervent of learning analytics advocates argue for the transformative power of data mining and analytics to remake educational institutions, to serve as a “pedagogic corrective” (Selwyn, 2013, p. 33) that moves colleges and universities to become more efficient, effective, and personalized. To the advocates, student privacy slows these processes and the aligned goals.

3 REFRAMING STUDENT PRIVACY

It seems that the only way to position student privacy as a key value worth attention and action is to reframe it as something that is an undeniable, intrinsic element of education itself—which is what we argue. To suppress student privacy protections would be to limit education’s progress, for the ability to consider intellectual ideas and develop speech free from influence or manipulation is a critical part of learning. In this paper, we do not accept the position that higher education is primarily an economic engine or a commercial enterprise. If this were the case, then learning gains would not matter: only cost/benefit ratios, tuition dollars, employment numbers, and the like would. We still believe, like Amy Gutmann (2015) does, that most higher education institutions—excepting for-profits—primarily care about increasing growth opportunities for their students, exposing students to intellectual ideas
and the application of those ideas in various domains (what Gutmann calls “creative understanding”), and to help students contribute to their communities and wider society.

One cannot deny the appropriate flow of student data and information to achieve an institution’s analytic ends. No one can neither defend a position that all student data and information should stop flowing nor that all learning analytics are unethical. A university contains multitudes of informational needs—educational, administrative, and otherwise—that require access to student data because students are the key stakeholders of an institution. It is at this group that institutional efforts are directed. But it is also because of this truth that the responsibility to protect student privacy is distributed. Student privacy is a common value and student data is a common-pool resource. An advisor, faculty member, and administrator all pull from the pool to achieve their individual information goals, but they also share the responsibility to protect that pool’s resources overall and when in use.

We are not the first to align personal information and data with a common-pool conceptualization. Priscilla Regan (2000) was arguably the first on this privacy scene. Drawing insights from Elinor Ostrom’s economic theory of the tragedy of the commons, Regan conceptualizes cyberspace as a commons and personal information as a common-pool resource. Such resources, according to Ostrom (1990, p. 30), are part of “a natural or man-made resource system that is sufficiently large as to make it costly (but not impossible) to exclude potential beneficiaries from obtaining benefits from its use.” Data and information about students exist within human-made resource systems. A commons has a limit to the amount of beneficiaries and uses which it can support. If this maximum carrying capacity is exceeded, the quality of the commons—and the quality and quantity of its resources—will degrade, unless co-operative use agreements are created and followed. These agreements can be normative, codified in policy, and even embedded in code.

Learning analytics (and other information practices) requires access to the common pool’s resources, and as we wrote above, it would be costly to deny institutional actors to the student data within the pool. What is plausibly more costly than restricted access? Improper and socially harmful uses of the common-pool’s resources. Unlike a natural resource—say a fishery—the quantity of information in the student information pool does not deplete with use since information is a non-rivalrous good. But, like a fishery, there are quality issues with mis- and overuse. For example, unregulated fishing in a fishery often results in a fish shortage and polluted water. Similarly, underregulated use of student data leads to potential analytic outcomes that are biased, developed without rigor, or misleading. These analytics, or even unanalyzed, so-called “raw” data could then be added back to the common pool to problematize downstream uses. These are technical issues arising from poor resource stewardship, but there are also real social harms.

Degradations of the commons, a pool of resources for which nearly all institutional actors hold some responsibility to protect and steward, can directly lead to student claims of privacy harms. The misuse of identifiable and re-identifiable data pushes students into a corner where they begin to distrust their institutions. If this distrust reaches an apogee, student backlash occurs: relationships break, institutional reputations are tarnished, legal remedies are pursued, and—most importantly—the pursuit of one’s education is put at risk.
4 CONCLUDING THOUGHTS

This paper lays out a working framework for thinking about and acting on student privacy using a communitarian lens. Its central thesis is that student data and information is a common-pool resource that loads institutional actors with the responsibility to protect and use the resource with care in order to respect student privacy rights. The reframing seems necessary because the individual rights approach is limited and no existing motivations seem to be moving the student privacy ball forward to get learning analytics advocates and others to take up substantive work on this very important value. The nature of this work—a workshop paper—leaves a number of open questions, some of them practical, others theoretical, and others yet philosophical. And as a work-in-progress, it has rough edges. The authors welcome substantive, constructive comments to help develop a strong foundation for this framework.
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1 Introduction

The adoption of Learning Analytics in the higher education sector is scarce (Williamson, 2017). While recent research trends in Learning Analytics focus on machine learning and recommendation systems (Bodily & Verbert, 2017), the higher education sector struggles to deliver basic descriptive course statistics to teachers and students due to missing privacy-friendly solutions. A recent interview study by Ifenthaler et al. (Dirk Ifenthaler & Jane Yau, 2019) comes to the conclusion that further resources are required to adopt Learning Analytics. One key issue is the handling of personal data and concerns of stakeholders regarding privacy and ethics (Drachsler & Greller, 2016).

To help increase the adoption of Responsible Learning Analytics, we created a privacy-friendly open source software solution that is easy to integrate into existing Moodle courses. The stored data cannot be traced back to individual users and due to the source code being published as open source all used algorithms can be checked and verified by users. The presented visualizations show metrics like resource usage and course accesses over time to teachers and students.

In the remainder of this paper, we first present related literature and tools. After that, we present the implementation including the system architecture and user interface of RWTHanalytics. Following, we outline our evaluation. Finally, we conclude with an outlook on the future of RWTHanalytics as well its adoption.
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2 BACKGROUND

Moodle is one of the most used learning management systems in the higher education sector. Even compared to commercial solutions, Moodle has built itself a reputation among learning management systems. But although Moodle comes with plenty of features supporting analytics in general, there currently exists no single solution that can serve as a first step to provide privacy-friendly analytics to teachers and students. Therefore, we developed RWTHanalytics\(^1\), a software that integrates into Moodle and focuses on data privacy and practical adoption in educational institutions.

An extensive analysis of existing Learning Analytics tools for Moodle was performed before the start of development. Our literature review found multiple tools that have not received updates for several years and are not working anymore as well as literature that does not provide the used software. Other solutions we discovered included offline analysis tools and software without a user interface for teachers and students not suited for our requirements.

Moodle itself comes with built-in support for descriptive analytics named Course reports as well as a machine-learning system for predictive analytics (Olivé et al., 2018) called Moodle Analytics. An interesting Analytics plugin for Moodle we found was Analytics Graphs\(^2\). Unfortunately, the built-in solutions as well as the plugin use the built-in logging infrastructure in Moodle (Furukawa et al., 2017) which logs personalized data and cannot be considered data privacy-friendly. In summary, no software satisfied the need for privacy-respecting Learning Analytics in Moodle.

3 IMPLEMENTATION

Our software implementation was built on a value-sensitive design process. The data privacy and transparency requirements were based on current research results (Drachsler & Greller, 2016; Griffiths et al., 2016; Hoel & Chen; Steiner et al., 2016). The tool was developed in cooperation with the data privacy officer of the university. He informed the development team about legal requirements and helped to create the data privacy statement. In addition to the legal requirements, multiple requirements were added to maximize transparency towards students. The development has been iterated multiple times prior to the start of the pilot phase to incorporate feedback from all stakeholders (Dondorf et al., 2019).

The resulting software respects all legal data privacy regulations (German and European privacy law). The software logs what kind of action is happening (e.g. “Download of PDF”) at what time, but does not store who triggered the action. Therefore, the stored data cannot be traced back to individual users. The tool integrates into the Moodle user interface and uses data from the internal Moodle database for visualizations. All data is shown in a privacy-respecting way. Aggregated datasets are only shown if the set contains at least ten data points.

---

1 https://github.com/rwthanalytics/moodle-local_learning_analytics - All source code is published as open-source under the GNU General Public License online

2 https://github.com/marceloschmitt/moodle-block_analytics_graphs
The overall architecture is depicted in Figure 1. Components and data of our implementation are visualized with an orange gradient. Moodle core functionality is depicted as white. The arrows show the flow of data from user action (1) to visualization (8).

**Figure 1 Architecture of the software and integration into Moodle**

The user interface was based on a Learning Analytics dashboard by Kuzilek et al. (Kuzilek et al., 2015). The entry page features a dashboard that contains a plot at the top showing the aggregated access numbers by week. Below that, a preview for each linked page is shown containing a summary of the information from each page. The tool is integrated into the course navigation making it easy to access. Visualizations of the pages are shown in Figure 2. Figure 2a shows the dashboard. The “Participants” page in Figure 2b lists how many students were in rolled in which courses before the current course started, as well as how many students of the current course are enrolled in other courses in the same semester. Technical information about used browsers and operating systems is shown in Figure 2c. Figure 2d shows the page “Activities” that lists how often each course activity was accessed.
4 EVALUATION

During the summer semester 2020, the software was used at two German universities, the RWTH Aachen University (RWTH) and the Hochschule Ruhr West – University of Applied Sciences (HRW). The semester started in April 2020 and ended in September. Due to Covid-19, both universities changed their lectures from regular face-to-face to video-based and blended learning settings. The evaluation consisted of two parts: A system evaluation that includes technical feedback from operation and a user evaluation focused on teachers, conducted via questionnaire at the end of the semester.

The system evaluation concluded that the software was able to handle tens of thousands of users while keeping the storage size to a minimum. In total, over 44 million log entries were generated at RWTH resulting in a database size of 2.6 GB. In the following, we focus on the user evaluation.

Table 1 lists the number of participating teachers and courses. In addition, we list the number of enrollments in the participating course as well as the number of total students. Both universities operated the software in a setting that logged all events into the database, but the user interface was unlocked only for the participating courses. In total, 63 teachers with 169 courses participated. At the end of the semester, a questionnaire was sent to all participating teachers of the pilot phase. 43 of 63 teachers (68%) completed it.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>University</th>
<th>Participating teachers</th>
<th>Participating courses</th>
<th>Enrollments in courses</th>
<th>Total students at university</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RWTH</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>13,106</td>
<td>45,628</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRW</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>10,516</td>
<td>~6,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>23,622</td>
<td>~52,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As teachers had to contact the service teams of each university to participate, we asked teachers how they became aware of the Learning Analytics service. We exclude the results from HRW, as the software was centrally announced via mail to all teachers there. The results show that 48% of teachers at RWTH actively asked for an analytics service. 29% were informed about the software by another teacher. 10% were informed through an internal Moodle training course of the university. The remaining 13% of teachers mentioned other reasons. The high number of teachers actively asking for Learning Analytics can be explained by Covid-19 and shows the desperate need for simply descriptive analytics. Teachers reported back to us via free text that they were desperately looking for any kind of analytics as it was hard for them to estimate how many students were following their lectures.

To assess the usability of our software, we asked the teachers to complete the 10-item System Usability Scale (SUS) by Brooke (Brooke, 1996). It received an overall average SUS score of 80.2. Using the acceptability ranges described by Bangor et al. (2009), our software ranks in the best possible range (“Acceptable”), the equivalent of a “B” on a standard school grading scale (starting at 80).

---

3 The total number of enrollments for participating courses was counted, not the unique number of students. For that reason, this number can be higher than the total of students.
A question how often Learning Analytics was accessed during the semester received mixed feedback. 34% said that they used the tool once per week or even more often. 29% answered they used it once per month. 37% said they used it a few times during the semesters. The answers “in total once” and “not at all” were not selected once.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Rating of usefulness</th>
<th>Std. dev.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dashboard (Figure 2a)</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participants (Figure 2b)</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Browser / Operating System (Figure 2c)</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activities (Figure 2d)</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Regarding the user interface, each page was graded for usefulness on a 5-point scale from “Not useful” (1) to “Very useful” (5). Table 2 shows the results. The dashboard and activities functionality were received as rather useful while technical information about browser and operating system was deemed as not useful.

Further questions on a standard 5-point Likert (1-5) asked if our tool supported them in their teaching (3.6), whether teachers were interested in personalized analytics (4.8) and if they would like to compare students directly (3.6). The last question asked if they were overall satisfied with the software (3.9). An additional free text field at the end asked for open feedback. Of 20 responses, 8 teachers asked for personalized analytics, 7 expressed their gratitude for providing the software and 3 asked for statistics regarding video lectures.

5 CONCLUSION

This paper presented RWTHanalytics, an open-source, privacy-focused data analytics tool for Moodle. Based on previous research we developed a software solution built on a value-sensitive design process incorporating data privacy and transparency as central requirement. To increase adoption in other educational institutions the system was designed as plugin for the Moodle learning management system. The created user interface provides live statistics based on an extendible plugin structure.

During the summer semester 2020, 63 teachers in 169 courses used the software during a pilot phase. Overall, more than 50,000 students triggered over 50 million database log entries. The solution has proven to be scalable even in high load scenarios with ten thousands of students. The user evaluation led to mostly positive feedback and revealed interest in personalized analytics.

The results from the evaluation have led to another iteration of the software. The public release in the Moodle plugin store is currently being prepared. During the writing of this paper, a third German university has installed the software. Four more universities have expressed interest and are currently considering the use of the tool.

By providing a data privacy-friendly implementation that is easy to install and administrate, we hope to increase the long-term adoption of Learning Analytics. RWTHanalytics shows that it is possible to design a Learning Analytics software in a privacy-friendly way while still providing a real benefit to its users. We do not envision our tool as a solution for advanced Learning Analytics, but rather as a first entry point for educational institutions struggling to offer privacy-friendly analytics.
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ABSTRACT: This positioning paper raises several critical issues related to the protection of children’s privacy in K-12 education and calls for a need for more empirical research in this regard. In this paper, we argue that the protection of children’s privacy in K-12 schools is a moral and legal obligation for school leadership, teachers and parents. In light of the ongoing pandemic, this topic is especially critical with schools worldwide having to integrate digital technologies to be able to teach. The use of technologies comes with increased access to student data where students’ actions and behaviours are continuously traced. The collection and analysis of such data is often crucial for improving teaching and learning but it can also be misused. Mixing various digital products, re-analysing and merging different data sets increase the risk of revealing sensitive student data. Protection of privacy is legally regulated and violation of it has serious legal consequences for schools. Protection of children’s privacy online in schools is also a moral obligation, since children lack agency in protecting their personal data with parents, teachers and school leaders being the main guardians. Schools must not create new privacy risks for children by acting irresponsibly in online learning settings.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Schools worldwide have integrated digital technology into K-12 education (Macarini et al., 2019; Vezzoli, Mavrikis, & Vasalou, 2020). Such use offers increased access to personal and interaction student data but also creates new risks for students’ privacy (Lieberman, 2020), including concerns about how schools monitor students’ technology use, what data companies get when students use their devices, and how schools use the collected data (Kumar et al., 2019). New concerns regarding
student privacy (Bulger, McCormick, & Pitcan, 2017; Kumar et al., 2019; Livingstone, 2020) are also emerging in relation to learning analytics (LA) that refers to the collection, measurement, analysis and use of student data for improving teaching and learning, and the contexts in which they occur (Long & Siemens, 2011).

The new trends and the move to remote teaching (also recently imposed by the pandemic) opened up for increased access not only to more data, but also learning contexts that were not earlier in the ‘data gaze’ (Beer, 2019), which refers to how data-driven and data-led analytics continue to expand in its reach, but also how the ‘gaze’ intensifies in its ability to reveal what has, up to now, been hidden – of learning management system providers, intra-institutional learning platforms, and commercial interests (Williamson, Eyon, & Potter, 2020). This suggests that we now have access to not only more data, but also to more nuanced data from many sources, often in real-time, allowing schools and companies detailed student profiles creating so-called ‘a datafied child’ (Lupton & Williamson, 2017; Williamson et al., 2020). ‘A datafied child’ refers to how intersecting monitoring platforms and devices use children’s data to create digital profiles that may accompany children long after the period of collection. Children’s records, consisting of demographic, behavioral and relational data, are stored, combined with other information sources and accompany them over the years. Such data is increasingly shared and sold to commercial interests as part of service level agreements and practices that breach students’ right to privacy with possible long-term impacts (Regan & Jesse, 2019). In sum, there are different parties that are interested in using student data for various purposes, but the question is who will protect the ‘datafied’ child’s right to privacy in this context? To protect children’s privacy in schools is a moral and legal obligation for school leadership, teachers and parents. Yet, there is very little research about responsible use of students’ data in schools (Kumar et al., 2019).

2 CHILDREN’S RIGHTS TO PRIVACY

As stressed by Livingstone (2020), “the status of the child online is shifting from one of invisibility to one of hypervisibility in an increasingly datafied world, and the child’s right to privacy has rapidly become the most contested of all the rights” (p.1). Consequently, in the context of the many challenges encountered by K-12 educational institutions, and evidence informed decision-making, the promise and concerns regarding data analytics, student agency and student privacy are pertinent. The increased datafication of K-12 education is understood in the broader context where offline and online behaviors are converted “into online quantified data, thus allowing for real-time tracking and predictive analysis” (Van Dijck, 2014, p. 198). Various forms of dataveillance (Albrechtslund & Lauritsen, 2013; Lupton & Williamson, 2017; Van Dijck, 2014) entail the collection of data, increasingly real-time, from children which are stored in online corporate platforms, calculated so as to predict and manipulate future behaviour, and therefore monetised (Hintz et al., 2017; Mascheroni, 2018; Van Dijck, 2014, cited in Mascheroni, 2018, p.3). Lupton and Williamson (2017) suggest that hitherto there is little evidence of specific consideration to safeguard children’s rights in relation to dataveillance and propose paying attention to this. Furthermore, Kumar et al. (2019) highlight that “little research has examined how educators consider privacy and security in relation to classroom technology use” (p. 1). There is also, to our knowledge, a paucity of empirical research that investigates the school leadership- and parents’ perspective in this regard. All these
perspectives are important to be able to define and enact a more responsible use of student data in K-12 education settings (i.e., in practice).

A responsible use of children’s data means the protection of their data privacy rights, which has received special attention in several legislative documents, such as the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) in the European context and the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) in the context of the US, and also specific toolkits, such as General Principles of Children’s Online Privacy and Freedom of Expression (UNESCO, 2018). However, these documents do not accurately reflect different stakeholders’ perspectives and do not provide practical guidelines about how they should be implemented in practice - in particular educational contexts - in which different cultural values may also play a role. For example, in the context of the Nordic countries, such values as trust, openness and transparency are ingrained in the culture at different levels, including the individuals’ attitudes towards- and their acceptance of the use of emerging digital technologies (Robinson, 2020), for example artificial intelligence (AI) that is nowadays increasingly used in the design of adaptive and personalized learning solutions that have being extensively adopted and used in education in different forms (Chen et al., 2020). Yet, most of the AI-based educational tools have not been built with the protection of students’ privacy in mind (Rauf, 2020).

In her work, Livingstone (2020) poses several incitements or provocations to be considered in terms of protecting children’s privacy. They include: 1. Should we enable children’s full participation in digital spaces, or should we minimize their risks by providing children-only, or even off-line, spaces? 2. Should we pay from the public funds for the provision of digital and non-digital spaces for children, or should we allow the commercialisation of these spaces? 3. Is it an option to hold parents accountable? In this regard, she points to evidence that parents are frequently not up to the task, and that the parents of the most vulnerable are equally not prepared to take accountability. In their efforts to protect children in online spaces, they may interfere with children’s rights of participation in digital spaces. 4. To what extent can we hold digital companies responsible for the digital well-being of children? And even if we do, are they trustworthy? These are important questions to reflect upon in the design of relevant research studies in various cultural and socio-economical contexts, as well as in the process of examining privacy aspects in the evaluation of the digital technologies use in K-12 education settings.

3 PROBLEMS TO ADDRESS

Overall, future research aiming to define and enable a more responsible use of student data in K-12 education should address the following problems:

The first problem relates to the fact that (educational) technology is seen as the great equaliser for different student populations and geopolitical contexts (Prinsloo, 2018). Governments, educational departments and educators worldwide are encouraged and also nowadays ‘forced’ to use digital technologies, often without carefully considering the appropriateness and effect of these technologies in context, i.e., consequences on student privacy in K-12 school context.

The second problem is that the collected data is largely seen as neutral, pre-analytic and representing an objective state of affairs. Student data is collected, often without sufficient consideration for issues surrounding privacy, security, confidentiality and downstream use of the
data. Students’ records consisting of demographic, behavioural, learning data, and relational data are stored, often combined with other information sources and may accompany children across their enrolment, often inter-school. These digital dossiers, their scope, and the understandings that inform the data and interventions based on these dossiers, become data-doubles that impact on students’ lives, far beyond the context where the data were initially collected (Williamson, 2019). In K-12 school settings, where young students have limited data agency, these dossiers have critical implications for their options later in their lives.

The third problem refers to the reality that increasingly, these student data sets are shared, and even sold to commercial and third-party interests as part of service level agreements, data breaches and other practices that violate students’ right to privacy, with possible long-term impacts (Regan & Jesse, 2019). If researchers and K-12 institutions continue to develop data analytics projects and infrastructures in order to improve teaching and learning the obligation to do so responsibly will increase as well. In achieving this, we need to carefully consider different stakeholders’ perspectives and practices, as well as to involve them into co-design of practical ways to be implemented in schools to protect children’s privacy in increasingly growing online educational settings. Milkaite and Lievens (2020), for example, suggest that possible practical ways of enhancing transparency for children (in regard to how their data is being used) should include “legal visualisation, co-design, co-creation techniques and participatory design methods which focus on presenting legal information in a transparent and clear manner” (p.5). However, such related practical efforts have hitherto been very scarce.

4 CONCLUSION

We began this paper by pointing out that there is a scarcity of research specifically considering children’s rights in relation to dataveillance in K-12 education and that there is even less empirical research investigating the school leadership-, teachers- and parents’ perspective in this regard. We continued by outlining several critical issues to be considered in regard to the protection of children’s privacy in K-12 education settings. We concluded by calling for more empirical research that a) carefully considers the appropriateness and effect of digital technologies in context, i.e., the consequences on student privacy in K-12 school context; b) considers where the student dossiers are being used beyond the context where the data was initially collected; and c) considers different stakeholders’ perspectives and practices, as well as involves them into the co-design of practical ways to be implemented in schools to protect children’s privacy. If these issues were to be researched, we believe that we will be able to define and enable a more responsible use of young students’ data in K-12 education.
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ABSTRACT: Project-based learning has been shown to have several positive effects. The course ‘Distributed Software Development’ was designed aiming to teach students how to develop software in a dispersed project. An initial idea was that focus should be on the working process instead of the final artefact and therefore there was a need to monitor as much of the process as possible. In order to evaluate and grade individual students’ contributions to the project, teachers needed transparency. We here elaborate on some unexpected consequences when implementing transparency. We discuss three different unexpected consequences in our paper. The first one is related to that transparency could be seen as surveillance, the second is connected to both negative and positive aspects of that the students have the same level of transparency as the teachers. The last and third one is that the number of tools used to reach a high level of transparency makes it hard to get an overview of the students’ performance. Based on these findings we argue that there is a need for further studies to be able to develop guidelines for both teachers and students.
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1 INTRODUCTION

‘Informatics with Focus on Systems Development’ is a bachelor’s program where students can apply to this program either as a campus program or as a fully online program, but both student groups are studying together. The format is blended synchronous learning (Hrastinski, 2019) which means that lectures and other scheduled learning activities are held on campus and are at the same time live streamed so that students can participate in various study activities from anywhere. The program aims to educate software developers where knowledge and skills in for example computer programming, databases, requirement capture, troubleshooting etc. are important. It is also important that system developers also have 21st century skills, i.e., critical thinking, communication, collaboration, and creativity. Project-based learning has been shown to have several positive effects (Bell, 2010) and harmonizes with the professional life of a software developer where most work is done in projects. Many of the courses included in the program therefore have elements of group work and some courses are conducted entirely in project form. But there are also some negative aspects with group
work that need to be addressed, for example challenges to assess and evaluate the efforts of individual students, freeloaders, free riders, and internal conflicts (Felps et al., 2006). Students can also have negative attitudes towards group work, based on earlier experiences, which can decrease their motivation etc. In the worst case, it can lead to students avoiding courses with elements of group work (Feichtner & Davis, 1984).

‘Distributed Software Development’ is one of the project courses mentioned above, aiming to teach students how to develop software in a dispersed agile project. The course is supposed to give students an understanding of social and technological challenges and how to deal with those. The course spans over five weeks and during the first week students are being introduced to agile project management and various tools for communication, collaboration, and co-creation online. An initial idea was that focus should be on the working process instead of the final artefact and therefore there was a need to monitor as much of the process as possible. In order to evaluate and grade individual students' contributions to the project, teachers needed transparency which was enabled by the digital tools being used by the students and the use of Scrum. Scrum is a framework for project management where transparency is a guiding principle. Transparency in this sense can also benefit learning in a way that it enables the possibility to support students when they get stuck without much delay. From the first week and on, students are working with their projects. The teachers allocate students into teams with five to seven members in each team, depending on the number of students in the class, and a teacher is assigned to each team to act as a facilitator. All teams have to use Scrum for project management. From a teacher perspective, there are many positive effects of transparency but the aim of this paper is to elaborate also on some unexpected consequences when implementing a high level of transparency. Our article is based upon earlier research and the context and the data collection is described in details in Söderback et al (2016). In this position paper, we will use quotes from those interviews to support our arguments.

1.1 Scrum

Scrum is a framework for agile project management and consists of a few rules, principles, and values which makes it easy to learn, but it has been shown that it is hard to master (Hassasni-Alaoui et al., 2020). The process is iterative and incremental and every iteration starts with a meeting where work is prioritized and divided into a manageable number of tasks that the team can complete during the current iteration (Schwaber & Beedle, 2002). Scrum implements empirical process control which means that progress is based on observations and transparency becomes an important element. Transparency is achieved by a mix of digital tools, intensive interactions, and extensive communication (Schwaber & Beedle, 2002). A Scrum team consists of three to nine developers and one Scrum master. A Scrum master is more like a facilitator than a traditional project leader, and the main responsibilities are to remove all obstacles for the team and make sure that the project adheres to the Scrum framework (Schwaber & Beedle, 2002). Students are developers and teachers have the roles of Scrum masters in this course. A team usually starts every day with a short meeting where every developer (student) answer the three following questions: “What did you do yesterday? What will you to today? “What is blocking your progress?” These daily meetings are important in that they create transparency and informs the team about the progress of the project and every team member is obliged to attend.

Scrum teams are self-organized and cross-functional (Schwaber & Beedle, 2002) so students are responsible for planning and organizing their work, as long as they don’t violate the principles and
values in the Scrum framework. Teams need to use tools for communication, project management, and software development, code sharing, versioning, communication, online meetings, planning, organizing, co-writing and co-creation, and keeping track of the progress of the project. A few of the tools are mandatory, chosen by the teachers to support different aspects of the projects and at the same time create transparency and openness, which are important elements in Scrum. Every team member is supposed to pick one task at a time and work on that task until it is completed. The Scrum board is a simple but a clear way to visualize the progress. The board shows what tasks that has to be done, tasks that are in progress, and tasks that are completed, illustrated by cards divided into three columns; from left ‘to do’, ‘doing, and ‘done’. Every card contains information needed to complete the task. Team members can follow the progression of the project and the development of their artefact. Every team works together with a fictitious customer who informs team members about system requirements.

1.2 Data sources and the ground for transparency

During a Scrum project, a lot of data is created, and since this was used in a learning situation some of the data sources are extra just to be able to follow each student individually. The transparency makes it possible to monitor the progress of the project, but it also enables surveilling of individual team members. Following data are created by team members and are possible to monitor by everyone in the team, teachers included. The amount of source code that are written by each student over time, which and how many tasks a student has accomplished over time, what every student is working on for the moment, attendance to meetings, written communication, team meeting notes. As a complement to these data, each student is also writing a diary, an individual evaluation, and an individual team evaluation document.

2 LEARNING ANALYTICS, TRANSPARENCY, AND SURVEILLANCE – FROM A THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVE

Transparency has been identified as a crucial principle for learning analytics adoption and is also the principle with the greatest number of concerns (Dringus, 2012; Lawson et al., 2016; Pardo and Siemens, 2014; Slade & Prinsloo, 2013; Tsai et al., 2020). The main argument for transparency in learning analytics is that participation in digital environments is not a blanket permission for data use (Slade & Prinsloo, 2013). Students that are the main contributor of data should be informed of all the ongoing learning analytics activities including for example the type of data collected, data collection and -processing methods, data storage, data transfer, handling of historical data, student access and feedback, etc. (Pardo & Siemens, 2014; Slade & Prinsloo, 2013; Slade et al., 2019). From a theoretical viewpoint transparency is described as important to be able to use learning analytics in an ethical way. But transparency will also make it possible to monitor students’ behavior and their activities, writes that workplace monitoring has been studied extensively but that there a few studies of the impacts of surveillance practices in online learning environments.

”It may be that students interpret strong surveillance environments as expressions of caring and concern for their learning, and therefore increased monitoring will actually increase levels of student trust. “ p.23 Knox (2010).
So, transparency is crucial principle for learning analytics, but this could also bring unintended consequences when it comes to surveillance.

3 LEARNING ANALYTICS, TRANSPARENCY AND SURVEILLANCE – FROM A PRACTICAL PERSPECTIVE

Transparency was one of the guiding principles when the topical course was designed. This was not based on any theoretical framework for ethics in learning analytics rather the reason for the design principle was based on one of the principles for agile software development. As described by Söderback et al (2016) Scrum implements empirical process control, where transparency is a very important component. The students share valuable information at the daily meetings, which gives teachers a good view of individual and team progression. We have identified some unintended consequences of transparency and below we discuss positive and negative experiences of those consequences.

The first consequence concerns transparency and surveillance. Already in advance, the teachers of the course discussed whether the students would see the transparency as something negative and as surveillance, e.g., to meet a teacher daily and discuss what they did yesterday and what the plan is for the day. The tools that were used would also show if the student had checked in their code or not (or just saying they had made the code). Transparency thereby gives the teachers the possibility to give valuable and timely information about the progression of the students and thereby could give the students relevant feedback. In the evaluation that was performed after the course, the students got a chance to reflect upon this and were asked if they felt monitored (surveilled). The students had a very positive attitude to the course, and they generally describe the transparency as something positive. Knox (2010) present ideas that the relation between surveillance and trust could be different in a learning situation compared to situations at work. This could explain why the students didn’t think of the transparency as surveillance and instead saw it as an expression for caring as stated by Knox (2010). The students describe the transparency, as a good thing since it gave them an overview of the other team members’ tasks. One example of this is the following quote from a student:

“I felt a little bit nervous from the beginning since the teacher would “see everything”, but it quickly subsided when the course started.”

The study didn’t involve all students and since Söderback et al (2016) did their study, no data have been collected that concern the student’s reflections regarding transparency. During the years there are a few students that have chosen not to take this course and it not clear what kind of students that make this decision and the reasons behind it.

A second consequence is related to that all members of the team can see what is going on in the team. So – if one of the students have problems with completing their tasks, the other team members will know about it. In the agile method, this is important since it could lead to re-allocation of tasks or resources. In the study performed by Söderback et al (2016) several students described that they saw this as something positive. In earlier project, they have spent a lot of time trying to understand what to do next and what the others in the team had done. But there are several possible consequences of this. It might be a problem if some of the students do not reach the learning objective (based on their contributions being too limited). There might also be disagreements when students aiming for higher
grades want to do more tasks than their team members. Finally, it could be very stressful for students that find the course hard that all the others are aware of your problems. The following quote is one example of this:

“I think that it has been good. That you do not have to think about ..what is that person doing right now. There is some kind of clearness and then you also know which one you could ask if you can see someone that is doing something similar as I am. So, I can see what Fredrik is doing. On the other hand, you cannot drop off and do something else....”

A third unexpected consequence is related to the fact that to be able to run this course the department use a number of different tools, such as boards, code-sharing tools, communication tools. This makes it hard for the teachers and the students to get at good overview and there is a risk that it is not as transparent as intended. This could lead to decisions being made on feeble basis, for example when it comes to the grading process.

To sum up we think that transparency can be a solution for learning analytics in project work in higher education, but there is a need for further studies to be able to develop clear guidelines both for teachers and students. It has been several years since Söderback et al. (2016) performed their study and based on the development within the area of personal data and for example self-tracking (see for example Fors et al., 2020) it is important to acknowledge that the student’s perception of transparency might change over the years. This means that it is important to find a way to keep the students aware and updated on how and why transparency have been implemented in a course. An important step in this research is to perform studies that could give more insights in how the student perceive transparency. In what kind of courses is it suitable? Are there any group of students that dislike transparency more than other groups? How could we inform the students about how and why transparency is an important technique?
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ABSTRACT: One of the main obstacles impeding the widespread use and adoption of learning analytics is the threat that it poses to students’ data privacy. In this article, we present a proposal for generating person-centered insights for learners by combining data from multiple sources while preserving students' privacy. The basis of our approach is idiographic learning analytics, in which data are collected and insights are generated for each student individually. On the one hand, all the data collection and processing are performed locally on the student’s device, thus preserving student privacy. On the other hand, being based on person-based methods, the idiographic approach helps deliver personalized insights.
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1 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Inspired by the encouraging industrial models that succeeded in converting data insights into competitive advantage, Learning Analytics (LA) were convened in 2011. LA can be defined as the “measurement, collection, analysis, and reporting of data about learners and their contexts, for the purposes of understanding and optimizing learning and the environments in which it occurs” (Siemens, 2013). Research in the field of LA started as an exploration of the potentials of using data generated by learning management systems (LMSs) to predict student performance. Nowadays, the range of applications has grown tremendously to include a wide range of methods, data sources, tools, and diverse threads of research across different fields (Saqr, 2015; Siemens, 2013). Such growth has been associated with wide-ranging interests from countries, universities, and many institutions to harness the benefits of data in education, and is expected to increase with the spike on online education with COVID-19 (Saqr & Wasson, 2020). Yet, the progress in learning analytics is closer to the research laboratories rather than real classrooms.

One of the main obstacles hampering the widespread use and adoption of LA is the threat that it poses to students’ data privacy (Saqr, 2017). Indeed, the growth in LA research has not been matched by research in ethics and privacy, nor has there been enough policies developed or enacted across institutions that provide a healthy and safe ground for LA (Viberg et al., 2018). As ethics, privacy, and learners’ protection lagged behind applications, so did the adoption of LA (Tsai et al., 2020). The scale of applications of LA, and the prospective future growth in such applications with ever-expanding technologies, is making it difficult for policymakers to match such pace with
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appropriate policies that can adapt to the vastly changing field of technology and its applications. What is more, research in LA has been more focused on institutional goals and perspectives rather than the needs and aspirations of learners themselves. Common objectives like decreasing dropout rates, and improving success rates are commonly cited as reasons for deploying LA applications (Bergdahl et al., 2020). In summary, although technology has shaped our learning and teaching, problems remain looking for a solution. LA has contributed to our understanding of learning; yet, efforts are impeded by a vastly growing field and lagging ethical policies. Therefore, a shift is needed where students are involved in the creation, understanding, and sense-making of their own data for their own sake.

As Winne has argued, the current approach of collecting large amounts of data from a group of learners (i.e., nomothetic LA) to derive insights about their behavior can hardly be generalizable (Winne, 2017). In other words, what applies to a group as an average behavior does not apply to the individual learners as each is a unique case (Molenaar & Campbell, 2009). In turn, the availability of high-resolution data generated by students enables another type of analytics where students can get just-in-time person-centered advice and support (Winne et al., 2017). This type of analytics is known as idiographic LA. This person-based approach has been gaining momentum in psychology research during the past decade. The move was kindled by increasing interest in delivering precisely personalized scientific interventions. Other fields have already benefited from idiographic approaches, e.g., precision medicine which has started to attract many researchers (Cook et al., 2018; Epskamp et al., 2018). Only recently the power of idiographic LA has been recognized as essential in uncovering the rich dynamics of cognitive development (Hofman et al., 2018).

In idiographic or person-based learning analytics, students are the data collectors, the analyzers, and the sense-makers. Data are collected from individuals with high intensity to generate enough observations, so the calculated statistics are based on many observations of a single individual, and hence the resulting mean, correlations, and predictions are of the very person (Epskamp et al., 2018; Wright et al., 2019; Saqr & López-Pernas, 2021). The abundance of data about learners from multiple sources allows such intensive data methods, e.g., data from LMSs, student information systems (SIS), and library services. This information can be complemented with data that students already have on their phones (e.g., mobility, screen time, and physical activity) and other devices of their own (e.g., fitness bands, personal computers, and tablets). The wealth of such data can be collected locally on a student's own device, analyzed locally (i.e., algorithms act solely on students' own data), and the results of such analysis can be acted upon locally as well (i.e., inferences, predictions, prescriptions, etc. can be presented exclusively to the student). In other words, the whole lifecycle of learning analytics can be performed locally, eliminating the main threats related to students' privacy.

Our proposal is a bottom-up approach to learning analytics that starts from the students, in contrast to the top-down approach commonly implemented. Such an approach has been tested and proven useful in other domains. For instance, a recent large-scale meta-analysis on consumer-based wearable activity trackers has proven that access to physical fitness dashboards on their own devices has helped individuals increase in daily step count, physical and energy expenditure (Brickwood et al., 2019). Our proposal is rooted in learning theories such as self-regulated learning that views
students’ agency as a fundamental element where students can influence their learning, set goals, reflect on their learning activities, and take proper action.

2 AN IDIOGRAPHIC LEARNING ANALYTICS SOLUTION TO ETHICAL CONCERNS

We propose a mobile application in which students combine data from multiple sources to generate idiographic (or person-centered) learning analytics. All the data retrieved from the allowed data sources for a single student are made available within the mobile application. Then, the data analysis is performed locally, and the results from such analysis are only presented to the student himself/herself through a dashboard in the mobile application. Figure 1 shows an overview of the solution proposed.

![Proposed solution: data are collected from multiple sources and analyzed locally](image)

Figure 1. Proposed solution: data are collected from multiple sources and analyzed locally

2.1 Data collection

The mobile application retrieves the students’ data from the LMS, including grades and performance data, as well as logs from the students’ interactions with the learning materials and resources within the LMS. Students can select which supplementary data sources they wish to add as an input to enrich the insights drawn from their learning data. These auxiliary data sources can be (1) institutional services (e.g., SIS, library access, productivity applications, video conferencing apps), (2) other mobile applications and utilities (e.g., screen time, fitness, social), and (3) other devices of students’ own (e.g., tablets, computers, smartwatches). All data retrieval is performed through secure encrypted connections between the mobile application and the data sources. Students can enable or disable data sources for a given time period and choose which exact data provided by a certain source they wish to make use of in their learning analytics personal dashboard.
2.2 Data analysis

The main idea behind idiographic learning analytics is that only data from a single student are operationalized. Thus, there is no need to combine data from a cohort of students to extract valuable insights about a specific learner. Without this requirement to combine data from multiple students in a centralized way, the data analysis for each student can be performed locally on each student’s device. This also eliminates the need to anonymize their data since all the operations are performed locally. In our proposed solution, the complete data analysis and machine learning techniques used to, e.g., suggest learning materials or recommend a learning strategy, are applied within the mobile application using the data sources of students’ choice.

2.3 Presentation and action

After data collection and analysis, the results obtained are presented to the student through a learning analytics dashboard embedded within the mobile application. In this dashboard, students can gain insights from their past performance, predicted future outcomes, and prescriptions on how to improve their academic achievement and learning strategies. The dashboard accounts for data provenance, informing the students of the exact data sources used to come up with a specific result or outcome. Although complete privacy of student data and results is enforced by default, students can share —by their own choice— specific insights with their parents, teachers, and/or peers to take their advice and guidance into consideration. Moreover, students can retain the data and generate insights as they progress throughout their educational journey, even if they change to a different institution.

3 CONCLUSIONS

In this article, we have presented a proposal for a mobile application that can generate person-centered insights for learners while preserving student privacy. The basis of our approach is idiographic learning analytics, in which insights are generated from data from a single learner (N=1). On the one hand, by means of the high-resolution data generated by students, the idiographic approach becomes essential in uncovering the rich dynamics of cognitive development (Hofman et al. 2018, Winne, 2017). On the other hand, since this approach studies each learner individually, all the data collection and processing can be performed locally on the student’s device. In this regard, our proposed solution meets all the technological safeguards recognized by Reidenberg and Schaub (2018) for privacy with respect to big data in education, i.e., it implements the necessary technical mechanisms to assure transparency about data collection, processing, and use; accountability for analytics algorithms and algorithmic decision making; and securing and protecting learning analytics data as sensitive data (Liu et al., 2019; Munoz-Arcentales, 2019). We believe that enabling idiographic learning analytics can offer a significant improvement on the way to responsible learning analytics. In fact, by giving the students the responsibility of their learning, idiographic analytics could be the first step towards responsible LA.
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ABSTRACT: Learning Analytics (LA) provides tools and techniques that enable researchers to study and benchmark institutions, learners and teachers. In the context of large scale open online courses such as massive online open courses, LA needs careful ethical considerations in making decisions based on analytics. Due to the COVID-19 pandemics, higher demands for online learning are leading to many relevant analytics. These analytics have made it possible and easier to predict future learning outcomes, make more adequate critical decisions, and take more effective actions respectively. However, the growing body of LA research in learning at scale provides few guidelines to related ethical implications. We discuss possible outcomes as there are limited insights into ethical considerations for studies in learning at scale, specifically in the context of open and scalable learning. Based on our experience and prior evidence of data science research, diversity and equity is a key in the data representation and decision made without considering these may impact long term consequences. Our main contribution is to challenge researchers to engage critically with ethical issues when conducting LA in learning at scale and develop their own understanding of ethically appropriate approaches which will not oppress marginalized groups.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The Society for Learning Analytics and Research defines learning analytics (LA) as “the measurement, collection, analysis and reporting of data about learners and their contexts, for purposes of understanding and optimizing learning and the environment in which it occurs". The needs for LA emerged to improve and optimize learning and benchmark the learning environments. LA achieves several benefits, including the prediction of students’ performances, the development of personalized learning experiences and the increase of learner retention rates. However, when it is applied to the education data stream, rising constraints have been identified, including ethical issues and data privacy (Slade & Prinsloo, 2013; Kiito & Knight, 2019; Lieberman, 2020). Other than this, over-granularity of interpretation, misinterpretation of results due to human judgment factors, focus on reporting but not decision may also have contributed to the rising ethical considerations in LA (Papamitsiou, 2014; Baker & Hawn, under review).
In contrast to the LA research performed in ‘closed’ learning environments such as university, the LA conducted in massive online open courses (MOOCs) or open learning environments are facing challenges. LA researchers often encountered with multicultural demography of students’ data and their awareness of the cultural behavioral patterns and digital equity, specifically the contextual background data certain learning outcomes or learning behavior are limited. For example, a predictive model that identifies students in the risk level and to offer help significantly biases on gender and raise (Lee & Kizilcec, 2020). On the other hand, the impact that can bring by LA in MOOCs by providing strategies on how courses should be strategically designed to include diversity and inclusion (Kizilcec & Kambhampaty, 2020).

The purpose of this discussion paper is to explore the key ethical issues regarding the use of LA in the direction of learning at scale. Typically, the process of LA is hindering many important areas which LA researchers themselves are not aware of. At the same time, LA process is lacking a thoughtful LA framework where analytics raised questions to its outcomes. Specifically, the quality of obtained data, problems such as incomplete segments or polluted information which will create negative effects to the outcomes or even building assumptions of representation will lead false positive outcomes (see e.g., Baker & Hawn, under review). It is extremely difficult for LA researchers to provide a holistic overview of students in online courses based on just the data left in a platform. LA scholars must be trained to question and make objective assumptions based on missing data, missing representation and missing interactions in their LA pipeline. In this workshop, we aim to contribute to the discussion of the ethical implications of the LA results based on the incomplete data, and the LA process that ultimately raise ethical concerns relating to the LA research in the context of MOOCs.

In the next section, we summarize key areas that challenge the LA to raise ethical considerations. We begin with the general concerns of LA implications and ignite the discussion in the direction to contrast in learning at scale contexts such as MOOCs. Next, we focus on specific areas of concerns in the MOOC’s context, in which LA researchers need increased awareness and addition guidance in terms of enabling a responsible approach to the examination of student data. Finally, we discuss measurements needed to in mitigating the LA challenges in MOOCs.

2 ETHICAL CHALLENGES IN LA

2.1 Security

In general, LA ethical implications apply to the security concerns, specifically, in the context where the databases which store the students’ records and activities may indicate very private data. The common concerns arise in lieu to the questions such as: How users should be accessing this information without a compromise? This is typically applicable to MOOCs and precautions to secure data are highly encouraged.

2.2 Privacy

LA can reveal personal information about learners. Similarly, MOOCs’ datasets may hold sensitive information such as emails, names or addresses. Privacy has been considered as a threat in LA (Papamitsiou, 2014) and as a constraint (Hoel & Chen, 2018). Some solutions have been proposed...
such as to anonymize the traceable data such as names and emails or encryption, or increasing restrictions (Khalil, Taraghi, & Ebner 2016). Scholars have also proposed principles that could be used to further develop an educational maxim for data privacy in learning analytics including privacy and data protection in LA that could be achieved by negotiating data sharing with each student (Hoel & Chen, 2018).

2.3 Ownership

In typical LA by closed learning environments, it is often explicit who has the authority and ownership of the data. However, questions related to “who owns the analyzed data of MOOCs” always trigger questions with the possibility of web data availability to crawl. Participants like to keep their information confidential, but at the same time, consent policy is essential to ensure transparency. Further, MOOC providers are encouraged to delete or de-identify personal information of their participants. The consent for collecting data, related to ownership of data, is not explicit in many MOOC platforms where it clearly declares the usage of students’ data. Policies with legislation frameworks should include rules of a collection of personal information and a description of information usage, such as research purposes or third-party information selling.

2.4 Transparency

Secret processes can hide unfair decision making when analytics is applied on educational datasets (Sclater, 2014). By the same token, when LA is applied in the context of MOOCs, providers need to disclose their approach to collecting, analyzing and using participants’ data. At the same time, a point of balance should be made when the LA algorithms or tools are proprietary. Sclater (2014) argued different code of practices regarding transparency.

3 ETHICAL CHALLENGES: LA & LEARNING AT SCALE

3.1 Sample Size

One of the key concerns in analytics is to rely on the available data sets (Khalil, Taraghi, & Ebner 2016). Often the datasets are limited with limited sample size compared to the population data and the key question is whether the data provide enough representation to the population? This may lead to false positive data or even bring situations with false negative situations hiding the true effects. Researchers discuss situations supposedly if a group of students ‘gaming the system’ and an analyst builds a prediction model for all students based on MOOCs indicators’ fulfillment, then a false positive action is triggered. As a matter of fact, LA is not only based on numbers and statistics.

3.2 Assumptions and Biases

Assumptions are important metrics that LA researchers draw in LA; for example, it is commonly found that MOOCs’ discussion forums’ activity correlates with learners’ performance or social interactions based on forum posts. Some researchers approved that more social activity in forums is reflected positively on performance while others go against this theory. Conclusions are mainly influenced by the assumptions made and biases in these assumptions based on researcher experience (Slade & Prinsloo, 2013). At the same time, the judgements they draw from the data may not be representing the total population. For example, MOOCs’ providers often assume that higher engaging learners are
from Global north. However, it is evident that only a small sample of Global south participants enroll in MOOCs, or when they enroll, they are culturally different in engaging online, or some form informal groups to discuss in their own language.

3.3 Flaws in the LA process

Analytics could fail and thus, mistaken interventions or predictions occur. Failures could happen during the main processes of the LA cycle. Wrong actions in collecting data from MOOCs, errors in processing or filtering and mistaken interpretation of data are possible scenarios of fallacy analytics. Additionally, presenting the results through visualizations might also be within the same page. These flaws may not be intentional yet may be accidental. Predictions with such a process will lead to flaws in decisions (Gardenier & Resnik 2002). On the other hand, when LA process a pipeline, the data is often collected in terms of quantitative measurements. This may not provide meaningful interpretation of relationships. LA researchers are less prepared to consume qualitative data which resonate some relationships which could incorporate in the LA decision process.

4 MITIGATING ETHICAL CHALLENGES OF LA IN LEARNING AT SCALE

Ethical consideration can be seen as a cornerstone of any research endeavor and it can be argued that ethics are integral to professional academic practice (Bruhn et al., 2002). The need for increased ethical awareness has been highlighted for research into teaching and learning at scale (Shum & Ferguson 2012; Slade & Prinsloo 2013). However, others (Khalil et al. 2015) claim that there is a surprising dearth of relevant literature on the ethical considerations of research on specific learning technology-MOOCs (the few articles on the subject include Esposito, 2012; Rolfe, 2015; Marshall, 2016). LA researchers often perform analyses in the context of MOOCs (often due to an easy access to big data), and there are some ethical methods and practices discussed in the literature (Ferguson & Buckingham Shum, 2012; Siemens, 2013; Manca, Manca, Caviglione, & Raffaghelli, 2016), specifically Slade & Prinsloo, (2013) propose key area to consider implementing learning analytics ethics, such as: 1) Who benefits and under what conditions? 2) Conditions for consent, de-identification and opting out 3) Vulnerability and harm 4) Consider where Collection, analyses, access to and storage of data take place. Similarly, based on our experience conducting LA for open learning platforms, we would propose following key directions to consider before applying LA to mitigate the ethical concerns in LA.

- Actively seek knowledge of your population sizes; critically question the dataset of sample size, representation and only use LA for the purpose of improving learner effectiveness and teacher support but not to harm either. Actively seek a dataset which represents wider groups of diverse students.

- LA researchers, educators, data collectors, and other stakeholders need data literacy skills, where in case of LA researcher aware the context of data collection, the informed consent from users, and be aware of unconscious biases and assumptions made for analysis.

- Proactively seek for data which has less representation, increase representation.
• Work towards increased equality and justice, expanding awareness of ways in which analytics have the potential to increase or decrease these and understanding of the value, ownership, and control of data.
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**ABSTRACT**: Workshop proposal for CrossMMLA focused on collecting and analysing multimodal data across the physical and the virtual. Under the current global pandemic, cross physical and virtual spaces play a substantial factor and challenge for MMLA, which is focused on collaborative learning in physical spaces. The workshop proposes an asynchronous format that includes pre-recorded video demonstrations and position papers for discussion, followed by a half-day virtual meeting at LAK’2021.
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1 **INTRODUCTION**

Over the last several years, Multimodal Learning Analytics (MMLA) has brought together diverse fields that combine educational, computational, psychological, and related research into how people learn
and how these complex processes are supported with technology. SOLAR’s Special Interest Group on Multimodal Learning Analytics Across Spaces (Cross-MMLA SIG) aims to promote research that considers the challenges of making sense of complex educational data that involve multiple interaction modalities, people, and learning spaces. Understanding and optimizing learning traces from the real world requires new degrees of sophistication across technology, learning, and design; and building upon the ongoing and previous work from the Learning Analytics and related communities.

The workshop aims to explore how learning analytics can effectively capture students’ learning experiences across diverse learning that include practice-based activities (medical simulations, sports, field-based science, vocational trades). The core challenge is to capture these interactions in a meaningful way that has been translated as part of formative assessment in real-time and post-reflective reviews (Di Mitri et al., 2018; Echeverria et al., 2019). However, under the current global pandemic, the notion of cross physical and virtual spaces plays a substantial factor and challenge for MMLA, which has focused on collaborative learning in physical spaces.

Overall, the rapid global shift to virtual learning challenges the research and practice for this field and educational practices. MMLA needs to develop theories about the analysis of human behaviours during diverse learning processes across spaces and create practical tools that could augment learners' and instructors' capabilities. These tools and practices need to be designed and implemented in ethical and sustainable ways to provide value and equity for all learners.

The workshop will serve as a forum to exchange ideas on how we as a community can use our knowledge and experiences from CrossMMLA to design new tools to analyse evidence from multimodal and multisystem data. How do we extract meaning from these increasingly fluid and complex data coming from different kinds of transformative learning situations, and how to best feedback these analyses' results to positively support those learning processes?

### 1.1 Background

MMLA combines the power of affordable sensor technologies and advances in machine learning to observe and analyse learning activities (Blikstein & Worsley, 2016; Ochoa, 2017). This technology acts as a virtual observer and analyst of learning activities across multiple contexts between stakeholders, devices, and resources. Work by current researchers explores how real-time and automatic video and audio analysis can support learning by automating the analysis of these activities through the development of new tools and methods (Chan et al., 2020; Chejara et al., 2020; Kasparova et al., 2020). Martinez-Maldonado and colleagues (Martinez-Maldonado et al., 2020) are carrying work to streamline multimodal data into meaningful layers that explain critical insights to teachers and students. The potential of the approach to create learning analytics interfaces that communicate insights on team performance and concerns in terms of accountability and automated insights discovery. Researchers have also realized that multimodal data collection in the learning sciences demands new and powerful methodological and analytical techniques and technologies. Noroozi and colleagues (Noroozi et al., 2019) highlight the issues for learning scientists to handle, analyse, and interpret complex and often invisible multimodal data when investigating the regulation of learning.
in collaborative settings. Molenaar and colleagues (2020) are developing tools for learners to use personalized visualizations for Self-Regulated Learning in Adaptive Learning Technologies that highlight the hidden cognitive, social, and emotional aspects of learning.

1.2 Aim of the Workshop

However, the dimensions and contexts of MMLA are complex and layered and provide researchers with multiple challenges. In the current world situation, both research and practice are further complicated by the necessity of remote learning that includes mixed scenarios with virtual co-located and face-to-face learning activities. The MMLA community urgently needs to find ways to research, design, and further develop our tools and methods to investigate across this new landscape.

The workshop aims to discuss the following actively:

- How can MMLA contribute to support hybrid/virtual learning initiatives across physical and digital spaces?

Researchers and education providers have been adapting to local regulations because of the COVID-19 disruption, and education has been re-invented worldwide. Therefore, our workshop's larger aim is to investigate what roles can MMLA as a community have in supporting this adaptation in the short term and how we can joint efforts to prepare ourselves against the next disruption (in the mid-long term).

2 Pre-Workshop Arrangements

This workshop continues a recently established but already very consistent tradition of workshops on multimodal learning analytics (MMLA) and across-spaces learning analytics (CrossLAK). These past events have leveraged various formats, from hands-on learning experiences and tutorials, based on participant contributions/papers and conceptual and community-building activities (which have eventually led to the creation of a Special Interest Group within the Society for Learning Analytics Research).

We proposed an asynchronous format that includes pre-recorded video demonstrations and position papers for discussion that allow for an engaging workshop. For video demonstrations and position papers, an online web platform was provided for viewing two weeks before the workshop. Before the workshop, we will launch a call for submissions that will shape the demonstration part. The submissions for the demonstration may include one or more of the following:

The submissions for the position papers are focused more directly on the theme of this year's CROSSMMLA workshops crossing the physical and digital learning landscape to support learning under pandemic times. A special focus will on how MMLA can contribute to research and practice to support learning along with these themes:

- Logistical (related to the organisation and planning of multimodal data collection, implementations of MMLA in real-world settings, fidelity issues, real-world evaluations etc.)
• Methodological (related to the system of methods, analyses, technical improvements, data cleaning, pre-processing, and other techniques.)

• Ethical (related to the moral principles and aspects of the MMLA work, fairness, transparency, accountability, surveillance, performance-orientation (Cukurova et al., 2020)

2.1 Important Dates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>29 November 2020</td>
<td>Workshop calls for participation announced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 January 2021</td>
<td>Workshop Papers Deadline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 February 2021</td>
<td>Camera Ready Deadline for Demo and Position Papers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 February 2021</td>
<td>Early Bird Registration Ends</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31 March 2021</td>
<td>Web Video Platform Live for demo and position papers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 April 2021</td>
<td>Half-day at LAK’21 Conference Virtual</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 WORKSHOP OBJECTIVES

The workshop was asynchronous with the videos and discussion available to interested parties from late March, allowing participants (interested people) to watch and start conversations about the position papers and demonstrations. Participants will sign-up for the focused panels based on their interests from participation with the online platform. The workshop is planned to occur during the main conference’s pre-conference schedule and planned for a half-day format of up to 4 hours (April 11 or 12, 2021). The workshop is divided into four parts.

• Introductions and workshop overview

• Breakout sessions for in-depth discussions about posters and demos

• Sessions overviews and general discussion

• CROSSMMLA SIG and next steps

• Aside from the (intangible, but very important) learning of participants about CrosssMMLA and the strengthening of the SoLAR Special Interest Group (SIG) on CrossMMLA.

Practicalities, we are investigating for supporting the workshop:

• Web-platform for hosting videos and discussions

• Video Conference tool like REMO for easier breakout sessions
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ABSTRACT: We collected physiological information from 16 participants engaged in cognitive exercises through the Empatica E4 wristband. The sessions were collected using the LearningHub; the collected sensor data include temperature, blood volume pulse, heart rate variability, galvanic skin response, and screen recording from each participant while performing the exercises. In this paper, we present our setup, describe our dataset, and open the discussion for the data analysis.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The human body is composed of highly specialized interconnected systems. This means that the different systems in the body have some influence on each other. It has been observed that in some cases the influence is bidirectional. The study of Blaesi & Wilson (2010) shows how the internally perceived state of a person influences the posture and movements in the body, while also showing how the posture and movements of the body can influence the internally perceived state of a person. For example, it is common to smile when one feels happy, however, as shown in the study Marmolejo-Ramos et al. (2020) engaging the muscles of a smile has a strong influence on the perception and interpretation of different scenarios.

In the case of cognitive functions, it has been observed how states of powerlessness that have a clear influence on the physiology of a person, can undermine executive functions such as reasoning, task flexibility, attention control, and performance (Derakshan & Eysenck, 2009). While test anxiety can lead to a negative impact on academic performance (Cassady & Johnson, 2002), a certain degree of arousal correlates also to positive academic outcomes (Pijeira et al., 2018).

Current research points out the existence of a link between physiology and cognitive performance. However, the mechanisms determining how these two systems influence each other is not clear. To
address this gap, we recorded the temperature, blood volume pulse, heart rate variability, and galvanic skin response from participants engaged in different cognitive exercises. The purpose of this workshop paper is to present our study setup, collected dataset, and discuss possibilities for data analysis.

2 METHOD

Participants

A total of 16 participants eight females and eight males follow the study procedure (see section 2.2). Participants were mostly bachelor students or professionals with a bachelors degree. The age of participants ranges from 19 to 33. All participants volunteered to participate in the study, no identifiable personal data was collected from them.

Procedure

The procedure consisted of playing five different games designed to exercise different cognitive capacities such as working memory, fluid intelligence, math problem-solving, attention, and speed. Each of the participants played each of the games a total of three times.

In the working memory game, participants were presented with a matrix of squares. For three seconds the game shows some squares that are highlighted. After the three seconds are over, participants need to select in the matrix the previously highlighted squares. One gaming session consists of 12 tries. The difficulty of the tries increases or decreases based on the participants’ performance.

In the fluid intelligence brain, participants are presented with cards. The cards have a one-digit number and a letter. The cards can appear in a top slot or in a bottom slot. If a card appears on the top slot and the card shows an even number then participants need to select the “yes” option, if the number is even they need to select “no”. Whenever a card appears in the bottom slot and the card shows a vowel, the participants need to select “yes”, otherwise they need to select “no”. Participants need to make the selections for 60 seconds without making mistakes and as fast as possible to achieve a high score.

The math problem-solving game consists of single arithmetic operations that appear at the top of the screen and slowly move to the bottom. The participant needs to type the result of the operation before it reaches the bottom of the screen. With time, operations start to appear and to fall faster. Whenever an operation reaches the bottom, the participant loses a life. After the loss of the third life, the gaming session is over.

In the attention game, the participant is presented with circles on the screen. For a fraction of a second, each of the circles shows a different number. Once the numbers vanish, participants need to select the circles in an ascending order based on the numbers that were previously shown. A gaming session consists of 10 different tries. Tries become progressively more difficult or easier based on the performance of participants.
In the speed game, participants have to steer a virtual car to evade obstacles that appear in the highway. The car is in constant acceleration unless it hits an obstacle and goes to a full stop. The game finishes after 90 seconds and the average speed of the car is counted as the participant’s performance.

**Apparatus and Material**

While playing the games, participants wore the Empatica E4 wristband\(^1\). With the use of this band, we were able to collect the temperature, blood volume pulse, heart rate variability, and galvanic skin response from the participants. We also made screen recordings of all the gaming sessions to collect evidence about the performance of participants. We used the *LearningHub* (Schneider et al., 2018) to create synchronized recordings from the data collected with Empatica and screen recordings. Each recording contains 5 JSON files following the MLT format (Schneider et al., 2018) and a screen recording video. To analyze the recordings, we need first to identify different aspects of the participants’ performances and connect them to the collected physiological data. To identify these connections, it is necessary to annotate the data. This annotation process can be performed with the Visual Inspection Tool (VIT) (Di Mitri et al., 2019). The annotated sessions then are stored in the expanded MLT format which can be used for further analysis (Di Mitri et al., 2019).

![Figure 1: Example of mistake annotated using the Visual Inspection Tool.](https://www.empatica.com/research/e4/)

### 3 DISCUSSION

We conducted a preliminary analysis of the dataset for the fluid intelligence game. To study the link between the collected physiological data and the cognitive performance of participants we need to first identify the components that compose the overall performance. For the fluid intelligence game, these components are accuracy and reaction speed.

Our preliminary analysis consisted of classifying the presence or the absence of a mistake comparing the accuracy and F1-score of various machine learning classifiers and using the physiological data as input data. From the six input signals (temperature, blood volume pulse, heart rate variability, galvanic

\(^{1}\) [https://www.empatica.com/research/e4/](https://www.empatica.com/research/e4/)
skin response and inter-beat interval) we derived more than 3000 features using the tsfresh time-series library (Christ, 2016). These features were reduced to about 100 using Recursive Feature Elimination. We considered 14 recorded sessions containing around 2000 annotated attempts. The unbalanced dataset (9% mistake - 91% not-mistake) was oversampled using the Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique and validated with 10-fold-cross validation. We trained various supervised models including Naive Bayes and Decision Trees on 13 sessions iteratively leaving one session out for testing. The preliminary results show high accuracy but modest F1 scores. The models we used were time-agnostic. The classification is exclusively based on sensor values in their specific time-interval. Previous or imminent future values (for instance, imminent spikes of BVP due to error -- as shown in Figure 1) are not considered. Further analysis should consider models that account for the temporality of the signals such as Hidden Markov Models or Recurrent Neural Networks. Also, more data will be needed to check the generalisability of the model for unseen participants.

To deepen our understanding of the link between the collected physiological data and the cognitive performance, for future work, we plan to first continue with the analysis of the fluid intelligence game for the speed component of the performance, then the combination of speed and accuracy, and finally analyzing the collected data with the overall performance of participants. Next, the plan is to analyze the dataset for the remaining games.
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ABSTRACT: The effects of background music on learning have been studied in related fields, including psychology and education, but findings are mostly inconclusive. In addition to measurements at the behavioural level, multimodal physiological signals can provide new evidence for exploring the question. This paper presents a pilot study of a reading task for a group of university students whose electroencephalogram (EEG) signals, eye movements, and heart rates were recorded with and without background music. Preliminary results demonstrated the feasibility of integrating multimodal learning analytics to probe the underlying mechanism about the effects of background music on learning.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Music is a widely-employed stimulus in daily life that elicits entertainment, aesthetic, or spiritual experiences, and/or provides background for other activities such as learning and working. Nonetheless, with regard to the effects of background music on learning, there are many conflicting and inconsistent results. In an recent systematic review (de la Mora Velasco & Hirumi, 2020), some studies have found that background music facilitates memory and recall of information, improves concentration on academic tasks, and enhances mood and emotional states; however, others have reported neutral or negative effects. Two hypotheses, namely arousal-mood-hypothesis and irrelevant-sound-effect, are proposed to explain the mixed results, with focuses on the perspective of emotion or cognition respectively (Li et al., 2020).

Results of existing studies mostly include behavioural measurements such as academic performance and self-reported engagement level, whereas it is known that physiological signals are indicators of cognitive and affective activities (Hu et al., 2019). For instance, electroencephalogram (EEG) signals can reflect the fluctuation of emotional status (Suhaimi et al., 2020). Heart rate variability is deemed as an indicator of cognitive load (Cowley et al., 2013). In terms of eye movements, longer fixation durations and more regressions tend to indicate that the ongoing process of reading is cognitively demanding (Johansson et al., 2012). However, little research has attempted to explore the effects of music on reading with multimodal data input at both behavioural and physiological levels (Hu et al., 2019). New empirical evidence is thus needed to probe the effects of background music on learning and for potentially designing methods that can facilitate the selection of suitable study music.

Recent advancement in learning analytics has begun to examine the cognitive and affective effects of music on learning, such as mental workload and emotional states of students (Hu et al., 2019; Li et al., 2020).
This paper presents a pilot user experiment which investigates how background music affects cognitive load and arousal level of students based on analytics of multimodal physiological signals. In particular, this study focuses on reading comprehension, one of the most common learning tasks, with two audio conditions (i.e., background of self-preferred music and silence). In this experiment, participants’ interaction logs and multimodal data, including EEG signals, eye movements and heart rates, were recorded simultaneously. Physiological metrics were analysed and compared across audio conditions, revealing interesting results worthy of further exploration.

2 METHODS

2.1 Participants

The pilot study recruited 14 undergraduate students (7 males, 7 females) from a diversified range of majors (e.g. cognitive science, computer science, and bioengineering) in a comprehensive university in the U. S. The mean age of the participants was 22 (SD = 3.0). Five of them reported English as mother tongue. None of them reported visual, hearing or learning impairment.

2.2 Reading Task

Learners acquire knowledge through reading in both physical and digital spaces. In this experiment, participants read eight passages on a computer screen. The passages were selected from GRE-level reading samples, which are generally considered challenging. They covered different topics such as astronomy, geography, history. The experiment contained two blocks, each with two control and two experimental trials. In each trial, participants were tasked to read a passage and answer two questions about its content. The four experimental trials played distinct music pieces in the background from the participants’ own choices. In contrast, participants read in silence in the control trials.

2.3 Experimental Apparatus

State-of-art wearable devices were employed to collect multimodal signals. Pupil Core recorded eye movements during reading with sampling rates of 200 Hz in the eye camera and 30 Hz in the world camera. A research-grade wristband, Empatica E4, recorded peripheral physiological signals, including heart rate (HR, 1 Hz), Electrodermal Activity (EDA, 4 Hz), Blood Volume Pulse (BVP, 64 Hz), Skin Temperature (TEMP, 4 Hz). EEG signals were recorded with a 5-channel Cognionics Wireless headset that included electrode sites Cz, Fp1, Fp2, O1 and O2 with a sampling rate of 2000Hz. All of the apparatus could collect data from participants in both physical and digital space. All recorded data were synchronized by timestamps and anonymized to maintain confidentiality.

2.4 Data Analysis

Figure 1 shows the data processing pipeline. Incomplete and invalid data were removed. For each reading period, we removed the first 8 seconds of EEG and heart rate signals, because the data of the first few seconds were likely to be affected by previous activities (Liesefeld, 2018). All of the multimodal signals were segmented on the basis of the start and end time of the reading period corresponding to each passage. Features were further derived from the signal segments according to the corresponding feature extraction methods. After that, we averaged the features in the same audio condition across passages. Finally, paired features were compared between the two audio conditions.
**EEG signals** were recorded using Lab Streaming Layer (LSL), a middleware for synchronizing signals from multiple sources. High-frequency bands such as alpha, beta and gamma have been taken as effective measures to classify emotions in both valence and arousal dimensions (Suhaimi et al., 2020). Thereby, we used EEGLAB to extract bands of alpha (8-13Hz), beta (13-30Hz) and gamma (30-80Hz). In particular, we computed the mean log spectrum power from the central channel location (i.e., 'Cz').

**Eye movements** were recorded both through LSL and Pupil Core eye tracker. This paper focuses on eye fixations features which were extracted with Pupil Player, the analytic software coming with Pupil Core. Fixation detection is based on a dispersion-duration method, based on which three measures were calculated. (a) Fixation Number: aggregated fixation counts of each passage. (b) Fixation Duration: aggregated fixation duration of each passage. (c) Mean Fixation Duration: average duration of each fixation.

**Heart rates** (HR) were recorded using Empatica E4 wristband. Descriptive statistics were extracted from heart rates, including: (a) Mean, (b) Standard deviation (SD), (c) Range.

3 **PRELIMINARY RESULTS**

To compare the difference between audio conditions, we first used boxplots to visualize the results from 14 participants (7 males, 7 females) for whom we recorded multimodal signals in terms of eye fixations, HR, and EEG spectra for each audio condition (Figure 2-1, 2-2, 2-3). After that, we applied Paired-sample T-tests to calculate the significant levels of the differences. Preliminary results found significant differences in HR standard deviation and range at \( p = 0.05 \) level. No significant differences were detected in measures of HR mean, eye fixation number and duration, average eye fixation duration, or EEG spectra measures at \( p = 0.05 \) level.
4 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this study, we reported preliminary results of a within-subject experiment that was conducted with two background audio conditions (i.e., music vs. silence) while participants were engaged in reading comprehension tasks in the digital space. It demonstrated the feasibility of investigating music and learning through a multimodal learning analytics perspective, particularly the mechanisms of collecting multimodal physiological data simultaneously. In the future, we will recruit more participants, analyse fine-grained characteristics of background music selected by the individuals, and interpret the results of multimodal physiological signals from emotional and cognitive perspectives.
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ABSTRACT: Research on teams in healthcare is that fatal errors due to ‘human factors’ can occur in 70-80% of medical failures caused by poor communication, ineffective leadership, diagnostic errors, among others. Teams working in high-risk, acute care settings (e.g., trauma, critical care, and emergency medicine teams) are especially prone to these errors. This inquiry provides a unique investigation of medical training using behavioral data from the observation of medical trainees’, event stream log data generated by the VR system, and fine-grained “invisible” sensor data about visual attention, emotional arousal, and verbal participation. Multimodal data streams (what do trainees do, attend to, feel and say while a treating cardiac arrest event) will allow us to gain insights into behavioral sequences and interaction patterns that are effective, and which are prone to failure in critical care teams. The unique characteristics of VR simulation environments coupled with the power of multimodal learning analytics and grounded in learning and team sciences theories provide new opportunities to leverage and extend the extant knowledge base about medical teams in ways that have not been possible prior to these new sociotechnical advances.
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1 INTRODUCTION

With in-hospital cardiac arrest survival rates varying between 11% and 35% in the Unites States, patients cared for by clinical staff that has received high-quality resuscitation training have greater odds of survival (Chan et al., 2016). Although resident physicians are often required to have cardiac arrest resuscitation (CAR) training, evidence suggests the need for improved training and assessment methods aimed at increasing patient survival. Simulation-based instruction has been generally accepted as playing an important role in CAR training. Specifically, best practices in healthcare simulation have emphasized the importance of teaching both clinical management and nontechnical (team-based) skills during team training instruction.

Using Virtual Reality (VR) simulations to train effective medical teams has begun to emerge as a viable, innovative and scalable tool in healthcare education (Bracq, Michinov, & Jannin, 2019). When compared to current manikin–based simulation training, VR-based training offers several unique features that provide greater accessibility, collection of dynamic data, improved resource utilization, and increased immersion/realism while still providing opportunities for training healthcare workers on the critical ‘high acuity, low frequency’ events that are difficult to recreate in real life and allowing them to make decisions, as well as make mistakes, without risk to the patient (Bracq, Michinov & Jannin, 2019). The virtual environment allows for the collection of discrete, nuanced, and dynamic data of team processes that unfold over time that was previously either difficult or impossible to observe during conventional simulation training. The collection of real-time team
behavioral data (e.g., behavior, visual attention, speech analysis) can potentially allow for the examination of meaningful associations, observe trends, and provide individualized, learner-specific feedback to each participant. Importantly, whereas conventional simulation provides a more varied experience between learners, VR can offer a more consistent learning experience by providing stimuli that are standardized and responding to learners’ responses in a more reliable manner.

1.1 What Makes this Project Innovative or Differentiates It from Current Assessment Methods.

The current standard assessment practices in simulation-based team CAR training are based on the instructor's observation of specific skills and global team performance. The observation tools generally consist of two main approaches: behavioral marker systems and coding schemes (Kolbe & Boos, 2019). These are labor intensive, obtrusive and prone to personal judgment and error. They also tend to result in research that is not replicable or scalable. Most importantly, the current approaches do not capture the process data of how teams dynamically develop over time and how these dynamics can predict team outcomes. Although this assessment methodology aims to be standardized and can provide insights to instructors regarding individual and team performance, many skills such as communication with team members, the use of closed loop communication, verbalizing status changes or changes in team roles, management of distractions, common fixation errors, management of stress and team dynamics as well as many other potential errors are difficult to accurately measured in real time. This diminishes the ability to perform accurate assessments and provide feedback on these high-level skills. A cardiac arrest is an incredibly complex patient care emergency and reliance only on instructor observation and team member self-efficacy can fail to detect a large number of high-level, critical skills that are essential for effective team performance.

To address this gap, this project will use new high-fidelity sensor technology and computational models to capture discrete, nuanced, and real-time data of team processes (e.g., behavior, visual attention, emotional arousal) that unfold over time that was previously either difficult or impossible to observe during conventional simulation training. With the addition of these data, critical feedback can be provided by instructors during simulation debriefing sessions to allow for more targeted intervention and more rapid development of these complex skills. For instance, a sequence of fixations on key AOIs revealing that all team members focusing only on the cardiac monitor instead of patient respirations, or mental status could significantly delay recognition of critical events or potential errors. Similarly, the identification of a single team member with high cognitive load and significant stress response may indicate a low level of familiarity with the specific condition, uncertainty about individual role on the team, or discomfort with team dynamics which may impair overall team performance. The concept of dynamic behavioral tracking has the potential to address several limitations of current assessment methods and unlock the true potential of simulation to train the next generation of residents to provide the best care possible to their patients.

2 METHODS

Four main research questions will guide the development and trial of iREACT system (Immersive Virtual Reality Environment for Training Acute Care Teams) using a cardiac arrest resuscitation scenario to effectively teach both clinical management and teamwork skills. Each phase of the project will be guided by the following research questions:
Phase I: Ethnographic Study, Design of the iREACT prototype and Usability Trials
1. How can multimodal data collection tools (new types of biosensors, computational models and data visualization techniques) be designed and integrated into the VR simulation-based cardiac arrest resuscitation (CAR) training?
2. What are appropriate feedback strategies based on the biosensor data that can help improve clinical knowledge and teamwork skills?

Phase II: Prospective Observational Study
3. In what ways does adding dynamic behavioral tracking to the process measure assessment during simulation-based CAR training support (or hinder) the development of: (a) cognitive skills (situational awareness, decision making); (b) clinical knowledge (aspects of the treatment called for by the mega-code), and/or (c) communication skills?
4. How does feedback provided by faculty based on the quantitative biosensor data collected by iREACT system compare with traditional feedback practices?

2.1 Research setting – Phase I.

We will use existing Health Scholars’ VR simulation training on Advanced Cardiovascular Life Support (VR ACLS https://healthscholars.com/acls/) as a case study (see Figure 1). Designed in accordance with the American Heart Association’s guidelines and standardized educational programs, VR ACLS training leverages state-of-the-art voice recognition and motion capture technologies to deliver an immersive experience on the management of cardiopulmonary arrest, cardiac arrhythmias, and other cardiovascular emergencies. In this simulation, autonomous agents play the role of the team members and interact with a team leader, the only human in the scene, in a natural manner. Trainees identify cardiac rhythms in the context of the patient’s stability and direct virtual team members to shock, give medication, and/or perform CPR as necessary - all under time pressure and rapid workload changes.

Figure 1: Screenshots of a trainee and virtual team members running mega code in the HealthScholar VR ACLS environment.

2.1.1 Design of iREACT system: integrating biosensor modules into Observer XT.

The iREACT system will capture activities and physiological parameters that are specific to individual participants such as pulse rate, galvanic skin response, the direction of their gaze and speech. Measurements of individuals will be done with commercially available and unobtrusive wearables sensors such as the BIOPAC BioNomadix which will record galvanic skin response and pulse rate which are both correlated to stress, as well as other parameters such as 3D acceleration and skin
temperature. Learners will also wear pendent microphones to record their specific speech which will be converted to text using services such as Google Cloud Speech and Amazon Transcribe for keyword spotting and speech pattern analysis. Speech recordings will be analyzed to measure the effectiveness of team communication patterns in terms of the amount of speech and who it is directed at, as well as the latency of the responses to the team leader’s instructions. Learners will wear HTC VivePro Eye VR headsets equipped with integrated Tobii eye-tracking sensors. These eye tracking sensors operate using the binocular dark pupil tracking technique to measure absolute pupil dilation, gaze direction, gaze origin, and time for each eye fixation.

2.1.2 Multimodal data modelling and analysis

All of these data streams will be collected via an on-site server and the use of the Noldus Observer XT platform (www.noldus.com/observer-xt) for time synchronization, analysis and playback. The Observer XT platform combined with multimodal modeling approaches will allow us to synchronize, segment, and visualize multimodal sets of time-coded information. We will employ Echeverria’s modeling representation approach termed the multimodal matrix. To do this, we will create rules based on the Distributed Cognition for Teamwork principles (Rybing et al., 2016), TEAM observation rubric (Cooper et al., 2016) and current American Heart Association algorithms to encode each modality of data (e.g., activity logs, physiological data, speech, gaze direction) into one or more of the columns of a matrix. For example, gaze fixation data is meaningless without a frame of reference (e.g., important areas such as cardiac monitor, patient etc.). Area-of-interest (AOI) analysis, which maps fixations to labeled target areas, will be used to annotate raw gaze fixation data (Salvucci & Goldberg, 2000). These AOIs are meaningful because a learner looks at them to either make a diagnosis or institute a management plan. Rows can then contain information of the visual attention each trainee attends to at every moment, and then triangulated with e.g., EDA peaks.
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ABSTRACT: Providing feedback for collaboration activities is divided between theoretical studies of individual constructs and empirical tools that provide feedback. This paper proposes a pragmatic framework that strives to bridge this divide by providing a set of comprehensive and comprehensible constructs that can be estimated through multimodal learning analytics and used to provide actionable feedback to students.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Collaboration is a topic that has been regularly investigated in traditional educational research. Most of the studies conducted in this field have focused on the definition, validation and/or effect of a given construct in the context of collaboration (e.g., rapport in Gratch, Wang, Gerten, Fast, & Duffy, 2007). On one hand, these studies usually focus on a limited set of constructs since their objective is not to provide feedback to students or instructors, but to build theoretical understanding of the collaboration process. On the other hand, there are approaches for Multimodal Learning Analytics that focus on providing feedback to students based on simple features extracted from the collaborative process, but they are mainly focused on participation and attention without connection to high-level collaboration constructs (Praharaj, Scheffel, Drachsler, & Specht, 2018). The first set of studies produces valuable theoretical knowledge about important aspects of collaboration, but that information doesn’t reach the actual participants. The second set provides feedback to participants but is based on simple and disconnected features that do not provide students with a holistic and theory-grounded view of their collaboration process. The future of multimodal tools in providing feedback on collaboration lies in the middle ground. Our work intends to bridge this gap by providing a pragmatic collaboration framework that supports the creation of tools for developing collaboration skills in students while also providing an opportunity to conduct collaboration research.

2 PRAGMATIC COLLABORATION FRAMEWORK

The core of this framework is the set of high-level collaboration constructs that it defines. To be useful, these constructs must be (1) Fundamental, representing characteristics that are required for successful collaboration; (2) Learner-centered, described in terms of the behavior of the individual rather than the more complex behavior of the group; (3) Actionable, including only aspects that can be purposefully practiced and changed by the individual; (4) Comprehensible, intuitively relatable to
students’ collaboration experiences; (5) **Computable**, operationalizable through mapping onto observable behaviors and low-level multimodal features; and (6) **Theory-grounded**, mappable to theoretical and psychometric frameworks. This pragmatic framework will not only facilitate the construction of collaboration feedback tools, but it can also be used to identify gaps between what can be measured currently and what will need to be measured in the future.

We draw upon Hilgard’s theory of mind (1980) as the foundation for our framework’s constructs. This theory divides the human psyche into three cooperating aspects: cognition (our ability for rational thought); meta-cognition/conation (purposefully striving towards valued goals); and affect (our feelings and emotions). In collaboration, we use these three aspects to interact with others in the group in a bidirectional way between the individual and the group. Each aspect of our framework gives origin to two constructs, one representing the action of the individual towards the group, and the other for the actions that the group provokes in the individual. These constructs were obtained by synthesizing constructs used in human-oriented frameworks for collaboration assessment (Lai, DiCerbo & Foltz, 2017).

### 2.1 Cognitive Aspect

**Contribution (Individual-to-Group):** A cognitive action that advances the fulfillment of the collaborative goal, output, or result. Though it seems external in behavior, a *contribution* is considered a cognitive action due to underlying mental efforts required to initiate the observed behavior. Examples of *contribution* indicators include suggesting an idea, providing research, completing an assigned task, making an individual effort towards the solution of a problem, furthering a discussion, or sharing a point of view.

**Assimilation (Group-to-Individual):** An action that a collaborator takes as they receive a cognitive contribution from their fellow group mates, making sense of a *contribution* and incorporating it into their own mental models. Directly counter to *contribution*, *assimilation*’s directionality comes from the individual receiving ideas from the group, expressed through clarification, or adding to a future contribution. Examples of *assimilation* indicators include asking for clarification on an idea, asking follow-up questions, and mentioning previous ideas as part of a new *contribution*.

### 2.2 Metacognitive Aspect

**Team Coordination (Individual-to-Group):** Any action taken to organize the individual efforts of collaborators for the sake of improving the efficiency of their collective effort. An interesting consequence of its communal nature is that any subgroup of the whole can enact *team coordination* upon any other subgroup. Examples of *team coordination* indicators include scheduling meetings, delegating asynchronous tasks, and managing logistics in other ways.

**Self-Regulation (Group-to-Individual):** The individual cognitive actions through which a group member adapts their behavior to the group and its qualities to facilitate their own participation. While not as readily measurable as other constructs, *self-regulation* remains an important consideration as it relates to the ways in which a collaborator helps him or herself to be effective. Examples of *self-regulation* indicators include maintaining a calendar, taking a break when tired or frustrated, effectively managing a task list, and promptly replying to emails.
2.3 Affective Aspect

Cultivation of Environment (Individual-to-Group): Any action that a group member takes to support or edify another group member. Ideally, these actions encourage other group members and instill in them a desire to take part in and collaborate with the team. These actions can be found to originate from any subset of group members and are directed towards any other subset of group members. Examples of cultivation of environment indicators include verbal and non-verbal signals of acceptance (or rejection) with specific support phrases, invitations to participate, and paying compliments.

Integration (Group-to-Individual): The internal decision-action of a group member to read the collaboration environment, take membership, and further bring themselves into the group. In one sense, this could be represented by the “ownership” that one feels towards the group’s actions and products. The action of integration is a combination of the group member’s choice to engage and the state of the group’s current cultivated environment. Examples of integration indicators include showcasing the collaboration work in other contexts, intervening to avoid conflict and being physically close.

3 APPLYING THE FRAMEWORK

This pragmatic framework draws from the work of Echeverría (2020, Chapter 4) in mapping high level constructs to multimodal features. First, the six identified constructs for collaboration are mapped to a set of behavioral indicators, human-observable actions that can be used to measure the construct of interest. These behavioral indicators are then mapped to one or more objectively measurable indicators. These second level indicators are unambiguous, machine-calculable measures that assert the presence or absence of the behavioral indicator through the multi-level fusion of multimodal features (Worsley & Ochoa, 2020). Finally, all the low-level multimodal features needed to calculate the objectively measurable indicators are specified. Given the level of detail required, this framework must be applied to each unique collaboration scenario. To illustrate its use, we present applied examples for two specific contexts. In Table 1, the blue cells show the framework applied to a face-to-face activity in a middle school history class in which the students are tasked with the creation of a group presentation and given time to meet synchronously. Orange represents an online, asynchronous collaborative activity conducted in a university database design course in which students collaborate virtually through an online tool that has a common drawing interface and a section for comments and discussion.

4 CONCLUSION

This work is the initial presentation of a pragmatic framework that facilitates the construction of multimodal collaboration feedback tools that are (1) comprehensive, comprehensible, and actionable for students, and (2) grounded in theoretical constructs. Future work for this framework includes validation in participatory workshops involving students and instructors, further mapping to existing collaboration assessment models, and implementation in a real multimodal collaboration feedback tool. However, in its current form, its objective is to spark discussion in the Learning Analytics and Multimodal Learning Analytics communities about the need for such a framework and lay a foundation for bridging the gap between theory and tools.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>Behavioral Indicators</th>
<th>Objectively Measurable Indicators</th>
<th>Multimodal Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Contribution</strong></td>
<td>Expressing new ideas</td>
<td>New concepts detected in the speech are assigned to the individual that says them.</td>
<td>Speech content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Establishing new connections between elements</td>
<td>New connections assigned in the Entity-Relationship diagram</td>
<td>Speaker identification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Assimilation</strong></td>
<td>Student paying attention to the contribution of others</td>
<td>Gaze directed to current speaker</td>
<td>Gaze detection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Student taking into account the ideas of other students</td>
<td>Student linked (or suggested linking) entities created by other students</td>
<td>Speaker identification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Team Coordination</strong></td>
<td>Assigning roles to group members</td>
<td>Differences measured between speech activities and contributions made by the students</td>
<td>Speech content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Planning logistics of asynchronous work</td>
<td>Tasks assigned to other individuals</td>
<td>Position and movement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Self-Regulation</strong></td>
<td>Allowing fair contribution of oneself and others</td>
<td>Speaking time kept equitable relative to other group members</td>
<td>Speech duration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Compromising on conflicts</td>
<td>Conflict over diagram content negotiated successfully</td>
<td>Entity-Relationship tool actions Comment content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cultivation of Environment</strong></td>
<td>Supporting the contributions of other group members</td>
<td>Compliments made towards the contribution of others</td>
<td>Speech content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Catering the workspace to the needs of the team</td>
<td>Jokes contributed within the discussion</td>
<td>Speaker identification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Integration</strong></td>
<td>Defusing possible conflicts</td>
<td>Conflict strategically mediated</td>
<td>Speech content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Expressing ownership of the project</td>
<td>Project added to portfolio</td>
<td>Movement and gestures</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Examples of the mapping the collaboration framework to two contexts. Blue is the K-12 face-to-face scenario; orange is the HE asynchronous scenario.
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ABSTRACT: During the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, students’ learning shifted from the physical to the virtual space. Students use adaptive learning technologies and teachers can follow their students’ learning progress from a distance via dashboards. While we know the important role of emotion in learning, teachers have less insight into students’ emotional states than normally in a physical classroom. This project aims to get a better understanding of the role of children’s emotion during learning with an adaptive learning technology. Using a multimodal approach, the objective is to gain insight into the association between physiological arousal, self-reported valence, and observed emotion type of grade five students. The ultimate goal is to incorporate emotion into a teacher dashboard and investigate how teachers use this dashboard to adjust their instruction to students’ needs.
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1 BACKGROUND

During the COVID-19 pandemic, distance learning became more important and learning shifted to the virtual space. In this virtual space, it becomes harder for teachers to follow their students’ learning and adjust instruction to their needs (Vlachopoulos, 2020). When students work with learning technologies remotely, teachers can gain insight into the learning progress of their students using the provided dashboard. However, when learning takes place in the physical space, teachers not only adapt to the students’ cognitive needs but also take into account the emotional state of students. Teachers adjust their actions to students’ needs using information about their emotions. However when students work from home, the teacher does not have concurrent insight in students’ emotions while they are solving problems.

Adaptive learning technologies (ALTs) are suitable to provide students with the appropriate learning materials from a distance (Aleven et al., 2016). These technologies automatically select the next problem a student needs to solve. The difficulty of the problems provided to the student is adjusted based on their ability using an ELO-algorithm (Klinkenberg et al., 2011). However, students’ emotions are not visible in the virtual space at this moment. There is an opportunity for ALTs to support teachers in this matter. By providing teachers with a dashboard with information about students’ emotions, they get the opportunity to gain more insight into their learning process. Based on the visible information, teachers can adjust their instruction to the needs of students. Before this dashboard can be developed, we need to get a better insight in the role of emotion during learning. This paper proposes a study with a new method of gathering multimodal data about emotions during learning. Previous research shows that emotion plays an important role in learning. Positive emotions, such as enjoyment or pride are positively related to learning, whereas negative emotions such as frustration
negatively influence learning (Loderer et al., 2018). Emotion has no generally accepted definition, but many theories and frameworks have been developed. This project builds on the dimensional perspective of emotion, where arousal, valence and object focus are distinguished (Pekrun, 2006). Arousal refers to the physiological activation in the body that occurs when an emotion is triggered. Valence categorizes emotions as either positive/pleasant or negative/unpleasant. Object focus can be focused on ongoing learning activities or on learning outcomes either prospectively or retrospectively.

1.1 Multimodal measurement of emotion

Often three types of emotional responses to personally meaningful stimuli are distinguished; physiological, experiential, and behavioural responses (Mauss & Robinson, 2009). Physiological responses contain the reaction of the body when an emotion is evoked. Experiential responses refer to the subjective personal experience of an emotion and behavioural responses to the visible behavioural response. These different responses can be measured using different modalities. First, physiological responses can be measured by students’ heart rate variability (HRV), electrodermal activity (EDA), Blood Volume Pulse (BVP), and skin temperature. Second, experiential responses can be investigated by self-reports. Third, behavioral responses can be observed looking at the facial expressions and body posture of the participants.

However, each specific measurement measures one type of emotional response and lacks the ability to properly measure the other two responses. For example, the physiological response is measured successfully with physiological measurements such as electrodermal activity, but experiential and behavioural responses are not properly measured. Electrodermal activity (EDA) holds a promise for measuring arousal during learning (physiological response), self-reports are used to assess valence (experiential response) and observations are used to determine the type of emotion people show (behavioural response) (Baker et al., 2010; Malmberg et al., 2019; Putwain et al., 2020). Hence, it is worthwhile to combine these three types of measurements. Using multimodal data helps to overcome constraints of a single data stream and enables measurement of all responses to emotions during learning. By combining the three types of emotional responses (physiological, experiential and behavioural), this project aims to get a better understanding of students’ emotions during learning. The aim is to give meaning to the peaks in arousal by connecting them to valence and emotion type. By using the combination of these multimodal data streams as a starting point, we will work towards creating a dashboard which provides teachers with information about students’ emotions.

2 METHODS: MEASURING EMOTION

Participants are grade five students in Dutch primary education. These students work on arithmetic problems about fractions within an existing adaptive learning technology. To support the researcher during this study and secure data synchronization retrospectively, a real-time dashboard is developed which combines the different multimodal data streams. The Emotion Dashboard shows the correctness of answers to the problems students solve in the ALT as well as the real-time physiological arousal. When the student submits an answer to the ALT, a valence pop-up is prompted to the student to register the students’ self-report. The researcher is prompted at the same time to indicate the emotion type by observing the student. The architecture of this dashboard is visible in Figure 1. The dashboard synchronizes the electrodermal activity, valence self-reports and observed emotion type to a csv file. The correctness of the students’ answers is also captured within this file.
2.1 Measurements

**Answers.** The ALT logs the correctness of students’ answers and sends them to the emotion dashboard via a server. To be able to synchronize the answer data with the other data a timestamp with millisecond precision is added when the data is received by the dashboard.

**Physiological arousal.** Physiological arousal (physiological response) is measured by collecting real-time electrodermal activity (EDA data) from Shimmer3 GSR+ wristband. EDA shows the variation in electrical properties of the skin based on sweat gland activity. The Shimmer wristband is placed on the non-dominant hand, with two electrodes placed on the fingers. EDA is measured in micro Siemens at a frequency of 51.2 hertz. Timestamps with millisecond precision are added to each measurement of EDA.

**Valence.** The valence of the emotion (experiential response) is measured using the Smileyometer (Read, 2008). This is a 5 point-scale with emoticons depicting very negative, negative, neutral, positive and very positive emotions. Timestamps with millisecond precision are added based on the answer data timestamp.

**Emotion type.** A derivative of the Baker Rodrigo Ocumpaugh Monitoring Protocol (BROMP) is used to observe the emotion type students show (behavioural response) (Ocumpaugh et al., 2015). First, on-task and off-task behavior is scored. Then in case of on-task behavior, the trained research assistant will select the observed emotion type: enjoyment, boredom, confusion, engaged concentration, surprise, relief, disappointment and frustration. Timestamps with millisecond precision are added based on the answer data timestamp.

3 RELEVANCE AND CHALLENGES

While learning in a virtual space has become more common during the ongoing pandemic, teachers are unable to see how their students emotions when they are working at home. Using the already existing adaptive learning technologies, teachers only have insight into how students are performing on a cognitive level. This project will investigate which role emotions play while students work with ALTs and ultimately create an emotion sensitive algorithm which uses students’ emotional information to adjust the difficulty of problems to their needs. The combination of arousal, valence and emotion type with three different modalities (respectively physiological measurements, self-reports and observation) has a high potential to investigate the role of emotion. In the current set-up,
valence self-reports and emotion type observations are prompted after every exercise. However, the aim of connecting valence and emotion type to arousal peaks requests real-time peak detection. Previous research has used peak detection in arousal data in hindsight (Boucsein et al., 2012). Currently, we are analyzing arousal data retrospectively using the Ledalab Matlab toolbox. The challenge is to develop a concurrent way to detect peaks while students are learning. Once we have developed such a concurrent peak detection and understand how arousal is related to valence and emotion type, we can inform teachers about students’ emotional states when distance learning, for example during the current pandemic.
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ABSTRACT: Multimodal learning analytics (MMLA) offers a holistic view on collaboration by going beyond traditional log data collection and taking into account data from the physical space. It holds the potential to support teachers and students during collaborative learning. In this direction, we present a web-based MMLA prototype: CoTrack2. This prototype is the updated version of CoTrack [1] and it also supports online collaboration activity and real time activity monitoring. Teachers can create collaborative learning sessions with the help of its web interface. Students can join these sessions and use Etherpad (a collaborative text editor). It allows students to construct a joint document as the output of their collaborative activity while speaking to each other through an audio/video channel. The tool tracks each of the students’ activities (i.e. logs) in Etherpad. The tool also records audio-video data from collaboration sessions. This data can be later utilized for annotation purposes or a detailed understanding of collaboration behavior. CoTrack2 uses a Javascript library\(^1\) to synchronize the clocks between clients and servers. CoTrack2 also provides a dashboard for teachers. This dashboard is updated for every 5 seconds time window. This dashboard has two levels of visualization- group and individual. The dashboard visualizes total activity in the Etherpad and students ‘who-is-talking-after-whom’ network. CoTrack2 uses voice activity detection to get students’ speaking time and speaking sequence. This sequence is then utilized to generate the network. The dashboard also presents collaborative writing information at the individual level (e.g., number of characters added or deleted). The dashboard also provides a view of students’ written text with time navigation to inspect the evolution and contributions to the joint document.

Demonstration Movie: https://youtu.be/IOH4S2doZTA

Keywords: Collocated collaboration, Multimodal Learning Analytics, Computer-Supported Collaborative Learning
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ABSTRACT: MBOX is a proof-of-concept Multimodal Learning Analytics Internet of Things (IoT) system with multiple sensors that collect data on how small groups of people interact when performing collaborative tasks. These tasks include learning, organizational activities, and engineering tasks (physical computing). MBOX system comprises camera sensors, audio microphone arrays, biometric signals (EEG, HRV, and EDA) that connect to small single-board computers that process data on the edge and stream the meta-data to the cloud. The project aims to help support how people collaborate by providing feedback on physical interactions (body positions, gaze directions, hand motions), voice diarization (amount of talking for each person), physiological feedback, and affective measures (emotional qualities of face and voice).

Keywords: multimodal learning analytics, IoT, edge computing, fog, multi-layered architecture

1 MBOX

This paper presents MBOX, an IoT-based system for capturing multimodal learning analytics data with lightweight systems. The aim is to move away from a centralized system to an IoT approach that allows different sensors to be deployed depending on the learning scenario and computational resources needed. We utilize a multi-layered architecture following the edge-cloud pattern (Portelli and Anagnostopoulos, 2017). This approach integrates all possible computing layers, including Cloud, Fog, and Edge platforms. It has two main advantages: 1) being scalable to collect data from supplementary physical and digital data sources, which is very important for continuous improvement and future evolution of learning settings. Moreover, 2) supporting a de-centralized approach building up from the IoT systems. With MBOX the aim is to promote an adaptation to different learning environments and enable a better scaling of computational resources used within the learning context.

The resulting Architecture for MBOX (see Fig. 1) is edge-fog-cloud-driven approach. The edge part comprises small computation units (single board computers and microcontrollers) and data entry points being sensors, wide-angle camera, microphone array, and biosensors (HRV, EEG, EDA). We are using Timeflux (Clisson et al., 2019), an open-source framework for the acquisition and real-time
processing of biosignals that send time-series data to InfluxData\textsuperscript{1} that is currently visualized with Grafana\textsuperscript{2} hosted in Google Cloud Computing Services\textsuperscript{3}. The initial minimum viable prototypes have been deployed. We are now working on the next step, the signal synchronization and data fusion, to investigate the different collaboration patterns (see figure 1).

![Conceptual Architecture of MBOX](image)

Figure 1: Conceptual Architecture of MBOX

2 VIDEO DEMOStrATION

The video demonstration will illustrate some parts of the proposed approach with some basic working aspects of the different sensors and the streaming of meta-data to the cloud. Additionally, various edge services that provide essential computer vision and audio operations.
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ABSTRACT: Welcome to the seventh Learning Analytics Hackathon (LAKathon). The LAKhathon 2021 will become an online laboratory to envisage future Learning Analytics (LA) applications with an emphasis on supporting Learning and mental health through online strategies. Do you have a research question, a dataset or online support orientated idea you would like to explore? Bring it to the LAKathon! We encourage joining this inclusive online workshop no matter what your background or skills, everyone is welcome. We aim to address the science-practice divide by having practitioners and researchers from diverse fields working in multidisciplinary teams towards common objectives.

Keywords: Hackathon, Learning Analytics, Online Collaboration, Infrastructure, Mental Health

1 INTRODUCTION

For the last six years, researchers and practitioners have run on-site hackathons at the Learning Analytics & Knowledge (LAK) conferences. We have brainstormed on new LA techniques, discussed technical infrastructures, and analysed educational datasets. We have formed opinions and suggested strategies that have radiated back to the LA research community as a whole. In 2020, with the spread of the Covid-19 pandemic, the attendance of the academic conferences including the LAK conference had to become virtual. This event led to the cancellation of the LAKathon'20. For LAKathon 2021, we have reconsidered the whole process of the LAKathon with the aim of organising it well as the first-ever online LAKathon. All the LAKathons events have been designed to be:

(1) solution-driven: participants solve a series of realistic challenges using agile approaches, including brainstorming, design thinking, or fast-prototyping;
multi-disciplinary: reflected in the diversity of the participants;

(3) self-organised: we engage in bottom-up, and actionable research questions. Through a Call for Proposals, we aim to elicit research questions that address the yearly topic of “Is Learning in Isolation a Mission Impossible?”

(4) evidence-based: all LAKathons challenges started from concrete problems, datasets or tools. This is a particularly relevant aspect, as online education generates much more data than the traditional equivalent.

At LAKathon 2021, we aim at collaborating online. We want to bridge the LAKathon and LAK conference by explicitly inviting the LAK research sub-communities and Special Interest Groups to join and propose their challenges. The LAKathon 2021 intends to become the space for hands-on technical challenges, which take place in parallel to the work of the LAK sub-communities offering a space to address today’s and tomorrow’s challenges. For the first time in LAKathon history, there will be no space and physical presence constraints, thus offering new collaboration opportunities.

2 BACKGROUND

LAKathon 2015 focused on the Apereo Open Dashboard (Apereo, 2018), with data sourced from an Experience API (xAPI) Learning Record Store (LRS). It illustrated how the concept of an Open LA architecture can be made and discussed what a learning analytics dashboard must contain.

LAKathon 2016 explored Open Learning Analytics. Using as a reference point the emerging LA architecture developed by Jisc (Sclater, Berg, & Webb, 2015). The hackathon had a lasting effect, with numerous improvements to Jisc’s interoperability recipes, setting the basis for greater integration of two emerging LA standards: Experience API and IMS Caliper (Edinburgh statement, 2016).

LAKathon 2017 built upon three assets: previous workshops, research, and recently-developed software. The first comprised the previous two LAKathons, and two previous workshops “Visual Aspects of LA” (Duval, et al. 2015)) and “Data Literacy for LA”. The second involved research on actionable analytics, student feedback, and embedding LA in pedagogic practice (Kitto, et al. 2016). The third involved the introduction of Jisc’s student app, which was piloted with students across the UK.

LAKathon 2018 saw a continuation, expansion, and documentation of previous themes. The challenges were goal setting for portfolios and employability, sensor-based and multimodal learning analytics (Di Mitri, 2018), and the creation of a Data Literacy Playground. The LAKathon 2018 also looked into algorithmic transparency and ethical workflows.

LAKathon 2019 revolved around three main challenges: the Interoperability Challenge which sought synergies between xAPI and Tin Can API profiles. The Game-based analytics challenge, which aimed at creating a process to integrate LA in game-based assessment (Kim et al. 2019) and the detection of disengagement. The third challenge which envisioned a markup language to describe blended learning courses was curriculum analytics.
LAKathon 2020, celebrated the 10th anniversary of the LAK conference, choosing the theme “Accelerating Development by Learning from the Past”. The key thematic objectives built upon the key topics of previous LAKathon editions and envisaged how Learning Analytics will generate impact on a ten-year timescale.

3 THEMES

The expected outcomes of the LAKathon are the identification and concrete pilot implementations of prototypes/tools/studies, which arise from the synthesis of educational technology, software development, and data science perspectives. As for previous events, the hackathon will generate repositories of code, sample data, screenshots, and slides from the activity of participants. At the LAKathon 2021, we expect to emphasise the following themes.

(A) Hacking the Hackathon: The organisers seek to strengthen, harden, and persist a virtual gathering of like-minded researchers, answering the questions: (1) Which novel practices associated with LA interventions do we instance? (2) How do we increase the positive influence of the LAK hackathons and better embed into the broader context of the discussion between the research and practitioner communities? (3) How do we accelerate the trajectory of research impacting the features and practices around Educational software?

(B) Labour Market-Education Divide. Current developments in the labour market pose a number of challenges on pockets of education, which aim at providing services to learners targeting particular skills needed for their careers. These educational settings are usually dynamic, personal, and specific to the type of work or skill, which is being targeted. To support this scenario, LA needs to go beyond traditional education-related processes and data sources. In this context sustainable career progression should be considered as a point of departure, and based on individual work-related objectives, personalized learning pathway(s) (curriculum(s)) should be built (Tavakoli et al, 2020).

(C) Video Conferencing Analytics. The newly enforced remote learning situation has made video conferencing the main channel of instruction in higher education. Most educators are simply replicating their traditional face to face classes into a video conferencing format. However, this format overlooks important aspects of education such as students’ engagement. This challenge will explore the possibilities of conducting analytics on video conferencing data to explore good design practices to use video conferencing, potential applications that can support the instructor, and additional infrastructure or data-driven features that can improve the video conferencing experience of students (e.g. Seng & Ang, 2017).

(D) Psychological Ramifications of Learning in Isolation. Although the COVID crisis creates novel opportunities for LA, because more data are generated due to education taking place online, there is no evidence about the psychological ramifications of online learning. Isolation can bring about feelings of loneliness, disconnectedness, anxiety, and purposelessness, each of which may have a nontrivial impact on the individual learning process. By incorporating psychological measures of such constructs...
in the LA toolbox, we can understand which issues may need to be addressed to leverage the power of online learning by facilitating students’ mental health.

**(E) Digital Infrastructures.** With the spread of the Covid19 pandemic, the majority of educational institutions have had to move their courses online. In most institutions “emergency teams” have been established to cope with the unprecedented mission of moving most of the education online. Online learning, however, does not equal emergency distance teaching. Robust digital infrastructures must be set in place when online teaching is blended with a physical presence. Video conferencing tools have become a widespread practice for online communication and collaboration. However, many small and medium educational institutions still lack adequate digital infrastructures to support their online learning initiatives including HW, LMSs, safe cloud storage, intranet channels for internal communication, netiquettes and privacy-preserving policies, etc.

**(F) Diminishing the negative effects of Covid19,** through the appropriate application of Learning paths. Vast seas of OER material exist of various qualities. We aim to support different types of isolated learners who are potentially suffering wider Covid isolation issues. This support is achievable by the group’s definition, exploring gaps or underuse in current practices in Education and the Job market. Storytelling via the creation of personas. Later combining the personas with a systematic set of Covid support related learning paths. From these actions, we hope to focus effort through describable journeys that lead to the appropriate reuse of materials.

## 4 ORGANISATIONAL DETAILS

The LAKathon is organised as an online multi-day event. To overcome the time zone differences, the event will run asynchronously with a collaborative platform which will be open on the LAKathon website ([www.lakathon.org](http://www.lakathon.org)). Each proposed theme will have a forum thread. The organisers will encourage subscribing to the platform and engaging in preliminary conversations before the event. In addition, through a Call for Proposals, we encourage the LA community to propose additional themes with short submissions (2 pages) detailing research questions, associated datasets, linked to the LAKathon themes. During the two days prior to LAK, there will be 3 synchronous online meetings (check-ins) at 3 different times to suit participants from around the globe. For the logistics, we need video conferencing facilities with a number of break out rooms (50 participants). The link-sharing and content management will be done via the platform and Git repository. The progress and outcomes will be disseminated via the website blog and the Twitter hashtag: #LAKathon.
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ABSTRACT: The workshop addresses the enduring imperative of connecting theory and learning analytics – the ongoing work of striving for conceptual clarity, and being mindful of the role of theory in design, model validation and interpretation of findings. The organisers will set the scene by giving an overview of theory use in learning analytics (LA). This will be followed by a short plenary talk on the theory that works with big data. Participants will be invited to nominate a current research project or new research idea that would benefit from a roundtable-style discussion with colleagues, along with a theoretical framework of interest. Expected outcomes are the formation of a community of practice and a template for an ongoing workshop initiative. To support the community, an online space will be created for ongoing collaboration.
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1 BACKGROUND

This workshop is founded on the premise that the quality of learning analytics, both research and practice, rests on the strength of its connection to theory (Gašević, Dawson, & Siemens, 2015). Through this workshop we hope to build an ongoing community of scholars interested in both using educational (and other) theory in learning analytics research and practice, and contributing to further development of theory through their work.

Theory provides a common language through which to communicate about research, it gives a frame of reference to understand the type of knowledge being generated, and what may be legitimately claimed (Reimann, 2016). In a typical research cycle, we suppose that theory influences the questions we ask, design of data collection, analysis approach and method, and interpretation and reporting of results (Wise & Shaffer, 2015). In this way we are arguing for a move away from the primacy of method in learning analytics, that is, away from pragmatism to theory-driven paradigms for research where theory underpins method and the two cannot be separated (Bartimote, Pardo, Reimann, 2019). This adds the possibility for explanation – for an observed pattern, for a prediction, for why an intervention or pedagogical strategy works – in research, and in practice.
Theory allows for informed practice by a range of actors that support learning in educational settings, such as teachers, student support officers, advisors, and academic managers. If the objective of learning analytics is actionable information, then theory-driven analytics enables choices and decisions that are situated in defensible frameworks (Bartimote, Pardo, Reimann, 2019). And it means we have a starting point for explanation when things do or don’t work, and a basis for adaption of tactics and strategies shown to be effective in one context to other contexts. For analysts, data scientists, and software developers, theory may guide what activities to capture, the development of indicators and measures, the display of information, and the form of personalised messages and automated nudges. We need to focus on providing information about constructs that matter, and learning (and other) theories substantiated by empirical research can serve as useful starting points.

The LAK community is increasingly drawing on ideas from the learning sciences, educational psychology, sociology, and social psychology. This is demonstrated in recently published learning analytics work referring to theories such as social cognitive theory and self-efficacy beliefs, various self-regulated learning models, measurement theory, social-constructivism, human-computer interaction (HCI) and activity theory, Kolb’s experiential learning cycle, etc.

We consider the time is ripe for a call across the community to gather to consider more explicitly the role of theory in learning analytics. To do this involves addressing issues regarding definitions of concepts, design, model validation and interpretation of findings. Multidisciplinary groups of researchers working in the area need to come together to support this work and begin to create some common understandings in the field. This is the work proposed for the LAK 2021 theory workshop.

2 ORGANISATIONAL DETAILS

2.1 Half-Day Workshop Schedule

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Timing</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Contributors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5 minutes</td>
<td>Welcome and plan for today</td>
<td>Kathryn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 minutes</td>
<td>‘Setting the scene: Why focus on theory in learning analytics’</td>
<td>Dragan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 minutes</td>
<td>10 minutes presentation, 10 Q&amp;A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 minutes</td>
<td>‘Theory that works with big data’</td>
<td>Sarah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 minutes presentation, 10 Q&amp;A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 minutes</td>
<td>Roundtable (Part 1). Work in progress roundtables: 10 minutes to introduce project, summarise progress to date, outline challenges to research teams be overcome, and input that would be useful from the group, followed by 10 minutes discussion with colleagues [x2 before break]</td>
<td>Participants: 4 per roundtable group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 minutes</td>
<td>BYO tea/coffee to a break out room</td>
<td>All</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 minutes</td>
<td>Roundtable (Part 2). Continued [x2 after break]</td>
<td>Participants continued</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 minutes</td>
<td>Roundtable report back: group representatives to summarise conversation and potential impact on the work</td>
<td>Participants</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.2 Other Details

The event will be an open workshop. All attendees will have the opportunity to give a short presentation in their roundtable group on either work in progress or idea in development, should they wish to. Abstract submissions of 300-600 words for these short presentations will be handled via the event’s Google Form: [https://forms.gle/sbtATpZTjR5WzGCK6](https://forms.gle/sbtATpZTjR5WzGCK6). Please use #LAKtheory when referencing this event on social media.

3 OBJECTIVES/INTENDED OUTCOMES

The workshop will provide a space for both capacity building and connection, and it is hoped that the event will spark the formation of a community of practice. The outcomes of the event will be housed on the Google Site: [https://sites.google.com/view/lak21-theoryworkshop/home?authuser=0](https://sites.google.com/view/lak21-theoryworkshop/home?authuser=0). This event will serve as a template for an ongoing workshop initiative on theory and learning analytics.

4 WEBSITE STRUCTURE AND CONTENT

The Google website will: 1. support pre-workshop data gathering and planning materials; 2. act as a collection point for materials, group interactions and archive for the workshop; and, 3. support ongoing dissemination and group activities. It is the aim that the workshop is ongoing, in which case the website will be an ongoing hub for year to year activities and building field memory.
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ABSTRACT: The workshop focuses on the connections between learning analytics and assessment. The intent of the workshop is to address some of the key open challenges in learning analytics that are related to reliability and validity of data collection and analysis, use of learning analytics in formative and summative assessment, measurement of learning progression, and assurance of assessment trustworthiness. The organizers will start the workshop by outlining links between learning analytics and assessment. An open call for contributions will be distributed to solicit brief descriptions of current research and practice projects for roundtable-style discussions with workshop participants. Expected outcomes are the formation of a community of practice and a possible follow-up publication.
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1 BACKGROUND

The field of learning analytics aims to harness the potential of digital traces of user interaction with technology. Through the analysis of digital traces, learning analytics seeks to advance understanding and support learning process, and improve environments in which learning occurs. Many promising results in learning analytics have promoted vibrant research and development activities and attracted much attention of policy and decision makers. To date, learning analytics demonstrated very promising results in several areas such as prediction and description of learning outcomes and processes (e.g., Baker et al., 2015; Gardner & Brooks, 2018; Greene et al., 2019), analysis of learning strategies and 21st century skills (e.g., Jovanović et al., 2017; Matcha et al., 2019), adaptive learner
support and personalized feedback at scale (e.g., McNamara et al., 2012; Molenaar et al., 2012), and frameworks for ethics, privacy protection, and adoption (e.g., Tsai et al., 2018).

1.1 Challenge

Regardless of many promising results, the field still needs to address some critical challenges, including those at the intersection between learning analytics and assessment. For example, how can learning analytics be used to monitor learning progress? How can learning analytics inform formative and summative assessment as learning unfolds? In which ways can validity and reliability of data collection and analysis in learning analytics be improved? These challenges are of high significance in contemporary society that more and more requires development and use of complex skill sets (Greiff et al., 2017). Therefore, learning and assessment experience are closely associated. A growing body of research in educational data mining has been done on developing techniques that can support intelligent tutoring systems with the mechanisms for skill development (Corbett & Anderson, 1994; Desmarais & Baker, 2012). Yet, there is limited research that looks at how data collected and methods applied in learning analytics can be used and possibly constitute a formative or summative assessment. Moreover, can such data and methods satisfy requirements for assessments articulated in psychometric properties, methodological models, and different types of validity and reliability.

The role of learning analytics in analysis of assessment trustworthiness is another open research challenge. This has particularly been emphasized during the COVID19 pandemic with the emergency transition to distance and online education that also required different approaches to assessment that go beyond proctored exams. Several studies proposed the use of data analytic methods for detection of potential academic dishonesty and cheating behaviors. Although some interesting insights are ported and a strong potential to detect suspicious behaviors is demonstrated, there are many open challenges related to technical, ethical, privacy, practical, and policy issues of the development, implementation, and use of such data analytic methods.

1.2 Objective

The objective of this workshop is to promote research and practice that looks at the intersection of learning analytics and assessment. This workshop will examine approaches that build upon established principles in assessment to improve reliability, validity, usefulness of data collection and analysis in learning analytics. The workshop will also look into the ways how learning analytics can contribute to the future developments in assessment for both summative and formative purposes. The workshop will also examine practices for the use of learning analytics to assure assessment trustworthiness with the particular attention to the socio-technical nature of potential challenges.

2 ORGANISATIONAL DETAILS

2.1 Proposed Half-Day Workshop Schedule

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Timing</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Contributors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5 minutes</td>
<td>Welcome and plan for today</td>
<td>Naif Aljohani</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Creative Commons License, Attribution - NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 Unported (CC BY-NC-ND 3.0)
5 minutes  Links between learning analytics and assessment 5 minutes presentation, no Q&A  Dragan Gašević
Using principles of assessment to improve quality of learning analytics  Mladen Raković
15 minutes  Learning analytics and assessment trustworthiness 10 minutes presentation, 5 minutes Q&A  Sandra Milligan
15 minutes  Roundtable (Part 1). Work in progress roundtables1: 10 minutes to introduce project, summarise progress to date, outline challenges to be overcome, and gather input from the group, followed by 10 minutes discussion with colleagues [x2 before break]  José A. Ruipérez Valiente
40 minutes  Break and online socialization  Participants: Four presentations
20 minutes  Roundtable (Part 2). Continued [x2 after break]  Participants continued
20 minutes  Roundtable report back: group representatives to summarize conversation and potential impact on the work  Participants
Next steps plenary discussion, and close: Gauge interest in further activities around theory and learning analytics e.g. LAK 2022 workshop, LASI 2022 workshop/tutorial, mid-year check in, etc  Dragan Gašević

2.2 Other details

The event will be an open workshop. All attendees will have the opportunity to give a short presentation on either a theory and/or work in progress, should they wish to, as detailed in the schedule above. Abstract submissions of 250 words for these short presentations will be handled via the workshop’s website. The submission timeline will follow the timeline suggested by the conference organizers, that is, call for participation 1 December 2020, deadline for abstract submissions 9 February 2021, and notification of acceptance 23 February 2021. We anticipate a registration of up to 30 participants. To reference this event on social media, the #LAKAssess should be used.

3 OBJECTIVES/INTENDED OUTCOMES

The workshop will provide a space for both capacity building and connection, and it is hoped that the event will spark the formation of a community of practice. The outcomes of the event will be housed on the Google Site. A possible follow-up publication will be organized in the form of a journal special issue.

4 WEBSITE STRUCTURE AND CONTENT

The Google website will: 1. support pre-workshop data gathering and planning materials; 2. act as a collection point for materials, group interactions and archive for the workshop; and, 3. support ongoing dissemination and group activities. It is the aim that the workshop is ongoing, in which case

---

1 Roundtable session presenters will be asked to indicate the stage of their work at the time of submission of a 250 word abstract e.g. data collection/extraction, data analysis, write up.

Creative Commons License, Attribution - NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 Unported (CC BY-NC-ND 3.0)
the website will be an ongoing hub for year to year activities and building field memory. The structure of the website is based on theory informing the research cycle, at three stages: design, method, interpretation. Each of these stages will be a section of the website. The website will include: About, Background literature, Workshop materials, Working areas: Design, Method, Interpretation. Over time, as work develops and builds, additional resources will be provided to support ongoing development.
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ABSTRACT: Supporting educational stakeholders to interpret dashboards and visualizations poses critical design challenges that may often be trivialized. Teachers’ and students’ interpretation of visualized data is essentially the construction of a narrative about the learning process. Applying data storytelling techniques to design these visualizations can support the generation of insights derived from educational data by aligning the intended learning design, goals and outcomes with visual elements. The aim of this tutorial is to introduce participants to embrace data storytelling techniques into the design of visualizations and dashboards that can communicate meaningful insights.
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1 WORKSHOP BACKGROUND

1.1 Motivation

Although learning dashboards and other visual learning analytics (LA) have received significant traction in recent years (Bodily & Verbert, 2017; Schwendimann et al., 2017), there have also been numerous reports pointing to the limitations and possible pitfalls of rolling out these products without further research and development work (e.g. Jivet, Scheffel, Drachsler, & Specht, 2017; Teasley, 2017). Some of these limitations points to the absence of design choice justifications (Bodily & Verbert, 2017), poor evidence of grounding on educational theory (Jivet, Scheffel, Specht, & Drachsler, 2017), and the disalignment between teachers/students’ needs and the learning analytics interfaces.
In parallel to these limitations, researchers and designers can easily overlook the learning context and the audience for whom these visualisations have been created (Schwendimann, et al. 2017). Sometimes, designers and researchers want to communicate multiple insights or dimensions of data about students’ experience. The conventional approaches adopted by researchers and designers can lead to the design of overly complex visualisations that are often hard to interpret (Duval 2011) especially “at a glance”. Moreover, teachers and students are commonly encouraged to interpret these visualisations in a limited time due to other activities happening at the same time and, even if the data can be interpreted correctly, they may fail to understand how to act upon such data, failing to adapt their behaviour (Greller & Drachsler 2012). A major challenge for learning analytics researchers and developers is to support the discovery and communication of insights, for students and teachers not needing to play the role of data analysts, at the risk of gaining no insight.

This tutorial focuses on data storytelling, the ability to convey data not just in numbers or charts, but as a narrative that the audience can comprehend using storytelling foundations (e.g. plots, twists and calls to action; Lee, Riche, Isenberg and Carpendale (2015)). Data storytelling (DS), which builds on classic InfoVis guidelines (Tufte & Schmieg 1985), is a structured approach for communicating data insights, and it involves a combination of three key elements: data, visuals, and narrative (Dykes 2015). Narrative helps explain what the data and visualizations are conveying and why particular insights are important. Prior work on LA community has explored how these DS elements play an important role in supporting the understanding of complex learning data and how these elements drive teacher’s attention when aligned to expected outcomes or learning goals (Echeverria et al. 2018a, 2018b). In short, this tutorial brings a practical approach for applying data storytelling principles to address the analytical challenge of visualizing complex and heterogeneous data and facilitating the communication of insights.

1.2 Objectives

One of the key goals of this interactive tutorial is to bring researchers, practitioners, and other educational stakeholders into a design space to provide a set of tools/methods for handcrafting visualizations that are relevant to the context by guiding the user’s attention to key insights (i.e. derived from the learning design/expected outcomes). This tutorial will enable researchers and practitioners to apply data storytelling techniques into their practice when designing learning dashboards.

Main activities of this tutorial will include: (1) an introduction to data storytelling tools and methods, (2) a hands-on activity for designing of a lo-fi prototype of the participant’s visualization or dashboard that includes storytelling elements, and (3) networking opportunities with researchers in the field. Finally, it is also expected to build a community, particularly for educational data storytelling research.

2 PROGRAM

2.1 Schedule

The following activities have been planned for a half-day tutorial:
1. Introductions (30 mins)
2. Presentation: data storytelling (40 mins)
3. Discussion (20 mins)
4. Break - social gathering (15 mins)
5. Guided activity (Part 1): working with data visualizations and data storytelling (40 mins)
   a. Identifying potential stories/insights
   b. Choosing the visualization that fits your data
   c. Linking visual elements with stories/insights
6. Lunch - networking (40 mins)
7. Guided activity (Part 2): working with data visualizations and data storytelling (40 mins)
   a. Linking visual elements with stories/insights
   b. Presentations
8. Concluding remarks (15 mins)

2.2 Participants and recruitment

This is an open tutorial. Participants will be required to register to attend the workshop. We expect at least 20 participants to attend the workshop. We plan to recruit participants through social media (i.e. Facebook, twitter). In addition, we will create a webpage with all relevant information about the tutorial.

2.3 Materials and equipment

Now that the conference has moved to an online format, we will provide prior material in advance for participants. This will help participants to revise the material in advance if they are not able to participate in any part of the tutorial due to time differences.

Zoom or any other video conferencing system will be used as a means of communication.

Authors of this tutorial will act as mentors and will provide assistance during hands-on activities.

We will use different online tools to work collaboratively (i.e. miro, google slides) and additional tools to provide social presence and networking (i.e. gather.town).

Two types of participation are expected for the guided activity: 1) participants will bring some sort of visualization or dashboard (it can be a low-fidelity prototype) to work on; or 2) we will provide some examples they can work on.
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ABSTRACT: The workshop examines how we can leverage the existing theories in game-based learning and teacher assessment literacy to develop learning analytics and data visualizations for game-based learning. In particular, it focuses on the affordances and challenges of collaborating with educators to make the games and data useful and meaningful for classroom use. The organizers will introduce a process that can lead collaborative development of learning analytics and kickoff the workshop with an overview presentation of their four games. Participants of the workshop will get to deep dive with one game of their choosing. The remainder of the workshop will showcase participant presentations selected from an open call for contributions. Participants will get to present, discuss, and receive feedback from one another. We anticipate a Special Interest Group emerging from the workshop as well as potential publications.
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1 BACKGROUND

The educational benefits of games have been well documented over the past decade. In a recent meta-analysis, Clark and his colleagues (Clark et al., 2016) report that compared to nongame conditions, games had a moderate to strong effect for improving overall learning outcomes including cognitive and interpersonal skills. Another review (Boyle et al., 2016) similarly reports games as beneficial for learning across domains such as knowledge acquisition, affect, behavior change, perception and cognition as well as 21st Century Skills. While ample evidence shows that games, in general, have a great potential to support learning, only when combined with a thoughtful curriculum considering teacher's practices and classroom-contexts, can they be successfully used to support learning in classrooms (Klopfer et al., 2009). Additionally, the vast and rapid data generation from learners’ interactions with the game can be overwhelming for the educators to manually process, thus possible new insights about the learners can remain unavailable. Learning analytics holds the potential to transform the game data into meaningful information that can be used by the teacher as part of the formative assessment process and to provide students with detailed and individualized support and feedback. Therefore, learning analytics and appropriate visualizations coupled with learning games can provide opportunities for awareness, reflection, and sense-making, thereby improving learning and increasing the impact of games in classrooms.

1.1 Challenge

However, it is a challenge to implement learning analytics (LA) in digital games such that they are grounded in theory and practice, technically sound, and useful for teachers without flashy,
cumbersome additional features. There are multiple angles of this challenge for the LA community to address. First, we need to understand teachers’ assessment literacy in the context of LA in games. Teachers are not necessarily fluent with the technical concepts to critically evaluate learning analytics, and they may also have difficulty in understanding how the models are developed, validated, and implemented. The “black-box” nature of learning analytics, in which teachers are asked to simply trust the outputs without understanding the intricacies may lead to mistrust, uncertainty, or misuse of the models and their results (Rudin, 2014). Though work has begun to improve the interpretability of LA (Calvo-Morata et al., 2018), less attention has been paid to investigating teachers’ assessment literacy. Second, we need to consider teachers’ pedagogical approaches and goals as these can drive their data and information needs from the game. The uncertainty surrounding LA’s pedagogical relevance and the level of engagement with pedagogies have been well documented (see Tan & Koh, 2017), but LA community cannot remain pedagogically agnostic; LA models need to be designed with teachers’ pedagogical purposes and goals in mind. Finally, in line with pedagogical considerations, broader ecological validity of LA in the classroom should be addressed. Games offer the unique affordances to peek at nuanced constructs beyond proficiency or task completion, and teachers interested in integrating games in their curriculum are likely to value these outcomes.

1.2 Objective

To address these challenges and meet the goal of having a real impact in classrooms, researchers need to develop LA that are meaningfully connected with learning theories as well as reflect teachers’ classroom practices. We propose an interactive workshop that bring diverse methods and approaches to productively collaborate with teachers for the meaningful selection and development of learning analytics as well as data visualizations in digital game environments. This workshop brings together four games for learning projects (see Table 1) for the audience (a) to explore different affordances of each game environment regarding the stories one can tell about the learner from the game telemetry data (i.e. what to measure?), (b) to discuss with the teams the classroom contexts that they have envisioned (i.e. for what pedagogical and instructional decisions), and, therefore, (c) how they approached creating the learning environment as well as learning analytics, and (d) how the teachers were involved as collaborative partners in the process.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Game</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Contributors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shadowspect</td>
<td>A 3D geometry game for assessing students’ spatial reasoning. Uses iterative cycles to codesign with teachers to build pertinent metrics (e.g., on student persistence) and data visualizations</td>
<td>3 organizers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beats Empire</td>
<td>A music management game where players build their own music empire by interpreting data on listener interests to make decisions about what artists to sign and what songs to record. It includes a dashboard system that provides teachers with rich data about how players use data representations in the game and suggested actions for encouraging players to go deeper with target data analysis concepts.</td>
<td>2 organizers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conectado</td>
<td>A video game to raise awareness on bullying and cyberbullying among 12- to 17-year-olds through experience and emotions. It is intended to help educators increase the interactivity and emotional engagement of their classes.</td>
<td>1 organizer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Lakeland A real-time strategy game that teaches the nutrient cycle between humans, corn farms, dairy farms and lake ecosystems. This game also includes a teacher-facing dashboard of descriptive and predictive analytics to support game facilitation.

We will ground the work by introducing a process (see Figure 1) that can lead a collaborative development of learning analytics by considering various contextual factors—e.g., assessment or pedagogical practices that researchers and developers intend to support, data and assessment literacy of the target audience, data affordances of the game environment.

![Figure 1: Conceptual Framework for the Collaborative Development Process](image)

Using the mechanics detailed in Section 2, the audience will become familiarized with a process that they can apply to collaboratively design and develop learning analytics with classroom teachers.

2 ORGANISATIONAL DETAILS

2.1 Proposed Half-Day Workshop Schedule

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Timing</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Contributors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15 minutes</td>
<td>Framing and Introduction</td>
<td>Organizer1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 minutes</td>
<td>Whole group overview: 10 minute mini presentations from each of the 4 game groups</td>
<td>Organizers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 minutes</td>
<td>Deep Dive Breakout Rooms: Discussions and Q&amp;A</td>
<td>Everyone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 minutes</td>
<td>Stretch break</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 minutes</td>
<td>Roundtable Breakout Rooms (Part 1): There will be 4 groups in each room. Each group will get 10 minutes to introduce project and the challenges they are facing (or anticipating) and 10 minutes for feedback and discussion with organizers and other participants. [x2 before break]</td>
<td>Participants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 minutes</td>
<td>Break and online socialization</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 minutes</td>
<td>Roundtable Breakout Rooms (Part 2). Continued [x2 after break]</td>
<td>Participants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 minutes</td>
<td>Roundtable Share-Out: Each breakout room’s representatives will share insights from the conversation with the participants</td>
<td>Participants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 minutes</td>
<td>Closing remarks: Organizers will outline the next steps, soliciting feedback and gauge interest from participants in forming a SIG and a special issue on the themes around collaborating with teachers on games in classrooms as well as a positioning paper</td>
<td>Organizer1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.2 Other details

The workshop will be an open event. All attendees will be able to participate in discussions, but only selected projects will present during the roundtables. Interested groups or individuals can submit abstracts for the roundtable presentations. The submission deadline will follow that suggested by LAK conference organizers. We anticipate registration of up to 25 participants. Please use #LAK_teachergames when referencing this event on social media.

3 OBJECTIVES/INTENDED OUTCOMES

By attending this workshop, the participants will gain a deeper understanding and sense of the practical implications of the learning analytics of games for classroom purposes. They may become aware of potential challenges in this work, and we hope that they will take away a set of conceptual tools and theoretical frameworks and approaches that may guide their future work in the context of playful collaborative design of digital games in the classroom. We will document the outcomes of the workshop on the workshop website, which will also serve as the starting point of connection of a potential Special Interest Group in this area as well as special issue publications.

4 WEBSITE STRUCTURE AND CONTENT

The team will create a Google website that serves the following purposes. Before the workshop, potential contributors can read more about the intentions and goals for this workshop and four existing projects to gain background knowledge about how each team has been addressing this issue in their projects. Materials to be provided include links to the games, conceptual frameworks and decision-making tools, and examples of co-design activities. During the workshop, the website will function as a central space to document and gather artifacts and group interactions. After the workshop, the website will be used to disseminate the insights gained from the workshop as well as a place to promote community building around the themes that emerged from the workshop.
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ABSTRACT: The Learning Analytics Learning Network (LALN) was created in 2019 as a scalable way to build capacity for learning analytics by leveraging existing communities of practice around the world. LALN events are held throughout the year and speakers from different local or regional learning analytics communities take turns to introduce participants to new methods and activities. This half-day workshop will start with a presentation by the organizers on the background of LALN. Next, a panel of leaders from different communities will discuss the challenges and opportunities of this network. Finally, participants will work in groups to explore how to best capitalize on this network and discuss their needs.
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1 INTRODUCTION TO THE LEARNING ANALYTICS LEARNING NETWORK

Although data science has emerged as an important part of educational research and practice in order to meet the demand for a workforce that has literacy in data science methods and competence educational data, research, and practice (Baker & Siemens, 2014), there is an insufficient number of graduate programs and other professional development and training activities to satisfy this need. As a result, the larger learning analytics workforce lacks key competencies. To address this gap, a consortium of scholars from the University of Texas at Arlington, University of Pennsylvania, and University of South Australia have developed the Learning Analytics Learning Network (LALN).
Meetings are held worldwide in local and regional hubs that take turns hosting a distinguished speaker and streaming the event online so other cities can join synchronously. All events are also recorded for later viewing to accommodate the different time zones and are complemented by resources for facilitating sessions. Local moderated discussions are also held when in-person events are possible. The activities and exercises range from beginner to advanced and target different audiences. They range from introducing participants to learning analytics to helping them learn to use modern and emerging cyberinfrastructure for data science (including activities such as Python and R in cloud computing) and deploying common learning analytics algorithms (such as Bayesian Knowledge Tracing) efficiently at scale through cloud infrastructure. The activities function as both an introduction to methods for new members in the field (such as graduate students and teachers) and as continuing education for existing members of the research workforce, responsive to changes in the tools, algorithms, and the technologies needed for data science.

Traditional approaches to building capacity are slow to scale or limited in scope (Dawson et al., 2019). The aim of the LALN is to develop a network of practice, where regional communities come together to collaboratively create resources and learning experiences, leveraging network effects where each additional member increases the benefits and usefulness of being part of the network. We use formative feedback and data to improve our network of practice, making it sustainable long-term even as it scales to more cities around the globe. Learning analytics is underpinning the emergence of key advances in education such as adaptive learning, at-risk prediction, and intervention; our network will speed up the deployment of existing technologies as well as the development of new technologies that will increase student achievement.

2 OBJECTIVES

The objectives are this workshop are to:

- **Introduce the LALN to the LAK community.** LALN is a global network for networked professional development. The first events were held in October 2019. While there is some overlap with the existing LAK community, there are numerous regional nodes that are not affiliated with LAK. We expect that many LAK researchers will find value in engaging with LALN for their professional development and also for their students to join a global analytics community.

- **Explore how LALN can best address the needs of the LAK community.** LALN is a grassroots distributed network, connecting regional communities. Research topics and tutorials are locally organized. This approach allows ideas to spread bottom-up rather than in a planned top-down approach. As such, a key objective of the workshop is to hear from the LAK community regarding the types of organizational strategies, frequency of events, and related networking activities that they would find valuable.
3 PROPOSED ACTIVITIES

3.1 Presentations

The organizers will begin the workshop with a presentation on the background of LALN. They will discuss the challenges of moving research into practice and developing the requisite skills to effectively make use of learning analytics approaches. Finally, they will also address the vision, model, and operation of the network. The goal of this part of the workshop is to help set the context for subsequent group brainstorming and discussions.

3.2 Panel discussion

The organizers have reached out to leaders in local and regional learning analytics communities to participate in this part of the workshop. These leaders will discuss the opportunities and challenges of hosting LALN events. They will also discuss how to build communities and run sessions based on their experience.

3.3 Brainstorming session

Session attendees will then participate in a brainstorming session to explore and detail the needs that LALN could support. The larger group will discuss topics such as the strategies used by different organizations, the types of events and how often they should occur, and how best to facilitate networking opportunities to build connections and support the growth of the field. In this session, attendees will work in small groups (3 to 5 people) and will share out to the larger group at the conclusion.

4 WORKSHOP FORMAT

This half-day open workshop can accommodate up to 40 participants. The organizers plan to create a website to share any resources generated before and during the workshop (e.g., key readings, presentations, video clips, discussion notes, and documentation for joining the network). Given that LAK21 will take place fully online, we will make use of the web conferencing platform for whole- and small-group sessions. The organizers have significant experience with this format.
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ABSTRACT: The term human-centred learning analytics (HCLA) was recently coined to refer to the subcommunity of LA researchers and practitioners interested in utilising the body of knowledge and practice from design communities, such as participatory design and co-design, into data-intensive educational contexts. Although there is a growing interest in designing LA systems with students and teachers, several questions still remain regarding how the LA community can appropriate design approaches from other communities and identify best practices that can be more suitable for LA developments. This workshop intends to address some of these questions.
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1 INTRODUCTION

This workshop seeks to build on the momentum from recent years within the LAK community, around the contributions that Human-Centred Design theory and practice should make to Learning Analytics system conception, design, implementation and evaluation. The theme of LAK18 was Towards User-Centred Design, where there were two sessions devoted to this topic (LAK18-UCD, 2018). At this conference, the first LAK Participatory Design workshop was convened, providing an identity to this particular strand of work (Prieto-Alvarez et al., 2018). This was consolidated in a special issue of the Journal of Learning Analytics on Human-Centred Learning Analytics (Buckingham Shum, et al. 2019), and four PhDs have recently been completed with explicit attention to participatory design for LA, reflecting interest in the emerging generation of researchers (Dollinger, 2019; Echeverria, 2020; Holstein, 2019; Prieto-
Alvarez, 2020). Moreover, the best practitioner paper at LAK20 focused on co-designing with learners (Sarmiento et al., 2020).

1.1 Background

(Mis)understandings of real-world users, stakeholders, contexts, and routines can make or break LA tools and systems. However, the extent to which existing human-centred design methods, processes, and tools are suited to address such human and societal factors in the context of LA is a topic that remains under-explored by our community. In response, the term human-centred learning analytics (HCLA) was recently coined (Buckingham Shum et al., 2019) to refer to the subcommunity of LA researchers and practitioners interested in utilising the body of knowledge and practice from design communities, such as participatory design and co-design, into data-intensive educational contexts. Holstein et al. (2017) were the first in adapting various co-design techniques to identify teachers’ data needs and build prototypes of awareness tools with them. In fact, teachers have been the most commonly involved stakeholders in LA co-design studies. For example, Dollinger et al. (2019) discussed implications for the use of participatory semi-structured interviews with teachers in long-term LA projects. Wise and Jung (2019) combined LA interface walkthroughs and transcript analysis to make design decisions for a dashboard intended to be used by teachers. Prestigiacomo et al. (2020) explained how generative tools can be used to investigate the broad challenges that teachers are facing to then focus on those that can be addressed by automatically generating evidence for reflection. Holstein et al. (2019) featured a number of co-design techniques, namely card sorting, directed storytelling, semi-structured interviews, prototyping and behavioural mapping, to co-design a classroom analytics innovation with teachers. Whilst some examples of LA design processes have focused on engaging with students, these are just starting to emerge (Chen & Zhu, 2019; de Quincey et al., 2019; Prieto-Alvarez et al., 2018, Prieto et al., 2019; Sarmiento et al., 2020).

1.2 Aim of the Workshop

The studies presented above make it evident that there is a growing interest in designing LA systems with students and teachers. But several questions remain regarding how the LA community can appropriate design approaches from other communities and identify best practices that can be more suitable to LA developments. However, little work has been done in proposing the steps that other researchers or designers can use as a guidance to structure participatory sessions to understand critical aspects of the envisaged use of LA tools and the actual data needs that stakeholders may have. This workshop aims at consolidating the subcommunity of LA researchers and practitioners interested in the human factors related to the effective design of LA innovations. In doing so, we plan to address questions such as: What has been done so far in HCLA, and what have we learned from these experiences? Within the context of our field, how do we define some fuzzy concepts such as "participatory", "co-design" and "human-centeredness"? Finally, as a community, what do we want to know (research agenda) from now on?

Thus, the intended outcome of this workshop is twofold:

**Outcome 1**: A plan for the consolidation of a new SoLAR SIG dedicated to the study and practice of HCLA within the larger LAK community; and
Outcome 2: The publication of a report summarising the workshop experience and, hopefully, a “roadmap manifesto” setting a research agenda for HCLA.

2 ORGANISATIONAL DETAILS

2.1 Workshop format, participation, and pre-workshop task

The workshop is envisioned to be a half-day, fully online workshop. Between 12 and 24 participants, with a shared interest in human-centred learning analytics, are expected to be part of this workshop. This workshop welcomes everyone with an interest in the field, from beginners to experts. We will not have a call for papers. Instead, participants will be asked to fill a survey which will capture previous experiences in HCLA as well as current understandings of design aspects that will be relevant for the discussions during the workshop. In particular, participants will be asked to share their experience with human centred design or human centred LA; to define human-centred design; to share what design methods they are familiar with; future plans to adopt human-centred design methods in LA projects.

2.2 Workshop activities

The workshop is planned to take place during the pre-conference activities of the main conference and is planned for a half-day format of up to 4 hours (April 11 or 12, 2021). The workshop is divided into four parts:

Overview of HCLA. In the first part of the workshop, and based on the survey results, we will present a number of processes, frameworks and examples for engaging in participatory/co-design processes with students, faculty or administrators, emphasising both opportunities and challenges.

Human-Centred Design challenge. The second part of the workshop is a collaborative design challenge. Participants will engage in creating a research design plan by using human-centred methodologies. They will be grouped in teams of 4-5 people, and go to virtual breakout rooms. They will be presented with a design need and asked to work together designing a human-centred design project to handle the need. Groups will be prompted to consider methodologies such as Value-Sensitive Design, Co-design and generative tools in planning their projects.

Sharing and guided critique. The third part will be a discussion based on the experience co-designing the human-centred plans. A number of discussants from other communities (e.g. human-computer interaction, interaction design, participatory design and information visualisation), and some that critique human-centred design methods, will be invited to the workshop to give their critical points of view on the ideas posed in the design plans. We expect that this will lead to a discussion of the pros and cons of human-centred design techniques, what needs to be adapted to fit LA purposes and the differences of meaning of human-centred design for different people.

Discussion on next steps. All participants will be invited to contribute with ideas to set a potential HCLA research agenda and the potential configuration of a dedicated SIG.
2.3 Dissemination strategy

A workshop website will be made available upon acceptance of this workshop. A call for participation will be generated and published via the website, and through the twitter accounts and mailing lists the workshop organisers have access to. The website will also include an overview of the aims of the workshop, information about the workshop organisers, contact details and reports and other outputs from the workshop.
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ABSTRACT: Learner accessibility is often thought of in terms of physical infrastructure or, in the case of online learning, guidelines for web design. Learning analytics offer a new set of possibilities for identifying and removing barriers to accessibility in learning environments. This is not simply a matter of designing analytics tools to be more accessible, for example by catering for learners who need extra time to respond, reducing cognitive load, or choosing an appropriate colour palette. When it comes to increasing access to learning opportunities for people with disabilities, solutions must be developed in the field of learning analytics. This workshop is a step towards developing those solutions. It will take the form of an evidence café, a structured event in which participants will be split into groups to discuss technical and pedagogic approaches to accessibility, as well as the barriers faced by disabled students and educators, and the associated challenges faced by those who design and research learning analytics. The intended outcomes of this workshop are to raise awareness of accessible learning and accessible analytics, and to build a community of researchers to lead future development in the area of accessible analytics.
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1 BACKGROUND

Students with disabilities are less likely than other students to complete their studies, go on to complete higher degrees, or secure graduate employment (Mamiseishvili & Koch, 2012). This disparity is evident when large datasets are used to examine success and completion rates, segmenting findings using demographic filters. In such studies, many of which predate the emergence of learning analytics as a field, disability is one variable among many (Tinto, 1997).

Learning analytics, with its goals of ‘understanding and optimising learning and the environments in which it occurs’ (Long & Siemens, 2011, p34) offers the possibility of identifying and removing barriers to accessibility in learning environments. There are two elements to this work. First, it is important that learning analytics tools do not introduce new accessibility issues. Second, analytics should be designed to increase access to learning opportunities.

Accessibility is often thought of in terms of the guidelines set out by the W3C web standards body, and that web accessibility means ‘people with disabilities can perceive, understand, navigate, and interact with the Web, and that they can contribute to the Web’ (W3C, 2018). By extension, learning analytics tools and dashboards can be considered accessible if people with disabilities can perceive, understand, navigate, interact with them and contribute to them. One aspect of this work is technical – designers will take accessibility into account when adding buttons and visual elements,
deciding on colours, contrast, fonts and font size. Another aspect requires more thought about usability; does the tool cater for learners who need extra time to make responses; reduce cognitive load as far as possible; and remove triggers of anxiety? (Lister et al, 2020)

General principles and standards may be applied to technical and usability elements. When it comes to increasing access to learning opportunities for people with disabilities, solutions must be developed in the field of learning analytics. Three strands of work indicate potential ways forward. Work presented at LAK16 indicated some of the ways in which analytics might be used to contribute to disabled students’ learning, initially by using large datasets to identify courses on which students with declared disabilities had significantly lower success rates than other students (Cooper, Ferguson, & Wolff, 2016).

Development of conversational user interfaces (chatbots) has highlighted how language – use of jargon, overuse of abbreviations, and the introduction of confusing terms – can all present barriers to learners with cognitive disabilities, mental health issues, or some types of learning difficulty (Lister, Coughlan, Iniesto, Freear, & Devine, 2020). Elsewhere, work on serious games has pointed to ways in which learning analytics could be used to provide support for people with intellectual disabilities, personalising learning pathways and flagging when key areas of content have not been accessed (Nguyen, Gardner, & Sheridan, 2018).

1.1 Motivation

This workshop will identify ways of making both analytics and learning more accessible to people with disabilities. Disability is here taken to relate to ‘barriers created by catering to assumptions about what most people can do. Disabilities include physical, cognitive, motor or mental difficulties/impairments, as well as barriers associated with factors such as dyslexia and age. People also face barriers when a course is not in their preferred language. Disability may involve technological or pedagogical barriers to learning’ (Papathoma, Ferguson, Iniesto, Rets, Vogiatzis & Murphy, 2020).

1.2 Relevance to the conference theme

This workshop relates directly to the contribution that learning analytics can make to learning. It is concerned with an ethical aspect of learning analytics, the need for an equitable approach that takes account of the needs of all learners.

2 WORKSHOP OBJECTIVES AND INTENDED OUTCOMES

The workshop objectives are to explore the elements about both technical and pedagogic approaches to accessibility, as well as the barriers faced by disabled students and educators, and the associated challenges faced by those who design and research learning analytics. The Evidence Café approach seeks to bring together researchers and practitioners, those with theoretical knowledge and those with expert practical knowledge; those who have encountered barriers to accessibility and those who are working to remove those barriers. The intended outcome is to raise awareness to researchers and practitioners to accessible learning and accessible analytics with an underlying goal to build a community of researchers to lead future development in the area of accessible analytics.
3 WORKSHOP ORGANISATION

This will be a half-day open interactive workshop event, open to any interested LAK delegate, which will take the form of an Evidence Café. These are informal workshop-style events where expert participants are split into groups to discuss an issue guided by a discussion object, which is used to facilitate meaningful conversations between practitioners and academics (Clough, Adams, & Halford, 2017). The discussion object gives participants a shared language to discuss the topic at hand. In order to complete the associated facilitated activities each participant must have the opportunity to voice their thoughts. This participatory method supports the translation of research into practice, supporting a deep understanding of the use of evidence in practice, and providing a forum for knowledge exchange. The workshop seeks to have 3 groups of 5 attendees maximum so that it will be possible to facilitate online discussions.

The Evidence Café approach is well suited to LAK because it is a workshop approach that is designed to bring together researchers and practitioners, those with theoretical knowledge and those with expert practical knowledge; those who have encountered barriers to accessibility and those who are working to remove those barriers. It provides opportunities for structured conversations and the sharing of knowledge, and its combination of informal interaction and facilitated discussion has been shown to work well in an online environment (Papathoma et al., 2020).

In this workshop, the discussion object will be an accessibility analysis of an existing learning analytics tool. This will be used to prompt discussions about both technical and pedagogic approaches to accessibility, as well as the barriers faced by disabled students and educators, and the associated challenges faced by those who design and research learning analytics.

3.1 Schedule

In this half day workshop/evidence café the proposed schedule includes

- a short introduction to evidence cafés (30 min)
- an introduction to each other -ice breaker activity (30 min)
- Activity 1: What are the technical and pedagogic approaches to accessibility in the Learning Analytics tool example you were given as a discussion object? (30 min discussion amongst individual groups and 20 min sharing with all groups)
- Activity 2: What enables and/or hinders the accessibility analysis of the learning analytics tool you were given as a discussion object? (30 min discussion amongst individual groups and 20 min sharing with all groups)
- Wrap up (10 min)
- Feedback on the evidence café (10 min)

3.2 Organisers

A group of scholars with previous experience of organizing workshops and Evidence Cafés in virtual settings. We come from institutions that are committed to making learning more accessible.
3.3 Workshop website and publicity

The workshop will be publicized using social media, including both Twitter and LinkedIn, using the hashtag #LAK21Accessibility. The workshop website can be found here. It provides details of the event and will also be used for an initial presentation of outcomes. Full outcomes of the workshop will be written up and submitted to the Journal of Learning Analytics.
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ABSTRACT: Interest in using networks in the analysis of digital data has long existed in learning analytics (LA). Applications of network science in our field are diverse. Some researchers analyze social settings in online discussions, knowledge building software, and group formation tools. Others use networked techniques to capture epistemic and cognitive processes. Networked approaches have been pioneered for psychometrics, for the analysis of time-series data, and for various types of clustering of relational observations. Finally, modelling of variables where networks are used as representations of causal relations is also gaining traction. Given the diversity of the thematic foci that researchers engage in when applying network science to learning analytics, this workshop aims to identify common challenges experienced through the use of network science methodologies. The workshop will invite researchers working in the area to share their work and reflect on common challenges. We envision themes of causality, linkage between micro- and macro-processes, use of time and space, elements of generalizability and validity to surface in the group discussions. The workshop aims to gather LA scholars to collectively build a solid foundation of advanced network modeling of learning data and shape strategies of future work in this important sub-field of LA.
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1 WORKSHOP ORGANIZERS

The workshop will be organized by four learning analytics researchers; two representing European institutions; one - North American, and one - Australasian. All of the organizers have been active in applying network science in their learning analytics work. They bridge different scholarly groups within the Society and diverse aspects of network science applications. The group has potential to bring together researchers working in networked learning, network science, learning sciences, educational research, computer science, social network analysis, knowledge building, and computer-supported collaborative learning. The organizers will leverage their scholarly networks to engage
invited speakers for the workshop. The organizers have gone through workshop preparations last year and will build on lessons learnt.

2 WORKSHOP BACKGROUND

Social network analysis and its sister area of network science is widely used in learning analytics (LA). When positioned within a broader context, LA’s focus on quantification of social interactions using digital data is not surprising. Early 2000s were characterized by the wider adoption of the web 2.0 in educational technology, and distance education pedagogies where these technologies were used, have always emphasized learner-to-learner interactions. Moreover, higher education literature referred to the outcomes of social interactions, such as social capital and the sense of belonging, as essential for student retention (Dawson, 2006). In K-12 schools, network analysis has been used to examine racial segregation in schools and further seek ways to support academic success of students from disadvantaged community (Zirkel, 2004; Farmer-Hinton, 2008). As a result, analyzing networks has been applied in a range of contexts: university online courses, MOOCs, social text- and video-annotation scenarios, as well as informal learning settings (Hoppe, 2017). Capturing learner interactions as network representations also potentially could be used for reflection and visualization of social dynamics in online course forums in LA dashboards.

Examples of empirical work analyzing social dynamics in socio-technical networks are diverse, including identification of network structures in different technological and pedagogical contexts; inquiry into the relationship of individual SNA metrics with performance and learning-related outcomes; clustering learners based on relational activities; examining learner positioning in relation to other indicators; detection of learner communities; modelling processes generating online learner networks; demonstrating group-level epistemic views, among others. However, analysis of social dynamics in socio-technical environments is not the only area of application for network science in learning analytics. As sophistication of computational approaches and collected data grew, so did the use of networks’ scientific methodologies. The problems that can be studied using a network lens are as diverse as the contexts where they are applied, and far from uniform. Recent adoption of epistemic network analysis and growth of mixed methods in networked methods in one of the EARLI SIGs is just one example. Researchers in NetSci community also use network-related methods to model individual cognition, mental scheme networks, and language networks using common lexicon (Siew, et al., 2019). These network techniques broadly capture epistemic and cognitive processes for collective and individual systems, groups and individuals. Networked approaches have recently been adopted for the analysis of fine-grained time series data, and pioneered in psychometrics, as models combining various variables contributing to individual states (Marsmann et al., 2018). Finally, modelling of variables, using networks as representations of causal models is also gaining traction.

Given the diversity of thematic foci that researchers engage in when applying network science to learning analytics, this workshop aims to help researchers identify common challenges in their work, through the use of network science methodologies. The workshop will invite researchers working in the area to both share their work and reflect on common challenges. We envision themes of causality, linkage between micro- and macro-processes, use of time and space, as well as elements of generalizability and validity to surface in the group discussions. We envision this conversation to broadly evolve around best practices for operationalization of models that apply network scientific techniques and common research questions that fundamentally build on the complexity science
approaches to modelling various systems (e.g. individual cognition, group cognition, epistemic structure, system dynamics, etc.). Another potential outcome is the discussion around the standards in reporting network analysis outcomes for easier replication.

### 3 ORGANIZATIONAL DETAILS OF PROPOSED EVENT

**Type of event:** Open symposium and Interactive small group discussions  
**Proposed schedule and duration:** Half-day  
**Type of participation:** Open participation, meaning any interested delegate may register to attend.

To present, participants need to submit proposals for consideration. Proceedings for the workshop will be organized to encourage quality contributions.

*The workshop activities that participants should expect:* The workshop will invite participant contributions the exemplify current research or summarize past work into a coherent body of knowledge. We will ask participants to present their contributions in short talks (7-10 min., open format). This interactive format, which was very successful at prior workshops organized by the team, aims to facilitate an inclusive and effective discussion on the day, and onwards. In their talks, the participants will be asked to reflect on current challenges inherent to their work that they would like to be addressed in the future. Two discussants will comment on work presented, synthesizing it. We expect the symposium (participant presentations and discussant comments) to take place for two hours. In the remaining hour, participants will be invited to work in small groups to discuss next steps that can be taken to address some of these challenges through collective work. At the end of the workshop, groups will be asked to share their insights. The event will take place via established video conferencing tools but will be scaffolded through distributed facilitated discussions in breakout rooms and supported by structured tasks. We hope to focus on common challenges, to provide participants with a shared space where their diverse thematic foci can be brought together.

*Expected participant numbers and planned dissemination activities to recruit attendants:* up to 20 participants. The workshop organizers are embedded in the learning analytics and related communities. They will make use of listservs (SoLAR, Learning Analytics Google group, EDM-announce, ISLS/CSCL, AERA SIG-LS, EARLI) and leverage their own personal networks to advertise the workshop. We will reach out to the Network Science (NetSci) and EARLI network analysis group, as well as International Network for Social Network Analysis (INSNA) communities. Researchers, practitioners, and funders indicate an increasing interest in network modeling and learning analytics, and approaches to put network analytics into practice are currently at the forefront of many learning analytics efforts, thus we anticipate the workshop having popular appeal.

### 4 WORKSHOP OBJECTIVES OR INTENDED OUTCOMES

The workshop objectives are three-fold: to explore the application of advanced network analysis and modeling to learning data; to engage in discussion around the use of network science; and to identify common pain points that we collectively can work on. We hope to identify common areas that need improvement (e.g. framework for reporting results in network studies) that can align research efforts. This is a researcher-oriented community-building workshop, hence, the underlying goal is to enable space for researchers using network science to share and engage with one another, as a sub-community leading the development of this area. Submissions for the workshop will include short...
empirical papers, conceptual papers, and work-in-progress. They will be peer-reviewed. Accepted workshop papers will be published on the workshop website and in a joint LAK Companion Proceedings. The accepted papers will also be submitted for CEUR workshop proceedings for consideration. CEUR proceedings are SCOPUS indexed and allow for wider dissemination of the contributed work.

5 STRUCTURE AND CONTENTS OF THE WORKSHOP WEBSITE

We will set the workshop website, adding to the work submitted last year, using the Github Pages. The website will contain the workshop program, link to the workshop proceedings, and notes from group conversations, if the participants contribute them.
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ABSTRACT: Our goal is to contribute to the Learning Analytics & Knowledge conference workshop on Using Network Science in Learning Analytics by advancing the use of a particularly important, but not widely used network science technique: modeling influence. Influence, the process through which individuals affect one another, has long been a key construct in social network analysis, but these models are uncommon in learning analytics-driven uses of network approaches. In this paper, we review prior educational research using influence models, provide an example from our recent work, and articulate some future directions for the use of influence models. We conclude with a description of how this work can contribute to the conference workshop and a call to consider how influence can complement selection and other network techniques used in learning analytics research.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Network analysis is a complex methodological and theoretical lens through which a range of learning-related constructs can be examined. This complexity extends to learning analytics-driven uses of the network concept. This complexity has numerous effects. First, studying networks can be both compelling and challenging. This is particularly true for the networks learning-analytics scholars study, such as networks evidenced through conversation threads in online courses (e.g., Chen et al., 2019). These online networks may differ in fundamental ways from face-to-face networks for which network analysis has more often been used, such as advice-seeking networks among teachers in the same school building (Frank et al., 2004). These differences mean that although some established methods can be used, others must be modified, and, in some cases, new techniques must be developed. Consequently, another key product of the complexity of network analysis is that associated methods are likewise complex. That is, a range of methodologies that can be—and have been—used to analyze networks. This is especially true in the new terrain of data accumulated by educational technologies and learning analytics platforms, as well as digital-trace data and metadata from social media platforms.

This proposal will contribute to the Learning Analytics & Knowledge conference workshop on Using Network Science in Learning Analytics by advancing the use of a particularly important, but not-widely-used network analytic technique: modeling social influence. Influence has long been a key construct in social network analysis (Frank, 1998). For instance, sociologists developing the social
influence approach used statistical models to understand how social capital (i.e., resources inherent to and available through relationships) exerted its power (Bourdieu, 1980). In short, influence may be thought of in terms of how individuals affect one another (Frank, 1998).

Although social influence may seem to be an essential characteristic of network studies, a review of research on social network analysis in learning analytics reveals a strong preference for another type of network process: social selection. Selection models aim to understand who interacts—and potentially forms relationships—with whom (Fincham et al., 2018). These selection processes are contemporarily estimated using powerful extensions of inferential statistical techniques such as logistic regressions, Exponential Random Graph Models (ERGMs; e.g., Gašević et al., 2019).

Social influence is distinct from—but also complements—social selection; these processes likely exist in a reciprocal relationship (Frank & Fahrbach, 1999). Furthermore, much of the existing social network analysis literature draws from descriptive statistical and visual approaches to understand networks. Each of these methodologies contributes its own distinct understanding to the phenomenon of social networks. However, social influence is currently under-represented in the current buffet of methods.

Our central argument here is that influence models are especially valuable because they allow researchers to interrogate what is intuitively important about networks. That is, it may seem self-evident that social networks can influence actions, behavior, and learning. However, measuring these phenomena can be difficult without the aid of the rather advanced statistical techniques of influence models.

To advance the understanding and adoption of influence models in learning analytics, we offer four pieces in this proposal. First, we provide a review of prior research in education on the use of influence models to understand networks. Second, we illustrate the use of influence models in the context of a recent study that explored influence in the context of an informal, technology-based online community of science educators. Third, we constructively critique our past research and suggest ideas for future work, whether these are our own efforts or those of other learning analytics researchers. We specifically highlight influence models for the effect of relationships in a network, which we consider to be a core yet missing element of network analysis. Fourth, and finally, we conclude with a description of how we see this work as contributing to the aims of the workshop.

2 PRIOR RESEARCH INVOLVING INFLUENCE MODELS

The prior research that has utilized influence models has primarily done so in the context of studies of the face-to-face networks of educators, teacher leaders, and administrators. For example, Frank et al. (2004) examined how the use of innovative digital technologies, namely the use of computers for five specific educational goals and activities, were adopted by teachers throughout a district when teachers identified as leaders among their peers adopted and productively used the tool. They collected network data from all of the teachers in the district by asking them to nominate up to ten individuals who they go to for help. Then, they determined how much of the variability in teachers’ use of computer technologies depended upon who they said they went to for help over the preceding year. Counter to prevailing trends in educational technology research that has focused upon individual characteristics (often psychological), Frank et al. found that more variance in computer use was
explained by social capital measures—who teachers went to for help—than more traditional, psychologically-focused measures of teachers’ value for computers. The authors interpreted that it was through social capital (and social relationships) that teachers were exposed to expertise in a meaningful, context: a relationship with a trusted peer.

Another, more recent, example was reported by Horn et al. (2020), who focused on the nature and effects of the discussions that teachers had in workgroups. Extending their own and others’ work that examined not just that influence took place (e.g., Coburn et al., 2010), Horn et al. examined how influenced was a function of the depth of the conversations that took place among teachers when exposure to expertise might occur. In other words, whereas Frank et al. (2004) assumed that when teachers nominated others (i.e., those who they turned to for help) this help is provided, Horn et al. modeled the kinds of substantive discussions that took place among those with differing expertise. This latter study found that those teachers who regularly participated in rich discussions about (mathematical) content were more likely to teachers’ developing greater expertise.

These prior studies and other research (e.g., Cannata et al., 2010, Frank et al., 2020; Reddy et al., 2017; Sun et al., 2014) demonstrate that social influence can account for a great deal of the variance in key outcomes. Our contention is that these examples, which sometimes frame influence in terms of “exposure” (to expertise; Frank et al., 2004) effects, prompt questions for learning analytics research, too. For instance, relevant questions may include whether social interactions that take place in digital contexts for educational purposes (e.g., for teachers or learners participating in online learning communities) really matter. If so, how do these interactions matter (e.g., social influence)? In the next section, we describe a recent study in which we attempted to understand whether, and how, involvement in a social-media-based community for science educators influenced participants’ sustained involvement over time.

3 AN ILLUSTRATION: INFLUENCE WITHIN #NGSSCHAT

To illustrate a recent effort to model social influence, here we describe a project focusing on science educators’ adoption of the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS). Specifically, educators have connected and interacted through a synchronous Twitter chat (#NGSSchat) to form a social-media-based professional network used to discuss topics related to the current science standards (i.e., the NGSS) in the United States (Rosenberg et al., 2020). In this study, we used public data mining methods to access more than 7,000 #NGSSchat posts, by around 250 participants, to one of approximately 50 one-hour synchronous “chats” that took place over two years, from 2014-2016. During these chats, participants discussed topics ranging from how to effectively communicate with parents about the new science standards to interpreting and discussing the research that contributed to the new standards.

Our goals in studying #NGSSchat were to (a) describe the depth of conversations that took place, (b) understand who was selecting to interact with whom, and (c) determine to what extent someone’s future participation in the network was a function of with whom they interacted. The first and second goals were important for determining whether this social media-based network fostered meaningful conversations. That is, we wanted to know whether #NGSSchat discussions were “balanced” in terms of an egalitarian mix of posts going between researchers and teachers (i.e., not merely from researchers to teachers) and detailed (i.e., not predominantly superficial posts). The third goal...
specifically pertains to influence. If #NGSSchat operated like the face-to-face networks described in the previous section, then we would hypothesize that some type of social influence was likely taking place. Furthermore, we would surmise that this social influence bolsters the Twitter #NGSSchat network in the eyes of science educators who might understandably be skeptical about the value of this community.

To model influence, we examined how participation in #NGSSchat across an entire year could explain the rate of participation in the following year. We used a general linear model (with a Poisson outcome distribution because the dependent variable was a count) to predict sustained participation. We operationalized sustained participation as the number of original tweets each individual sent to #NGSSchat in one academic year (2015) as a product term representing involvement in each of the types of conversations. This term was intended to capture not only how many conversations an individual participated in, but also how some conversations may matter more when sent by central individuals. Accordingly, calculating these terms involved determining the number of times every other individual interacted with each individual and then multiplying that number by a centrality measure (in-degree centrality). Thus, these terms were intended to account for participating in conversations in which one received replies from individuals central to the network. Finally, we summed these multiplied terms to create a total value, or exposure (to influential others) term, for each individual. Thus, our model was relatively simple: we predicted the number of posts individuals sent in the subsequent year on the basis of an exposure term reflecting their involvement in conversations with central (and therefore potentially influential) individuals. We also included a predictor term to take into account individuals’ professional roles.

Our analysis showed that the degree of individuals’ exposure to conversations (accounting for the centrality of conversation participants) was associated with greater sustained participation. Specifically, for every one-SD increase in the number of conversations in which an individual participated, individuals were likely to post 9–15 additional tweets (in log-odds units, β’s = 1.43 – 1.83, p < .001) in the next year, accounting for individuals’ professional roles. From this, we inferred that if involvement in transactional conversations can support individuals to feel like they belong, conversation exposure might be what causes individuals to choose to continue to participate in the network. In sum, our analysis of Twitter #NGSSchat showed that involvement in conversations (similar to Horn et al. [2020]) predicted later participation.

4 FUTURE DIRECTIONS FOR MODELING INFLUENCE

Throughout this paper, we have described how influence matters for key outcomes: learning, implementing new teaching practices and making progress toward educational improvement efforts. However, one critique of our illustration we wish to raise is related to whether our outcome (i.e., sustained participation) is actually important. We consider this critique as a worthy outcome for the same reasons that we think studying social influence in digital contexts is important: It can allow us to determine whether and how #NGSSchat interactions matter. In this way, studying an outcome endemic to the network, rather than one external to it (e.g., whether teachers implemented what they learned or discussed through #NGSSchat, as determined through an observational measure) leaves open the question of the role of #NGSSchat in the implementation of the new science standards.
The previously described study on #NGSSchat (Rosenberg et al., 2020) was not alone in utilizing an imperfect outcome, and other studies have also linked teachers’ networks to the implementation of their classroom practice (Frank et al., 2020). Therefore, a key future direction for modeling influence will be to explore whether and how educators’ and learners’ participation in myriad networks impacts their learning, actions, and capabilities. The more interesting question is not whether networks impact these and other outcomes, but, rather, which outcomes networks affect, and how they do so. For example, given the lack of focus in social media research on new teachers’ needs, we might investigate how new teachers’ participation in informal online networks affects their teaching practice.

Another future direction concerns the makeup of exposure terms that are so critical to influence models. Network analysts face numerous decisions regarding how to construct these. For instance, exposure terms can be based on the number of interactions or whether or not individuals interacted. Moreover, the effects of interactions from different individuals can be calculated in different ways: some influence processes are cumulative, such as, for example, when individuals are exposed to expertise from varied individuals, whereas for others the average influence is more salient. Finally, the time period over which exposure is evaluated is critical, and, distinct from descriptive analyses, there must be a time period over which exposure takes place—and, so, multiple measures are needed. Similarly, there are nuances to sort out related to influence as the learning analytics field has begun to address in the context of tie formation—or selection (Fincham et al., 2018).

5 CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE WORKSHOP AND CONCLUSION

Because the Using Network Science in Learning Analytics workshop is intended to identify common challenges faced by network science scholars and to surface these challenges in a way that supports the advancement of this field, our presentation will address several of the detailed workshop themes, particularly causality, the linkage between micro- and macro-processes, and linkages across time. Our contribution is to broaden the kinds of network science techniques learning analytics scholars use. Social influence is a model for network processes that differ from selection models that predict tie formation and network structure (e.g., Fincham et al., 2018), and is quite different from descriptive analyses that compute individual- and network-wide statistics, or simply present network visualizations. Several specific ways that this work will add to the workshop is to prompt discussions of (a) what kinds of questions are suited to the use of influence models, (b) how influence is similar to and different from other approaches, especially selection model effects through ERGMs, and (c) what the relative absence of influence models in the literature suggests about potential gaps in the growing body of learning analytics research that utilizes network science techniques—and what addressing those gaps might yield.
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ABSTRACT: Web annotation technology is used in education to facilitate individual learning and social interaction. Departing from a conceptual exploration of social interaction in web annotation as a mediated process, as well as a dissatisfaction with analytical methods applied to web annotation data, we analyzed student interaction data from a web annotation environment following the Relational Event Modelling approach. Included in our modelling were various annotation attributes, a contextual factor of student groups, and several social and spatiotemporal factors related to network formation. Results indicated that longer annotations were slightly more likely to attract replies, students in the same project group were not more likely to engage with each other, and several network factors such as student activity, reciprocity, annotation popularity, and annotation location played important roles in interaction dynamics. This study contributes empirical insights into web annotation and calls for future work to investigate mediated social interaction as a dynamic network phenomenon.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Computer-mediated communication tools (Jonassen et al., 1995) such as asynchronous online discussions and social network sites are often used to foster learner engagement and social interaction. Web annotation is one such tool for computer-mediated communication and learning. In a nutshell, a web annotation tool allows the user to highlight a target in a web document and post an annotation referring to that target (Sanderson, Ciccarese, & Young, 2017). The annotations make student thinking visible and encourage learners to interact with one another. This type of learning technology is not only well suited for active learning but could intensify the social nature of learning leading to improved motivation and meaningful social participation. Although the use of web annotation is widespread in education, research investigating spatial-temporal dynamics of individual participation and emergent social interaction in annotation environments is rare. A recent review on web annotation identified different ways to use it for learning (Zhu et al., 2020). However, previous studies do not attempt to reveal mechanisms driving social interaction in web annotation and offer limited practical guidance on how to facilitate student interaction.

This study aims to bridge this gap by examining social interaction in a web annotation environment used in an online class. The study had an overarching research question: Which dynamics describe the formation of social interactions from individual annotation behaviors in web annotation? In answering the question, we explicitly considered elements of course design, technology environment, and the spatiotemporal process of engaging with the environment. Following the Relational Event Modelling framework for the modelling of dynamic networks (Butts, 2008),
we hypothesized that social interaction in the annotation environment was driven by three types of factors: *actor attributes* such as a learner’s personal background, knowledge, and dispositions, *historical relational events* such as previous behaviors, and *exogenous contextual factors* such as being assigned to a group to collaborate on a course project. This study makes a major step in modelling mechanisms driving peer interaction within spatiotemporal and pedagogical constraints.

2 RELATED WORK

Due to its unique affordances, web annotation can be used to support social reading, group sense-making, knowledge construction, and community building (Chen, 2019; Kalir, 2020; Marshall, 1997). For example, *Hypothes.is*, a web annotation tool, creates layers of conversation on top of web documents. A student can highlight a piece of text and make an annotation, which can be responded to by other students in this group. Research shows such social annotation can support richer communication than other tools such as newsgroup and discussion boards, mostly because the annotated documents provide a context for engaged conversations (Su et al., 2010; Zhu et al., 2020).

To advance analysis, and eventually, interventions in web annotation environments, research needs to consider simple mechanisms that move digital learning spaces from individual interaction with content to the formation of social structures. We argue that a methodological shift in the analysis of social web annotation is needed. First, actor–artifact relations need to be considered seriously (Hoppe, 2017). Since social interactions are mediated by the annotation artifact, artifacts can have their own properties conducive, or not so much, to attracting others to engage. Further, to understand dynamics of social interaction, quantitative analysts need to model relational events that reflect the process, rather than collapsing a series of events into relational states between actors.

This study provides an example for modelling social interaction in a web annotation environment. We explicitly include in the modelling spatial and content properties of the annotation artifacts, course design elements that may have influenced learner activity, and the temporal process of events that took place. Despite being a case study, our modelling approach offers a generalizable view on the individual to social dynamics in the web annotation environment.

Figure 1. (a) Illustration of the mediated nature of social interaction in web annotation. An actor/author, $i_1$, creates an annotation, $j_1$, that references a document, $d_1$. Another actor, $i_2$, can indirectly communicate with $i_1$ by replying to $i_2$. (b) Illustration of the reply sequence. Actors/authors are represented as circles, annotations as squares. (c) The four-cycle closure is also illustrated, with the solid lines predicting the occurrence of the dotted line.
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Following the Relational Event Modelling framework (Butts, 2008), the study examined mediated social interactions as relational events. In particular, we asked: Can we predict the occurrences of relational events between actors (e.g., learners) and annotations with node-level, social, spatial, or temporal factors in this context? Informed by prior work about social dynamics in online interactions (Chen & Poquet, 2020; Hecking, Chounta, & Hoppe, 2017; Poquet & Jovanovic, 2020; Vu, Pattison, Robins, 2015), we asked the following sub-questions:

- RQ1: To what extent did the attributes of students and web annotations contribute to mediated social interaction?
- RQ2: To what extent did the course-design factor of student grouping contribute to mediated social interaction?
- RQ3: To what extent did the endogenous network factors contribute to mediated social interaction?

3 METHODS

This study drew on a secondary dataset generated from an online course at a large public university in the United States. The course was a graduate-level seminar about Learning Analytics that involved 14 students. This course was designed to support collaborative knowledge building that demands extensive, emergent social interactions among students. A bulk of the class conversations took place on Hypothes.is, and students were asked to treat their annotations as a collective knowledge base for their course projects.

Using the Hypothes.is open API, we collected a total of 1,160 annotation events from the class, including 629 annotations and 531 replies. From the dataset, we generated an edge list for the two-mode, actor–annotation network; in each edge <s, r, t>, s stands for the sender—an actor/author, r the receiver—an annotation, and t the timestamp. Using the rem R package, this dataset was then structured as a discrete ordered sequence of relational events. Besides the network data, information about the annotations (e.g., location and word count) and the actors (e.g., project groups) was extracted.

In our empirical setting, reply actions can be generated only by an actor (i.e., a student) and directed toward an annotation. This is a one-plex, two-mode network, which has two types of nodes—actors and annotations, and one type of edge—reply. Different from a one-mode reply network that is typically constructed between participants, this two-mode network is based on an argument that a reply event from an actor to an annotation in the Hypothes.is environment also depends on traits of the annotation, even more so than characteristics of its author.

To address the specific research questions about factors driving social interaction in web annotation, we applied a novel network analysis approach named Relational Event Modelling (REM; Butts, 2008). Detailed explanations of REM can be found elsewhere (Butts, 2008). Briefly, a relational event is defined as a “discrete event generated by a social actor and directed toward one or more targets” (Butts, 2008). The central goal of REM is to “understand how past interactions effect the emergence of future interactions” (Butts, 2008), based on a set of derived statistics about: (a) endogenous network factors reflected in past relational events (e.g., frequency of previous actor–annotation
In this study, we used the rem R package to compute a variety of network statistics (elaborated below) in response to our research questions. Using these statistics, we trained multiple relational event models following a forward selection strategy and evaluated model adequacy based on the AIC (Akaike information criterion) score (Butts, 2008). To model these computed statistics of relational events, we constructed a series of stratified Cox models using the *Survival* R package. We entered groups of variables in a stepwise manner and used the AIC score to evaluate whether the inclusion of new factors improved the models.

### 4 FINDINGS

On average, students wrote about 80 total posts consisting of 45 annotations and 35 replies during the 14-week semester. Temporally, we observed posting behaviors skewed (about 64%) toward the window between Sunday morning and Monday evening, right before the class meeting on Monday evenings.

Outputs of the relational event models are reported in Table 1. As indicated by the AIC score, adding the contextual factor of student grouping in Model 2 did not improve the model whereas the exogeneous network factors added in Model 3 greatly improved the model.

The first research question inquired about the extent to which artifact attributes effected learner interaction with them. Specifically, we examined if an annotations’ location, length, and inclusion of a question mark were predictive of the likelihood of being replied. We observed from the models that the relative location of an annotation was not predictive of the likelihood of being replied, neither was the inclusion of a question mark in the annotation. The word count was positively associated with the likelihood of being replied, indicating longer annotations were more likely to receive replies. However, this effect was small.

The second research question asked whether contextual factors, related to pedagogical design in this class, effected mediated social interaction. Results from Model 2 and 3 showed that the project group homophily (i.e., learners being in the same group) was non-significant. That is, learners in the same group have not interacted with one another more than with other peers.

The third research question inquired about the role of exogeneous factors, related to emergent activity and dynamics between learners. To this end, we added four factors in Model 3. Results showed that the learner activity level, prior popularity of annotation, and “four-cycle” reciprocity, had contributed to more future interactions. Location homophily factor showed a negative effect. These findings indicated that in this social annotation context, the more active a student was, the more popular an annotation was, and the more likely they were going to be involved in the next reply event. The positive and significant effect of the “four cycle” showed that students have an inclination to collaborate with prior collaborators (see Figure 1(c)). However, the negative and significant effect of the location homophily showed that when an annotation receives a reply, other annotations near this annotation are likely to receive fewer replies.
Table 1. Relational event models of mediated social interaction in web annotation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Model 1</th>
<th>Model 2</th>
<th>Model 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Location of annotation</td>
<td>-.166</td>
<td>-.150</td>
<td>-.085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.169)</td>
<td>(.172)</td>
<td>(.180)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question of annotation</td>
<td>.003</td>
<td>.002</td>
<td>.065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.108)</td>
<td>(.108)</td>
<td>(.112)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of annotation</td>
<td>.003</td>
<td>.003</td>
<td>.003*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.001)</td>
<td>(.001)</td>
<td>(.002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project group homophily</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>.004</td>
<td>.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.003)</td>
<td>(.003)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actor activity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.121***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(.017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location homophily</td>
<td>-.010***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(.002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annotation popularity</td>
<td>1.121***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(.075)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reciprocity (four cycle)</td>
<td>1.253***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(.160)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIC</td>
<td>3677.903</td>
<td>3679.659</td>
<td>3269.597</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R²</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McFadden’s pseudo R²</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>.115</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

***p < 0.001; **p < 0.01; *p < 0.05

5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The study was interested in examining mediated interaction and spatiotemporal dynamics in social web annotation. To foreground the mediated nature of social interaction in web annotation environments, we constructed a two-mode, bipartite network involving actors (students) and annotations. To examine network dynamics, we applied the Relational Event Modelling framework and modeled the impact of a number of factors on students’ mediated social interaction.

This study also draws attention to the spatiotemporal properties of mediated social interaction in web annotation environments. The relational event modelling incorporates temporal information by design. Results showed network factors such as actor activity and annotation/artifact popularity played a role in the temporal evolution of the network. The addition of spatial information about annotations further allowed the investigation of temporal and spatial dynamics in tandem. Even though the annotation’s spatial location was not predictive of network formation, we found a reply to an annotation would suffocate potential replies to nearby annotations. This mechanism might reflect the temporally condensed activities from individuals and temporally distanced activities among them (Chen & Huang, 2019). In other words, it is plausible in the web annotation context that some students would log on in a particular time when other students are unlikely to be active, scroll through a stack of peer annotations, and selectively reply to a few in different locations. The revealed spatiotemporal properties of social interaction in web annotation are worth considering if there is an interest in promoting peer interaction through instructional interventions.
In conclusion, this study contributes fresh insights into social interaction in web annotation, calls for attention to micro-level spatiotemporal patterns, and calls for future work to investigate mediated social interaction as a dynamic network phenomenon.
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ABSTRACT: Recent findings in the field of learning analytics have brought to our attention that conclusions drawn from cross-sectional group-level data may not capture the dynamic processes that unfold within each individual learner. In this light, idiographic methods have started to gain grounds in many fields as a possible solution to examine students’ behavior at the individual level by using several data points from each learner to create person-specific insights. In this study, we introduce such novel methods to the learning analytics field by exploring the possible potentials that one can gain from zooming in on the fine-grained dynamics of a single student. Specifically, we make use of Gaussian Graphical Models—an emerging trend in network science—to analyze a single student’s dispositions and devise insights specific to him/her. The results of our study revealed that the student under examination may be in need to learn better self-regulation techniques regarding reflection and planning.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The growing field of learning analytics (LA) has drawn the attention of academics, researchers, and administrators who aspire to understand and optimize teaching and learning (Siemens, 2013). Over ten years of findings have brought immense insights to our attention. One of the most important lessons that we have learned is that context matters: models obtained in one context are barely transferable to other contexts (Gašević et al., 2016). Researchers have failed to replicate the results of predictive models (e.g., for estimating student performance) across multiple learning settings due to the remarkable diversity in the data generated by students’ learning activities, the obtained predictors, as well as the levels of statistical significance (Conijn et al., 2017; Dawson et al., 2019). These inconsistencies have made the efforts towards offering adaptive learning or personalizing support an arduous endeavor. Researchers have called for using the high resolution data generated by students to generate personalized insights (Winne et al., 2017). However, analyzing cross-sectional (i.e., group-level) data to generate personalized recommendations does not mean that each individual person will conform to the group average, and consequently, such insights generated by averaging over a group are hardly transmutable to every individual person (Fisher et al., 2018). Furthermore, cross-sectional group-level data fail to account for the dynamic processes (e.g., cognition and communication) that unfold within the individual. Obviously, a single cross-sectional
timepoint is hardly useful to explain a dynamic phenomenon occurring over multiple time points (Beltz et al., 2016).

On this basis, idiographic methods have started to gain grounds as a possible solution to examine behavior at the individual level in other fields. Idiographic methods use several data points from an individual to create person-specific insights. Being derived on the person level, such analyses account for the individual factors while being able to explain dynamic phenomena (Epskamp, Waldorp, et al., 2018; Lamiell, 1981; Molenaar & Campbell, 2009). Winne et al. (2017) argued that high resolution data enable individual (i.e., idiographic) learner analytics, so that learners can gather own data and “interpret results to decide whether and how to adapt study tactics and learning strategies”. Dawson et al. (2019) examined a large sample of students and tried early interventions aiming at prevention of dropouts. Their findings pointed to no effect on the retention outcome. The authors concluded that more data about individual differences are needed to better understand the retention process as well as to design relevant personalized interventions. A recent massive scale study that has examined a large sample of students (around 250,000) have found small benefit of a group-based behavioral intervention despite the massive dataset. Authors concluded that the field needs efficient interventions tailored to the individual and course context. Thus, education researchers need to explore such individual-based approaches (Beltz et al., 2016).

This study builds on the aforementioned insights and takes inspiration from the emerging fields of idiographic psychology and precision medicine, which have developed methods and standards for such methods of analysis (Beltz et al., 2016; Costantini et al., 2015; Molenaar & Campbell, 2009). In doing so, we explore the possible potentials that one can gain from zooming in on the fine-grained dynamics of a single student. We explore a person-specific data collection method as well as person-specific analysis and recommendations. Using data from a single student over 30 days, we analyze his/her dispositions and devise insights specific to him/her. Our approach is based on the emerging trend in network science, in particular, Gaussian Graphical Models (GGM) (Epskamp, Waldorp, et al., 2018; Saqr et al., 2021). Our research question is as follows: What insights can idiographic learning analytics reveal about students’ self-regulation and learning dispositions?

2 BACKGROUND

2.1 The cognitive process as a networked system

Representing elements of the cognitive and social processes as a network is an established research method. Such representation has afforded researchers a way to visualize the structure of these processes to measure the magnitude of association between their elements, and to devise statistical indices that allow a precise interpretation of the resultant graphs (Dado & Bodemer, 2017). In education, research on networks spans three decades. Networks have been used to visualize the patterns of interactions in collaborative groups, to study the roles students play in the collaboration, to rank students’ activities, or to predict performance to mention a few examples (Chen & Huang, 2019; Chen & Poquet, 2020; Halatchliyski et al., 2013; Saqr et al., 2019). While such methods have contributed enormously to our understanding of the learning process with their repertoire of powerful visualizations methods, there is a need for harnessing the power of other methods to extend our understanding different phenomena.
2.2 Gaussian Graphical Models

Recent advances in network sciences have led to the remarkable growth of probabilistic network models, often referred to as GGM (Epskamp, Waldorp, et al., 2018). GGM map the dynamic relationships between the elements of the cognitive or sociological phenomena we seek to understand as a complex system through the estimation of a network where the nodes are variables and the edges are the partial correlation coefficients between these variables (Artner et al., 2020; Borsboom, 2017; Epskamp, Waldorp, et al., 2018; Hamilton et al., 2019; Hevey, 2018). Similar to multiple regression, partial correlations estimate the correlations after controlling for all other variables in the network, thus eliminating the possible effect of confounding variables (Artner et al., 2020). This is particularly useful when there are multiple dependencies, i.e., consider an example when a researcher finds a positive correlation between coffee consumption and academic performance, such a correlation may simply be an unmeasured confounding factor (e.g., study time that leads to more coffee drinking). Thus, in GGM networks, two nodes are connected—if and only if—there is a covariance between these nodes that cannot be explained by any other variable in the network (Epskamp, Waldorp, et al., 2018; Hevey, 2018; Saqr et al., 2021). The resulting networks show only the significant relationships, the strength of such relationships, the sign (positive or negative), as well as the mediation pathways. Such rigorous network models offer “hypothesis generating structures, which may reflect potential causal effects to be further examined” (Hevey, 2018). As such, GGM offer several advantages that overcome the shortcomings of existing methods in terms of rigorous inferential statistics, ability to control for confounding factors, modelling the temporal evolution of the studied process. Moreover, there is a diverse and large community working on refining and improving GGM methods.

2.3 Graphical Vector Autoregression

An extension of GGM methods has allowed for the modeling of temporal processes, i.e., how a variable predicts another in the next time window. The abundance of intensive time-stamped data (time-series) has led to the existence of enough observations of individual subjects across short periods (e.g., experience sampling methods, observational data and physiological data), i.e., an individual can be studied as a unique case (N=1) (Epskamp, Waldorp, et al., 2018; Molenaar, 2004). Such time-series data are amenable to multivariate time-series analysis, commonly known as vector autoregression (VAR) (Epskamp, Waldorp, et al., 2018). VAR estimates a directed network (in contrast to undirected in GGM): the nodes are variables (e.g., motivation, behavior or attitude) and the link between them are temporal relationships (a variable predicts another in the next time window) (Epskamp, Waldorp, et al., 2018). This is commonly represented by drawing a directed arrow from the node that represents the variable (e.g., motivation) to the variable that it predicts in the next time window of measurement (e.g., engagement). An example is presented in Fig. 1, which shows a temporal network generated from a fictional individual dataset about hourly eating and exercise habits. The graph illustrates that running predicts rest thereafter and that comfort predicts eating (weak prediction, see the thin line). The loop around comfort means that comfort at one hour predicts that the person will be at comfort the next hour; probably breaking the eating habits may entail keeping occupied with activities. As shown, a temporal network predicts if a variable (an element of the studied phenomena) predicts another in the next time window. Such type of network is used to explain within-subject covariation or potential causal pathways.
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3 METHODS

The study included a single student who signed an informed consent for an anonymous version of the responses to be used for research purposes. The student was attending a course over a duration of a month. The student had to respond to ten questions representing common dispositions and self-regulation (SRL) that are commonly employed in learning analytics (Tempelaar, 2017; Tempelaar, Rienties, & Nguyen, 2018; Tempelaar, Rienties, Mittelmeier, et al., 2018). The questions covered the following constructs: Expectancy value (Vlu), Motivation (Mtv), Stress as negative affect (Str), Hope and enthusiasm as positive affect (Hop), SRL Planning (Pln), SRL Engagement with task (Tsk), SRL Reflection and evaluation (Rfc), External Regulation by assignments (Asg), Socializing (Soc), Challenging learning tasks (Chl).

The survey data was detrended using the method described in (Epskamp, van Borkulo, et al., 2018) to make the data close to stationary. Since our interest was to study the interplay between the student’s different dispositions, we used the VAR model. VAR models have been established in the study of psychological phenomena, shedding light on the temporal progression, individual aspects and dynamics of psychological processes within individuals (Epskamp, van Borkulo, et al., 2018; Epskamp, Waldorp, et al., 2018; Fisher et al., 2017). To understand the sequential temporal dependencies, we created a temporal network by estimating a Graphical VAR model (Epskamp, van Borkulo, et al., 2018). The temporal network captures what will happen next as an effect of what is happening now (lag-1 or cross-lagged effects), e.g., if the person is motivated now, the person is going to work on the task on the next step. To account for multiple comparisons, the model was regularized using graphical least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (GLASSO). Using GLASSO algorithm for estimating GGM networks has been shown to retrieve the true structure of the network (Epskamp, van Borkulo, et al., 2018).
4 RESULTS

The results of the temporal network showed interesting results about the involved student (Fig. 2 and Table 1). After controlling for all other variables in the network, the positive affect (feeling hope) was the most predictive variable of engagement in a task in the next day, shown as a thick arrow between the Hop and Tsk nodes in Fig. 2 indicating the strong association. Motivation was also strongly predictive of engagement with the task after controlling for all other variables, i.e., independent of feeling hopeful, socializing, etc. The challenging nature of the task was also predictive of engagement for the student, as well as stress, indicating that a bit of a challenge may help some students engage and work on the learning activities. The expected value and relevance of the task was also predictive of the student’s engagement with the task, emphasizing the need for creating more relevant and authentic learning tasks.

Working on the assignment was negatively predictive of engagement with learning tasks, as the student focused more on finishing the submissions. Such results also indicate that external regulation may be counterproductive for some students. Similarly, reflection was negatively predictive of engagement with the task the next day, which raises the question of the nature of reflection the student has. Planning was also weekly negatively associated with engagement with the task. These negative associations for assignment, reflection and planning are indicative of poor self-regulation practices by the student. In fact, the student had to repeat one of the assignments as it was not fulfilling the required guidelines and was incomplete. He also scored below the 50\textsuperscript{th} percentile in the two most important course assignments. There is room for improvement here, by helping the student learn optimal self-regulation practices. There was a negative association between motivation and planning, while strong positive association with socialization. Stress and assignment negatively influenced each other: the more stress the student was under, the less he/she worked on the assignments, and the more work on assignments the less stressed was the student, as expected. The results are detailed in Table 1. Please note that, since partial correlations do control for other variables, their values are not to be interpreted in the same way, as they tend to be lower.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Values of the VAR partial correlations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tsk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tsk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vlu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mtv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Str</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pln</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rfc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chl</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we have used psychological network methods in the form of GGM and graphical VARs to study a single student disposition during a course. Such idiographic method offers several advantages over cross-sectional group level analysis. Being focused on a single student, the insights generated are more relevant and actionable, i.e., precisely personalized, paving the path for precision education. These methods also offer several advantages regarding controlling for confounders, deleting spurious correlations and regularization which requires high magnitude significant correlation, offering a good level of rigorousness (Epskamp, van Borkulo, et al., 2018; Epskamp, Waldorp, et al., 2018; Fisher et al., 2017). The study has shown that the student under examination may be in need to learn better self-regulation techniques regarding reflection and planning based on his own responses. However, the value of such targeted intervention is yet to be investigated.

The implication of our study can be the applicability of the approach in several scenarios and contexts. Researchers who wish to apply personalized learning analytics can use such methods to design personalized intervention for their students. We believe there is an opportunity that may change the deserves attention and efforts from the research community to extend, improve and build on such methods. Our methods are not without limitations. The idea that the data have to be collected on a daily basis makes it sometimes difficult to collect data without some gaps, non-compliance, or missing values. The rate of data collection can be tricky: we have used a lag of a single day, but we do not know for sure if that lag was optimal. The timing of the data collection is another factor: whether data should be collected before or after the working day is still an open question. Similarly, how frequently data should be collected, what factors are to be included in the study, and how long we should collect the data are aspects in need of further investigation. The collection of data comes always with problems and risks of privacy and ethical concerns (Munoz-Arcentales et al., 2019; Saqr, 2017), in idiographic approach where much data is collected it can pose a risk which needs to be mitigated (López-Pernas & Saqr, 2021).
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ABSTRACT: Recent years have seen the increasing availability of campus administrative data and learning management system (LMS) data, researchers get the opportunity to explore how the co-presence relational data, rather than self-report friendship relational data affects students’ educational outcomes. Social network analysis is one of the most used methods to study relational data, which can provide abundant information regarding how students are connected through the course co-enrollment network, as well as the effects of student’s network property on their educational outcomes. This study intends to explore how to construct the course co-enrollment network using administrative data from a large public university in the United States and to explore if we observe different relation between network indices and students’ academic performance between a more accurately defined and a simple course co-enrollment network. Furthermore, by comparing the network autocorrelation models between a simple course co-enrollment network built without edge weight difference and the weighted edge course co-enrollment network, we can explore if peers from the more heavily weighted classes are more influential than peers from the less weighted classes.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Course-taking experience plays a critical role in undergraduate students’ college life. Peers in courses are one of the most important parts of students’ course-taking experience. Not only the general course peers’ composition (such as gender ratio, ethnicity composition) serve as a crucial social context of students’ college experience, but the potential opportunity of direct (such as group work) and indirect interactions (such as presentations) are embedded among peers in the same course (Eckles & Stradley, 2012).

Although peer effects have been studied in educational contexts for a long time, most of the research focused on the effect of students’ direct friends or the effect of student’s roommates on their educational behaviors or performance (Biancani & McFarland, 2013). Recent years have seen the increasing availability of campus administrative data and learning management system (LMS) data, researchers get the opportunity to explore how the co-presence relationship, rather than self-report friendship affects students’ educational outcomes. Social network analysis is one of the most used methods to study relational data, which can provide abundant information regarding how students are connected through the course co-enrollment network, as well as the effects of student’s network property on their educational outcomes.
Studies applying social network analysis on course co-enrollment and co-presence networks find that network statistics such as degree and density contribute to explaining students’ educational outcomes (Fincham et al., 2018; Israel et al., 2020; Weeden & Cornwell, 2020). However, little effort has been put into constructing the course co-enrollment network accurately based on the course level information. The strength of connections between students in different courses varies according to various factors such as course type, course format, course meeting schedule, etc. The relationship between network statistics and educational outcomes is affected by how the network is constructed. This study intends to study how to precisely construct the course co-enrollment network using administrative data from a large public university in the United States, and weighted network better approaches the relationship between network statistics and students’ educational outcomes and the social influence within the network.

2 REVIEW OF LITERATURE

2.1 Network Study in Educational Field

Social network analysis (SNA) has been used in studying learning contexts for a long time (Biancani & McFarland, 2013). Traditionally, students’ friendship network and students’ roommate network have gained the most attention for examining how significant others’ preference and selection affect students’ educational performance and behaviors. SNA has also been applied to rich discussion forum data to understand how students interact with each other through discussion threads (Fincham et al., 2018). As various campus data (such as administrative data, WiFi log data) becoming increasingly available, a handful of studies in the field of higher education use course co-enrollment and co-presence network to study how network structure relate to students’ connections and behaviors (Fincham et al., 2018; Nguyen et al., 2020).

2.2 Course Co-Enrollment Network

Course co-enrollment network is one of the most at scale and available data sources that capture the important relational data from students and their course peers during students’ college time. However, few studies explore the effect of co-presence and students’ peer influence through courses using course co-enrollment data. The challenge of using course co-enrollment data is how to understand and model the effects of students’ co-presence/exposure and peer influence in a more accurate way. Students enrolling in the same course do not necessarily mean they have sufficient and equal exposure to each other.

2.3 Network Construction in Educational Field

Different network constructions represent researchers’ understanding of the relational network data: in school friendship networks, the formation of a tie depends on students’ self-report data that specifying their best friends, which assumes students’ best friends have significant effects on them. Ties could also be constructed based on students’ direct interactions. The network constructed with discussion forum data usually defines tie as students’ direct interaction: responding posts. Network focus on small groups of people such as study group or orientation group’s effect also assumes students affect each other through interactions. Co-presence networks define tie as students’ co-presence in the same space during the same time, such as network constructed based on students WiFi log data, course co-enrollment, campus activities participation (Eckles & Stradley, 2012).
In respect of course co-enrollment network, it can be constructed as a two-mode course-student network or can be projected as two one-mode networks separately: student-student network and course-course network. Network structure and tie definition could be affected by time span and nodes inclusion of the course co-enrollment network based on research purposes (Gardner et al., 2018; Israel et al., 2020; K. A. Weeden & Cornwell, 2020). Weeden and Cornwell (2020), and Israel et al. (2020) both define the edge as student’s co-enrollment in a class, but they include different student groups and time span in their networks. Weeden and Cornwell (2020) construct a two-mode course co-enrollment network with Cornell University’s single term’s transcript data. Undergraduate, graduate and professional master students are connected to each other if they are in the same class in that term, not connected if they are not in the same classes. All the ties are treated equally. Israel et al. (2020) project a one-mode course network and a one-mode student network from the full two-mode co-enrollment network, which is based on one cohort of students’ six years of course-taking data. Students form tie with other students if they ever enrolled in the same class six years after they enrolled, edges are weighted through the total number of co-enrolled courses. Students outside of the cohort were not included in the networks. Gardner et al. (2018) use ten years of undergraduate courses taking the record to build the network and further specify different edges through link attributes, which change according to co-enrolled peers’ attributes.

3 RESEARCH QUESTIONS

This study intends to construct students’ course co-enrollment network with course-level information from university administrative data. The ties between students who co-enrolled in the same courses would be weighted by detailed course information such as course type, course size, and course meeting schedule. The assumption behind this construction is that the strength and the effect of peers’ co-presence on students are not the same in different courses setting. Students may have more in-depth connections in small seminars than in large lectures, in classes with more frequent meeting schedules than courses with less opportunity to meet. This course-relevant information would affect the strength of students’ connection through the course co-enrollment network.

Research question 1:
How to construct accurate course co-enrollment networks informed by campus administrative data which includes students’ course enrollment, course-level information, and student-level information?

To further validate if a more accurate course co-enrollment network can represent students’ connection built through course co-enrollment more effectively, this study also seeks to examine how students’ academic performance correlated with each other in the course co-enrollment network through network autocorrelation models. By comparing the network autocorrelation network between a simple course co-enrollment network built without weight difference and the weighted course co-enrollment network, we can explore if peers in the classes with heavier weight are more relevant than peers from less weighted classes.

Research question 2:
Do we observe different relation between network indices and students’ academic performance between a weighted network and a simple course co-enrollment network?
Research question 3:

Do we observe stronger social influence through the autocorrelation model in students’ academic performance between students who share heavily weighed tie than between students who share light-weighted tie through the course co-enrollment network built by more informative courses’ information? Does the weighted network fit the autocorrelation model better than a simple non-weighted course co-enrollment network?

4 METHODS AND PROPOSED ANALYSES

4.1 Data Sources

The data used in constructing the course co-enrollment network come from the administrative data from a large public university in the United States. The administrative data includes students’ transcript data, students’ courses taking trajectories, and courses relevant information of undergraduate students who enrolled in UCI from 2008 to 2020. The student population and course settings in this data allow us to observe the overall undergraduate students’ course co-enrollment network with a representative perspective. A large public university would include most of the common majors and schools with students who come from different family backgrounds. The detailed student by term by course data with students’ grade and course relevant information enable this study to see which students took the same courses and then construct their tie with their classmates. The course information provides us rich information to weigh the ties between students according to course features. The data used in this study’s analysis only include data from 2015 to 2020 to follow the complete college experience of students from the 2015 cohort and 2016 cohort. The course only includes one student or students who did not complete the course are excluded from the analysis.

4.2 Course Co-Enrollment Network Construction

The course co-enrollment network is constructed as a one-mode network that each node represents one student (Zhou et al., 2007). Students have ties with other students if they enrolled and completed the same class. The network is an m*m matrix that m equal to the total number of students in that term excluding students who were only in courses with only one student or students who failed all classes.

Each cell in the matrix presents the weight of the tie of row m student and column n student. If they went to and completed the same class then their cell would be filled with 1 instead of 0. If row m student and column n student enrolled and completed more than one class, the cell would be filled with the total overlapping courses they had.

Weighted Ties

The existence of ties between students depends on whether they enrolled and completed the same courses, but not all the ties have equal values. Informed by the course relevant information, we calculate the edge weight through the combination of courses’ information. Certain courses’ features accord larger weight to ties generated in those courses. The course features we are using include Course types that include lecture, seminar, lab, and discussion. Different types would be assigned to different weights based on the chance of interaction students generally have in this course type, from
the most heavily weighted course type to the least weighted course type: seminar, discussion, lab, lecture; Course schedule which includes the meeting times of the course. The course would be heavily weighted based on the frequency of the meeting schedule. Courses that meet more are weighted heavier than courses that meet less (Srinivasan et al., 2006); Course size which represents the total number of students in that course session. Smaller courses are weighted heavily because the chance of interaction between students is higher in smaller courses than larger courses; the Courses level captures the upper-division courses and the lower division courses. Upper-division courses are weighted heavier than lower-division courses since they generally ask for more engagement from students; Courses location and physical environment could also be included in the weight generating formula. Courses located in a larger lecture hall may provide less opportunity for students to interact with each other.

4.3 Network Autocorrelation Model

Network autocorrelation enables us to analyze the social influence process among people in an interdependent network (Leenders, 2002). In the autocorrelation model, ego’s endogenous outcome variable is not only affected by the ego’s own covariates but also affected by other alters in the same network with the ego. The strength of alters’ influence is determined by the weight matrix in the autocorrelation model. In this study, students’ term GPA (or cumulative) would be the endogenous outcome variable, the covariates include students’ previous cumulative GPA, demographic characteristics (gender, race, first-generation college student status, low-income status).

The weight matrix is informed by the weighted ties we calculate based on course information, which could capture more accurate strength of students’ influence to each other through courses co-presence than simply treat all the peers in co-enrolled courses equally. By using the autocorrelation model, we can test how peers in course co-enrollment network influence each other through different specifications of the weight of their ties with each other.

4.4 Discussion

The limitation of this study is the internal relationship and mechanism between students’ co-presence and peer effect is still not clear. The precision of the course co-enrollment construction could help us to examine and compare if the strength of the co-presence network affects the relationship between network statistics and educational outcome, and the social influence within the network. This study could provide insight into how students in university connect to each other with different strength by different course settings, which could help policymaker in the field of higher education to better understand students’ college experience through course taking and to explore course setting policy to help students connect and interact with students in a more meaningful way.
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**ABSTRACT:** Bayesian Knowledge Tracing (BKT) is a common statistical model used in intelligent tutoring systems to help adapt material by estimating when a student has mastered a skill. While the research community around BKT has been active, there has been a high barrier to entry given the lack of accessible software libraries. This tutorial will introduce participants to the first BKT library for Python, a computationally efficient implementation that allows for easy replication of many model variants from the literature. The tutorial will consist of 30 minutes of lecture and 2 hours of notebook-based, hands-on tutorial activities and group work.

**Keywords:** Bayesian Knowledge Tracing; Intelligent Tutoring Systems; Python Library

1. WORKSHOP DETAILS

1.1. Agenda

1.1.1. **Presentation**  
(5 minutes) Introduction, History of BKT and knowledge tracing algorithms  
(10 minutes) Fundamentals of BKT involving the base equations and HMMs, including demonstrations to how the algorithm works using simple examples of a few responses  
(5 minutes) History of BKT software, including examples such as BNT and xBKT  
(5 minutes) Advantages of using pyBKT over other software (computational efficiency, support of model variants, bug fixes with regards to xBKT, ease of use/accessibility using the fitting, cross validation and evaluation methods).  
(15 minutes) Demonstration of pyBKT, starting from simple synthetic data examples on the basic BKT model and then gradually working up to using cross validation on real data from ASSISTments and Cognitive Tutor data sets
1.1.2. Introductory Hands-On Problems
Have the attendees work through an introductory lab for pyBKT, where they will go through simple examples to get a feel for the software as well as answer questions regarding BKT. Examples will include edge cases uses of BKT to deepen understanding, application of cross-validation to explore the best model variant for a specific dataset and scenario, and other applications of BKT to real-world use cases. During this time attendees are free to ask questions and work with each other.

1.1.3. Informal Competition
During this time, we will host a friendly competition. We will give attendees a dataset of student responses, and attendees will be tasked with manipulating the input data and choosing both parameters and the model (possibly ones that they create themselves) to best predict student responses. Performance evaluation will be based on a combination of cross-validated accuracy, RMSE, and AUC.

1.2. Learning Objective
Learn the fundamentals and pros and cons of BKT and its model variants; learn how to choose between different model variants using techniques such as cross validation; learn how to apply pyBKT to real-world tutoring scenarios and research questions.

Target audience: Knowledge tracing researchers, educational software developers, learning analytics professors/teachers.

1.3. pyBKT\(^1\) Model Fitting Example
Model Fitting and Cross-validation Code:

```python
>>> from pyBKT.models import Model
>>> model = Model(seed = 42, num_fits = 1)
>>> model.fit(data_path = 'cognitive_tutor.csv', skills = 'Plot pi')
>>> model.params()
```

```
   skill     param   class   value
----------   ------   ------   ------
Plot pi      prior   default  0.62830
            learns  default  0.58967
            guesses default  0.13011
            slips    default  0.09073
            forgets  default  0.00000
```

```python
>>> print(model.crossvalidate(data_path = 'ct.csv', skills = 'Plot pi', folds = 5))
```

```
   skill     rmse
----------   ------
Plot pi      0.46242
```

\(^1\) https://github.com/CAHLR/pyBKT
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ABSTRACT: The 6th Annual DesignLAK Workshop addresses a need in the learning analytics community to be able to rapidly prototype learning analytics visualisations with educators based on their needs relating to the learning designs used in their teaching context. The development of learning analytics applications for educators is often a long and complex process. It necessarily involves a range of people with skills in data science and application development and can demand multiple iterations with key stakeholders before prototypes are approved. In this interactive, 2.5 hour workshop we will explore an alternative approach to this co-design and prototyping process which aims to help educators to design learning analytics visualisations for their learning designs in a less time- and expertise-intensive way. The workshop will involve the use of a newly developed prototyping tool known as DIVE, developed at MIT, which supports data analysis and visualisation without the need for users to be able to code. Workshop participants will have a chance to use the DIVE tool to create visualisations that would be useful for their teaching contexts and to provide feedback on the process to inform further work on how this tool could be adapted to support learning analytics application development.

Keywords: Learning analytics, learning design, visualisation, prototyping
1 BACKGROUND

The development of learning analytics applications for educators is often a long and complex process. In some cases, an application is developed by an institution or vendor in a generic way so it can be used to explore data visualisations across many different learning designs (Bakharia et al., 2016). Alternatively, a more focused approach could be taken, in consultation with educators, to develop applications that are more specific to certain tools and/or learning designs within particular teaching contexts. This co-design approach has gained popularity among the learning analytics community in recent times (e.g., Dollinger et. al., 2019, Shibani et. al., 2019) and can involve several iterations of consultation with educators to develop designs for visualisation and application development. These discussions are often supported initially by the use of tools such as templates and/or cards (e.g. Alvarez et al., 2020) that help educators to think through the different design and data elements necessary for subsequent development of a prototype. Further meetings are then needed to review the translation of the design to the prototype environment, involving people with a range of data science and developer skills, before development can begin on the final application.

In this workshop we will explore an alternative approach to this co-design and prototyping process which aims to help educators to design learning analytics visualisations for their learning designs in a less time- and expertise-intensive way. The workshop will involve the use of a newly developed prototyping tool known as DIVE, developed at MIT\(^1\), which supports data analysis and visualisation without the need for users to be able to code. This open-source tool includes many features that can help educators and learning designers to easily build useful data representations such as synthetic data generation, automated visualisation, and data model recommendations. The online workshop will involve an introduction to the development of learning analytics visualisations for learning design followed by a demonstration of the DIVE tool enhanced with extensions specifically to support the co-design of learning analytics applications. Participants will then have a chance to use the DIVE tool to create visualisations that are useful for their teaching contexts and to provide feedback on the process to inform further work on how this tool could be adapted to support learning analytics application development. This aligns with the LAK21 theme of “the impact that we make” in that our aim is to provide more efficient and cooperative ways for learning analytics visualisations to be prototyped and developed to allow educators to use data to have impact on learning and teaching practice.

The DesignLAK series of workshops have offered an opportunity over the past five years to explore the intersection of learning analytics and learning design. Earlier workshops focused on improving feedback processes (Milligan et al., 2016) and indicators for assessment design (Ringtved et al., 2017). In 2018, a series of learning analytics/learning design tools were showcased and evaluated (Corrin et al., 2018), and in 2019 the workshop considered the validity of data used for assessment analytics (Law et al., 2019). DesignLAK21 will continue this conversation around the relationship between learning analytics and learning design while augmenting this in a practical way through the development of a rapid prototype relevant to participants’ own context. The interactive nature of the workshop will provide participants exposure to a way to build learning analytics prototypes that help

\(^1\) https://www.media.mit.edu/projects/dive/overview/
educators and learning designers to analyse and visualise data with reference to learning design in ways that can inform appropriate interventions and/or design amendments.

2 OBJECTIVE OF THE WORKSHOP

The objective of the DesignLAK21 workshop is to explore how a prototyping tool (DIVE) can be used within a co-design workshop setting to make the design of learning analytics visualisations more efficient and meaningful for/with educators and learning designers. The workshop will provide an opportunity to engage learning analytics researchers and practitioners (LAK attendees) in this process to contribute to an ongoing program of research about how co-design workshops can be enhanced with rapid prototyping to help educators to be able to align analytics with learning design to produce insights that can lead to action (Bakharia & Corrin, 2020).

3 WORKSHOP DESIGN

The DesignLAK21 workshop will take place online and will run for 2.5 hours. The event will involve a number of interactive activities including small-group collaborative tasks, as well as whole group discussions and feedback opportunities. The workshop will be facilitated by the DesignLAK team in an online synchronous tool that enables the creation of break-out groups and provides communication channels to facilitate ongoing discussions and feedback provision. The online nature of the workshop means it can be opened to slightly larger numbers than previous DesignLAK workshops (which usually average around 20 participants), however we would need to cap attendance around 40-50 participants to allow for the DesignLAK21 team to be able to facilitate and monitor the groups and provide feedback on and support for the prototype designs. The workshop will be open to any educators, learning designers, researchers, and learning analytics practitioners who have an interest in how learning analytics visualisations can be prototyped in ways that make specific reference to learning design in practice.

3.1 Pre-workshop preparation

Prior to the workshop, the organisers will promote the event through a range of social media (e.g. Twitter, Slack, etc.) and the mailing lists of associated professional societies (e.g. SoLAR, ASCILITE, etc.). The DesignLAK website will be updated to contain: a summary of the workshop design, information about the workshop facilitators, the workshop schedule, and further resources that may be of interest to participants relating to research on the visualisation of learning analytics with reference to learning design. In the lead up to the workshop an introduction email will be sent to participants to remind them of the workshop schedule and to collect information about their roles, context, and interests (this information will be used to allocate participants to groups within the break-out sessions). They will also be encouraged to consider questions they may have around their learning designs that they might like to use as the basis of a visualisation design in the workshop.

3.2 The workshop

The workshop will open with an icebreaker activity that will set the scene for an exploration of the intersection of learning design and analytics. This will then lead into a whole group discussion of
important considerations for visualisation design of learning analytics data, which will be interspersed with examples from the research of how data from different learning designs can be visualised. Emphasis will be placed on the importance of storytelling techniques to enable various stakeholders (e.g. educators, learning designers, etc.) to be able to interpret these visualisations so that actions can be planned and enacted. Participants will then be introduced to the DIVE tool and the main functionality will be demonstrated. They will then be divided into small groups of 5-6 participants to work on generating a visualisation design using DIVE around a learning design that would be relevant to their own practice. Synthetic datasets will be provided for use within the DIVE tool and group members will be given the option to either work on their own designs, or to work together as a group on a design of common interest (where possible, participants with similar interests will be grouped together on the basis of the information they provided prior to the workshop). A DesignLAK organiser will be allocated to facilitate each break-out group room, but may need to move between groups if the participant numbers are large. A 15 min break will be scheduled during the design section of the workshop to give participants a chance to rest, eat, and/or move around - or they could opt to use the extra time to work on their designs. At the end of the design section, the whole group will come back together to share designs and to receive feedback on these designs from other participants. The workshop will end with a feedback generation activity about the process of the prototype development as well as opportunities and challenges that they may have identified through taking part in this process.

4 WORKSHOP OUTCOMES

The workshop offers benefits to both the participants and organisers. Participants will gain experience in using the DIVE tool to preview recommended visualisations, and to assemble and share selected visualisations as data stories related to their learning designs. The organisers will be able to consider the visualisation artefacts, participant discussions, and feedback to evaluate the use of DIVE as a low-code rapid prototyping and co-design tool. Throughout the workshop participants will be encouraged to Tweet about their experience, using the hashtag #DesignLAK21, to disseminate awareness of the session and any important ideas and/or provocations that emerge from the discussion. A summary of the session resources and resulting discussions will be compiled by the DesignLAK21 organisers and made available on the website post the event. Permission will be sought from willing participants to include examples of resulting visualisations on the website. The formal evaluation of the workshop will form part of an ongoing study of this rapid prototyping approach for learning analytics being conducted by members of the DesignLAK21 organising group and so this workshop will feature in resulting publications (appropriate ethical approval for the use of workshop data will be obtained prior to the workshop and communicated with participants). As usual, ideas of interest that emerge from the workshop will be used to inspire the focus of DesignLAK22.
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